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Chapter 1

Introduction To Dynamic Trading

Successful commodity trading is a business.
Roy W. Longstreet

In Dynamic Trading, you

• Learn what it takes to be a successful trader or investor.

• Learn how to understand the pattern position of the current trend of the market including the conditions necessary to signal when a market is reaching the completion of the trend using the practical application of Elliott Wave analysis.

• Learn how to project well in advance the price zones which have the greatest probability of support, resistance and trend change.

• Learn how to project well in advance the time periods with the greatest probability of trend change.

• Learn how to integrate the time and price projection techniques and pattern analysis into a practical trading plan.

• Learn how to distinguish the high probability trade set-ups that will provide you with the best opportunity for success.
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Introduction To Dynamic Trading

Where We Are Going and What We Will Accomplish

Dynamic Trading will teach you how to confidently consider a market position and make a trading or investing decision. Every financial and commodity market is constantly in a process of dynamic change. When you have mastered the material in this book, you will not only be prepared for trend change before it happens, but will be prepared for the probable time and price extent of each trend and counter-trend swing.

One of the important objectives of Dynamic Trading is to project the extent of trends and the time and price of trend reversals in advance.

The chart below is an example of the power of dynamic market analysis. A bond top was projected to be made in the Nov. 20-Dec. 9, 1996 period, ideally Dec. 4-9. The top was projected to be in the price zone of 115.29-117.05. The top was made Dec. 3, 1996 at 116.28, precisely within the time and price zones projected for the termination of the rally.

![Chart showing Dynamic Price Projections and Elliott Wave Pattern](image)

After-the-fact analysis? Absolutely not. The exact projections described above were made weeks in advance and published in the Dynamic Trader Report prepared by the author. By learning Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies, you will be prepared in advance for the extent of trends and counter-trends, the time and price with the greatest probability of trend reversal and low-risk trading strategies.
It's Time You Made A Change

Are you ready to make some changes? To do something different than the majority of traders and investors who are unsuccessful?

The majority of futures traders loose money. Some say the percentage is as high as 90%. The majority of stock and mutual fund investors under perform the stock indexes, year after year. How can this be when publications teaching trading, investing and technical analysis have flooded the market in recent years? How can this be when powerful technical analysis software is available for only a few hundred dollars? In the past twenty years, since the flood of technical analysis and investing books, newsletters, trading workshops and software have overwhelmed the market, the percentage of traders and investors who succeed has not gained at all! How can this be when the knowledge and tools seem to be so easily and cheaply available?

I believe it is because the vast majority of traders and investors have bought into the belief that the same overused and abused technical indicators actually provide an accurate assessment of market position. If the majority of traders and investors continue to loose or, at best, vastly under perform the market, it must be time for a change. It must be time to look at the market from a new perspective and put into practice new analysis methods and trading strategies.

My favorite definition of an insane person is someone who continues to do the same thing but expects different results. Are you insane? Are you approaching the market with the same popular analysis tools and trading techniques that have been used by the majority of traders and investors for more than the past twenty years? That same group of traders and investors who have consistently lost or under performed the market, year after year after year?

It's time to stop the insanity! It's time to do something different.

Dynamic Trading provides both new techniques and new twists on some older techniques that are integrated into a comprehensive analysis and trading plan. If you want to be different than the 90% of unsuccessful traders and investors, you must do something different than what the 90% are doing.

I have taught these techniques to new and experienced traders in over a dozen countries for almost ten years. It is rare that someone involved in the business of market analysis and education has any trading experience. In order to demonstrate the value of these methods, in 1993 I entered and won first place in the Robbins Trading Company World Cup Championship of Futures Trading with a return of over 118% on account for the year. This annual trading contest is real-money, real-time. Not some silly
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hypothetical trading contest. In case you didn't know, less than 5% of trading and investing authors, newsletter writers and software developers have ever successfully traded or invested. All of their information is strictly from an academic or hypothetical viewpoint and is usually not applicable to practical analysis, trading or investing.

While I continue to trade futures and options and invest by mutual fund switching, my primary occupation is as a trading and investing analyst and advisor through my monthly and weekly Dynamic Trader Analysis Reports. These reports and their predecessors have provided a comprehensive analysis of the major financial and commodity markets since 1986. Each report is an education in itself with regular tutorials on dynamic technical analysis and trading strategies.

The monthly and weekly advisory reports have provided a ten year record of the value of the analysis, forecasts methods and trading strategies taught in this book. Throughout this period I have become especially known for my comprehensive and unique timing methods. A three year period of reports was examined and it was found that 89% of the trend changes made by the markets that were followed in the report were made within one trading day of my Projected Turning Point Periods. I'm sure you can see how valuable this kind of dynamic time analysis can be to you.

Of the hundreds of market analysts and newsletter publishers, the 1997 Superradars Almanac named me the 1996 “Market Guru of the Year”, primarily for my technical analysis of market position and time and price projections for the stock indexes. The same analysis techniques that allowed me to so accurately determine the position of the stock market and time and price targets for the bull trend are taught in this book. The techniques are not difficult to understand or apply, but it will take work on your part.

This is the first comprehensive book I have offered to the public in ten years. In the past, a trader or investor had to either purchase my $900 home study course or attend a weekend workshop at a similar price to receive this information. Why have I put this information together in a book and made it available for less than $100? You're probably expecting me to humbly say it's for the benefit of the little guy or something like that. Not at all. I hope to reach a much wider audience of traders and investors who are ready to make a change. Some of you will want to continue your studies by subscribing to my monthly or weekly advisory service. Others may be interested in the unique software I have developed for traders and investors.

Whether you continue your study and application of Dynamic Trading beyond the material in this book or not, I promise you this: You will get
more than your money's worth from the material in this book alone. You will learn new analysis and trading techniques that you can immediately put into practice as a complete approach by themselves or as a complement to an approach you already use. I have been in the business of advising and educating traders for over ten years. I have built a steady and loyal customer base over that time primarily through word of mouth. I have done this by offering a quality product and service in everything I do in an industry that is known for a decided lack of quality and integrity. If for any reason you feel the material in this book is not worth the price you paid, send it back within sixty days and I will be glad to refund your purchase price. I'll bet you've never had a money back guarantee made to you in the introduction to a book.

The other reason I have made this material available in a low cost book format is that over the past few years, many of the techniques I have been teaching for many years are being taught by others and incorporated into software programs without any reference to the source. They are often being taught at extraordinary high cost like several thousand dollars for weekend workshops or telephone conference tutorials. Unfortunately, many of the techniques are often taught incorrectly. Probably because the teacher did not develop the methods and had no actual experience putting them into practice.

In late 1993, I gave a lecture at the Trader's World technical analysis conference in Chicago and described the relationship of market timing and atomic energy structure. I explained this analogy and the practical application to time analysis and trading strategies. By the way, it is not as weird or esoteric as it may sound! Within about thirty days, a technical analysis software developer who was at the conference had not only included some of the timing techniques I taught at the conference into his software, but even called it something like Energy Pivots, exactly as I described them at the conference. I didn't even get a copy of the software as thanks for designing the routines!

While imitation is the highest form of flattery, I decided then to discontinue my public appearances at conferences and my educational contributions to technical analysis magazines until I had produced a book for the general trading and investing public that set forth my methods. It is almost four years later and here it is!

I have long since accepted that whatever you place before the public whether through articles, books or workshops becomes public domain and no one who appropriates the material is required to reference the source of their instruction except in the case of copyrighted or trademarked material. At least now I know this material will be properly presented in its entirety at a fair price.
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I know the value of this material as do hundreds of traders from around the world who have studied it and put it into practice. Whatever your level of trading or investing experience, you will find great value in this material. I have taught this material to brand new traders and investors who hardly knew the difference between long and short as well as experienced fund managers who are responsible for millions of dollars of customer funds. Many of them have made these techniques their sole approach to analysis and trading. Others have integrated one aspect or another into their trading approach and trading plans.

Whatever your current level of experience or expertise, it is now your turn to make a change and learn to be a Dynamic Trader.
Chapter 2

Getting Started With Dynamic Trading

*Use all of the tools, all of the time.*

W. D. Clann

The Three Dimensions of Market Activity

Every aspect of the market must be taken into consideration for consistently successful trading and investing decisions. There are two criteria that should be met for any technical analysis methodology to be included as part of the decision making aspect of a trader’s trading plan:

1. The analysis technique must be simple and easy to understand both in regards to theory and application.

2. The analysis technique must provide the critical information well in advance that is needed to make a trading decision. In other words, we are primarily concerned with *leading indicators* of market activity, not *lagging indicators*. There are a thousand indicators that will tell us what the market has done. We want to know with a *high degree of reliability* what the market should do in the immediate future.

The three important dimensions of market activity - time, price and pattern - meet the two criteria described above. Most trading plans only include one, or at the most, two of these important market factors. A comprehensive trading plan that is concerned with having the greatest probability for success will include information from all three dimensions before a trading decision is made.

Time

We must have a time projection methodology that allows us to project with a high degree of consistency the future periods of time that have
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the greatest probability of trend change. Typical time-cycle analysis
provides for wide "windows" of time of as much as several weeks for a
potential trend change. This is of little use to the trader or investor. When
using daily data, dynamic time projections focus in on periods of just a
few days which have a very high probability of trend change. When using
intraday data, the focus may be on just a few hours. These relatively
narrow time ranges provide the trader or investor with a highly useful
piece of information from where to make a decision. Dynamic time
projection techniques also project the high probability minimum and
maximum price targets for any trend or counter-trend.

Price
We must have a price projection methodology that allows us to project
with a high degree of consistency price levels that have the greatest proba-
bility of support and resistance. Our price projection methodology must
not only project temporary support and resistance zones, but must allow
us to project zones that have the greatest probability of terminating the
trend. Dynamic price projections provide a very narrow price zone where
important trend changes usually unfold. A dynamic price projection tech-
nique also projects the high probability minimum and maximum price
targets for any trend or counter-trend.

Pattern
Our pattern recognition analysis must consistently represent the position
of the market in relation to trend, counter-trend, trend termination and
trend confirmation. In the chapter on patterns, we will see how to simplify
Elliott wave analysis so we can quickly recognize the position of the
market related to Elliott wave guidelines. There are certain rules and
guidelines associated with Elliott wave analysis that usually reveal the
position of the market relative to trend or counter-trend. When that
position is not clear, we may choose to ignore that particular market and
only consider trading those markets where the pattern clearly reveals the
position.

Holistic Technical Analysis
Without a comprehensive analysis procedure, an important decision-
making element may be missing. It is critical to view the market from all
perspectives. Each dimension of market activity must be viewed in the
context of the other dimensions. Failure to be aware of all dimensions of
market activity may result in a trading decision arrived at by an isolated
view of the market that ignores an important market factor. Another
dimension of market activity may contradict the isolated view. The market must be viewed from the whole of its activity.

**Buy The Bottom, Sell The Top**

An important part of dynamic trading analysis is to be prepared in advance and recognize important trend changes as they occur. The lowest risk and lowest capital exposure trade and investment set-ups are often at the significant trend change pivots. I know, I know. Most of the trading and investing books teach never to try to buy the low or sell the high. What nonsense. Those books were written by academics and other non-traders who know little about technical analysis except for lagging indicators which only provide information well after the trend is established. They teach this bit of nonsense because most analysts do not have an analytical method that projects in advance when and where market reversals will take place. Buy the bottom and sell the top is an important factor of a trading plan. This book will give you the tools to do just that quite often.

**The Coincidence of Time, Price and Pattern**

*When time, price and pattern coincide, change is inevitable.* When each of the three market dimensions project a high probability of trend change, the change is at least very highly probable, if not inevitable. The coincidence of time, price and pattern projections provide low risk/low capital exposure trade set-ups. If the trend change is confirmed, the trader and investor will have the confidence of knowing the direction of the main trend and the direction that market positions should be taken.

**The Objective of Technical Analysis**

*The purpose of technical analysis is not to be able to accurately identify every market position, all of the time. While this may be the daydream of some analysts and most amateur traders, it is an impossibility. Every method of technical analysis has limitations and at times will provide contradictory information. Unless the analyst, trader or investor is willing to accept that some times his or her analysis will not provide a confident opinion of the market position, he or she is doomed to failure.*

---

**The objective of technical analysis is to identify those market conditions and the specific trading strategies that have a high probability of success.**
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There are three positions a trader may take at any one time: long, short or out of the market. The out-of-the-market position is taken when the technical analysis does not recognize that the market is in a high probability profit position. Jim Rodgers has said that he “waits until the money is just sitting there on the floor waiting to be picked up” before he considers entering a position. In other words, Rodgers waits until his analysis recognizes the conditions that have a very high probability of success. If you want to be successful, so will you.

Traders who demand action usually have no technical analysis approach or trading plan and are doomed to the same fate as all other junkies - busted. Over the years, I have often had prospective customers call to inquire about my newsletter advisory services, trading workshops or software program. If one of their first questions is something like “how many trades a month does this approach signal”, I know they have never had success and never will until they change their objectives. These trading junkies are more concerned with activity than profitability. The only objective of a trader or investor should be net profitability, not the amount of activity.

Once you recognize that the purpose of technical analysis is to identify high probability trade set-ups, patience and discipline should follow.

Analyst, Investor or Trader

Both investors and traders must be good technical analysts to be successful. The technical analysis methods provide the information to make a trading or investing decision. But many analysts are not necessarily good investors or traders. For the purposes of this book, analyst includes everyone interested in the technical analysis of the markets including both trader and investor. The same methods apply to all time frames whether a 15 minute chart or a monthly chart.

What Markets Do These Techniques Apply?

The Dynamic Trading techniques apply to all actively traded markets including all of the major futures, stocks, mutual funds and indexes. These techniques have been used by short-term futures traders who consider a three hour trade a long-term position to mutual fund switchers who make only two or three switches each year.

System Trading

The myth that a so-called mechanical trading or investing “system” may be purchased that will provide great profits over time is a sad reminder that a significant portion of the population has more money than brains
or at least some money and few brains. What is a "mechanical trading system?" It is a specific and objective set of rules that signal when to buy and sell. The rules may be programmed into software or simply written down. The basis of all these systems is that the user does not have to know anything about the market or trading and investing and will profit by simply following the rules or system signals.

As long as there has been trading and investing, there have been trading and investing systems sold to the public for anywhere from a few hundred dollars to many thousands. I don't believe there has ever been a system sold to the public that the purchaser has profited from over a period of more than one or two years which always seem to be followed by consistent losses that wipe out any accumulated profit in a short amount of time. The majority of "systems" sold are nothing but scams. Some probably have value in the hands of the developer who knows the market conditions under which the system was developed and would recognize when the conditions have changed and the system is no longer applicable.

Not long ago, I challenged all of the readers of the Club 3000 newsletter to provide any evidence of ever having had a single, profitable year from taking every signal of a system that they had purchased. The Club 3000 newsletter was originally begun to provide comments and reviews by system purchasers. I am sure just about every system purchaser and developer in the trading and investing universe subscribes to this newsletter. Not a single system purchaser or developer was able to provide any evidence of a profitable year trading a purchased system! Surprised? I'm not.

Why does the trading system illusion continue? I believe there are two reasons. The first is that many of us want to believe that there really is an easy way. Many of us want to believe that there is a formula that can be purchased and will guarantee success. Whole industries are built on this illusion. Stay up late at night and channel surf and you will see how alive and well is this illusion. Success can't be purchased. It must be earned. Trading and investing is the same as any other business. You must gain a certain amount of knowledge and make decisions. Judgment will always be required for success.

The second reason for the perpetuation of the successful system illusion is the recent plethora of system testing software. Most of the popular and inexpensive technical analysis software programs make it relatively easy to test the profitability of a set of trading rules. The left-brain junkies have a field day with the system testing software. Most of these users do not understand that a set of rules may be developed to show a profit on any set of data! Even data randomly generated. But wait until
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you apply those rules to a new set of data generated under different market conditions. Software promoters feed on the system illusion by heavily promoting the system testing routines in their software. Trading magazines continually have articles on system development written by academicians or professional writers with no actual trading experience.

Still interested in system trading? Futures magazine tracks the results of most of the public futures trading funds. Public trading funds are all system traders. For practical purposes, they have unlimited financial, computer and brain power resources to develop trading systems. In 1995, the S&P was up 35% for the year. In 1995, the average gain of the 205 funds tracked by Futures magazine was just 12.11%. About one quarter of the funds were down for the year. Only nineteen or less than one out of ten funds beat the S&P for the year. Futures magazine does not report on multi-year returns for these funds, but I will give very high odds that none of them has ever beaten the S&P in each of three years in a row.

Most of these public trading funds have more than ten million dollars under management. Some a lot more. All together they represent several billions of trading dollars. And this is just a drop in the bucket compared with the private trading funds. How much do you think it would be worth to any one of these funds to purchase a system that is profitable? Can you count that high? Given this information, do you really think that you can buy a profitable trading system for a few hundred dollars? For a few thousand dollars?

Hopefully you are now well grounded in reality. Success cannot be purchased. It’s that simple.

How This Book Is Laid Out

It is important to progress through the book in the order the material is presented. Each chapter builds upon the previous material.

Doesn’t it aggravate you when you are reading in a book the descriptive commentary about a chart illustration and the chart is not on the same page as the commentary? You have to keep flipping back and forth to view the illustration and the commentary together? That won’t happen in Dynamic Trading. Care has been taken so that the descriptive chart commentary is on the same page as the chart illustration. This often results in a good bit of blank space left at the bottom of a page. This "wasted" space aggravates traditional publishers to no end but is necessary for the best learning experience. The purpose of this book is to teach you these techniques as well as possible, not to conform to the ideal layout standards of traditional book publishers.
Dynamic Trading - Chapter 2

It's Time To Get Started

We will begin the Dynamic Trading journey with an understanding of "What A Trader Must Know To Be Successful."

What A Trader Must Know To Be Successful

Below are a few definitions with the help of Webster’s you must know with my brief comments.

Forecast: *To predict a future condition, occurrence or event.* No one at any time knows what the future outcome of any event will be. All forecasts of future events can only be an educated guess. The outcome of any condition can only be a *probability,* never a certainty.

Probable: *Having more evidence for than against,* but *not proven conclusively.* All trading and investing activity deals in probabilities, *never certainties.* The objective of all market analysis and trading plans is to put the probabilities of success on our side. This includes eliminating those activities with a low probability of success and only engaging in those activities with a high probability of success.

Speculate: *To engage in a risky business transaction in the hope of making a large profit.* All activities whose outcome is in the future are speculative activities. The degree of risk is relative. The only reason to accept greater risk is with the intention that the potential, future gains will be far greater than relatively less risky activities.

Chance: *The unpredictable element of an occurrence. A possibility or probability.* Every possible occurrence of a future event has a degree of unpredictability which is why no method of attempting to predict the future is without risk.

Risk: *To expose to the chance of loss.* The probability of an event occurring. If the success of any activity is contingent on a future event occurring, that activity is always risky. The objective of the trader and investor...
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is to reduce the inevitable chance of loss by only engaging in those activities (trades or investments) that reflect the greatest probability of success relative to all of the choices available.

Capital Exposure: *The minimum dollar risk to see if your guess of the future is correct or not. You've got to pay to play.*
In trading or investing terms, capital exposure is the protective stop-loss amount. What does it cost to find out if you made a profitable decision or not?

Consistency: *Steadfast adherence to the same principles, course, etc.* A trader or investor must adhere to his or her trading plan consistently. Without the quality of consistency of action, success is unobtainable.

Plan: *A scheme or method of acting, proceeding, etc., developed in advance.* “If you fail to plan, plan to fail.” Any endeavor which does not include a defined plan will not succeed. No one, particular plan will ensure success. No one plan will include rules or guidelines that will respond successfully to every possible, contingent future activity. But, every plan must at least provide the guidelines of how to proceed in all circumstances.

Trade: *Relatively short-term speculation.*

Invest: *Relatively long-term speculation.*

Bozo: *Someone who does not take the above definitions seriously.* A Bozo may or may not have red hair and bad taste in clothes. There are no Bozos who are successful traders or investors.

Knowing the above definitions and their meaning to us as traders and investors is *critical* to the success in the business of trading and investing. Their critical nature requires more comment and elaboration. The following discussion describes elements necessary for successful trading and investing that are far more essential to success than any trading techniques. On the next page is the real “Holy Grail” of trading and investing.
Speculation ... is the self-adjustment of society to the probable.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

Probability Is A Key Concept Successful Trader and Investors Understand

If there is a key word associated with trading and investing, it must be probability. All consistently successful investors and traders know that every trading and investing decision only has a probability of success, never a certainty. Losses are inevitable and are just as much a part of a successful trading plan as profits. If a trader has a successful trading plan, he or she should have no more emotional response to a loss than to a win. Each will be inevitable. While it may be difficult to maintain a completely non-emotional relationship to trading and investing, an understanding that trading is a business of probabilities will go a long way towards developing a stable attitude toward the business.

All successful traders have a defined, written trading plan. The trading plan can take many forms. At the very least, it will provide the minimum guidelines that must be satisfied before a trade will be considered. It may be as complex as a long set of very restrictive rules that must be satisfied before a trade is considered. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Neither method, whether guidelines or rules will ensure success, but the lack of either will ensure failure. There will be much more on developing a trading plan latter in the book.

A trader who does not consistently abide by his or her trading plan is doomed to failure. Why have a plan and not follow it? Each guideline and rule must be included with reason and purpose. All successful traders and investors consistently follow their trading plan and know that if they violate their trading plan it will always be costly in the long run.

The above discussion is as important and maybe more so than learning any method of technical analysis or trading strategies. Even a trading plan that included analytical procedures and trading strategies that were 100% accurate, in other words, would indeed predict the exact outcome of the current position of the market 100% of the time, would not result in profits if the trader or investor implementing the plan did not know and act in accordance with the qualities discussed above.
Chapter 3

Pattern and Practical Elliott Wave Analysis
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This Chapter Teaches Practical Elliott Wave Analysis

Two of the important benefits of practical Elliott Wave analysis is to be able to quickly determine if the market position is trend or counter-trend and the pattern position that signals the termination of each of these trend positions.

Gold terminated a strong, bull rally Aug. 2, 1993. Elliott wave analysis signaled days in advance that the bull move was nearing completion. Is this an after-the-fact example? Absolutely not. The author’s Dynamic Trader Analysis Report identified gold’s position well in advance. This chapter will teach you how to quickly identify the position of any market most of the time by practical Elliott wave analysis. I say “most of the time” because you will also learn when the Elliott wave pattern position is not providing adequate information for a trading decision.

How valuable is it to you to be able to identify if the current position of a market is a trend or counter-trend? This is critical information that will help determine what trading strategies to implement.
Dynamic Traders Make Their Own Decisions

Do you remember the sharp decline made by the S&P in July 1996? Do you remember how many well publicized market “gurus” and analysts claimed this was just the beginning of the “long over-due” bear market? Practical Elliott wave analysts understood the July decline was the completion of a correction (probably wave-four) which should be immediately followed by the continuation of the bull trend to new highs.

How did it turn out? Up to the time this section of the book was prepared, the S&P has advanced over 30% from the July 1996 low leaving many of the gurus and overpaid analysts with egg on their faces and big drawdowns in their customer’s accounts. Do you see how an understanding of the trend and counter-trend position of a market will provide you with the perspective to make high probability trade and investment decisions?

Dynamic Traders were prepared for the continuation of the bull trend in July 1996. By mastering the simple rules and guidelines of practical Elliott wave analysis and trading strategies, you will understand the position of a market and not have to rely on the often grossly inaccurate analysis of the media gurus.

It is necessary to first gain a background of pattern analysis of market position. Much of the high probability time and price analysis will be contingent on an understanding of the pattern position of the market.
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Your first time though this pattern chapter, it may seem more complicated than it really is. Don't skip this chapter, but also, don't get hung up on memorizing every detail. By the time you are through with this chapter, you will have a firm grasp of the practical principles of Elliott wave analysis. The subsequent chapters on Dynamic Price and Time Analysis and Putting It All Together will reinforce what you have learned in this chapter.

The summary of Elliott's wave principle in this chapter does not attempt to explain the rationale of Elliott's theory or how it is a reflection of social or mass psychology. That explanation is available in other publications about Elliott Wave.

Most traders are already familiar with the basics of Elliott wave analysis. Even if you are, do not skip this section. It is important to understand the perspective, terminology and notation used in the book so there will not be confusion later on.

There is no practical trading value in knowing all of the complex corrective variations. The purpose of this training is not to become academic experts of market analysis but recognize and apply analysis and trading strategies that have practical value for making trading decisions. We'll let the academics and non-trading analysts argue over the proper interpretation of market structure, while we will concentrate on what helps us to make trading and investing profits.

The focus of our use of wave analysis will be the same as it is with any other analysis method. What practical information is the market providing us that helps put the probabilities in our favor for successful trades and investments? The chart pattern provides us with an important piece of information regarding a market, which is: what is the most likely current position of the market relative to the trend, and what market activity will confirm or invalidate the assumed position?

If we know the most likely current position of a market relative to the trend, we know what the most likely future position will be. Note that I have said, most likely. Always keep in mind that we are dealing with probabilities. We can never know with certainty what is the current position and what will be the future position. The objective of pattern analysis, just as with time and price analysis, is to put the probabilities on our side.

R. N. Elliott has provided traders and investors with the most objective methodology of determining the position of a market by what has become known as the Elliott Wave Principle. This pattern chapter will only consider Elliott's Wave Principle as it is the most objective description of the position of a market related to pattern. However, contrary to the opinion of some Elliott wave proponents, Elliott's Wave Principle will not always provide a confident description of the market position.
the Elliott Wave Principle will almost always provide a description of the market position that will tell us with confidence if the market is in a trend or counter-trend and the degree of the trend or counter-trend. This information alone is invaluable to the trader or investor.

First we will look at a summary of the Elliott wave principle, then we will look at it’s strengths and weaknesses followed by how we can put it to practical trading application.

Essentially, Elliott’s Wave Principle is a catalogue of defined chart patterns. When recognized by the analyst, these patterns should not only indicate what the current position of the market is relative to trend or counter-trend, but imply what the most probable direction of the market should be if the analyst has correctly identified the current pattern. In other words, each pattern has implications regarding the position of the market and the most likely outcome of the current position.

**Elliott Wave Basics**

The basis of Elliott’s Wave Principle is that most trends unfold in five waves in the direction of the trend and three waves in the direction counter to the main trend. It’s that simple.

Markets usually unfold in three’s and five’s. Five wave patterns are impulsive structures. Three wave patterns are corrective structures.

There are certain rules and guidelines that help to identify the wave structure. If the activity of all markets could be easily identified at all times with one of Elliott’s wave patterns, trading would be a simple exercise of entering and exiting a market at the completion of the pattern that would signal a trend reversal. Needless to say, it does not work out this easily for two obvious and important reasons:

1. **Markets only exhibit a useful Elliott wave pattern about 50% of the time.** Traders or investors who try to apply an Elliott wave count to each market at all times and under all conditions are usually forcing a wave count just for the sake of exhibiting a wave count. When this is the case, the Elliott wave pattern information is not only useless, but misleading and can prove very costly. Market analysts who limit their entire technical approach to Elliott wave analysis are notorious for doing this. They try to prove something that does not exist. Practical traders and investors recognize when Elliott wave analysis is applicable to a market condition and when it is not.

2. **At times, particularly with complex, corrective patterns, there is simply little clue as to the position of the market within the context**
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of the pattern of the larger degree trend. All indications may be that a market is in a correction, but once the market gets beyond a simple ABC correction there usually is not a confident, specific pattern interpretation. When this is the case, the analyst should not try to force a complex count just for the sake of trying to identify something that is not reliably identifiable.

Don’t Become A Trading Junkie
If a market is not providing the information necessary to make a confident decision that provides an acceptable level of capital exposure, that market must simply be ignored for the time being. There will be opportunities within the context of the trading plan at another time or in another market.

If we are able to identify a confident Elliott wave count of the market position, that particular count will also provide us with the market activity that will invalidate the wave count. This is extremely critical. In effect, we are talking about a pattern stop-loss. There will be more about this as we look at each individual pattern.

Now, let’s begin our study of Elliott’s wave patterns by studying the general characteristics of impulse and corrective waves, the rules and guidelines associated with Elliott’s Wave Principle and how the most reliable wave patterns provide us with specific price targets for the confirmation and termination of trend.

Wave Labeling and Notation Conventions Used In This Book
Each wave may be sub-divided into another wave pattern of lesser degree. Each wave is also a part of a larger degree wave. Generally, we will only be looking at three degrees of trend: minor, intermediate and major. While R. N. Elliott described many degrees of waves from the super-cycle wave that lasted decades to sub-minuette waves that may only last minutes, these extreme waves are of little practical value to traders. It frequently takes a lot of imagination and a three martini lunch to come up with wave counts on very long-term charts or very short-term intraday charts. If you can clearly identify two or three degrees of wave structure, you will have the critical information needed to make a trading decision.

The charts on the following page show how waves may be labeled by three degrees: major, intermediate and minor. The intermediate degree waves are sub-divisions of the major degree waves while the minor degree waves are sub-divisions of the intermediate degree waves.
Three Degrees of Wave Sub-Divisions

Major Degree Waves

Intermediate Degree Waves
Sub-divisions of major degree waves.

Minor Degree Waves
Sub-divisions of intermediate degree waves.
Three Degrees Of Wave

The swing chart below shows three degrees of waves labeled. Only the last wave of the series shows all the notations for all degrees.

The entire sequence shown above is a wave one and two of major degree (waves (1) and (2)). A smaller degree sequence will always complete at the end of a larger degree wave. When notating more than one wave together, begin with the smallest wave and work up to the largest. For example, 5:3:(1) is the end of minor degree wave 5 of intermediate degree wave 3 of major degree wave (1).

Major degree waves usually last from several months to several years and are obvious on a monthly or weekly chart. Intermediate degree waves usually last from several weeks to several months and are obvious on a longer term daily or weekly chart. Minor waves usually last from a few days to a few weeks and are revealed on a daily chart. There is no defined time period for each of these degrees of waves. A grain market may have a major degree bull and bear market every three to five years because of panic weather cycles while a financial market’s major cycle may last much longer as the recent major-degree, stock bull-market which has lasted well over a decade demonstrates.

My terminology and labeling conventions may be a bit different from Elliott’s and what other Elliott wave analysts use today. Don’t be hung up on labels and terms. Leave that for the academics to argue over. My objective is to keep things simple so we will be able to easily note what is the wave structure of the market. The most important factor to keep in mind is that you should be concerned with one degree of wave larger and one degree of wave smaller than the degree you intend to trade.
Ideally, the market structure will clearly reveal three degrees. This is not always the case. **Do not try to force an Elliott Wave count on a market when none clearly exists!** Academics and advisors do this all of the time and usually end up tripping over their multitude of “alternate” counts. It is just as important to recognize and admit to what is not clearly revealed as to recognize what is obvious. True knowledge is recognizing how little it is you know. The wise person does not worry about their ignorance.

The wave structure illustrations on the following pages are idealized swing charts. The first objective is to become thoroughly familiar with the rules and guidelines for wave structure before applying them to actual price charts. This is best taught with the idealized swing charts. Latter examples will use actual price charts.

Some of the illustrations in the time and price chapters will assume you have a working knowledge of wave structure and the label notations used in this chapter. Don’t skip the rest of this chapter even if you are already familiar with Elliott Wave analysis.
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Dynamic Ratios and Counts

The foundational principle of dynamic time and price analysis of the financial markets is the proportional relationship of all market swings to each other. W. D. Gann was certainly the first to demonstrate and teach this fact as early as his first published material in the early 1900s. Up until Robert Prechter revived and popularized the work of R. N. Elliott, most ratio analysis was limited to static divisions for price retracement. By static, I mean the even divisions such as thirds and fourths. Prechter’s revival of Elliott’s work also made the trading public aware of the so-called Fibonacci ratios based on 1.618 which are much more relevant than static ratios to market activity.

In a series of private seminars taught in the early to late eighties based on the work of W. D. Gann and even more obscure market analysts from the first half of the century, Dr. Jerald Baumring taught about many of the other dynamic ratios based on dynamic geometry processes that are also found in the financial markets. Many of these ratios are based on square roots and geometric diagonals. While these other number and ratio series can be an important addition to the tools of the analyst, they are more applicable to advanced study.

I have only included the Fibonacci ratios and counts plus just a few others with this work because they are by far the most prevalent in time and price studies. More importantly, they are all that are necessary to make consistently accurate analysis and projections. Once these methods become second-nature, the student may want to expand his or her knowledge of market geometry and ratio through more advanced study.

Fibonacci Ratios and Counts

As far as we know, R. N. Elliott was the first to apply what have become known as the Fibonacci ratios and number counts to the financial markets. It is a dis-service to the ancient philosophers, particularly Pythagoras, to call them Fibonacci ratios. The proper name for the root ratio, 1.618, is the Golden Mean or Divine Proportion. This proportion was part of the fundamental teaching of the great Greek philosopher, Pythagoras, many centuries before the Italian Fibonacci even on the scene.

Many books on technical analysis, particularly those on Elliott Wave analysis, have described how the Fib ratios and counts are derived and found throughout the natural world and have been used in all of the greatest art and architecture throughout history. I’m not even going to touch on the subject here because the background is not directly relevant to practical application. All that we need to know are which ratios and counts are important and how to apply them to technical analysis. So, I will just list
the ratios and counts that are relevant to our work. If the student wishes to
delve deeper into the greater significance and history of these ratios and
numbers, the bibliography provides plenty of sources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fib Ratios</th>
<th>Fib Number Series</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.236</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.382</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.50*</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.618</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.786*</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00*</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.272*</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.618</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.000*</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.618</td>
<td>233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.236</td>
<td>377</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The series continues by multiplying the previous ratio by 1.618

The series continues by adding the two most recent
two numbers to come up with the next number.

Ratios with an asterisk(*) are not directly a part of the Fib ratio series
but are related and important for time and price technical analysis work.

Two ratios included above that you may not be familiar with are:
0.786 = square root of .618
1.272 = square root of 1.618

The Dynamic Time and Price Analysis chapters will describe the
special situations where each of these ratios apply.
Waves or Swings of Similar Degree

At important market turning points, prior waves of similar degree will relate in time and price proportion at the turning point. Similar degree waves are those waves that are to some extent similar in time and price within the context of the trend. For instance, intermediate term waves are generally 30-90 days in time and 5%-10% change in price for most markets. If you were to look at a weekly chart, intermediate degree waves would be the obvious swings in the market.

Daily charts reveal the lesser degree or minor degree waves that unfold within the intermediate degree waves. In other words, the intermediate degree waves are sub-divided into the minor degree waves. The time, price and pattern projections of the lesser degree waves should coincide with and confirm those of the larger degree.

Many of the examples throughout the book will demonstrate how the smaller degree wave projections will fine tune the time, price and pattern analysis of the larger degree projections. This aspect of the analysis should be very familiar to Elliott Wave traders who look at ever smaller degrees of wave counts to understand the position of the market.

The terms wave and swing will be used interchangeably throughout this book.
**T-Bond: 10% or Greater Swings**

The chart below is a daily close-only chart from the July 1984 low with a 10%+ swing file overlaid. In other words, each swing made a price change of at least 10% before it was included. As you can see, the 10% or greater swings represented major trends and counter-trends in this period.

The major degree swings in any particular market may not necessarily be represented by 10% or greater price swings. A greater or lesser percentage change may be more suitable for other markets. The above chart and the one on the following page are included to illustrate how dynamic traders view different degrees of change in each market.

The following page shows a 5% or greater swing chart for the same period.
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T-Bonds: 5% or Greater Swings
The chart below is for the same period as the chart on the previous page. This chart includes the 10% or greater swings shown on the previous chart as well as the lesser degree 5% or greater swings. The daily bars are not shown to avoid overcrowding the chart.

Dynamic Trading analysis often references the position of one degree of market activity within the context of the larger and smaller degrees.
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A Summary Of The Elliott Wave Principle

Impulse Waves - General Description

1. Impulse waves unfold in a pattern of five waves. A five wave pattern is always a part of a larger degree trend.

2. Waves 1, 3 and 5 within a five wave pattern are themselves impulse waves of lesser degree and should each sub-divided into a five wave pattern.

3. Once a five wave pattern completes, the entire sequence should be corrected by a pattern of either three waves (ABC) or one of a series of three and five waves known as “complex corrections.”

4. Corrective waves within a five wave sequence are waves two and four.

5. One of the impulsive waves will usually extend or be noticeably longer in price than the other two impulse waves. In the financial markets, the extended wave is usually wave three. In the commodity markets, the extended wave is often wave five.

6. The two non-extended waves are frequently close to equality of price range.

Sub-divisions of Impulse Waves

Each impulse wave of the five-wave sequence (waves 1, 3 and 5) should itself be subdivided into a five-wave sequence.
Elliott Wave "Rules" For An Impulse Sequence

There are just three rules that are considered inviolate according to today's traditional, Elliott wave analysts. However, Elliott never listed these as inviolate rules. When describing these situations in his earlier works, Elliott used the terms "should" and "rarely", not "never". In order to avoid the criticism that Elliott's pattern analysis was not completely objective, I suspect these rules were developed as inviolate long after Elliott had completed his own life-cycle fifth wave.

I will describe these rules here, as they are a good guide to keep the analyst objective as to the position of the market relative to Elliott Wave analysis. Later in this section, I will illustrate how markets apparently have not read Elliott's works and seem to ignore the rules with some regularity.

Elliott Wave "Rules"

1. Wave 2 cannot retrace past the beginning of wave 1.
2. Wave 3 cannot be the shortest of the three impulse waves (1, 3 and 5) in the five wave sequence.
3. Wave 4 cannot overlap or trade into the territory of wave 1.

If any of these rules are violated, the wave structure as labeled is incorrect and must be re-evaluated.

---

**Impulse Wave "Rules"**

Waves 1, 3 and 5 are themselves impulse waves of one lesser degree. Waves 2 and 4 are corrective waves.

Wave 3 cannot be the shortest impulse wave in a five wave sequence.

Wave 4 cannot overlap Wave 1.

Wave 2 cannot exceed the beginning of Wave 1.
The Rules and Guidelines Illustrated

The following illustrations assume that the pivot marked 0 is a change of trend from where a five-wave, impulse sequence should begin. As a market unfolds, it will either validate that assumption or provide us with potential alternate counts if that assumption is invalidated.

Wave Two cannot exceed the beginning of Wave One.
If the market exceeds the beginning of wave one, the count must be reconsidered. Below, the initial five wave advance from 0 cannot be a wave one of larger degree because the market has declined below the beginning of wave one. Possibly, the five wave advance is a wave A of an irregular ABC correction. Waves A and C are often five wave structures as we will see when we discuss corrective waves. Or, 0 is not the completion of a five wave sequence as we originally suspected.

If a market trades below what was assumed to be the beginning of wave one, we must change our opinion of the position of the market and can no longer assume a new five-wave trend sequence had begun. Depending on the preceding wave structure, that opinion may now be very bearish.

Wave 2 cannot exceed the beginning of Wave 1.
This five-wave sequence cannot be a wave (1) of larger degree as it has declined below the beginning of wave 1. It may be an A wave or even the termination of a complex correction.
Wave Three cannot be the shortest of the three impulse waves 1, 3 or 5.

If what we have considered to be a wave three is less than the length of wave one and wave five then exceeds the length of wave three, the five wave impulse count is invalidated. Wave three cannot be the shortest of waves 1, 3 or 5. If this occurs, more than likely the proper count would indicate that wave three is to be extended and the original label of waves 3-5 are the sub-waves of a wave three of larger degree as shown below.
Wave Four cannot trade within the price range of Wave One.

If we have labeled a 1-2-3 count and subsequently the market declines from the end of wave 3 into the price range of wave 1, the count must be reconsidered. Either the original wave three and four are waves one and two of wave three of larger degree or the market is in a corrective phase and waves 1-3 are really ABC of a corrective pattern.
The smaller degree patterns confirm the position of the larger degree. As a market unfolds, it will continually confirm or invalidate the suspected count. The assumption below is that the market has made a five wave advance which is wave one of larger degree. From the wave one high, the market declines in a five wave structure. The five wave decline should not be a completed correction as corrections are usually three wave structures. The five wave decline could be a wave A of an ABC correction or the high labeled wave one may have actually completed a larger degree correction and the decline is a continuation of the main bear trend.

The position of the market preceding what is illustrated below will help to determine the alternate pattern positions. For now, all we want to be able to do is recognize the immediate position of the market.

Wave 5? should not be a completed corrective Wave (2).
Corrective waves should not be five-wave sequences.
This is possibly a wave A, the first wave of a corrective series.

Trading is applying the knowledge of the greater probabilities of market position derived from the analytical procedures. In the above case, there is one important piece of information: more than likely, what was labeled as Wave (2) is not a Wave (2). Knowing what a market probably is not can be as valuable as knowing what it probably is.
Fifth-Wave-Failures

The expectation for impulsive waves of a five wave sequence (waves 1, 3 and 5) will exceed the extreme of the prior impulsive wave. In other words, in a bull trend the wave three high will be higher than the wave one high and the wave five high will be higher than the wave three high. Occasionally, this will not occur in the fifth wave, and the fifth wave will terminate short of the extreme of the third wave. This is called a fifth-wave-failure.

The fifth wave is an impulse wave and should be sub-divided into five waves of lesser degree. Rather than try to guess if a fifth-wave-failure will unfold, it is better to monitor the internal structure and price objective of the fifth wave itself to determine if it is probable to fail.

An early warning that a fifth-wave-failure may unfold is the nature of the wave four. An unusually deep wave four which retraces more than 50% of the price range of waves 1-3 or approaches the extreme of wave one will often result in a fifth-wave-failure.

Important trading implication of a fifth-wave-failure

A fifth-wave-failure has very bearish implications regarding the subsequent correction. The correction will probably be relatively deeper than is typically anticipated following a completed wave five.

3-16
Fifth-Wave-Diagonal-Triangles

A fifth-wave-diagonal-triangle is an exception to the rules. The importance of recognizing a fifth-wave-diagonal-triangle is the trading implication following the completion of the triangle.

A diagonal triangle may occur as the fifth wave of a five wave sequence. The impulsive waves 1, 3 and 5 of the larger degree wave five may divide into “threes” instead of “fives” which of course can cause confusion regarding the count and position of the market if this should occur.

Wave 4:5 may trade into the range of W.1:5. This is the only exception to the non-overlap rule of waves four and one accepted by traditional Elliott wave analysis.

Fifth-wave-diagonal-triangles are infrequent and usually only occur at market peaks, not market bottoms.

![Diagram of Fifth-Wave-Diagonal-Triangle]

Since fifth-wave-diagonal-triangles violate the Elliott wave “rules” for an impulsive wave structure, they will usually not be evident until they are either near completion or after they have completed and the counter-trend is underway.

An extended complex correction often has about the same form and structure as a fifth-wave-diagonal-triangle. While you may consider the possibility that a market is in a fifth-wave-diagonal-triangle, always view
the position of the market as if it is in a complex correction and will eventually resume the trend until proven otherwise. It can be very hazardous to your trading and investing profits to try to identify a fifth-wave-diagonal in advance, as many Elliott wave stock market analysts and traders who had been calling the top of the U.S. stock market throughout the 1993-1994 period found out.

**Important trading implication of a fifth-wave-diagonal-triangle**

If fifth-wave-diagonal-triangles are so difficult to identify as they are forming and are usually only evident after they have completed, why is it important to be aware of this market structure? The ramifications of a fifth wave diagonal triangle is that the market should have an unusually strong correction following the completion of the diagonal fifth wave.

If a market signals that the structure is probably not a complex correction but a completed diagonal fifth wave, the trader or investor will be prepared for a deep and prolonged correction against the prior trend. A sure sign that the market structure has completed a fifth-wave-diagonal is if the market exceeds what could be labeled as the wave two of five extreme. At this point, the trader should have no more illusions that the market is in a prolonged complex-correction but should recognize that a larger degree impulse trend has completed.
Implications Of The Rules and Guidelines
For A Five Wave Impulse Sequence

It must be kept in mind that the most important objective of Elliott-wave, pattern analysis is to understand the position of the market relative to the trend.

1. If we believe that the last swing high or low began an impulsive, five-wave trend sequence, the market cannot trade below (above) what we believe is the beginning of wave one. If this should occur, the wave count is incorrect, as a wave two may not exceed the beginning of wave one.

Trading Implication
A protective stop loss should never be placed more than one tick beyond what we consider the beginning of wave one.

2. If we believe that a market is in the initial stages of a five wave sequence and has completed waves one and two and has begun wave three, we can anticipate that wave three will be longer in price range than wave one. Of the three impulse waves in a five wave sequence (waves 1, 3 and 5), wave three is most often the “extended” wave. This is particularly true of the stock and financial markets. In commodity markets, wave five is as likely to be extended due to panic, weather condition blow-offs. Wave one is rarely the extended wave.

The fact that wave three is usually the extended wave allows us to make a minimum price objective for a wave three within a five wave sequence. Wave three will usually be greater in price than wave one. A 100% Alternate Price Projection (APP) will be the minimum expectation of wave three. Once a market exceeds the 100% APP, we have a strong indication that a five wave sequence is underway. This is also called a trend confirmation.

Trading Implication
We should not be too quick to bring a protective stop loss close to the market prior to price reaching what we consider the minimum projection which is where wave three would equal wave one. The protective stop loss should be adjusted closer to the market once the price range of the suspected wave three exceeds the price range of wave one.

3. If we believe that a market has completed wave three of a five wave sequence, yet wave three is less in price than wave one, wave five must be less in price range than wave three which is the shorter wave
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of waves one and three. **Wave three cannot be the shortest of the three impulse waves in a five wave sequence.** In this situation, we have a definite *maximum* price objective for wave five which is 100% of the price range of wave three, the shortest impulse wave to date.

We may consider wave three is complete even if its price range is less than the price range of wave one, if wave three has completed a five wave advance. This is the only situation where we can consider wave five has a maximum price objective.

Trading Implication
The protective stop loss of wave five should be moved very close to the market if the price approaches the maximum objective for this wave structure.

4. If we believe that a wave three has completed and the wave four is underway and the market trades into the price range of wave one, *the market has invalidated our count of the waves three and four as a wave four may not trade into the price range of wave one.* The wave count must be re-considered.

Trading Implication
The *maximum* protective stop loss on a trend trade is the wave one extreme. However, in most cases the stop loss would be closer to the market. In the case of a bull market, the maximum protective stop loss is one tick below the wave one high once the wave three high is identified and the wave four decline is underway.

5. The smaller degree pattern will confirm the position of the larger degree. Waves 1, 3 and 5 should each be constructed of five wave patterns of lesser degree. If the market violates any of the rules of impulse pattern within the lesser degree, it indicates that the larger degree is not a five-wave impulse sequence as anticipated. Smaller degree patterns are not always evident on a daily chart.

Trading Implication
If the smaller degree patterns are evident, they are used to advantage by enabling the trader or investor to enter positions with closer initial protective stop losses, adjusting protective stop losses closer to the market and providing narrower time and price targets for trend confirmation and trend termination.
Wave Comparison Notation
Throughout the time and price sections of the book, you will learn how to project the time and price ranges of prior waves forward in order to determine at what price and time a market should reverse trend. When comparing one wave to another, a simple notation system is used to quickly recognize what is being compared. Below are some examples.

The illustration above shows a five wave advance followed by an ABC correction. It has not been subdivided into minor degree waves. Earlier in this chapter, the wave-labeling and notation conventions used to identify waves was described. This section will describe the notations used to compare waves when making time and price projections.

Wave Ranges
Price ranges are measured by the vertical axis. Time ranges are measured by the horizontal axis.

A wave is indicated by a W.
W.1 above is the distance from 0 to 1.
W.1-3 (waves 1 through 3) is the distance from the beginning of wave 1 (labeled 0) to the end of wave 3 (labeled 3). W.1-3 does not mean the distance from point 1 to 3, but the net range traveled of waves 1 through 3.
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W.3-5 (waves 3 through 5) is the distance from point 2 to point 5 or the distance covered from the beginning of wave 3 (end of wave 2) through the end of wave 5.

Wave 5 is often related to both wave 1 and waves 1-3 by either equality or one of the Fibonacci ratios. If we have identified the end of wave 4 (beginning of wave 5), we can project potential time and price targets for wave 5.

Examples Of Price Wave Comparison Notation

642.00: W.5 = 61.8% W.1. At 642.00, the price range of wave 5 equals 61.8% of the price range of wave 1.

643.20: W.5 = 100% W.1. At 643.20, the price range of wave 5 equals 100% of the price range of wave 1.

644.10: W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3. At 644.10, the price range of wave 5 equals 61.8% of the price range of waves 1 through 3.

622.10: W.2 = 50% Ret. W.1. At 622.10, wave 2 is a 50% retracement of the price range of wave 1.

633.50: W.3 = 100% Exp. W.1. At 633.50, the extreme of wave 3 is at a 100% expansion of the price range of wave 1.

Price retracements, alternate projections and expansions are described in detail in the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter. These same wave comparison notations are used for time projections and are described in the Dynamic Time Analysis chapter.

Each wave and its sub-divisions tend to have definite characteristics that help to identify the wave and its position within the larger trend. The following sections describe the main characteristics and price relationships of each wave type, impulsive and corrective, and their sub-waves. The price chapter will provide the detail of how to make the price projections. For now, we just want to be aware of the wave characteristics that are reasonably consistent.
Impulsive Waves 1, 3 and 5

Their Main Characteristics and Price Ratio Projections

As a market progresses, completing more and more waves, there are additional waves to make comparisons with and projections from. The earliest stages of a trend provide the least information to make price projections. The later stages provide the most information. The ultimate objective of making price projections for a five wave sequence is to project the end of wave five which is the end of the entire sequence which should then be followed by a correction greater in time and price than the prior corrective waves two or four within the sequence.

The following discussion of wave characteristics and price objectives of the various impulse waves within a five wave sequence assumes that we have identified a change in trend that we believe is the beginning of a five wave sequence. As a market progresses, how the market acts, reacts, meets or exceeds the various projections will help to confirm or invalidate if an impulse sequence is actually underway.

The price projections described on the following pages are the internal relationships of the waves within the five wave sequence. We must always keep in mind that any wave sequence is a part of a larger degree sequence. The internal price projections of the larger degree waves will be the external price projections of the smaller degree waves. This will become clear with examples.

The price projections described on the following pages are the typical projections found the most often for each wave described. The most reliable price zones to anticipate support or resistance are those that are a cluster of several projections as described in the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter. These price projections will frequently provide us with very reliable minimum and maximum expectations for the price objective of the current wave structure.

Another very important factor is that the most reliable price projections will be made from more than one degree. For instance, when the internal, minor waves of a fifth intermediate degree wave project the same price zone as the intermediate degree waves preceding the fifth wave, we have a very reliable price objective. The highest probability price projections include projections from one larger and one smaller degree. The smaller degree waves confirm the projections of the next larger degree waves.
Impulse Wave One

A. Wave one should sub-divide into a five wave sequence.
B. Wave one is usually greater in price and time than the recent corrective swings of similar degree.

Wave one is the initial swing against the prior trend. Wave one is rarely the longest impulse wave of the five wave sequence. Wave one will frequently be similar in price and time to the prior corrective wave or waves, as the conviction of the majority of traders has not changed. They continue to believe the prior trend is still in force and that the wave one is another correction within the established trend. The most important indication that a wave one may be forming is if the prior trend appears to have completed a larger degree corrective structure and the suspected wave one sub-divides in a five wave sequence of lesser degree. Corrective waves are usually three-wave structures such as an ABC, so if the current wave is a five wave sequence it should not be a corrective wave but a new impulse wave.

The chart on the following page shows that the rally from 0 appears to have unfolded in a five wave structure which signals it may be a wave one of larger degree.

An overbalance of price and/or time is an initial signal that a market has made a reversal of greater degree than prior counter-trends. An overbalance of price and time is when a market makes a counter-trend swing that is greater in price and time range than prior counter-trend swings. If a market makes a five-wave sequence that overbalances in price and time prior corrections, it is a strong indication that the trend change is larger in degree than prior counter-trends and the market may be in the initial stages of a new impulsive sequence.

Because wave one is the initial swing in a new impulsive sequence, there are few swings to compare to in order to make price projections. Ideally, the lesser degree five wave sequence within the larger degree wave one will be evident, which will allow price projections from these minor swings.
Wave One Summary

A. Wave one should subdivide into five waves of lesser degree.

B. Wave one is usually greater in time and price than prior corrective waves of similar degree. The prior corrective wave above is the ABC sequence. The waves 1-5 sequence is greater in price and time than the ABC sequence and is therefore probably the sub-divisions of a wave one.
Impulse Wave Three

A. Wave three is never the shortest of the three impulse waves (1, 3 or 5).
B. Wave three is usually the extended impulse wave (greater in price range than either waves one or five).

Wave 3 versus Wave 1.
Since wave one is rarely the longest of the three impulse waves (1,3,5) and wave three is usually the extended impulse wave, we can anticipate that the minimum price objective for wave three will be 100% of the price range of wave one (W.3 = 100% W.1).

If the suspected wave three has exceeded the 100% price range of wave one, a signal has been made that the current wave is probably wave three of a five wave sequence. If this is the case, the next minimum price objective will be where W.3 = 162% W.1. The majority of the time, wave three will be between 162% and 262% of wave one. In fact, wave three will often terminate on or very near these projections: W.3 = 162% W.1 or W.3 = 262% W.1.

Wave 3 versus Wave 2.
Wave three is frequently related to wave two by 162%, 200% or 262% (W.3 = 162% W.2, etc.). These are external price retracements and will be described in detail in the price chapter.

Wave 3 versus the expansion of Wave 1.
The price terminus of wave three is frequently related to the expansion of the price range of wave one. Wave one is also called the “initial impulse.”
The most important ratios for this projection are: 100%, 162%, 200% and 262% of the range of wave one added to the end of wave one. Price expansions are described in detail in the price chapter.

Wave three is usually the longest and strongest wave.
Wave three usually travels at a greater rate of change than waves one or five. In other words, the slope of wave three is usually more steep than wave one. The rate of change of wave three usually increases once the extreme of wave one is exceeded. This is the point where the larger numbers of traders or investors become convinced that the trend has actually changed and begin to enter a bull market: en mass or exit a bear market in a panic liquidation. This is usually also the third of the third wave and usually has the widest range days and often gap moves.
Because wave three of five is frequently a powerful move, traders ideally want to be positioned before wave three is underway. Because all of the Dynamic Trading analysis techniques of time and price are leading indicators that are calculated in advance, this is not just a pipe dream but will frequently be a reality.

**Wave Three Summary**

A. Wave three should sub-divide into a five wave sequence of lesser degree.

B. Wave three should travel at a greater rate-of-change than either impulse waves one or five.

C. The rate-of-change of wave three will often increase when wave one is exceeded.

D. Wave three of five is often a very powerful move with wide-range and gap days.

E. The price range of wave three will usually be 162% or greater of the price range of wave one.

**Key Trading Strategies For Wave Three**

If waves one and two of wave three are identified, a low risk/high profit potential trade is to buy on the breakout from the extreme of wave one of three. This is also a strategy often used to add positions if a position was taken on the wave two correction. If the sub-divisions of wave three are not clearly identified, enter on the breakout of the wave one extreme. Ideally, the initial trades will be entered on the wave two correction as described in the correction section.
Impulse Wave Five

Wave 5 versus Wave 1.
The two non-extended impulse waves of a five wave sequence are usually near equality in price range. If wave three is 162% or greater than wave one, go under the assumption that wave three is the extended wave.

If we assume that wave three is extended, wave five will frequently be near equality of price range to wave one (W.5 = 100% W.1). If wave five does not complete at or near the 100% projection of the wave one price range, it will probably complete near either the 62% or 162% projection of wave one.

If neither waves one or three are extended, wave five will have a greater probability of being the extended wave and 162% or more of either waves one or three.

Wave 5 versus Wave 3.
The relationship of wave five to wave three is not as consistent as it is to either wave one or waves one-three. If wave three appears to be extended (greater than 162% of wave one), wave five will usually be near 38%, 50% or 62% of wave three. If wave five extends (greater than the range of waves one or three), it will tend to be near 100% or 162% of waves one-three.

Wave 5 versus Waves 1-3.
If wave three is extended, wave five will frequently be either 62% or 38% of the price range of waves one-three.

Wave 5 versus Wave 4.
Wave five is frequently 127%, 162%, 200% or 262% of the price range of wave four. W.5 = 162% W.4 is the most frequent.

Waves 3-5 versus Wave 2.
The net range of waves three through five is usually related to wave two by a 162%, 262% or 424% retracement of wave two. The end of wave five rarely exceeds a 424% retracement of wave two.

Wave 5 versus the expansion of Wave 1.
The price termination target of wave five is frequently targeted by an expansion of wave one. The most important ratios of wave one expansion related to the end of wave five are 162%, 200%, 262%, 300% and 424%.
Wave 5 Rate-of-Change.

Wave five usually has a lesser rate of change than wave three even if new highs are being made. In other words, the slope of wave five is usually less than the slope of wave three.

The psychology of the public, trading and investing advisors and the media is usually at an extreme in the fifth wave. In a bull market, the trend must end when there is no more money to invest in the market. The volume in wave five is frequently less than the volume in wave three, even if wave five is making a new price extreme. There are no buyers of consequence left to bid up prices. Just when the market position looks the most bullish to the majority, the market peaks. This does not imply that a market will peak as soon as the bullish psychology is overwhelming, only that a market peak will not occur without the bullish psychology being overwhelming.

Wave 5 should sub-divide into five waves of lesser degree.

A wave five should not end until it has subdivided into five waves of lesser degree. The key to the most accurate price projections to anticipate trend change is when the waves of one lesser degree project price targets that are at or near the same price targets as the larger degree projections. When the price target for wave 5 of 5 coincides with the price target of wave 5, the odds are high that the coincidental price target will complete wave 5.

Key Trading Strategies For Wave Five

Enter against the trend direction at or near the completion of wave five.

One of the lowest risk/highest profit potential trades that pattern analysis can alert us to is identifying the end of wave five. Wave five completes a trend structure and should be followed by a move against the five wave trend direction that should be greater in price and time than any counter-trend swing since the beginning of the five wave structure.

If it appears that wave five is nearing completion, stops on current positions should be brought close to the market with the expectation that the trend is near completion. Traders should also look to enter positions against the five wave trend direction on reversal signals. Ideally, the wave five sub-divisions will be evident and the time, price and pattern projection zone for the end of wave five of five will provide a narrow price objective for trend reversal.
Corrective Waves

While there is basically just one pattern for impulse waves, a five wave structure, Elliott described eight different potential patterns with variations for corrective waves. Identification and labeling of corrective waves is what has not only brought so much confusion to Elliott wave analysis, but has driven so many people to deny its practical application. In the spirit and necessity of keeping market analysis simple, I am not going to include descriptions of the many “complex” corrections.

Essentially, corrective waves are three wave patterns or various combinations of three wave patterns. The simplest three wave, corrective pattern is called an ABC correction. Even within this simple pattern there are four variations: zigzag, flat, irregular and running. I am only going to describe in detail the ABC corrective patterns and ignore all of the various complex, corrective patterns for two important reasons:

1. Once a market has demonstrated that the corrective pattern will not be an ABC correction, it is almost impossible to predict what form the correction will take. All labeling of the correction beyond a simple ABC pattern is little more than guess work. The form of the complex correction usually only becomes evident after the correction has completed.

2. There is no practical trading value in knowing all of the complex corrective variations. The purpose of this training is not to become academic experts of market analysis but recognize and apply analysis and trading strategies that have practical value for making trading decisions. We’ll let the academics and non-trading analysts argue over the proper interpretation of market structure while we’ll concentrate on what helps us to make trading and investing profits.
Corrective Waves

General Characteristics

1. Corrective waves within a five wave structure are waves two and four.
2. Corrective patterns unfold following the completion of a five-wave, impulse structure.
3. Corrective patterns unfold in at least a three wave, ABC structure.
4. Three wave, ABC corrections may take the form of 5-3-5 or 3-3-5. That is, the A wave may be three or five waves, the B wave should always be three waves and the C wave should always be five waves.
5. Three wave, ABC corrections may take several shapes including a zigzag, irregular, flat or running.
6. Corrective waves may unfold in an almost unlimited progression of threes and fives called “complex” corrections which can include a series of ABC’s separated by so-called “X” waves. An X wave may also be labeled a DK wave (Don’t Know). X waves are frequently used by Elliott wave analysts to make a count fit as a corrective series when there really is no logical pattern other than the knowledge that the market is not undergoing a five wave, impulse sequence.
7. Corrections tend to terminate near the range of the fourth wave of one lesser degree.
8. Once a correction terminates, a new five wave sequence should follow.
Simple ABC Zigzag Correction (5-3-5)

A. The correction begins following the completion of a five wave impulse pattern.
B. Wave A may be five or three waves. If wave A is five waves, the ABC correction is called a 5-3-5. If wave A is three waves, the ABC correction is called a 3-3-5.
C. Wave B is a correction of the larger degree correction. Wave B should be a three wave structure.
D. Wave C exceeds the extreme of wave A.
E. Wave C should be sub-divided into five waves.
ABC Flat Correction

A. The correction begins following the completion of a five wave impulse pattern.

B. Wave A may be a three or a five.

C. Wave B tests the extreme of wave five. Wave B is a three wave.

D. Wave C tests the extreme of wave A. Wave C is a five wave.
ABC (3-3-5) Irregular Correction

A. The correction begins following the completion of a five wave impulse pattern.
B. Wave A may be a three or five wave.
C. Wave B exceeds the extreme of wave five. Wave B is a three wave.
D. Wave C exceeds the extreme of wave A. Wave C is a five wave.
ABC Running Correction

An ABC “running correction” appears to be the continuation of the trend rather than a correction to a five wave sequence. For practical purposes, it is considered a correction because it is the interim pattern between the completion of a five wave sequence and the beginning of the next five wave sequence. A running correction implies a strong continuation of the trend following the end of the correction. Running corrections are made infrequently.

A. A running correction begins following the completion of a five wave impulse pattern.
B. Wave A may be a three or a five wave and is relatively shallow.
C. Wave B exceeds the extreme of wave 5.
D. Wave C retraces wave B and does not exceed the extreme of wave A.
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**Correction or Impulse?**

An ABC (5-3-5) zigzag corrective pattern will have the same structure as Waves 1-3 of a five wave impulse pattern. If the position of the market at the beginning of the structure is not clearly evident, only the pattern of the market as it unfolds will reveal whether a correction or impulse pattern is underway.

The wave pattern shown below could be the initial stages of a five wave impulse sequence or an ABC corrective sequence. Which pattern is more likely to be the case will depend a great deal on the wave structure going into the beginning of this pattern.

The one thing we know regarding the above illustration within the context of Elliott wave rules is that a five wave sequence should develop from the low that is labeled 2 or B. That five wave sequence may be a wave three or a wave C. The position of the market at ? will help determine whether the current activity is a correction or impulse. Even if the position of ? is not clear, a five wave sequence should unfold from 2 or B.

If the five wave sequence from 2 or B extends beyond a 100% Alternate Price Projection (W.C >100% W.A), more than likely it is the beginning of a five wave sequence. If the five wave sequence from 2 or B completes at less than a 100% Alternate Price Projection (W.C < 100% W.A), more than likely the pattern starting at ? is an ABC correction and not waves one-third of a five wave sequence.
If a five wave sequence completes following 2 or B and the market then declines below the top of 1 or A, it cannot be waves one-three, as a wave four cannot trade into the price range of wave one.

**Wave Count Incorrect**

Wave 4 may not trade into the price range of Wave 1.
This sequence cannot be a 1-2-3.
It may be an ABC or 1-2-1-3.

The wave count shown above assumes the market made a wave three high. Price then declined below the top of wave one. Why is the wave count incorrect? Wave four may not trade into the price range of wave one. Rather than a 1-2-3 sequence as labeled above, the sequence must be reconsidered as either an ABC or 1-2-1-3.

As a market unfolds, it will continually provide conditions that confirm or invalidate the assumed wave count position.
Corrective Patterns

Waves 2 and 4, General Guidelines

Five wave impulse structures are usually more symmetrical in form and predictable in price objectives than corrective patterns. The analyst must keep clearly in mind that one of the most important purposes of Elliott wave, pattern analysis is to determine if the market is in a trend or counter-trend position and what is the relative degree of that trend or counter-trend.

1. Once we believe a five wave sequence has completed, we can anticipate that at least an ABC correction will follow. In most cases, the C wave will test or exceed the extreme of the A wave.

2. The correction to a five wave sequence will usually be greater in price range and time range than the corrections within the preceding five wave sequence.

3. An A wave can be either a five or three wave sequence. If an initial three wave sequence unfolds, the question arises whether that three wave sequence is the completed ABC correction or just the completion of the A wave of a larger degree ABC. If the initial ABC sequence is less in price or time range than both of the waves 2 and 4 of lesser degree, it is most likely a three-wave, wave A of the correction.

4. Once the market makes a five wave sequence against the trend direction of the correction, we have a strong indication that the correction has terminated. B Waves (correction of the correction) should be a three wave structures.

5. Principle of Alternation: If wave two is an ABC correction, wave four will probably be a complex correction (any sequence that is not either a five-wave impulse or ABC). If wave two is a complex correction, wave four will probably be an ABC correction. Wave two is usually an ABC correction.
A five wave sequence is always part of the larger degree trend. A three wave sequence is always part of a counter-trend.

A correction always follows a five wave sequence. The correction will be a three wave, ABC pattern at a minimum. Completed corrections are usually not a five wave sequence. A five wave sequence may be only one wave of the larger degree corrective trend.

In the illustration below, once we recognize that the market has declined in an initial five wave sequence, we know that the correction should not be over. We know there will probably be a three part B-wave advance, followed by another decline to test or exceed the A-wave low.

The five-wave decline should not be a completed correction.
Completed corrections should not be five-wave structures.
It may be an A wave.

A five wave sequence should not be a completed correction. The five wave decline shown above is probably wave A of a 5-3-5 (ABC) correction.

Trading Implication
The A wave is only the initial section of the decline. Following the correction to wave A which will be labeled as wave B, the market should make another decline to test or exceed the wave A low.
A correction will usually be greater in price and time than the prior corrections of lesser degree.

A five wave sequence is followed by a correction to the entire sequence. The correction to the entire sequence should exceed in price and time the corrective waves two and four within the five wave sequence.

If it appears an ABC correction has developed but it is less in price and time than the waves two and four of the five wave sequence, more than likely it is not a complete ABC correction, but probably waves 1-2-3 of wave A or a completed three-wave, wave-A. Whichever the case may be, the most important information is that it is probably not the completion to the correction to the previous five wave sequence.

The Wave-c low is probably not the completion of an ABC correction to the five wave advance.

It is too short in time and price.

The ABC correction shown above is probably not the completion of the correction to the five wave advance. If what appears to be an ABC correction is less than the price and time of waves two or four, it is probably not the completion of a correction.

Trading Implication

Don't consider entering against a three wave correction unless it has overbalanced in price and time the prior waves two and four.
Five wave sequences are always in the direction of the larger degree trend.

If a five wave sequence unfolds against the direction of the counter-trend, it is an initial indication that the counter-trend has terminated.

In the chart below, the minor five wave advance from c signals the correction should be complete and the larger degree bull trend should continue. If the rally from g was an ongoing part of a complex correction, it should only be a three-wave structure.

Trading Implication

The five wave sequence from c suggests that the ABC correction should be complete and a new impulse sequence of larger degree is probably beginning. This market should continue higher without exceeding the Wave-c low. Prepare to enter on the correction to the initial, minor five wave sequence from g.
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Principle of Alternation
Wave four usually alternates corrective patterns with wave two. If wave two is an ABC correction, wave four will probably be a complex correction. If wave two is a complex correction, wave four will probably be an ABC correction. Wave two is usually an ABC correction.

Wave 4 is probably not complete at c:4.
Since Wave 2 was a simple ABC, Wave 4 will usually be a “complex” correction, not a simple ABC.

In the chart above, wave two was an ABC correction. Wave four will probably not be an ABC correction but some form of complex correction. It is unlikely the abc decline from the wave three high has completed a wave four correction.

Trading Implication
You usually do not want to enter at the end of wave C of wave four if wave two was an ABC correction unless time and price factors strongly suggest wave four is complete. The odds are high that wave C of four is not the end of the correction.
Corrective Waves 2 and 4

Main Characteristics and Price Ratio Projections

In projecting price targets for a correction, we must go under the assumption that the market has completed a five wave impulse pattern of one degree or another. Corrections are always against the trend of the previous five wave structure.

We always go under the assumption that the correction will be a minimum of an ABC. An ABC correction will not necessarily be a simple, ABC zigzag, but may be an ABC irregular or flat. The B wave might exceed the beginning of the A wave (end of wave five) and the C wave might not exceed the end of the A wave.

Usually, a completed corrective structure that is less than a 38.2% retracement of the prior five wave sequence indicates a strong market that should result in a strong impulse wave once the correction is complete. Replace weak for strong for a bear market.
Corrective Wave Two

Wave two is the first correction within a new five-wave pattern. Wave two has the same characteristics of a B wave. Both wave-two and wave-B corrections should be followed by a five wave structure in the direction of the previous trend which will be either a wave-C or wave-three.

1. Wave two tends to be “simple” ABC corrections, usually 5-3-5 zigzags where the C wave exceeds the extreme of the wave A.
2. Wave two cannot exceed the beginning of wave one.
3. Wave two will usually retrace over 50% of wave one. Therefore, we would rarely look for a completed wave two pattern or to enter a market until the suspected wave two has retraced at least 50% of the suspected wave one.
4. Wave two usually does not exceed a 78.6% retracement of wave one.
5. If wave two retraces less than 50% of wave one, wave three will usually be the extended, impulse wave of the five wave pattern. This is even more likely to be the case if wave two is a flat or irregular pattern.

Wave 2 is usually a simple ABC zigzag and usually terminates between the 50% and 78.6% retracement of Wave 1. A Wave 2 may not exceed the beginning of Wave 1.
Key Trading Strategies For Wave Two

The ideal objective is to enter at or near the completion of wave two to be positioned in the early stages of wave three which should be the strongest and longest impulse wave.

Since a Wave-2 usually retraces at least 50% of Wave-1, don’t consider entering prior to the suspected Wave-2 reaching the 50% retracement. Since a Wave-2 usually does not exceed a 78.6% retracement, don’t considering entering if the market has exceeded a 78.6% retracement. If the market has either failed to reach a 50% retracement or has exceeded the 78.6% retracement (but not the beginning of Wave-1), wait to enter the market after the break-away from the Wave-1 extreme.

If waves A and B are identified, all efforts should be made to identify the completion of wave C. Ideally, the sub-waves of C will be able to be identified to project the end of wave five of C. Entering at or near the completion of wave two places the trader in the position to take advantage of the next trend-wave whether it turns out to be a wave-three or a wave-C.

---

Wave-2 failed to reach the 50% retracement.
Enter on the break-away from the Wave-1 extreme.
Corrective Wave Four

Wave four is often called the “profit taking” correction. During wave four, many of the traders and investors who have been long through all or most of the waves one through three will take profits. Wave four is often a prolonged correction, usually longer in time than the wave two.

1. Wave four should not trade into the price range of wave one. If a suspected wave four trades into the price range of wave one, the labeling is probably incorrect and the position of the market must be reconsidered.

2. Principle of Alternation: If wave two was a simple correction (ABC) then wave four will usually be a complex correction. This is a tendency, not a rule. Wave four is frequently a relatively flat, “complex” correction.

3. If the wave four correction is one of the many “complex”, flat corrections (otherwise known as consolidation or trading range), it usually does not retrace more than 38.2% of waves 1-3.

4. Wave four usually retraces at least 23.6% of wave three but usually does not retrace more than 50% of wave three. This provides us with typical minimum and maximum targets for wave four.

5. The wave four retracement of wave three will almost always be a smaller percentage than the wave two retracement of wave one.

6. Wave four is often near equality in price to wave two (W.4 = 100% W.2). If not, wave four will usually be at or near 62% or 162% of wave two.
Wave 4 usually retraces 23.6%–50% of Wave 3 but should not trade into the range of Wave 1.
Wave 2 is usually a simple ABC. Wave 4 is usually a complex correction.

If the suspected wave four trades into the range of wave one, the wave count must be reconsidered. Keep in mind that the wave count represents the position of the market and the most likely trend direction. If the wave count must be reconsidered, the position of the market is in question. If the wave four has traded into the price range of wave one, what may have been considered a new bull trend and the beginning of a five wave advance may now be considered a correction to be followed by a continuation of a bear trend.

This is one of the many ways that Elliott wave pattern analysis provides a “pattern” stop loss to the market position.
If wave two was an ABC correction, the odds are that wave four will be a complex correction. Knowing this, traders and investors should not be too quick to want to enter long positions on a suspected wave four.

Key Trading Strategy For Wave Four
Enter at or near the completion of wave four to position for the wave five trend sequence.

Because wave four is frequently a complex correction which is very difficult to project in advance the ultimate outcome, the wave four pattern is often of little use to identify the end of wave four. Identifying the end of wave four is more reliant on time and price projections if wave four is a complex correction.
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Waves A, B and C

Wave A
1. Wave A is usually a five wave structure, but may be a three wave structure. Wave A is an impulsive wave as it is in the direction of the larger degree trend. In this case, the larger degree trend is the corrective trend direction.

2. Wave A is similar to wave one. Wave A and wave one are the initial waves of a sequence, price projections are pretty much limited to retracements of the prior impulse swing and projections of the minor internal waves of lesser degree within the A Wave.

Wave B
1. B waves are counter-trend waves to the larger degree trend which is also a counter-trend. In other words, a B wave is a correction to the correction. B waves are frequently three wave, ABCs, but may be any of the numerous “complex” corrections.

2. Wave B versus Wave A: B waves usually terminate in the 50% - 78.6% retracement zone of the A wave. However, a B wave will retrace over 100% of the A wave in an irregular ABC correction.

Wave C
C waves should always be five wave structures. C waves may or may not exceed the end of wave A. If wave B has not exceeded the beginning of wave A, wave C will normally test or exceed the wave A extreme.

1. Wave C versus Wave A: The price range of Wave C will usually be either 62%, 100% or 162% of the wave A price range. If the correction is a simple ABC, zigzag, wave C is usually 100% of wave A.

2. Wave C versus Wave B: The price range of Wave C will frequently be 162%, 200% or 262% of the wave B price range.

3. Wave C should be a five wave structure: Use the price projection targets described for five wave impulse patterns to project the termination of the fifth wave within the C wave.
Beyond ABC Corrections

If a market continues beyond an ABC correction, the counter-trend is no longer as predictable in pattern. It is at this point that the Dynamic Time and Price projections become important, as the time of the termination of the correction will usually be within one of the Dynamic Time Projections and at one of the Dynamic Price Projections.

Five Wave Corrections

Wait a minute! We've just spent a considerable amount of time and space describing corrections as three wave structures and impulse trends as five wave structures. What's this about five wave corrections?

A market may unfold in any possible pattern. The impulse and ABC corrective patterns that have just been described are the most frequent trend and counter-trend patterns that are usually identifiable in the initial stages of the sequence. More importantly, the termination of the entire sequence is very predictable once the sequence is identified within the parameters of the rules and guidelines. Recall that these patterns will be easily identifiable only about 50% of the time. Other times, trends and counter-trends may unfold in any of a multitude of patterns.

Any five wave sequence that does not follow the rules and guidelines of an impulse sequence is probably a correction or part of a correction with the exception of a fifth-wave-diagonal. One example of a corrective, five-wave sequence is an ABCDE correction which usually looks like a contracting triangle correction. There are others.

Once the corrective wave structure has demonstrated it is going to extend beyond one of the ABC structures, do not take any labeling scheme too seriously. Always keep in mind that your objective is to extract the information from the market that will lead to high probability trading and investing decisions. Never feel you must always be able to label a market "correctly."

I have purposely not provided any illustrations of the many so-called Elliott-wave, complex-corrections. By illustrating them, it would imply that they are legitimate, predictable patterns that provide reliable analytical information to the analyst. They do not. There is no lack of other Elliott wave source material that will describe the myriad examples of complex corrections in an attempt to convince the analyst that all markets may be labeled with an Elliott wave pattern, all of the time. It is time to dispel this misleading and expensive myth and only concern ourselves with high probability, relevant information that helps to formulate reliable trading and investing decisions.
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Parallel Channels
Parallel channels were suggested by Elliott to help identify where wave four and five would complete. They have proven over the course of years and many markets to be very valuable. Consider them as important confirmations to the time, price and pattern position.

Projecting Wave 4
Draw a trendline from the top of W.1 to the top of W.3.
Draw a parallel trendline from W.2.
W.4 will often terminate at or very near the parallel channel line from W.2.

Projecting Wave 5
Draw a trend line from the bottom of W.2 to the bottom of W.4.
Draw a parallel channel line from the top of W.3.
W.5 will often terminate at or very near the parallel channel line drawn from W.3.
And Now For Another Opinion

While Elliott wave analysis is relatively objective with specific rules and guidelines, pattern analysis does require the thought, knowledge and judgment of the trader. Much more so than time and price analysis. Any analyst who has studied wave patterns on charts for a length of time knows that it ain’t over till it’s over. I don’t care how ideal the pattern looks. Wave five can extend just when you thought it was all over. That ideal ABC correction can all of a sudden go haywire and twist and turn for days, weeks, even months.

When we begin to expect a market to continually unfold in an ideal Elliott wave pattern is when we have lost track of the practical value of Elliott wave analysis. The purpose of Elliott wave analysis is not to identify and label every twist and turn in any particular market, all of the time.

**Elliott Wave Analysis Objective**
The objective of Elliott wave analysis for traders and investors is to identify specific set-ups based on pattern that have a high probability outcome and a specific market activity that will invalidate the anticipated outcome!

If you demand more of Elliott wave analysis than this, take out your checkbook and keep it out. You will have a very costly experience!

This chapter has described the market patterns that are the most consistently reliable in identifying the position of the market and the most probable outcome from the current position. I have also described what are the most consistently reliable price relations between the various waves that allow us to project the price zones with the greatest probability of support and resistance and pattern termination.

How often will we be able to place the position of the market within the context of Elliott wave patterns as has been described here? About 50% of the time!

The major failure of analysts who primarily rely on Elliott wave to make trading recommendations or forecasts is their attempt to put all market activity, in all markets, all of the time within the context of Elliott’s wave patterns. When this is attempted, the wave counts frequently become an outrageous exercise in hallucinogenic imagination with X waves all over the place, waves related to each other that are no way in any symmetrical relationship within the pattern and, generally, forced wave counts that don’t relate to the concepts of Elliott’s Wave Principle by any
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stretch of the imagination. Successful traders are rarely guilty of these imaginary, forced counts, as they do not lead to profitable trading decisions. They only feed the ego of the analyst. Traders and investors must deal with the reality of market activity, not dreams and illusions.

The trader who wishes to incorporate Elliott wave pattern analysis into his or her trading plan must recognize and admit to himself or herself when the market pattern does not fit into one of the relatively simple impulse or corrective patterns. When this is the case and the time and price analysis does not provide sufficient information to make a trading decision, that market must be ignored as a tradeable market until the position does become clear!

Don't Become An Elliott Wave Obsessive

Recall that at the beginning of this chapter, I stated that one of the most important objectives of Elliott Wave analysis is to distinguish if the market was in a trend or counter-trend position. I also stated above that a clearly identifiable Elliott Wave pattern is usually only evident about 50% of the time in most markets. When a market is not unfolding in one of the specific impulse or counter-trend patterns described in this chapter, the rules, guidelines and general characteristics of impulse and counter-trend patterns will often strongly suggest whether the market is in an impulse or counter-trend position. That is a valuable piece of information itself.

Do not become obsessive with having to make a specific wave count if one is not obvious. The road to trading and investing ruin is littered with Elliott-Wave-Obssessives who would leave no chart unlabeled. The harder you have to work to apply a wave count the less likely it is to be a valid count and the more likely you will believe it to be a true when in fact it is only an illusion of your label-obsessive mind.

In recent years, software programs have been developed with extensive and complex algorithms (mathematical rules) that supposedly provide Elliott wave labels automatically on any data chart. If a software program provides an Elliott wave count on each and every data file, the program (and its programmer) assumes there is a valid and practical Elliott wave count on every data series, at any time. The program is forced to provide a wave count, even when none logically exists. A forced wave count is not only misleading, but will prove very costly to the trader who foolishly takes action on this irrelevant information.

Beware of forced wave counts, whether they are made by you, an Elliott wave analyst or a software program.
And Now For the Real Elliott Wave Story

The beauty and significance of R. N. Elliott’s work is that he recognized that markets are composed of groups of people that respond as crowd behavior in the same way that other social groups respond to a cycle of events. There is a process that evolves in almost every cycle of crowd behavior that runs its course. This process results in a fairly predictable pattern of behavior of cycles of optimism and pessimism. This process and pattern of behavior is represented on price charts of financial markets, as the price charts are simply reflections of the state of the psychology of the group participating in the market.

Throughout the course of R. N. Elliott’s work developing his Wave Principle, it is obvious he continually looked to refine and expand upon the guidelines of his wave principle as applied to the markets. In Elliott’s earlier work, there were no X waves, there were no “rules” and there was no mention of Fibonacci numbers or ratios!

Elliott developed his theory over less than a ten year period from the late 1920’s to the latter half of the 1930’s. It was in 1938 that Elliott’s first monograph, The Wave Principle, was published by Charles Collins and the following year that Elliott was commissioned to write a series of articles on the principle for Financial World magazine.

It is these early works of Elliott that I find the most valuable. Here is found the spirit of the fundamental truths of what Elliott discovered about pattern and process in the cyclic development of the financial markets, unencumbered with the need to explain every little twist and turn on the financial charts. There were no X waves, no complex corrections, just fives and threes. Occasionally, a fourth wave traded into the territory of wave one. Occasionally, a third wave was the shortest impulse wave. The form was more important than any rules. The process would not be denied.

From 1938 - 1946 Elliott published his educational and forecast letters (R. N. Elliott’s Market Letters, edited by Robert R. Prechter, Jr.). In these letters it became evident that Elliott felt he must show his theory to be right under all conditions, at all times. In these letters we find that he made his theory fit whatever market activity unfolded. There are some pretty wild counts in these letters. Here we are introduced to the dreaded X wave (actually a # wave) which mysteriously shows up whenever a market correction does not comply with a three (ABC) or five (ABCDE). No correction will be denied its count!

It is also during this time that Elliott begins to expound on the Fibonacci number series. Elliott’s knowledge of Fibonacci number and ratio is elementary at best. While he demonstrated some of the Fib counts
and ratios relating to some market activity of time and price, this aspect of market activity was obviously not well thought out or researched by Elliott. After what can only be considered a brief study of number, ratio and geometry, Elliott was amazed and thrilled that he had discovered the “secrets of the universe” and the great “laws of nature”, all conveniently available on the shelves of his local bookstore, courtesy of Jay Hambridge, Samuel Coleman, Manly P. Hall and others. (A little irreverence is due all great men in order to maintain perspective and avoid idolatry.)

What is the point of this brief history of R. N. Elliott? The practical application of Elliott’s Wave Principle to trading and investing decisions has its strengths and weaknesses. Elliott did not describe a “law of the markets” with inviolate rules. With a limited history of data and within a fairly short period of time, Elliott recognized an important process that developed in the cycles of market activity. He recognized that the form of this process was fairly regular, which allowed for a certain degree of predictability of future behavior. He recognized that markets have a fairly, consistent symmetry of ratio based on the Golden Mean (1.618). He suspected (rightfully so) that this was the same process and same proportions that are evident in almost all natural growth processes outside crowd behavior.

When Elliott died in 1948, the understanding and application of his principle of form and ratio in the financial markets was really only in its infancy. Since the time of his death, far more has been written about Elliott and his Wave Principle than Elliott wrote himself. Market analysts over the years have had the opportunity to study thousands of charts of many more markets than did Elliott. The great value of his principle has been demonstrated time and again, as well as the frequent weaknesses.

Knowledge is never static. There is never the final word on anything. Today, we find that Einstein’s Theory of Relativity may not be the inviolate law it has been accepted to be for most of the century. How can we say that Elliott’s Wave Principle may also not be as complete and inviolate as some would like us to think?

In light of the above discussion, here are a few comments and suggestions that will help the analyst, trader and investor to apply Elliott’s Wave Principle in a practical manner.

Elliott Wave “Rules”
There are none according to Elliott in The Wave Principle monograph. The three “inviolate” rules of labeling wave patterns were developed after his death in order to make his principle and its application more accept-
able to the left brain junkies who believe life unfolds with predictable, mathematical precision.

Why then have I described and illustrated these rules throughout this chapter? They are usually not violated in real-time market activity. They provide an objective guide to understand market position and to make objective decisions. Implement the rules in your wave counts.

Occasionally, you will be betrayed by the truth of the market which does not always follow the rules, but more times than not the “rules” will keep your view of the market in proper perspective.

Experience will provide the knowledge and intuition when to break the rules. But don’t be too quick to do so.

If you are going to violate the three so-called “inviolate rules” of Elliott wave analysis, be consistent regarding those violations. For instance, let’s take the rule that a wave four of a five wave impulse sequence may not trade into the price range of wave one. I only consider that rule violated if the suspected wave four closes within the closing extreme of wave one, not trades into the intraday range. I know of other traders who have thoroughly studied markets and only consider a trade greater than 10% into the wave one range of many markets as a violation of the wave four-wave one overlap rule.

So-called Elliott wave purists, or, as I call them, traditional Elliott wave analysts, would say that expanding the parameters of this rule in either of the above ways is not trading R. N. Elliott’s Wave Principle. I’ll let you decide what you want to call it. The Elliott wave purists are mostly academic advisors who do not apply the principle successfully to their own trading or investing and have generally been creamed in the stock market in the last few years calling the top of the market more frequently than the full moon cycle.

Elliott provided a firm and original foundation for pattern analysis in the markets. Don’t hesitate to expand on Elliott’s work when your market research proves it necessary and profitable.

**Trend or Counter Trend?**

The most important piece of knowledge a trader can have is a confident idea of trend direction. Elliott’s work is very helpful in this regard, as Elliott wave patterns each relate to trend or counter-trend. Trends unfold in five waves. Counter-trends usually unfold in three waves or a series of three waves.
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Market Position

Elliott wave patterns will frequently provide a clear indication of the position of the market within the trend or counter-trend and what activity should follow to complete the trend or counter-trend pattern. Having a confident idea of trend direction, the position of the market within the trend and the likely activity that should unfold prior to the termination of the current trend signals to the trader which side of the market to trade, short or long. There can be no more valuable information.

Alternate Counts

A very important factor of Elliott wave analysis is that it usually provides for an obvious “alternate count” if the market invalidates the “preferred count” or the first assumption of the position of the market. If a market does not unfold as anticipated because it violates one of the rules or guidelines associated with its current position, the trader may then have a firm conviction of what the new position of the market is which will allow him or her to take an alternate trading or investing action.

Do not abuse alternate counts. When a market does not unfold as anticipated by the Elliott wave analysis and there is no reliable alternate count that fits within a reliable wave structure, the trader must then admit that the position of the market is not clear and avoid forcing a count just for the sake of having a count. There will be many times when a market should be avoided because the pattern of the market does not fit within a reliable structure.

Cash Stock Indexes versus Other Markets

Almost all of Elliott’s research and analysis was done on the cash stock indexes, primarily the DJIA. The Wave Principle is a reflection of mass or social psychology. It is best reflected by a large group of people from a wide variety of backgrounds with a single interest. Of all the financial or futures markets, this is best reflected in the stock market, and it is in the stock market indexes that we find the Wave Principle most applicable on a consistent basis over the greatest variety of time periods.

Long Term versus Short Term

Fortunately for traders, the Wave Principle and its catalogue of patterns are most consistently evident in short to intermediate term degrees, a few days to a few months. This is particularly true of commodity markets. If you have ever seen an attempted wave count of a 20-30 year or longer
monthly chart of soybeans for instance, you have probably seen a great lesson in futility and imagination!

Yet, the individual bull and bear trends that typically last one to three years in agricultural markets usually unfold in the basic fives and threes, trend and counter-trend even in the panic, weather markets. The intermediate term trends often unfold in text book Elliott wave pattern and price projections! Just don’t try to explain how the five-wave, two year bull trend fits into the fifty year cycle from an Elliott wave perspective. It doesn’t.

**Cash versus Futures**

Ideally, all wave counts should be done on cash prices to avoid the distortions that are inevitable in continuous futures prices. Today’s price of a futures contract includes adjustments due to carrying charges, interest charges, etc. No future’s contract price represents today’s idea of value except on expiration day. Cash charts are much less likely to violate the “rules” than futures charts.

Other than individual stock and stock index analysis, most wave counts are done on futures contract data including long term, continuous data because this data is much more available from data services than long term cash data. Ideally, the analyst will double check his or her work on cash data to see if the form and pattern are the same as the continuous futures data.

**Closing Price versus Daily Price Range**

While most of our work is done using the time and price of swing extremes of the daily range of data, daily closing prices should be carefully considered for wave counts. This will become evident when the rules come into play. If there is no other evidence related to pattern to contradict a five wave impulse count other than Wave-4 trade during the day into the range of Wave-1, check closing prices and only consider the count to be invalidated if Wave-4 makes a daily close within the closing range of Wave-1.

**Objective versus Subjective**

Because Elliott’s Wave Principle and its application is not 100% objective like time and price projections, it has been deemed by many as useless and little more than guess-work. This is particularly the task taken by system junkies and system promoters who live under the illusion that market activity and a successful business of trading or investing may be reduced.
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to a mathematical algorithm that will provide them with keys to profits with no strain on the brain.

Elliott’s Wave Principle and its catalogue of patterns and guidelines provide an objective method to recognize the position of a market most of the time; be prepared for the most probable outcome of the current market position on a consistent basis, and; provide for the specific market activity that will invalidate the current opinion. The Wave Principle requires study, thought, knowledge and, yes, even occasionally, judgment. Every successful business requires this. If you are under the illusion that you can succeed in the business of trading or investing without knowledge and the occasional application of judgment based on that knowledge, you probably don’t remember the 60’s! And, probably don’t care and should get a job and a haircut.

When the market is not unfolding in a clearly recognizable pattern within the context of the Elliott Wave Principle, do not force a wave count just for the sake of having a wave count. Trading and investing will only be successful when you recognize that action is only taken when the market is in a position that places the probabilities clearly on your side. There is no place for guesswork or ambiguity. Only your own, personal patience and discipline will provide for success.
Elliot Wave Chart Examples

The following pages show numerous Elliot wave examples from many markets. Most are examples that were shown and described in my Dynamic Trader Analysis Report newsletter.

The purpose here is to get you to recognize patterns that provide a high probability opinion of the position of the market and the market events that will validate or invalidate the opinion of the market position.

None of these charts show the price relationships described in the text. Price projections will be illustrated in the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter. For now, I just want you to get used to viewing the market from a pattern perspective. Many of the charts shown here will also be used to illustrate time and price projections in the next two chapters so you will begin to see the value of the holistic approach to market analysis.

Set-ups that worked and those that didn’t work are shown. By becoming very aware of the pattern position of each market, traders and investors soon learn to make a quick and accurate determination if a market is in a trend or counter-trend and the market pattern that will signal the end of the trend or counter-trend.

If a trader did nothing but learn to recognize the completion of a five-wave-impulse sequence, think what a profitable benefit that would be! What are the ramifications? When a five-wave-impulse sequence is completed, a counter-trend larger in time and price than any since the beginning of the five-wave sequence should unfold.

If a trader knows that most counter-trends are at least a simple ABC and only a minor five wave counter-trend has unfolded, the trader knows that the odds are very high that that minor five-wave counter-trend is probably only wave A and the entire correction will not be complete until waves B and C complete. How profitable do you think this simple piece of information will be?

Focus on the basics. Learn to recognize the obvious and be wary of the less than obvious. Always consider what is the specific market activity that will validate or invalidate the pattern position. What is the market activity that should follow the validation or invalidation signal?

Remember that the objective of Dynamic Technical Analysis is to identify low-risk/low-capital exposure trading opportunities, not to form an opinion of the position of every market, all of the time.
Parallel Channels Often Project The End Of Wave 3 and 5

The parallel channel was constructed by drawing a trendline from the Dec. 3 high (beginning of the bear trend) to the wave 2 high. A parallel line was drawn from the wave 1 low. The wave 3 low was made on the parallel support line.

Parallel channel targets for waves 3 or 5 should only be considered a confirmative target within the context of the time, price and pattern analysis. If the time, price and pattern factors are signaling a low at the same area as the channel line, the probabilities increase for the trend change.
Parallel Channels Of Two Degrees Project The Wave 5 High

The parallel channel is constructed by drawing a trendline from the waves 2 and 4 lows and a parallel line from the wave 3 high. In the chart above, parallel channels were constructed for wave 5 and wave 5:5.

The wave 5 and 5:5 top was made at the coincidence of both degrees of parallel channel resistance.
It Doesn't Always Work But Still Provides Valuable Information

A parallel channel of waves 2-4 from wave 3 was constructed to project a wave 5 high. The Deutsche mark shot right through the resistance channel line but soon made the final, wave 5 high.

A market will usually not make an extended trend beyond a wave 4 or 5 channel projection. Exceeding the waves 2-4 trendline usually signals the completion of the prior trend.

Consider waves 4 and 5 projection channels as alert signals. They often provide the targets where waves 4 or 5 terminate. They are usually not exceeded for long. Traders and investors should be very alert to the time, price and pattern position of a market if the channel target is exceeded, as the market is probably “overextended” and nearing the completion of the whole trend sequence.
Ideal Five-Wave Advance and ABC Correction

The rally and correction in gold from the March 1993 low through the Sept. 1993 low is a textbook illustration of a five wave impulse and ABC correction. If would be nice if gold and other markets conformed so nicely all of the time. They don’t, but what is important is to recognize the set-ups when they do.

Note how impulsive waves three and five sub-divided almost perfectly into five waves themselves.

What should we anticipate after the conclusion of a five wave advance followed by an ABC correction? Another five wave advance that should exceed the Aug. 5, wave 5 high. The next page shows what happened.
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Advance Follows ABC Correction As Anticipated

The gold market had not read R. N. Elliott’s work. Gold did advance from the ABC, Sept. 13 low as anticipated but not in an impulsive, five wave advance. The advance was a choppy, labored affair. While it made higher highs and higher lows, the very definition of a bull trend, the pattern appeared more corrective than impulsive with overlapping waves, difficult to identify sub-waves, etc.

While we could label this advance in any of a number of ways, for practical purposes the pattern does not conform to a practical wave pattern that provides decision making information to the trader. Do not force a count when none exits!

The failure of an impulsive five wave advance to develop from the Sept. 1993 low as anticipated, signaled the larger degree trend was probably not as bullish as anticipated. This turned out to be the case as gold did not exceed the Aug. 1993 high for over two years. Never-the-less, there were still many good trading opportunities during this period from a shorter term perspective.
Elliott Wave Pattern Analysis Provides The Market Action That Invalidates An Anticipated Outlook

Gold made another textbook, five wave advance from the Nov. 22, 1995 low to the Feb. 2, 1996 high. Wave five sub-divided perfectly into five waves. What should we anticipate following a textbook, five wave advance? Unless it is a wave C, another five wave advance should follow a correction.

Gold declined sharply into a low on March 7 that appeared to be a wave A low. The wave B rally was an ABC correction. Once the low of April 19, labeled C, was exceeded, it became obvious the gold market was no longer going to comply with the anticipated Elliott wave outlook.

Once a market is not conforming with a pattern that falls within the rules and guidelines, do not force an Elliott wave count just for the sake of having a count.

From a trading strategy perspective, traders should be aware that a failed signal is often a signal for a sharp move in the opposite direction. Once the April 19, potential wave C low was exceeded, gold had demonstrated its weakness and bear trend. Go with the market signals, not personal expectation. Trade the market, not the forecast.
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Wave Three Is Usually The Longest and Strongest Wave

From the April 18, 1995 high, the mark made an almost ideal five wave decline. Note the force of wave three with the wide range and gap days down. While the earlier data is not shown, the April 18 high was made following a prolonged bull market trend.

The five wave decline from the April high should be considered either a wave A in a major ABC correction or wave one of a new bear trend. In either case, another five wave decline would be anticipated following a correction up from the May 18 low.

The rally from the May 18 low was not an ideal ABC correction. Most Elliott wave analysts would probably put in a few X waves to make a pattern fit the market activity into the July high. No pattern count would provide a predictive indication that July 19 would be the final corrective high. It is at this point that other analysis techniques such as the Dynamic Time and Price projections are important.

From a practical trading perspective, the key pattern analysis factors prior to the July high were: 1. The five wave decline from the April 18-May 18 signaled the major trend should be bearish. 2. The mark should complete a corrective high below the April 18 high followed by at least one more decline to a new low.

From the July 19 high, the mark again declined in an almost ideal five wave impulse pattern. Again, wave three includes the widest range and gap days. Wave five is a fifth-wave-diagonal. Remember that diagonal-fifth-waves are usually followed by sharp corrections. That is an under-
statement in this case. The mark exploded upward following the completion of wave five of five.

Five Wave Sequences Are Usually Part of a Larger Degree Trend

From the Aug. 2, 1995 low, cotton made an ideal five wave advance into the Sept. 1 high. A decline followed, making a low near the wave four low. Corrections to five wave impulses typically terminate at or near the prior wave four extreme.

How does the five wave advance into the Sept. 1 high fit into the larger picture? It could be either a wave one of larger degree or wave A. From a trading perspective, it doesn’t make any difference. In each case, another rally to new highs following the correction is anticipated, and that is exactly what unfolded.
You Must Be Quick To Reassess The Pattern Position If A Market Invalidates The “Preferred Count”

Copper was in a very strong bull trend from the Oct. 26, 1993 low. Wave two was an ABC, running correction which was very bullish. Wave four was an irregular ABC.

It appeared that Sept. 26, 1994 (labeled 5?) completed a wave five high in a textbook blow-off. A very sharp and short decline unfolded from the Sept. 26 high followed by a continued rally to new highs.

With the continued rally to new highs, the five wave advance into the Sept. 26 high is invalid and a new count must be considered. The most logical alternate count is an extended wave five beginning from the Aug. 5, wave 4 low. Why is this the most logical alternate count? Waves one through four (Oct. 1993 through Aug. 1994) are a perfect fit and do not lend themselves to an alternate count. We should assume that they are correct.

Copper advanced in five waves from the Aug. 5 low to make the final top Jan. 19.
The Lesser Degree Pattern Position of a Market Will Often Signal The Larger Degree Trend Position

In Dec. 1989, the Nikkei made a major bull market top. At least an ABC correction would be expected from the Dec. '89 high. The Nikkei made a three section decline from the Dec. high into the Oct. 1990 low. Was Oct. 1990 an ABC correction or wave one through three of a five wave, impulse decline? What would be the signal for each?

If Oct. 1990 completed an ABC corrective low, a five wave advance should be made from the Oct. low. The Nikkei made a three wave advance (ABC) followed by a continued decline to new lows. This signaled that March 20, 1991 should be a wave four high and a wave five to new lows should be made. The Nikkei then declined in another text book, five wave pattern to make the wave 5 of (5) low in Aug. 1992.

What was the first signal following the Oct. 1990 low that alerted traders and investors that the rally was probably a wave four and not the beginning of a new bullish impulse sequence? The signal is obvious from the chart above. The detail is shown on the next page.
Elliott Wave “Rules” and Guidelines Will Often Signal Very Quickly Whether A Market is in a Trend or Counter-Trend

The chart above is a close-up of the chart on the previous page of the market activity following the Oct. 4, 1990 low in the Nikkei. The alternate wave counts are shown with a question mark. The initial weeks of the rally looked like it could be waves one and two followed by waves one, two and three of the larger degree wave three. What was the first signal this potentially very bullish wave count was incorrect?

Wave four should not trade into the price range of wave two. The Nikkei declined from the March 1991 high which is alternately labeled as wave 3:3 into the price range of wave 1:3. This voided the bullish wave count and signaled that the March 1990 high was probably not wave 3:3 but wave C of a completed ABC, wave four. This had major implications. Another five wave decline (wave five of larger degree) should then unfold to new lows! This is exactly what unfolded. See the chart on the previous page.

By being aware of the pattern position of a market and the ramifications of when a pattern is voided, the trader and investor is prepared for the early signals of the direction of the larger degree trend. Every market does not always provide such a ideal wave count and alternate count setup. But when they do, traders and investors are provided with a powerful piece of information.

How would you like to have known in June 1991 that the Nikkei should probably continue to decline to new lows in the months ahead?
What wave count?

The S&P began a relentless bull trend from the Dec. 1994 low. Up to the Feb. 1996 high, there were no waves to count! If you followed any of the traditional Elliott wave analysis services, you may recall any number of wave counts that continually projected a wave five top. Prior to Feb. 1996, where could you possibly count waves four and five? Only in the illusions of your mind. Certainly not on the chart.

Why did many of the services see a five wave advance as complete prior to Feb. 1996? They made the wave count fit their forecast. If you are strongly predisposed for a particular market forecast, you will find the evidence, however flimsy, to support that outlook.

Don't trade your prophecy of the future. Trade the market. Don't see what isn't obviously not there, or it will be very detrimental to your wallet.
Markets Do Not Always Play By The Rules

Sugar made a five wave advance into the March 1996 high that broke most of the rules. Markets just have no respect. Each larger degree impulse wave (1, 3 and 5) sub-divided into five waves. But, in every case, the wave fours traded into the range of the wave ones for a day or two and then immediately continued the bull trend.

Traditional Elliott wave analysts would feel forced to re-label the waves to some sort of complex and indecipherable correction. Real-world traders will look to identify the completion of a five wave sequence in order to step out of the trade and possibly reverse the trading direction. If a market is closely fitting the structure of a wave sequence, at least consider it valid even if it very briefly breaks the "rules."

The Dynamic Time and Price projections which will be learned in the next two chapters will be critical to validating the probability of the wave count.
Do Not Ignore The Ramification of the Completion Of Multiple Degrees of 5th Waves

This is a close-up from the previous page of the larger degree wave five that began from the Jan. 16, 1996 low. This is a beautiful example of minor degree sub-divisions signaling the trend reversal of larger degree. Sugar made a final top at wave five of five of five.

Look again at the chart on the previous page and note the extent of the decline from the March 1996 high. Do you care if this five wave sequence precisely meets all of the Elliott wave “rules” or would you rather be prepared to recognize completion of the final, minor wave five of a long term sequence?
Don't Force a Wave Count Where No Logical Count Exits

What is your idea of a wave count for this three year bull trend in bonds? This was an unmistakable bull trend, yet there is no logical Elliott wave impulse count that was evident as the market was unfolding or is evident after-the-fact.

However, almost all of the intermediate degree trends marked off on the chart made very clean five wave advances and three wave declines. The chart above are weekly bars. Check your daily charts for the intermediate degree patterns to see how tradable bond swings are.
When Handed A Gift, Take It

It doesn’t get much better than this. Beans made an almost ideal five wave advance from the Feb. 1, 1995 low into the April 11, 1995 high followed by an ABC correction into the May 9, 1995 low.
Pattern and Practical Elliot Wave Analysis

Markets Do Sometimes Correct In A Five-Wave Sequence

Corrections are supposed to be three waves or a series of three waves, right? Somebody forgot to tell the bean traders. Beans made an ideal, five wave impulse decline which completed a correction. The bean market hadn’t read the Elliott wave textbooks.

Traders may still have taken advantage of the five wave decline from the short side and know to bring stops close to the market as beans entered the fifth wave down.

Take advantage of what ever information the market is providing. Profits will be maximized and losses minimized.

Do not try to re-label this decline to fit the “rules” of corrections. This is a five wave, impulse sequence, period. Now and then, a correction will be a perfect five wave sequence. Academic Elliott wave hardheads will always re-label a market to make it fit their perceptions of how they think it is supposed to be rather than move on to the present condition and the next money-making set-up.
Elliott Wave Analysis Applies To All Actively Traded Markets

This is a chart of the close-only data of Fidelity's Select Precious Metals mutual fund. Elliott wave pattern analysis applies to all actively traded markets including futures, stocks, stock indexes and mutual funds.

The PM fund made a five wave advance where wave five subdivided into five waves in text book fashion.
Pattern and Practical Elliott Wave Analysis

Form More Important Than Rules

The chart above is weekly close-only data of Fidelity's Select Bio-Tech fund. The bull trend from the Nov. 1987 low to the Jan. 1992 high had three distinct rally sections, waves 1, 3 and 5. Waves 1 and 3 definitely didn't conform to Elliott wave impulse pattern rules or guidelines, but still were distinct rally trends. Wave 5 (Oct. 1990 - Jan. 1992) was a textbook Elliott impulse pattern, right down to the five-wave subdivision of wave 5. The ABC correction (Jan. 1992-March 1993) was also a textbook pattern. The initial five wave decline into the June 1992 low is the A wave. The B wave was an abc (correction to the correction). Note the second, minor five wave pattern following the C wave low.

How is this analysis put to practical use?

1. As the mutual fund rallied to new highs in Jan., it appeared that it was in a minor wave-five that should also complete the intermediate and major wave fives.

2. Let the mutual fund signal if a top has been made. Exit long positions if the mutual fund declines below Wave 4:5:5 (see the chart above).

3. The mutual fund made a five wave decline into the June 1992 low. Corrections usually do not complete with five waves. The June low should be an A wave which should eventually be followed by another swing down to lower price (C wave). This is exactly what occurred.

Elliott wave analysis of this mutual fund prepares investors for a major top and provided the discipline to wait until the correction had run its course. While the entire form of the impulse series did not follow all of the Elliott wave "rules", the pattern was an unmistakable five wave trend.
Five's and Three's

Trends usually terminate in five wave patterns. Counter-trends usually terminate in three wave patterns or a series of three wave patterns (complex corrections).

Following a five wave advance, Fidelity’s Balanced Fund made an ABC correction. It appears another five wave advance is nearing completion as of the time the examples for this chapter are completed.

Note how the advance accelerated when the wave one high was exceeded. It appears waves 1-4 are complete and the current advance is in wave five. If this is the case, when wave five is completed, a decline greater in time and price than any since the Aug. 2 low should unfold.
Diagonal-Fifth-Waves In Mutual Funds

Elliott wave patterns are alive and well in Fidelity’s Emerging Growth fund. Wave 1 clearly sub-divided into five waves. Wave 3 was almost a parabolic advance, typical of wave 3s which are usually the longest and strongest of the three impulse waves.

The wave four correction was an ABC. Note how wave C clearly subdivided into five waves, typical of C waves.

What has unfolded since the Jan. 10, 1996 wave-four low? It appears to be a fifth-wave-diagonal. Waves 1 & 2 of 5 appear complete. What is usually the outcome of the completion of a fifth-wave-diagonal triangle? A stronger than typical counter-trend. A strong bear trend should unfold following the completion of the fifth-wave-triangle.

Only marginal new highs would be expected from this point on in this mutual fund. Investors in this fund should be anticipating a major top and have relatively close stops. A decline below the support line should signal a top is complete.
Waves Within Waves
The ideal trade set-up is made when at least one smaller degree wave pattern signals the completion of the larger degree.

In early Jan. 1999, the yen appeared to be in the later stages of an impulse five-wave series that began at the Aug. 11 low. The subdivisions of Wave-5 helped to pinpoint the completion of the larger degree pattern shown on the daily chart.

See the 60-minute chart on the following page.
60-Minute Data: Subdivisions of Wave-5
A Wave-5 should subdivide into a five-wave structure of lesser degree. Wave-5 began from the Nov. 12 low (see the daily chart on the preceding page) and clearly unfolded in a five-wave structure. Both Wave-5 and Wave-5:5 were "extended" or greater in price than a typical Wave-5. The price chart will teach you how to project the price targets for the termination of a five-wave impulse trend.

We can go to an even shorter-term time frame and see if Wave-5:5 also subdivided into a five-wave structure.
**15-Minute Data: Subdivisions of Wave 5:5**

While a wave pattern may not be an ideal structure meeting all of the rules and guidelines, the basic form is usually clearly evident.

The 15-minute data shows that Wave-5:5 from the Dec. 22 low into the Jan. 11 high clearly unfolded in a five-wave structure. There are immense trading ramifications to the trader who is alert to the wave structure of any trend or counter-trend.

Once the yen has advanced above the Wave-3:5:5 high, we know that we should be in the last minor swing up (Wave-5:5:5) before the completion of the entire bull trend that began almost five months ago in mid-Aug. How would you like to be alert to the probability that a major trend is only days away from completion? If you were long, you would be very careful to protect the unrealized profits and alert to trading strategies to enter a short position.

A trade below the Wave-4:5:5 low signals the completion of the entire bull trend since Aug.'s Wave-5:5:5 is complete! The yen should then make a decline greater in time and price than any decline since the Aug. low. How did it turn out?
Pattern Analysis Identifies The Completion of the Five-Wave Trend

Just two days following the Jan. 11 high the yen declined below the Wave 4:5:5 low signaling the completion of the five-wave bull trend from the Aug. low. This signal came right at a time when many yen traders were very bullish. Dynamic Traders knew that the bull trend should be complete, at least temporarily as the yen makes a decline greater in time and price than any decline since the Aug. low.

Even in the very volatile and often choppy currency markets, pattern analysis will often clearly identify the position of a market and the trend objectives. Short-term trades may be made off of the signals and objectives provided by the intraday data. Intraday data is also used to identify the trend position and completion of larger degree trends.
Pattern Analysis Nails The Completion of a Major Low

Bonds made a significant low on Jan. 11. Since this example is being included just a few weeks after the low, we don't know yet if this will be a long term low or not. The pattern position indicates it is the completion of a major ABC correction. Regardless of whether it turns out to be a long-term low or not, the pattern analysis provided the signal for a great set-up for a long position.
60-Minute Data: Wave-C Sub-Divides Into Five Waves
A Wave-C should subdivide into five-waves which is exactly what happened. The 60-minute chart clearly shows the five-wave subdivisions of Wave-C.

The 15-minute chart on the following page shows the subdivisions of Wave-5:5:C.
15-Minute Data: Wave-5:5:C Completes A Major Low

Wave-5:5 subdivided into a perfect five-waves itself. Once bonds had declined below the Wave-3 low, traders know that the completion of the whole Wave-C was near completion. The rally above the Wave-4 high signaled Wave-C should be complete.

The Trading Strategies and Putting It All Together Chapters will teach you much more how we use the pattern position to help make specific trading decisions.
Wave Structure Checklists

On the following two pages are two checklists to help you monitor the wave structure of a market as it is unfolding. In effect, they are a concise summary of the rules and guidelines of typical three and five wave structures. There is an Impulse and Correction checklist.

As a market unfolds, it is continually providing information as to its nature, impulsive or corrective, in accordance with the wave guidelines for each wave structure. While these checklist tables do not provide for every potential wave structure, they will help you keep on track with how the typical wave structure unfolds. If a wave structure violates a guideline for how it should unfold, you must consider that it is not unfolding as you originally anticipated. You must then re-evaluate the position of the market according to the next best alternative wave structure.

Because a corrective wave structure can take any number of complex structures, only the simple corrective zigzag (ABC) or triangle (ABCDE) are noted in the Correction Checklist. One a market demonstrates it is going to unfold in a complex correction, there is little predictability left in the wave structure. The trader must then focus on the time and price position for signals that the correction may be terminating.

These two tables do not consider the time or price position of the market. They only consider the pattern position out of context of the other market factors. Never make a trading or investing decision based on pattern position alone. This has been the downfall of many Elliott wave analysts.

Also keep in mind that all markets have not agreed to unfold according to R. N. Elliott’s rules and guidelines. Markets have a mind of their own and will often unfold in a completely non-predictable and non-symmetrical pattern that provides little valuable information to the analyst.

These checklists will go a long way in helping to identify whether a market is in an impulsive or corrective position. Even more importantly, they will help to identify when a market is unfolding in a predictable Elliott wave pattern and the signals necessary to confirm or invalidate the assumed pattern.

Always keep in mind the purpose of technical analysis for traders and investors: To identify high probability trade and investing set-ups. Not to know the position of every market at all times.

It will not be long before you will be familiar with Elliott wave structures and will not have to refer to the tables. Until then, these tables will be a quick and easy reference to the probable position of any market at any time.
# IMPULSE WAVE CHECKLIST (Bull Market Example)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave 1</th>
<th>Wave 2</th>
<th>Wave 3</th>
<th>Wave 4</th>
<th>Wave 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>End of Correction Assumed</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 Waves Down</td>
<td>Wave A of Zigzag OR completion of Previous Trend</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Usually 5 Sub-Waves Unless Diagonal Triangle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Wave 2 Complete, Draw Parallel Channel (W2 From W1) For Potential Wave Objective</td>
<td>Wave 2 Complete, Draw Parallel Channel (W2 From W1) For Potential Wave Objective</td>
<td>Wave 2 Complete, Draw Parallel Channel (W2 From W1) For Potential Wave Objective</td>
<td>5 Waves Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>W2 Should Not Exceed The Beginning of W1. If it Does, The Price Trend Should Continue. REFERENCE TO CORRECTION TABLE</td>
<td>W2 Must Be 5 Waves, Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>W3 Must Be 5 Waves, Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>3 Waves Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>5 Waves Down</td>
<td>5 Waves Down</td>
<td>3 Waves Down</td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Corrective Wave: Refer to Corrective Table</td>
<td>Corrective Wave: Refer to Corrective Table</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Possibly Start Diagonal 5th Wave But More Likely Incomplete Wave 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Monitoring Each Wave As It Unfolds To Confirm OR Invalidate Wave Count</td>
<td>Monitoring Each Wave As It Unfolds To Confirm OR Invalidate Wave Count</td>
<td>Monitoring Each Wave As It Unfolds To Confirm OR Invalidate Wave Count</td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>OK.</td>
<td>OK.</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>OK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>3 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Wave A of Zigzag OR completion of Previous Trend</td>
<td>Wave A of Zigzag OR completion of Previous Trend</td>
<td>Wave A of Zigzag OR completion of Previous Trend</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Down</strong></td>
<td><strong>5 Waves Up</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
<td>Complete Zigzag OR Wave A of 2nd Wave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Check Alternative Guidelines For Potential Structure of Wave 5**

- If W3 was Extended (>162% of W1) Then W5 Will Probably Be Similar Price Range To W1.
- If W3 Less Than 162% of W1, Anticipate Potential W5 Extension.
- If W3 Shorter Than W1, W5 Should Be Shorter Than W3.
- If W4 Reaches To W3 Greater Than 50%, Anticipate Potential W5 Failure.
Chapter 4

Dynamic Price Analysis

Every market makes a top or bottom on some exact mathematical point in proportion to some previous move.

W. D. Gann

In the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter you

• Learn how to project well in advance the price zones which have the greatest probability of support, resistance and trend change, allowing the trader plenty of time to prepare for trading action.

• Learn the three most important price projection techniques: price retracements, alternate price projections and price expansions.

• Learn which ratios to use with each price projection technique.

• Learn how the price projections cluster to form support, resistance and trend reversal price zones.

• Learn how to integrate price projections of waves of more than one degree.

• Learn how to integrate dynamic price analysis with the pattern analysis learned in the prior chapter.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Be Prepared In Advance For The Price Targets Of Trend Reversals

This chapter will teach you to quickly and easily project the price targets with the greatest probability for support, resistance and trend reversal. It is not complicated or time-consuming to prepare *in advance* the Dynamic Price Projections.

The example above is not an isolated example of a price projection for the termination of a trend. Dynamic Price projections will often allow you to determine well *in advance* the price target to complete trends of all degrees.
Pinpoint The Exact Price Levels For Corrective Highs and Lows

The previous chapter taught you how to identify if a market is in a trend or counter-trend phase. The Dynamic Price Analysis chapter will teach you to project the price levels with the greatest probability of completing a trend or counter-trend.

How valuable to your trading would it be if you could project in advance the specific price zone a correction to the main trend should reach? Dynamic Price Analysis allows you to do just that. You will often project almost to the tick the price of corrective highs and lows.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Be Prepared In Advance For The High Probability Support and Resistance Zones

Waves or swings of similar degree will relate to each other in price relative to important ratios. The market analyst, investor and trader must consider price ratio relationships of more than one degree. The smaller degree price projections should confirm the larger degree price projections.

No single price methodology can be consistently relied upon to indicate with confidence, in advance, where support or resistance is likely to be found. The most important potential support or resistance zones will be found where price projections from more than one of the three primary price projection methods and from more than one degree of swing cluster within a relatively narrow price zone.

Traders must be prepared in advance for the price zones from where trend change has the greatest probability of occurring. If traders are prepared in advance for the price zones of change, they may then concentrate their efforts on technical signals that trigger trade entry and confirm trend change.

It is true, as Mr. Gann said, that “every market makes its top and bottom at some exact mathematical point in proportion to some previous move.” The question is, which proportion of which previous move? Mr. Gann failed to answer that question, probably because there is no single, right answer. If you have studied any of W. D. Gann’s original work, you know that he was a bit of a master of the overstatement. There is not one particular prior swing or one particular proportion (ratio) that will project the price of all future tops or bottoms. The concept of proportioning past moves (swings) and projecting forward is the key concept to projecting the price levels that have the greatest potential for trend change.

I underlined potential above for three important reasons:

1. The price support and resistance projections do not project that price will reach the projected levels. The price support and resistance projections are simply mathematical projections of relationships of past swings. They are price zones that should offer support or resistance if reached. The importance or degree of support or resistance will be indicated by the time and pattern position of the market as the price zones are reached.

2. There are usually two or three projected price zones from any one swing point. While we will see later on how to determine in advance which projection is likely to be the most important, it will only be the market itself that will validate one or another of the projections by the time and
pattern position as the market approaches the price zone. If a projected price zone is exceeded, the odds favor a continuation of the trend to the next price zone. In other words, exceeding one projected price zone is usually a trend-continuation signal.

3. Occasionally, a market will make a top or bottom at a price that either is not within a price cluster which is a support or resistance zone or not even at one of the more common price projections. While I can almost always find the obscure price relationship at tops and bottoms that were made outside of a projected price cluster, this after-the-fact analysis is only of academic interest. Traders must accept the fact that a top or bottom will occasionally be made away from the typical price projections that are calculated in advance. This is one of the important reasons why we always consider all dimensions of market activity and do not rely solely on price analysis.

Gann’s quote at the beginning of the chapter may be better worded as: “Every market makes the majority of its tops or bottoms at or very near a cluster of price projections from several previous swings. These price projections may be determined well in advance and, usually, the significance of each projection relative to the trend will be known in advance.”

In this chapter, we will also discuss methods that will provide a strong indication of the minimum and maximum price projections to anticipate in any trend or counter-trend swing. We will also discuss the ramifications of understanding the trend position when price exceeds certain levels. As you will see, there is much more to price analysis than simply computing retracements.

The most important narrow price zones for potential support or resistance will occur when various price methods and relationships all point to the same area as support or resistance. Never rely on one price methodology or one ratio. If a price zone is important, it will be indicated by several relationships and result in a relatively narrow cluster of targets at or near the same price level.
Dynamic Price Analysis

**Primary Price Projection Techniques**

There are three key price relationships that will quickly and easily provide the price projections. They are:

1. Retracements (Ret)
2. Alternate Price Projections (APP)
3. Price Expansions (Exp)

Each price technique is considered from the degree of trend that is to be traded and, ideally, one larger and one smaller degree. The following pages include examples of how each price projection is calculated and how multiple projections will cluster within relatively narrow price zones.

A very important factor to keep in mind as we review the following examples is: *All of the price projections are calculated IN ADVANCE.* As soon as a new swing is confirmed, new projections are made. We do not know in advance which price zone will be the ultimate target of the market, but we do know in advance which price zones have the greatest potential for trend change if price should reach one of those zones. The time and pattern position of the market will usually clearly reveal which price zone has the greater probability of making a trend reversal.

As a market advances its trend and makes new swing pivots, new projections are made from each new pivot. You will soon learn how the new pivots will confirm or invalidate prior price projections.

**Retracements**

Most traders are familiar with price retracements. Retracements are the percentage of the prior swing that a market moves counter to the range of the prior swing. As a market advances, there will usually be more than one prior swing extreme from where to measure retracements. In other words, we will have more than one degree of retraction projections.

There are both *internal* and *external* retracements.

The following pages first illustrate retracements on idealized swing charts in order to clearly understand the concept. These are followed by numerous actual market examples.
Internal Price Retracements

**Internal retracements are less than 100%.**
The four most important internal retracement ratios are:
38.2%, 50%, 61.8% and 78.6%.

**Internal Retracements Of One Degree**
38%, 50%, 62% and 79% retracements of the AB rally

**Internal Retracements Of Two Degrees**
38%, 50% and 62% of AC and BC rallies
Dynamic Price Analysis

Internal Retracements

Retracements measure the percentage of the range of the prior swing that the market reacts against or retraces. *Internal retracements* are always less than 100%. A market that retraces less than 100% of the prior swing is always a counter-trend swing or a correction to the prior swing. The most important internal retracement percentages are 38.2%, 50%, 61.8% and 78.6%.

The position of the market relative to the pattern will indicate which of these ratios is particularly important at any given time. The sections on Trading Guidelines, Elliott Wave Guidelines and Putting It All Together describe in more detail the importance of each ratio at different market positions.
On April 19, beans made a low one tick above the 61.8% retracement. Beans eventually continued to decline in an ABC correction with a final low at the 78.6% retracement. APP is an Alternate Price Projection and will be described later in this chapter.

Retracement resistance in crude oil at the 38.2% and 61.8% retracements.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Corn made a counter-trend low at the 50% retracement. There will almost always be at least a minor reaction against the 50% retracement in all markets.

Retracements of two degrees: Gold made a top June 16, 1995 at the coincidence of a 50% retracement from the April 19 high and a 78.6% retracement from the May 4 high. The nearer price projections are to each other, the more likely they are to result in support or resistance if the market reaches the price zone.
The Oct. 1987 Panic: In Oct. 1987, the S&P crashed down to make a low just below the 61.8% retracement of the Aug. 1982-Aug. 1987 bull market (top chart). Note that the secondary lows were made right on the 50% retracement. The chart below shows the retracement levels from the July 1984 low. The Oct. bottom was made just a few points below the 78.6% retracement and the initial reaction low right at the 61.8% retracement level. The retracements from two degrees provided two retracement support zones which held the market: 192.18-189.32 and 221.41-220.30.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Retracement Levels Signal Strength and Weakness: The June 1 low was made just a few ticks below the 61.8% support retracement. In June and July, the mark tested the 78.6% resistance retracement three times but failed to exceed this important retracement level.

How a market reacts against retracement percentages will often indicate the position of the market. Currencies have a very high reliability of finding support and resistance at Fib retracements. This is probably because the currency traders of the world are very Elliott wave oriented. The mark came down very hard from the May 26 high and then bounced very hard off of the 61.8% retracement. The wide range reversal day on June 1 at the 61.8% retracement provided an initial signal that the correction down may be over.

Most traders have been erroneously taught by Elliott wave academics that the 61.8% retracement is the critical zone to signal if a swing is a counter-trend or new trend direction. In other words, counter trends or corrections are not supposed to exceed a 51.8% retracement. If the 61.8% retracement is exceeded, it is supposed to be a signal that the market is in a new trend direction, not a counter-trend.

While the 61.8% retracement is an important potential support or resistance price zone, it should not be considered as a trend signal as described above. The 78.6% retracement is a far more important retracement projection that is usually not exceeded if the prior trend is to continue. Wave 2s often terminate at the 78.6% retracement.
Cotton made a low at the coincidence of the 50% retracement of the larger degree and 78.6% retracement of the smaller degree.

The 61.8% retracement level is the support at each counter-trend low. Note that the June 14 low was made at the 61.8% retracement to the tick! Do not fail to be alert to the market position at the 61.8% retracement level in all markets.
Dynamic Price Analysis

External Price Retracements
Many traders have a difficult time accepting that a retracement can be over 100%. A retracement can be any amount. A few ratios over 100% are very important in projecting support and resistance.

External Retracements are greater than 100%.
The most important external retracements are:
127%, 162%, 200%, 262%, and 424%.

External Retracements of AB

A

B

262%

162%
External Retracements

The Aug. 22 low in the British pound was made just a few ticks above the 162% external retracement of the 6/28L-8/1H
Dynamic Price Analysis

The soybean decline terminated at the 262% retracement of the initial counter-trend swing. Five wave structures frequently terminate at 162%, 262% or 424% external retracements of wave two. Wave two is also called the initial counter-trend swing.

External retracements are little used by most traders but are a very valuable price projection method.
The April 21 high was made at the 262% retracement of the prior counter-trend.

A 200% retracement is also known as a "measured move."
The mark formed a major top in April 1995 at the 262% external retracement of the last major counter-trend prior to the top.

Unless wave five becomes an extended wave, it is usually made within the range of the 127% and 162% external retracement of wave four. The final wave five top is often made right on one of these two retracements.
The final top of a major bull market in copper was made just a few ticks above the 4.236 external retracement of the final decline prior to the beginning of the bull market. *External retracements of the final swing prior to the beginning of a trend as shown above or external retracements of the first swing following the beginning of a trend (wave 2 or B in Elliott wave terms) will usually project the termination of the entire trend sequence.*

A trend rarely exceeds the 4.236 external retracements of these two swings. This is important to consider. If a trend is nearing the 4.236 external retracement, the odds are very high that the trend is near completion.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Alternate Price Projections (APP)

Alternate price projections project the proportions of a past swing that moved in the same direction as the current market is moving. APP projections compare trend swings with trend swings and counter-trend swings with counter-trend swings. Alternate price projections are labeled according to which previous alternate swing is being projected. The most recent alternate swing projection is labeled APP.1. The second most recent is labeled APP.2 and so on.

Alternate price projections compare trend swings to trend swings and counter-trend swings to counter-trend swings.
The most important ratios to use for APP's are: 62%, 100%, 162%, 200%, 262% and 424%.

Alternate Price Projections of the previous alternate swing.
AB projected from C (APP.1)
Alternate Price Projections

The July 19, 1995, wave 5 top was made at the coincidence where wave 5 equaled 100% of wave 1 and wave 5 equaled 61.8% of waves 1-3 (7/SL-7/12H). These are the two most frequent price targets for a wave 5 as described in the pattern chapter.

Alternate price projections are very important and reliable targets for the termination of Elliott five-wave impulse patterns and ABC corrections. Which ratios and swing comparisons are the most important for each target is described at the end of this chapter.
Dynamic Price Analysis

The Jan. 5, 1994 high and beginning of a prolonged trading range in gold was made slightly above the coincidence of the 61.8% alternate price projection and 78.6% retracement.

Coffee made a major low in Dec. 1994 that lasted for several months at the coincidence of the 100% alternate price projection and 162% retracement of the 8/11L-9/23H.
The March 2, 1995 high (W.C) was made at the coincidence of a 50% retracement and 100% APP where the price range of Wave C equaled the price range of Wave A. The Dec. 29, Wave A high was made at the 38.2% retracement. The chart below shows other price projections at the March 2 high. The March 2 high was made at the 38.2% retracement of the larger degree decline (7/13H-12/14L) and the 127% retracement of Wave B. The Wave C high was 187.25. Four price projections fell within the 184.75-188.75 zone. It is inevitable that a market will react against such a strong cluster of price projections.
Dynamic Price Analysis

The Jan. 4, 1996 bond high was made at the 61.8% APP where Wave C equaled 61.8% of Wave A. The chart below shows the smaller degree Alternate Price Projections at the Jan. 4 high. Every minor rally was related to each other by 100% or 61.8% right up to the final top. The larger degree 61.8% APP shown above fell right within the 121.09-121.30 minor degree zone shown below. When several APPs of two or more degrees coincide, change is inevitable.
The March 19, 1996 high in the sugar market is an outstanding example of the coincidence of APPs of three different degrees. The chart above shows the top was made at the price zone where Wave 5 equals 162% of Wave 1 and Wave 5 equals 100% of Waves 1-3. The chart below shows the price zone at the top where Wave 5 of 5 equals 100% of Wave 1 of 5 and 62% of Waves 1-3. Wave 5 of 5 of 5 equals 100% of Wave 1 of 5 of 5. The solid horizontal bar at the 12.30-12.50 price zone represents the zone of the coincidence of Alternate Price Projections from all three degrees.
The 10-year notes made an important low at a cluster of three important price projections.

108.31-108.23
108.31 (Ret): W.5 = 1.618 W.4 (external retracement)
108.27 (APP): W.5 = .618 W.1-3
108.23 (Ret): .618 retracement (8/15L-9/14H)

The Price Histogram Detail below shows the details of the price projections in the zone of the wide bar which is shaded gray shown in the chart above.
Price Clusters

There were three potential resistance zones projected from the June 14, wave 4 low. Two of these zones were confirmed by projections of the next smaller degree by projections from the wave 4:5 low made in July. The pattern and time position of the market as it approaches each price zone will help to qualify which zone is most has the greatest probability of trend reversal.

Gold made the wave 3 of 5 top at the first projection of 397.9-398.6. The final wave 5 of 5 high at 409.0 was made precisely within the next price cluster of 404.6-410.1. This was the ideal price zone for a wave 5:5 high for this wave structure. It was unlikely that the final top would have reached the higher zone near 424.0.

The Putting It All Together chapter of the book instructs how to update the price projections as a market unfolds and how to discern which of the projected price zones are most likely to terminate the trend.
Dynamic Price Analysis

The Price Histogram Detail below describes all of the individual price projections included on the chart on the previous page. Notice how the price projections are in three relatively tight groups as represented by the horizontal price target bars on the chart on the previous page.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/1/93</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14/4/93</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1/10/94</td>
<td>361.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1/94</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14/4/94</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1/10/95</td>
<td>361.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/1/95</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14/4/95</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>1/10/96</td>
<td>361.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For years all of my price projections were done with a calculator and a form to keep track of the price targets. While it was slow and a bit cumbersome, the proper information was always at hand. Then I designed my own spreadsheets to do the price projections and the output looked similar to the table above. This was much faster, more accurate and allowed me to follow many more markets. It was only after designing my own technical analysis software that the projections are now done almost automatically with the output shown right on the chart.
The April 1995 high in the mark was made at the coincidence of two 100% alternate price projections, each of different degree. The 100% APPs were the July 5, 1991 low - Sept. 4, 1992 high projected from the Feb. 11, 1994 low and the Feb. 11, 1994 low - Oct. 28, 1994 high projected from the Dec. 9, 1994 low.

Note that the Oct. 28 high was made just a few ticks below the 61.8% APP of the July 5, 1991 low - Sept. 4, 1992 high projected from the Feb. 11, 1994 low.

Almost every trend of any degree terminates at or very near an alternate price projection of at least one of the prior two alternate swings. *When APPs coincide with internal and/or external retracements within a relatively narrow price zone, a change of trend is very probable.*
Every market does not make a corrective high or low at one of the retracement objectives every time. If they did, trading would be easy. However, most counter-trend highs or lows will be made at or very near one of the important internal retracement percentages. If another price projection falls near a retracement percentage, a price zone results where there is a high probability of support or resistance.

Silver fell sharply from the May 4, 1995 high and found initial support at the 50% retracement. There is at least a minor reaction against the 50% retracement in almost every counter-trend move simply because so many traders are aware of this retracement objective. Silver continued lower in late June and closed below the 61.8% retracement. The final low was made at the 61.8% Alternate Price Projection just below the 61.8% retracement. The Ret. and APP formed a support zone at 523.1-530.3.
Price Expansions (Exp)
Price Expansions literally expand the price range of a price swing by chosen ratio amounts. The most frequent use of price expansions are expansions of the initial impulse wave off of a major trend change.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Expansions</th>
<th>expand the price range of a swing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The most important ratios to use for Price Expansion are:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62%, 100%, 162%, 200%, 262%, 424%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price Expansion of the price range of AB

![Diagram of price expansion with points A, B, and percentage labels 100%, 162%]
Dynamic Price Analysis

Price Expansions

*Of the three methods of price projections, retracements and alternate price projections are the most consistently reliable. I consider price expansions as a confirming factor to the other two. In other words, I would not consider a price expansion target of any consequence if it did not coincide with a retracement and/or alternate projection.*

The April 21, 1995 high was made at the .618 price expansion of the Feb. 11, 1994 low - Oct. 28, 1994 high.

Price expansions are a confirming price projection method. Tops and bottoms are made right on a price expansion less often than on a retracement and alternate price projection. Price expansion projections are confirming factors to the price retracements and alternate price projections.
The Feb. 2, 1996 gold high was made at the coincidence of the 2.618 price expansions of Wave 1 and Wave 1 of 5.

The Aug. 21, 1995 silver top was also made at the coincidence of price expansions of two degrees. The 100% expansion of the 7/5L-7/19H price range and the 162% expansion of the 8/1L-8/9H price range each fell near the Aug. 21 high.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Nikkei Weekly

The Aug. 1992 low in the Nikkei Stock Index is a great example of the coincidence of price projections in a very narrow range. The projections are grouped so tight that they overlap in the chart below.

The Aug. low was made in the price zone where:

Exp: W.5 = 100% Exp W.1
App: W.5 = 62% W.1-3
Ret: W.5 = 162% W.4
Exp: W.5:5 = 100% Exp W.1:5
App: W.5:5 = 38.2% W.1-3:5
Ret: W.3-5:5 = 262% W.2:5
Ret: W.5:5 = 162% W.4:5

The Aug. 1992 low was made at the coincidence of at least seven price projections including expansions, external retracements and alternate price projections of two degrees! Is it any wonder that a major low was made at such a strong coincidence of support?
S&P Weekly
The Sept. 1995 high in the S&P was made at the 2.618 expansion of the initial bull swing from the April 1994 low to the Sept. 1994 high. While the reaction against the 2.618 expansion was relatively mild in price and time, it was the greatest reaction since the Dec. 1994 low and lasted about six weeks. The S&P soon continued to rally and made the next top at the 4.236 expansion of the initial thrust (wave 1).

Again, the greatest reaction in time and price to the bull trend since the Dec. low was made at the 4.236 expansion. This top lasted about twelve weeks. Trends rarely exceed a 4.236 expansion of the initial thrust. The continued bull trend to new highs for the S&P was another demonstration of the unprecedented strength of this historic bull market.

What would be the next expansion ratio to consider? 6.854 (4.236 x 1.618). A 6.854 expansion falls at 776.40. It seems outrageous that the S&P will reach that high of a level without having made a major correction, but it seemed outlandish to many people in early 1995 that the S&P would reach 662.00 with only minor corrections, but it did! The 776.40 projection is not a forecast that the S&P will reach that level, but a price to anticipate a reaction if the level is reached.

A comprehensive price analysis of any market will include price expansion projections.
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**Price Projections By High/Low Extremes, Closing Extremes and Percentage Change**

Most traders are familiar with calculating price retracements and projections using the high or low of the pivot bar. All of the price examples in this chapter up to this point used the extreme range from pivot to pivot. High-Low or Low-High price projections may also be calculated using closing data only. Closing data may more accurately represent the form, pattern and position of the market as it eliminates the very short-term, intraday, volatile swings. However, it is usually not reasonable to expect to trade on analysis of just closing data as the daily swings may be large and require entry, stop placement and exit at a more prudent position than waiting for the close.

Price percentage change more accurately represents the range of price change than the actual amount of price traveled. A price advance of $100 from $200 to $300 is a 50% increase in price while a price advance of $100 from $500 to $600 is only a 20% increase in price. Each price change was the same amount yet a dramatically different percentage change. The percentage change in price more accurately represents what we may consider the force of movement or the degree of psychological shift that traders are required to move price.

Traders should consider supplementing their price analysis by making all price projections by closing data and by price percentage change as well as by the more traditional price range. This is particularly worth-while for major degree swings. The extra work involved will often provide critical information that will not be revealed by high-low extreme price analysis.
Price Projections By Percentage Change

Gold, Weekly: The chart above is gold weekly data bars. Dates shown are week-ending, Friday dates. Price projections calculated by percentage change are labeled with a % and the price projection method (Ret, APP or Exp). The pivot markers show the date, price and percentage change from the prior pivot.

The Jan. 1994 high was made just above the 78.6% retracement (Ret) of the Aug. to Sept. decline. Note that the high was made dead on the 100% percentage change retracement (Ret%). Gold declined 16.53% from the Aug. 6, $409.0 high to the Sept. 17, $341.4 low. Gold then rallied 16.52% up from the Sept. 17 low to the Jan. 7 high. A 16.52% rally from the lower number is a lesser amount of price than a 16.53% decline from the higher number. This is why the 100% retracement in percentage change does not make a 100% retracement in price amount.

The trading range lows in 1994-1995 were made at the coincidence of the 50% range retracement and 38.2% percentage change retracement. The Sept. 1993 low was made at the coincidence of the 78.6% range retracement and 61.8% percentage change retracement.

As you can see, including percentage change price projections can be a very valuable addition to the price analysis techniques.
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Close-Only Data and Price Projections

This is a daily, close-only chart for gold. The C next to the date/price markers denote the prices shown are closing prices. The C next to the price projection level also denotes the price projection is closing prices. The 38.2% and 50% high/low extreme range retracements and 50% and 61.8% percentage change retracements are shown. Gold shot right through the first pair of retracements, the 50% percentage change and 38.2% retracements and stopped dead on the 61.8% retracement.

Subsequently, the Feb. 1990 top was just a few ticks above the 61.8% percentage change retracement. Traders should be aware of the percentage change retracement targets on intermediate to major degree swings.

The chart on the next page shows a close-up of the Feb. top.
This is a close-up of the same daily close-only chart on the previous page. The 200% Alternate Price Projection of percentage change (APP%C) coincided with the 61.8% percentage change retracement at the Feb. high.

Traders who only calculate high/low retracements and projections did not have any targets near where the high was made in Feb. Traders who included percentage change retracements and projections were aware of a narrow price zone that was the coincidence of two percentage change projections that was several dollars away from the traditional projections.

It is always worth the extra effort to make price projections from close-only data and percentage change when analyzing major swings.
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Close-Only Data and Percentage Change Projections

Unfortunately, every market does not make every extreme high and low reversal on a price projection or cluster of price projections. The gold rally from the Jan. 15, 1993 closing low made temporary highs almost to the tick at the 78.6% and 100% percentage change retracements on the close-only chart as shown above. The final top exceeded normal retracement targets by only a few points. Most corrections will not exceed either a 78.6% range retracement or 100% percentage change retracement.

The chart on the following page is the same as the one above except with range retracements instead of percentage change retracements.
The previous chart showed that the two minor tops prior to the final top on July 30 were made at the 78.6% and 100% percentage change retracements. The 61.8% and 78.6% range retracements fell within one tick of each of the percentage change levels. Now that is a coincidence of range and percentage change retracements to make note of!

While neither of these two important retracement coincidences were the final top, they projected levels that traders would want to be particularly alert to for potential trend termination. Both levels may have been strong profit taking zones depending on the time perspective of the trading plan.

Be very prepared for market pivots at price zones where both range and percentage change retracements coincide.
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Price Projections of Three Degrees

The following three charts illustrate the value of examining a market from all price perspectives and ever smaller degrees of change.

Weekly bonds found support at the coincidence of the 50% range retracement and 38.2% percentage change retracement in early 1994. The next support was made at the 61.8% range retracement. The ultimate low was made in Nov. 1994, just below the 50% percentage change retracement and above the 78.6% range retracement.

Are the price projection methods invalidated if a major trend change does not fall right on an important retracement level? As described earlier in the chapter, price analysis should consider waves or swings of more than one degree to confirm or invalidate the larger degree projections. As a market approaches a major price projection, the next smaller degree price analysis may provide a focus to a specific price zone near the larger degree price zone where trend change is probable. See the daily bond chart on the next page.
Alternate price projections of swings beginning with the Oct. 1993 high pointed to two narrow price zones with a high probability of completing the decline: 97.16-97.12 or 92.23-92.12. The first zone coincided with the 50% percentage change retracement at 97.12 (see chart on previous page) while the second zone did not coincide with either percentage change or range retracements shown on the previous chart.

97.16: W.5 = 100% W.1  
97.12: W.5 = 38.2% W.1-3  
97.12: 50% percentage change retracement 9/28/90L - 10/15/93H

Once the Aug. 2, wave 4 high was confirmed by bonds trading below the b low, the price zone of 97.16-97.12 would be calculated in advance as having a high probability of making the wave 5 low. The next job is to go to the smaller degree swings made beginning with the Aug. 2 high to further fine tune the price projections from the larger degree swings.

The chart on the next page focuses in on the next smaller degree swings.
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Smaller Degree Projections Confirm The Larger Degree

Alternate price projections of swings beginning with the Aug. 2, 1994 high projected 96.14-95.31 as the ideal target for a wave 5 low. This narrow price zone fell just below the larger degree target shown on the prior page of 97.16-97.12.

96.14: W.5 = 38.2% W.1-3
95.31: W.5 = 100% W.1

The most reliable price projection targets will be calculated from swings of at least two degrees and from different projection techniques, retracements, alternate projections and expansions of ranges and percentage change.
Intraday Examples

Up to now, only daily bar charts have been used to illustrate the Dynamic Trading analysis. All Dynamic Trading techniques apply to all time periods including intraday data. The same dynamic growth process, patterns, ratios and proportions that we have seen on the daily charts are found on all time periods.

The following pages include a number of intraday charts with comments. There are only a few examples because nothing is done differently than if it were daily data. Since we used a number of examples of the position of bonds in the second half of 1995, let's first look at the intraday data for this time period.

Bonds: 5-Minute Bars From The July 11, 1994 Low

A minor wave-four low was made on July 18 on the 8:35 AM (EST) bar. The projection for a wave-five high is 102.81-103.02 (price in decimals, not 32nds). This price zone includes the typical wave-five price projections where W.5 = 100% W.1, 38.2% W.1-3 and 162% W.4.

The chart on the next page shows how it turned out.
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Bonds: 30 Minute Bars From The July 11, 1994 Low

Bonds made the wave-five high at 102.94 on July 20 on the 8:50 AM bar. This was a direct hit of the 102.81-103.02 projected price zone shown on the 5-minute chart on the previous page. The 30-minute bar chart below also begins from the July 11 low and shows the continued rally into the July 20 high.

Let's continue to follow the bond activity after the July 20 high.
Bonds: 30-Minute Bars From The July 20 High

From the July 20, W.5 high a minor five wave decline was made into the 38.2% retracement on the morning of July 21 to complete W.A. An ABC-W.B rally followed then bonds continued to decline to a new low. From the W.B high on July 25, bonds made a text book, minor five-wave decline into the W.C low on July 28.

There were four price projections in a relatively tight group where the W.C low was made.

101.231: W.C = 127% W.B
101.188: W.5:C = 100% W.1:C
101.094: 50% Ret.
101.070: W.5:C = 61.8% W.1-3:C

The W.C low was 101.125, precisely within this price zone.
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Bonds: 30-Minute Bars From The July 11, 1994 Low Through the Aug. 2, 1994 High

The July 28 Wave-C low was the completion of a larger degree Wave-B which is labeled (B) on the chart below. Bonds made another five wave advance to complete Wave-(C). The ideal price projection for Wave-5:(C) fell in the 104.499-104.813 price zone which included all of the typical price projections to complete a W.5 and W.(C).

104.499: W.5:(C) = 162% W.4:(C)
104.572: W.5:(C) = 162% W.1-3:(C)
104.625: W.5:(C) = 100% W.1:(C)
104.813: W. (C) = 100% W.(A)

The Aug. 2, W.5:(C) high was complete at 104.625, precisely within the price zone projected for the top. Aug. 2 completed an ABC correction which we found in the previous daily data analysis earlier in the chapter was the completion of a Wave-4 correction.
**Bonds: Daily Data From July 11, 1994 Low To The Aug. 2, 1994 High**

The chart below shows the daily data for the same period illustrated by the previous intraday charts. The minor sub-divisions shown on the intraday charts clearly helped to discern the pattern of the swings shown on the daily chart. More importantly, the intraday swings fine-tuned the price projections of the larger degree waves and provided much more narrow range price targets.

Every intraday chart will not provide symmetrical, minor price patterns that are of practical value to help project the termination of the larger degree swings shown on the daily charts. But, many will. For traders who do not collect real-time data, several data vendors provide tick data at the end of the day for a very modest cost. Readers may want to consider collecting the tick data in order to take advantage of the information provided by the intraday charts.
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S&P: 69-Minute Data From The July 16, 1996 Low

The S&P appeared to make a Wave-4 low on the 10:30 bar on Sept. 3. The low was made at the price cluster that included the 50% retracements from the July 15 and July 24 lows as well as the 100% alternate price projection (W.4 = 100% W.2).

What is labeled as the Wave-4 low briefly traded into the price range of the Wave-1 which violated the Wave-4 guideline. While the eventual outcome may show that Sept. 3 was not a Wave-4 low, what is important is that the simple dynamic price projections of retracements and alternate price projections provided a high probability, minor support zone in a bull trending market.
S&P: 60-Minute Data

The ideal target for a Wave-5 high projected from the Sept. 2, Wave-4 low fell in the 686.90-696.50 price zone. On Sept. 16, the S&P reached this price zone which coincided with the parallel channel resistance line. As you can see from the hourly chart below, the S&P remained in the price zone for a week before continuing the advance. While the wave count shown on the chart may be questionable, the projected resistance level was right-on target.
Dynamic Price Analysis

Gold: 60-Minute Data
One of the best uses of intraday data is to fine tune price projections. In April 1996, the major trend in gold was down. Gold began a minor rally on April 19. The May 8 high was made dead-on the narrow range price projection that included the 50% and 61.8% retracements of the prior two minor swing highs and the 127% external retracement where W.C = 127% W.B.
Silver: 30-Minute Data

Silver made a triple bottom just a few ticks below the narrow range retracement zone of the 50% and 61.8% retracements of the prior two minor lows. The triple top at 497 is at the 61.8% retracement (not shown) of the corrective decline from the Jan. 27 high to the triple bottom. Breakouts from triple tops or bottoms are usually dramatic.
Dynamic Price Analysis

DM: 30-Minute Data
The DM made a low on the morning of May 28 followed by one of the most significant rallies in several weeks. The 30-minute data shows an almost ideal ABC correction was made between the May 31 high and June 11 low. The Wave-C low was made at the 61.8% retracement of the May 28-May 31 rally which coincided where Wave-C equaled 100% Wave-A and 162% Wave-B.

Note how this 30-minute data clearly shows the minor five wave structure of Wave-C.
Intraday Data
I have only provided a few examples of intraday analysis as the procedures and techniques are exactly the same as with the daily data examples.

Intraday data will often provide an invaluable advantage to the trader, particularly for confirming the price projections of the larger degree swings shown on the daily charts. The same caution must be made with intraday data as with daily data. Don’t read more into the data than what is there. Don’t force a wave count when no practical wave count exists. Even if a practical wave count is not being made, the intraday data can be invaluable to project the minor projected support and resistance zones that help the trader lessen the capital exposure on entry strategies and protective stop loss placement. Intraday data is also invaluable for short term traders.
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Dynamic Price Projections For Mutual Funds

All types of dynamic analysis applies to all active futures, stock, mutual funds and cash data. The chart above is Fidelity's Select Precious Metals Mutual Fund. There were two price projections for a wave 5 top.

21.95-22.55
21.95: 200% W.1 Expansion
22.19: W.5 = 100% W.1
22.55: W.5 = 38.2% W.1-3

23.26-23.50
23.26: 262% W.1 Expansion
23.31: W.5 = 162% W.4
23.50: W.5 = 162% W.1
24.07: W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3

These two zones are calculated in advance as soon as the wave 4 low is suspected to be complete. Which of the two zones should have had the greater probability of making a wave 5 top? Each includes typical wave 5 projections. Ideally, the smaller degree swings within wave 5 will provide the ideal target. The chart on the next page provides the smaller degree projections.
Small Degree Projections Confirm The Larger Degree Projections

The chart above shows the smaller degree swings from the March 11, wave 4 low for Fidelity Select Precious Metals fund. The ideal target for the wave 5 of 5 high would be 22.32-22.59.

- **22.32**: W.5 = 38.2% W.1-3
- **22.41**: W.5 = 100% W.1
- **22.59**: W.5 = 162% W.4

This price zone overlapped with the larger degree 21.95-22.55 projection shown on the previous page. The final wave 5:5 top was made May 31 at 22.49 precisely within the overlap zone for the ideal wave 5 of 5 high. Fidelity's Precious Metals mutual fund declined at least 17% from the wave 5:5 top in May 1996.

Dynamic price analysis applies to all actively traded markets. Every market will not make a top dead on a dynamic price projection. But when two degrees of price projections overlap, there is a very high probability for trend change within the overlapped price zone.

4-57
Dynamic Price Analysis

The chart above is Fidelity's Select Software and Computer Services mutual fund. From the Jan. 16, 1996 low, the price rallied to the Feb. 23 high just above the 50% retracement. Price then declined into the April 11 low and rallied again above the Feb. (wave A) high. Once the Feb. high was exceeded, price projections for a wave C high may be made. The ideal target for a C wave high was 38.68-39.51.

38.68: W.C = 162% W.B
39.51: W.C = 100% W.A (not shown on chart).

Most corrections do not exceed the 78.6% retracement if the prior trend is to remain in force. This simple ABC zigzag correction terminated where wave C equaled wave A, the typical target for wave C.

The following page shows a close up of the B wave price target.
The chart on the previous page showed the price targets for an ABC correction. B waves are considered corrections to the larger degree trend which is also a correction. In other words, a B wave is a correction to the correction. B waves are often ABCs themselves.

The chart above zooms in on the B wave of the ABC correction shown on the previous page. Once the minor A wave low was exceeded, the price target for the minor C wave of the larger degree B wave could be calculated. The ideal price zone for the B wave of the ABC correction to terminate was the 34.07-33.24 price zone.

34.07: W.c.B = 100% W.a:B
33.92: 50% Retracement (1/16L-2/23H)
33.57: W.c:B = 162% W.b:B (162% retracement)
33.24: 61.8% Retracement (1/16L-2/23H)

The April 11, Wave c:B low of 33.75 was made precisely within the ideal target zone of 34.07-33.24 which included all of the typical price projections for an ABC correction.
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Individual Stock Examples

All Dynamic Trading analysis techniques and trading strategies work well on individual stocks which are actively traded on the major exchanges.

Apple computer stock made each significant high on a Dynamic Price Projection during the 1993-1994 rally. The Wave-5 top was made at the coincidence of the 61.8% retracement and where W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3.
Netscape stock had a wild ride during its first couple of years. It dramatically demonstrates the significance of the 78.8% retracement. The ABC corrective low in March 1996 was made just a few ticks below the 78.6% retracement. The five-wave high was made in the price zone where W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3 and the 78.6% retracement.
Dynamic Price Analysis

AT&T is a widely traded stock. The Waves A and C lows were both made at the coincidence of retracements.

The Wave-C low was made at the price zone where W.C = 61.8% W.A and the 50% and 78.6% retracements of two degrees.
Pennzoll's Aug. 1993 high was made at the coincidence of the 61.8% and 78.6% retracements of two degrees. The chart on the next page shows four additional lesser degree price projections at the Aug. high.
Dynamic Price Analysis

The box in the chart shows the six price projections that fell near the Aug. 1993 high. The chart on the previous page showed the two major retracement targets. The chart above shows the 100% Expansion of W.1 and where W.5 = 162% W.4.
Maybe if I show a great example from a big book seller, they will help to sell this book.

There were two ideal price targets for a Wave-C low for Barnes and Noble in mid-1996. The first target was where the 50% retracement fell near the 100% Alternate Price Projection (W.C=100% W.A) and the second where the 61.8% retracement fell near the 162% Alternate Price Projection (W.C=162% W.A).

The ABC correction terminated at the second target.
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**Price Overbalance**

A *price overbalance* is when the price range or percentage change of a correction exceeds the price range or percentage change of the prior corrections. A price overbalance is an alert that a larger degree trend change may be underway.

A price overbalance is not a definitive indication that a larger degree change-in-trend is underway. But, it is an alert signal that there is more buying or selling pressure against the trend than has previously occurred. If a counter-trend swing exceeds in price range or percentage change the price range or percentage change of all previous counter-trend swings since the larger degree trend began, it is a signal to be alert to the price and pattern position of the market for clues to the trend position.

Price overbalance is a lagging indicator. It is only signaled after the fact. While it is not a trade signal, it is an important reference point to alert the trader to the position of the market.
Overbalance Of Price Range

From the Jan. 1996 highs, bonds declined making minor corrective rallies of approximately three points. The May rally advanced 3-27/32, a greater rally in price than any since the Jan. high. This was a price overbalance and signaled more buying power was coming into the market than at any time since the Jan. high. The price overbalance was an alert to traders that the bearish trend may be coming to an end.

While bonds made a slight new low in June and July, the price overbalance signaled the trend was at or near the end.
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Overbalance Of Price Percentage Change

All price analysis of long-term trends should be done by percentage change as well as price range. The largest percentage decline during the Feb. 1994 to April 1995 rally was 6.05%. The mark declined 8.04% from the April high to the May low. This was an overbalance of price by percentage change and signaled the bull trend was probably at or near completion.

The mark rallied to a high in July and declined 8.69%, another price overbalance. The bull trend was complete and a major bear trend was just in the initial stages.

Price overbalance is a lagging indicator, but often valuable as a signal of an impending or just completed larger degree trend change. While specific, trading decisions are not made by an overbalance in price signal, traders are alerted to the larger degree position of a market by a price overbalance.
Gold had been in a prolonged and wide trading range in 1994-1996. The largest percentage decline was 7.21% from the Jan. 1994 high to April 1994 low. If a percentage decline greater than 7.21% was made, the odds favored a bear trend and breakout of the trading range to the downside.

A 7.21% decline from the Feb. 1996 high fell at 386.6. In June 1996, gold declined below 386.6 signaling a bear trend and the probability that the decline would continue.

The price overbalance shown above at 386.6 is a 100% Alternate Price Projection (APP) by percentage change of the Jan. 1994 high to the April 1994 low projected from the Feb. 1996 high.
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Dynamic Price Projections™

These Dynamic Price Projection targets are a simple, yet very powerful method of projecting the price zones that have the highest probability of support or resistance and trend termination. There are four important factors to keep in mind with price projections:

1. *These price projections are not forecasting that a market will reach any one projected price zone.* They are simply important symmetrical, mathematical relationships of past price swings. Support and resistance and most trend changes occur at clusters of these projections in all markets. Therefore, we want to be prepared in advance for those price zones that are a cluster of projections. The pattern chapter described the typical price targets for each wave sequence.

2. *All analysis and trading concerns probability, not certainty.* We want the probabilities on our side. If support and resistance and most trend changes occur at these price clusters, we have a very important edge for our trading strategies. We have a definite piece of information to act upon.

3. *If a market trends beyond a projected support or resistance zone, more than likely it will continue to trend at least into the next projected support or resistance zone.* Trend changes are almost always made at a coincidence of projected price targets. It follows that if one is exceeded, the market will probably continue to the next.

4. *Take a holistic approach. Price projections must not be taken out of the context of the other two dimensions of market activity: time and pattern analysis.* Price is just one of the three important analysis factors. As a market approaches the projected price zone, the other two factors will qualify how important that price projection is likely to be. Traders must be careful not to focus on just one dimension of market activity. The value of the type of market analysis and trading strategies taught in this book is that we look at the whole of the market activity.
Review Of The Ratios That Are The Most Important For Price Projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retracements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal: 38.2% 50% 61.8% 78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External: 127% 162% 200% 262% 424%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternate Price Projections:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61.8% 100% 162% 200% 262% 424%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price Expansions:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>61.8% 100% 162% 200% 262% 424%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Be Prepared In Advance

All price projections are calculated in advance. As soon as a new swing is made, the price projections are updated. It is a simple matter to keep the price projections updated. If you will do this, you will always be prepared with a very high degree of confidence for those price zones that have the highest probability of support, resistance and trend change.

The next page shows a summary of the most important wave comparisons and price ratios to project the target for each wave.
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A Summary Of The Most Important Price Projection Ratios By Wave
The ratios in bold occur the most frequently for the particular wave noted. As a market advances making new swings, more comparisons are possible. High probability support and resistance zones are found at price zones where several projections fall at or near the same price level.

End of Wave 2 Price Projections
\[ W.2 = (38.2\% \ 50\% \ 61.8\% \ 78.6\%) \ W.1 \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave 3 Price Projections
\[ W.3 = (100\% \ 162\% \ 262\%) \ W.1 \ (APP) \]
\[ W.3 = (162\% \ 262\%) \ W.2 \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave 4 Price Projections
\[ W.4 = (100\% \ 162\%) \ W.2 \ (APP) \]
\[ W.4 = (38.2\% \ 50\% \ 61.8\%) \ W.3 \ (Ret) \]
\[ W.4 = (23.6\% \ 38.2\% \ 50\% \ 61.8\%) \ W.1-3 \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave 5 Price Projections
\[ W.5 = (100\% \ 162\%) \ W.1 \ (APP) \]
\[ W.5 = (38.2\% \ 61.8\% \ 100\%) \ W.1-3 \ (APP) \]
\[ W.5 = (127\% \ 162\% \ W.4 \ (Ret) \]
\[ W.3-5 = (262\% \ 424\%) \ W.2 \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave B Price Projections (ABC zigzag)
\[ W.B = (38.2\% \ 50\% \ 61.8\% \ 78.6\%) \ W.A \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave B Price Projections (ABC irregular)
\[ W.B = (127\% \ 162\%) \ W.A \ (Ret) \]

End of Wave C Price Projections
\[ W.C = (61.8\% \ 100\% \ 162\%) \ W.A \ (APP) \]
\[ W.C = (162\% \ 262\%) \ W.B \ (Ret) \]
\[ W.C = (38.2\% \ 50\% \ 61.8\% \ 78.6\%) \ W.1-5 \ (Ret) \]
Chapter 5

Dynamic Time Analysis

"The future is a repetition of the past and each market movement is working out time in relation (proportion) to some previous time cycle."

W. D. Gann

In the Dynamic Time Analysis chapter you

- Learn how to project well in advance the time periods with the greatest probability of trend change.

- Learn the difference between dynamic and static time cycles.

- Learn the most important time projection technique, Time Cycle Ratio projections.

- Learn which ratios and swing comparisons are the most important for time projections.

- Learn which time counts are the most important and how to integrate them with the Time Cycle Ratio projections.

- Learn how the time projections cluster to provide narrow bands of time that project future trend reversals.
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Project The Time Of Trend Changes In Advance

Does your technical analysis methods include a time analysis methodology that will project the high-probability time of trend change, often to the exact day? Dynamic Time Analysis does just that.

The previous chapters taught you how to analyze the pattern position of the market by the Elliott Wave Principle to understand if a market was in a trend or counter-trend position and when to identify the termination of a trend. In the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter you learned how to project well in advance the specific price zones for support and resistance and trend termination.

This Dynamic Time Analysis chapter will teach you to project the minimum and maximum time targets for a trend or counter-trend and the specific, high-probability dates to anticipate trend termination.
Time, Price and Pattern Coincide To Signal Major Trend Change

A comprehensive analysis of the whole market position signals to the trader the lowest-risk and highest-profit potential trade set-ups. When time, price and pattern projections coincide, change is just about inevitable.

Is the example above unique? Of course not! Every market provides frequent low-risk and high-profit potential trade set-ups. When you have mastered the Dynamic Time Analysis techniques taught in this chapter, you will often be prepared days, even weeks, in advance for the dates when trend changes will unfold.

When you integrate dynamic price and pattern analysis with dynamic time analysis, you will have a comprehensive view of the market position and the information you need to make high probability trading decisions.
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Market Timing Based On Reality

Before describing the specific techniques of change-in-trend, time projection, I will briefly discuss the background of time analysis.

Traditional cycle analysis is based on the concept that time cycles of human activity are linear and of fixed periodicity. This concept is derived from two concepts that attempt to relate the cycles of the financial and commodity markets to linear, fixed-periodicity cycles.

Calendar Cycles

We record periods of time by days, weeks, months, years, etc. in accordance with the relationship of the earth, moon and sun. These calendar periods are precisely defined and predictive of fixed-periodicity and serve us well for record keeping purposes and accurately reflect the seasonal and agricultural growth cycles. They seem to imply that events progress in regular fixed periods.

Physical Cycles

Fixed length cycles are found in many other relationships in the physics of nature, such as sound and light frequencies. While these cycles may appear to be irregular, they are composites of many individual, fixed length cycles. These cycles are a reaction to a physical phenomena, not a result of an internal growth process.

These calendar and physical cycles are easy to understand and observe. They appeal to the analytical type with a highly developed left brain who wants everything to easily work out in mathematical precision and prediction. It is a mistake to believe that the cycles of human nature also unfold in periods of fixed periodicity. All freely traded markets are driven by mass psychology - periods of optimism and pessimism of the groups of participants. The social cycles of mass psychology are not of the same nature as the physical and calendar cycles. Mass psychological cycles unfold in a dynamic process of growth by cycles that are not of fixed length periodicity but are continually expanding and contracting in relationship to prior cycles.

Cycles of fixed length periodicity are called static cycles as they imply that the same cycle or condition will endlessly repeat over time. Static cycles imply change, but not growth. Static cycles imply that a previous condition will continuously repeat at predictable fixed periods. Static cycles are represented geometrically by a circle.

Dynamic cycles represent growth, evolution and expansion. They represent a repetition of the process, and the process will be connected to...
the past but not duplicate the past. As we shall see, dynamic cycles imply that conditions will repeat in relation to prior cycles by dynamic, growth proportions, not static, fixed repetition. Dynamic cycles are represented geometrically by a spiral. A spiral is a circle that is evolving and expanding.

The Theory Behind Static Cycles

So-called component cycles (individual, fixed-length cycles) are combined into a composite cycle (the summation of the underlying component cycles) in an attempt to mirror the past time activity and project the time activity of the future. If time cycles of human activity, including financial market activity, were a composition or summation of component cycles of fixed-length periodicity, a composite cycle that would mirror the past and accurately project time of change into the future would be possible if all component cycles and their proper phasing were known.

After decades of sophisticated research from this perspective, including massive computer power and millions of research dollars, consistently, reliable future projections of time activity have not been achieved by summing alleged, fixed-length component cycles into a composite cycle! How is this possible? Why hasn't this problem or challenge been solved? Is it the failure to identify all underlying, component cycles and their proper phasing? I don't think so.

The problem has not been solved because the solution is attempted from a belief in a concept that does not exist in the reality of time and growth process of human psychology. Time is not linear, but multidimensional and non-linear. Time does not unfold in linear cycles of fixed-length periodicity. Time unfolds in evolving, growth cycles of dynamic proportion.

All methods of time analysis of the price activity of the financial and commodity markets that assume that cycles of fixed-periodicity are the underlying cause of market cycles have consistently failed with one exception. The history of “cycle” analysis of the financial and commodity markets is a history of perpetuating the myth that fixed-length cycles exist and provide predictability for investors and traders. Study the history of cycle analysis including the analysis and predictions of past decades and you will find a history of no more than coincidental success.

The exception to this condemnation of fixed-length cycles is that markets often exhibit a temporary rhythm of relatively fixed-length, short-term cycles. They are temporary in that they usually are evident for only a few days or weeks. They are relatively fixed-length because the cycle length (low-low) will vary by 10% or so. The cycles are short-term because they usually are only a few days to a few weeks in length. Any
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one market exhibits these short-term rhythms less than one-third of the
time.

The Theory Behind Dynamic Cycles
The Universe does not sponsor stasis or regression. Everything in the uni-
verse is constantly evolving, expanding, growing. Time cycles of mass
psychology, including those related to the financial markets, are related
to evolving, dynamic ratios of growth, not static, fixed period divisions.

If market activity is to be understood, that understanding must be
based on an accurate concept and theory based on reality, as well as
specific analytical techniques that allow one to project the future historical
effects with consistent reliability.

Ratio and proportion are important concepts from antiquity. Markets
evolve in proportion to past time cycles by dynamic growth ratios.

Price movements in the financial markets reflect the optimism and
pessimism of the participants. In other words, price movements are a
result of the mass psychology of the traders and investors participating in
the market. Psychological unfoldment is always a dynamic process, one
of growth and evolution. Therefore, market cycles must be related in a
dynamic manner.

The current position of a market is related to its past condition, as no
effect is without a cause. The current position of a market is related to its
past position by dynamic, growth cycles, not by static, fixed cycles.
Current cycles are in dynamic proportion or ratio to prior cycles. The
most important series of dynamic ratios, known as the Fibonacci ratios,
are those related to the Divine Proportion, 1.618.

Waves of similar degree will relate in dynamic proportions in time just
as they do in price. This does not just mean that one cycle is only related
to one past cycle, but that any one cycle should be related by most, if not
all, prior cycles of waves of similar degree. As a market unfolds, it will
weave a dynamic web of time and price proportion just as any one of the
three dimensional, regular polyhedra (Platonic solids) weave a dynamic
proportion of space between edges, sides and vertices.

Ideally, we would know the cause of cyclic activity in human affairs
which should then allow us to project those cycles of change with preci-
sion. I don’t know what is the cause. I’m in good company, because
neither does any one else that I’m aware of! While the study of such fields
as chaos, non-linear dynamic, geometric growth patterns and other related
subjects provide greater understanding and insight into the unique nature
of time and growth processes, they have not yet provided a specific
answer as to what is the cause.
From the standpoint of trading, cause is not particularly relevant. We are concerned with the other side of the equation, effects. We measure the effects of market activity (historical data) to see if there are consistent relationships that allow for some degree of predictability of the future. We develop a model of how things work which provides a basis for understanding how the process unfolds and a guide for the application of certain projection techniques.

I have discovered from the study of past historical data that attempting to relate market cycles to composite cycles which are a summation of fixed-length, component cycles simply does not work to a reliable degree. This suggests that the model of relating financial cycles to composite, physical cycles is not correct.

I have found that the majority of trend changes occur when several past cycles are related at or near a single point in time by the same dynamic cycles (ratios) that are found in other natural growth processes. The best model for this is the geometric growth processes that are found in crystal structures which grow in the same geometric relationships found in the regular polyhedra.

While a model of a process does not necessarily reveal the cause, it helps us to gain a better understanding of what is going on as well as keep us on track in further study and research.

I would strongly encourage all traders to pursue the study of geometric solids and growth as well as chaos, non-linearity and multi-dimensional time. You will gain a greater understanding of how markets unfold and may even discover the cause. But, be very careful! Such a study can become an obsession, and you can easily lose sight of the goal which is Trading Profits. We can discover all we need to know for trading from a study of effects (historical data) and save the intellectual pursuits for our free time.
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**Projecting The Time Of Trend Change**

For most traders, time is the most difficult dimension of market activity to anticipate. Yet, time is a critical factor in our market analysis. If we are able to enter and exit a trade at the right time, we are able to take all the gain or profit that is available from any market movement regardless of the extent of the price move. That is the best that can be done.

W. D. Gann recognized the importance of time cycles or the time factor as he called it for trading analysis. As with price, he recognized that a market unfolds in proportion to prior cycles, just as a crystalline structure unfolds in well defined, predictable structure and proportion. Unfortunately, Mr. Gann once again did not describe which proportion (ratio) or which previous time cycle a current market is “working out in relation to.”

*Price and time are the effects of the same cause. Time = Price or as W. D. Gann said; “When time and price square, change is inevitable.”*

A well accepted and implemented method of price projection in market analysis is to use the Fibonacci, dynamic, growth ratios of .382, .618, 1.618, etc. Yet, the same analysts will use static, fixed length and equal division ratios for time analysis. This reflects a lack of understanding of the equality of time and price and that time and price are the effects of the same past causes.

```
    If time and price are the effects of the same cause, the same techniques used for price analysis should be applicable to time analysis.
```

There are two methods of dynamic time analysis: Time Cycle Ratios and Time Rhythm Zones. Each complements the other. Time Rhythm Zones projects a broad period with a very high probability of trend change. Time Cycle Ratio projections are very narrow time zones of just a few days from where most trend changes take place. When the Time Cycle Ratio period coincides with the Time Rhythm Zone period, the odds increase for trend change.

Each of the two methods are dynamic in that they adjust for recent market activity. Each method is a leading indicator in that the time projections are made well in advance in the same manner as the price projections.
**Time Cycle Ratios™**

Prior time cycles are proportioned and extended forward in time in the same manner as price cycles are proportioned for retracement, alternate cycle and extension. The general term I use for this method of time analysis is Time Cycle Ratios™ (TCR).

The time of change will occur at a "cluster" of important ratio relationships of past cycles all falling within a narrow time zone, usually of 2-5 days, with intermediate term swings and often as little as 2-5 hours with short-term swings. I call these projected time clusters a Projected Turning Point Period™ (PTPP). Projected Turning Point Periods should be viewed as periods of change when energy enters or exits the system (market). If the market is in balance (consolidation, trading range), price will frequently begin a break-out of the trading range at a Projected Turning Point Period (energy entering a balanced system). If a market is trending into a PTPP, a trend reversal is likely.

Projected Turning Point Periods should be considered in the same manner as projected price zones. Each represents a high probability zone of support or resistance. PTPPs are time support or resistance zones.

**Time Cycle Ratio™ Projections**

Time projections are done in exactly the same manner as price projections. A prior time cycle is proportioned and projected forward from the end of the cycle or from an alternate cycle pivot just as we do with price. It is important that traders learn the terminology and labels for the time projections in order to be able to quickly recognize what is being described on the charts and time projection reports.

The time between any pair of pivots can be measured, proportioned and projections made. However, there are a few swing relationships in time that are the most important for projecting future dates with a high probability of trend change. First, I will describe the individual TCR methods. We will then see how they are combined to project future time zones called Projected Turning Point Periods™ that have a high probability of trend change.
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**Time Retracement (TR)**

A Time Retracement is the same as a price retracement. It is the amount of time that a market moves counter to the prior trend. As a market advances or declines, there will be more than one prior swing extreme from where to measure time retracements. In other words, we will have two or more degrees of retracement to consider.

*Time Retracement* ratios are similar to those used for *Price Retracement*: Note that 78.6%, a ratio that is very important for price retracements, is usually not important for time retracement.

38.2%, 50%, 61.8%, 100%, 162%, 200%, 262%.

*Time Retracement* are projected in the same manner as price retracements. The time range of A to B is measured, proportioned and projected forward from B to calculate time retracements. As long as price is declining away from the swing high at B, the time retracements are potential periods for a low.

**Time Retracement**

50% and 62% Time Retracement of the AB swing

![Graph showing time range of price swing and time range projected forward](image)
**Time Retracements**

Most markets make corrective highs or lows at or very near time retracements in the same manner as the highs and lows are made at or very near price retracements. The March 2, 1994 low in gold was made just one day prior to the 50% retracement in time of the rally from the Sept. 13, 1993 low to Jan. 5, 1994 high. The April 22 low was made one week prior to the 100% time retracement.

The chart below appears to have many days with no bars. It is a calendar day chart which includes spaces for all non-trading.

**How The TCRs Are Labeled On The Chart**

TCR (Time Cycle Ratio) projections involve two or three pivots. The time period between two pivots is proportioned and the projections are made from the second point. The TCR label is always placed at the second date from where the projections are made. In the illustration above, the time period from the Sept. 13 low to the Jan. 5 high is multiplied by 50% and 100% and the product is counted forward from the second date, Jan. 5. You can see the TCR label below the Jan. 5 date which indicates the projection was made from Jan. 5.

Alternate Time Cycle Ratio projections involve three pivots. They will be described and illustrated later in the chapter.
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Calendar Days Verses Trading Days
There will be little difference to the projected dates whether calendar or trading days are used. Keep in mind that we are proportioning a period of time and projecting forward the proportion of time. We are not making static counts.

The gold chart on the previous page shows the 50% and 100% Time Cycle Ratios by trading and calendar day counts. The TD and CD time retracements are only one day different in each case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9/13/93-1/5/94</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>Projected Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78 TD</td>
<td>39 TD</td>
<td>March 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114 CD</td>
<td>57 CD</td>
<td>March 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 50% time retracement is only one day different whether counting forward 39 trading days or 57 calendar days from Jan. 5, 1994. The ratio of trading days to calendar days of any time period will be about 70% or 5/7. Trading day and calendar day projected dates will only be different by 1-3 days depending on the length of the period projected forward and how many non-trading days there are in the elapsed period to the projected date. TCRs should be done by calendar days for the most accurate results.
Time Retracements

The Aug. 2, 1993 high in gold was made dead on the 61.8% time retracement of the July 20 high to March 10 low. A minor high was made at the 50% time retracement. Every high or low in every market will not be made right on a time retracement date. But, like price retracements, most significant trend changes will be made at or very near a time retracement.
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The Oct. 5 low was made just one day after the 50% time retracement.

The Nov. 22 low was made dead on the 61.8% time retracement of the Oct. 9 low to Jan. 31 high (DJIA close-only data). Note that Nov. 22 was a higher low than the one made in April. This is an example of a trading range terminating at a TCR projection.
Time Retracements

The decline from the July 19 high stopped at the 61.8% time retracement and completed one trading day prior to the 100% time retracement.

The rally that followed made a top on Oct. 23, one trading day after the 61.8% time retracement.
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Time Retracements

The decline from the Oct. 25 high stopped one trading day prior to the 50% time retracement. The slightly higher low was made at the 61.8% time retracement which was followed by a sharp advance.
The counter trend low was made just three trading days after the 61.8% time retracement.

The July 12 high was made at the 100% Time Retracement and the Aug. 5 low at the 61.8% Time Retracement.
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Alternate Time Projection (ATP)
Alternate Time Projections are calculated in the same manner as Alternate Price Projections. In the case of ATPs, the time range of trend swings are compared with prior trend swings and the time range of counter-trend swings are compared with prior counter-trend swings.

Alternate Time Projections
The most important ratios to use for ATP projections are:

38.2%, 50%, 61.8%, 100%, 162%, 200%, 262%, 424%.

The time range of the prior alternate cycle is measured, proportioned and projected forward from the beginning of the new swing. The time range from pivot number one to two is measured, proportioned and projected from pivot #0.

Alternate Time Projections
The 62% ATP from the prior swing
Alternate Time Projections may be made from other prior swings in the same direction as the current swing. In the illustration below, the time of the second alternate swing from pivot #3 to #4 is measured, proportioned and projected from the current pivot #0.

The chart examples on the following pages will illustrate many variations of the Alternate Time Projections. The important factor to keep in mind is that time projections are made in the same manner as the price projections.
Alternate Time Projections always involve three pivots. In the illustration above, the rally from the March 10 low to the May 28 high is proportioned and projected from the next low of June 14. In these chart examples, the ATP label (Alternate Time Projection) is always shown at the pivot from where the projections are made. The Aug. 2 high was made just one day prior to the 61.8% ATP. The Sept. 13 low was made dead on the 100% ATP where the time range of wave C equaled the time range of wave A.

It should be clear from this chart how the Alternate Time Projection method is the same as the Alternate Price Projection. The number and letter labeling above are Elliott Wave counts. A typical relationship of a wave 5 price range is 61.8% of the price range of waves 1 through 3. In the case above, the wave 5 time range was 61.8% of the time range of waves 1 through 3. A typical price relationship of an ABC correction is for the time range of the C-wave to be equal to 100% of the time range of the A-wave. This was also true of time for the Sept. 13 low in gold shown above.
Alternate Time Projections

The three bear-trend, gold swings shown in the chart above are each related to each other by dynamic ratios. Aug. 14, 1994 was the 50% ATP of the prior bear swing of Jan. 5 to April 22. Aug. 14 fell on the weekend. The next trading day, Aug. 16, the final low was made that preceded the sharp advance.

The Dec. 5 low was made one day after the 61.8% ATP. Every high and low will not be made dead-on an alternate time projection, but most will fall at or within a few time periods of one of the major ATP ratios. Alternate time projections are always viewed within the context of other time factors. As we will see in later examples, the more time projections that fall within a period, the greater the probability a trend change will be made.
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Alternate Time Projections

The Oct. 17 high was made right on the 61.8% ATP. Bonds have continued higher. The next significant top will probably be made at or near an ATP.
Alternate Time Projections

The March 16 high was made one trading day after the 100% ATP. The June/July tops were made within a couple days of the 100% and 162% ATPs.
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Alternate Time Projections

The S&P made a low just two trading days after the 100% Alternate Time Projection. Trading range or consolidation periods often make highs and lows at or very near 100% ATPs.

The chart above is a close-only chart. If a market becomes very volatile with wide range days near trend changes, all analysis should be considered from close-only data as well as daily range data.

Note that a low was made in early March that was slightly below the April 10 low. While March made a slightly lower low than April, the April 10 low completed the corrective period. It was from April 10 that the new bull trend began the rally to a new high.
Alternate Time Projections

The C wave of this ABC rally was exactly equal to the number of trading days of the A wave.

The wave 5 low was made on May 28, one day prior to the 61.8% Alternate Time Projection of wave 3.
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Other Time Cycle Ratios

Time Retracements and Alternate Time Projections are the two most consistently reliable Time Cycle Ratio projections. A TCR may be made from any two pivots and an alternate TCR from any three pivots. The following pages illustrate many other Time Cycle Ratios that are not Time Retracements or Alternate Time Projections.

Time Cycle Ratio Projections: High-to-High Cycle

The March 31 high was made at the coincidence of the 100% high-high Time Cycle Ratio projection of the Sept. 28 high to Dec. 29 high and three trading days before the 61.8% high-high Time Cycle Ratio projection of the Sept. 28 high to Jan. 23 high.
Time Cycle Ratio Projections: Low-to-Low

The Aug. 22 low was made just one day following the 162% TCR projection of the March 10 to May 11 lows.

High-to-high and low-to-low projections are commonly considered cycle projections. Contrary to popular opinion of traditional cycle analysis, high-to-high and low-to-low cycles are usually not repetitive, fixed periods.
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Time Cycle Ratio Projections: Low-to-Low

The Oct. 17 low was made within one day of the 61.8% cycle projection of the prior two lows.

The June 5 and July 26 lows were each made at TCRs of the prior two lows.
Time Cycle Ratio Projections: Low-to-Low

Each of the minor lows during this period for the British Pound were made at TCRs of the prior two lows. Traditional “cycle” analysts continue to perpetuate the myth that low-to-low “cycles” are repetitive and fixed period. We can see the low-to-low cycles are more frequently dynamic proportions of past cycles, not static, fixed length cycles.
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Time Cycle Ratio Projections: High-to-High

As the mark declined, highs were made within a few trading days the 61.8% TCR of the prior two highs. The early Feb. high only lasted about a week. The Dec. 27 and March 29 highs were followed by intermediate declines to new lows.
Time Cycle Ratio Projections: Low-to-Low

The Aug. 22 low was made at the 50% TCR of the prior Dual Cycle or double low-to-low period. This low was also at the 61.8% Time Retracement.
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Time Cycle Ratio Projections

The June 4 low was made at the 61.8% TCR of the prior Dual Cycle (1/4L-3/1L-4/8L).

The chart above shows three of the TCRs that coincided at the June 22 low. The 100% Alternate Time Projections (5/20H-6/4L projected from the 7/9H), the 50% Dual Cycle Projection (3/1L-6/4L) and the 50% Time Retracement (5/4L-7/9H).

Most significant highs and lows are made at the coincidence of several TCRs.
Time Cycle Ratio Projections

All of the lows during this unusually prolonged trading range period for the Japanese Yen were related by proportions of one and its even divisions and multiples. The Feb. 9, 1996 low was made at the 200% TCR of the prior Cycle (L-L). The July 5 low was made at the 100% TCR of the Dual Cycle. A Dual Cycle is three consecutive lows or two consecutive low-to-low cycles. In this case, the Dual Cycle was from the Sept. 15, 1995 low to the Nov. 2, 1995 low to the Feb. 9, 1996 low (L-L-L).

The June 12 low was made at the 100% TCR of the prior Cycle (L-L). The next low on July 12 was made on the 50% TCR of the prior Cycle (L-L). The April 11 low was made at the 61.8% TCR of the prior Cycle. This projection is not illustrated in the chart above, but you can see that 62CDs is 61.8% of 99CDs.

All of the distinct pivot lows during the period shown above are linked to prior cycles and dual cycles.
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Alternate Time Projection Variation

This TCR has taken the period from a low-to-low and projected from the intervening high. This is another form of the Alternate Time Projection where a period between two pivots is projected from a third pivot.

The low-to-low period from April 11 to May 8 is 27 calendar days. That period is projected from the intervening high on April 26. The 100% Alternate Time Projection falls on May 23, the exact day of the next high.

Remember that the date with the ATP label is the date the projection is made from. In the chart above, the ATP label is just above the April 26 date. The initial time period measured is from April 11, 1996 to May 8, 1996. This period is projected from April 26. May 23 is the 100% ATP projected from April 26.
Alternate Time Projection Variation

The 162% TCR of the April 26 high to May 23 high is projected from the intervening low of May 8 for a projected date of June 21. The next low fell just one day earlier on June 20.
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Time Cycle Ratios In The Stock Market
Like all factors of Dynamic Trading, Dynamic Time Analysis works in all actively traded markets.

The Dec. 7, 1994 low in AT&T was made where the time range of Wave-C was 61.8% of the time range of Wave-A. The Dec. 7 low at the 61.8% ATP coincided with the 61.8% Alternate Price Projection.

There is a very high probability of trend change in any market when the same ratios of price and time factors coincide like they did at the Dec. 7 low for AT&T. While this set-up is not frequent, it is a very high probability trend reversal set-up.
Barnes and Noble Makes Important Low at the Coincidence of Time, Price and Pattern

I'm still hoping for a big push by Barnes and Noble for my book so let's take a look at another example of their stock.

This chart is a perfect example of the integration of time, price and pattern analysis. The July 16, 1996 low was made at the coincidence of a 38.2% time retracement and 61.8% price retracement. Note how the Jan. 5, 1996 to May 23, 1996 rally was an ideal five-wave sequence and the May-July decline was a perfect ABC correction into time and price support.

Is every important high and low made at the ideal coincidence of projected time, price and pattern? Of course not. But many are. The trader's job is to keep alert and be prepared and identify the best opportunities as they are unfolding.

Trading is not about forecasting the future. Trading is not about having an opinion of the position of every market all of the time. Trading is about recognizing and taking action on high-probability/low-capital-exposure opportunities. If you approach trading from any other perspective, it will only become a very costly hobby, not a profitable business.
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**Trend Vibration**

The Trend Vibration (TV) method of time projection uses the concept of Time Cycle Ratio projections but in a unique manner. Trend Vibration time projections assume that the initial thrust and counter-trend of a market trend often provides the time range that projects subsequent highs and lows within the ensuing trend.

Initial thrust and counter-trend is another way of saying cycle. Cycle is another way of saying vibration. In Elliott wave terms, waves one through two is the initial vibration of a five-wave, impulse-trend. More importantly, the final pivot of the trend should be made on a proportion of the initial "vibration."

The initial "vibration" of the bond trend that began in early Nov. of 1994 lasted from the Nov. 7 low to the Jan. 25 low. Note that the Dec. 28 high was made at the .618 division of the initial low-to-low cycle or vibration.

The subsequent TCRs of the initial low-to-low cycle are shown in the chart above. The March 16 high was made one day following the .618 TCR, the April 19 low three trading days after the 100% TCR and the June 2 top precisely at the 1.618 TCR of the initial vibration. The general rhythm of the trend was related to the initial vibration. More importantly, the trend terminated right on a TCR of the initial vibration.
Trend Vibration

The initial vibration from the Aug. 15 low projected both the first and final top of the rally that completed on Jan. 19. The Dec. 6 top was made precisely on the 162% TCR of the initial vibration and the final top of Jan. 19 was made just one day after the 262% TCR.

The initial high of Sept. 14 was made near the .618 division of the initial vibration. If the initial high is made near the 50% or 62% division of the initial vibration, there is a greater chance that the trend will progress in dynamic proportion to the initial vibration and the trend will terminate on a dynamic proportion.
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**Trend Vibration**

The initial vibration set up the rhythm of the trend into the Jan. 5 high. A high was made at the 162% TCR of the initial vibration and the low of Nov. 29 was made one day prior to the 262% TCR. The final top on Jan. 5 was made one day prior to the 424% TCR of the initial vibration.
Trend Vibration

Wouldn't it be nice if every trend vibrated to the initial rhythm and completed dead-on a dynamic TCR of the initial vibration? If this were the case, we wouldn't need any other analysis techniques or trading strategies. Unfortunately, it's not that simple. Fortunately, the market will let us know in advance if a trend is "vibrating" and if it should make the final top at a projected TCR of the initial vibration.

I've shown a dynamic Trend Vibration for the SPX using two different initial vibrations. The Trend Vibrations are projected forward from both the April 4, 1994 to Dec. 8, 1994 low-to-low vibration and the June 24, 1994 to Dec. 8, 1994 low-to-low vibration. None of the minor highs and lows during the consistent bull trend were made at the TCRs from either of these two potential initial vibrations.

Since the S&P bull trend does not appear to be consistently vibrating to the initial vibration, we cannot have a high degree of confidence that the final top of the bull trend begun in April 1994 will be made on a TCR of the initial vibration.
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Trend Vibration

All of the minor highs and lows of the bear trend in the yen were made within one or two trading days of a Trend Vibration of either the initial vibration (April 18 high to May 26 high) or the subsequent vibration (May 26 high to June 27 high) just prior to the beginning of the consistent bear trend.

The Sept. 15 low was made just two trading days prior to the 262% TCR of the second high-to-high while the double bottom of Nov. 2 was made just one day prior to the 424% TCR of the initial vibration.
The final wave 5 low was made just three trading days after the 162% Trend Vibration. While wave 3 and 4 did not hit dead on the other TCRs, the rhythm was definitely evident as copper declined.

A timing decision should never be made solely on the basis of a TV projection. Trend Vibration projections must be considered within the context of the other timing factors. However, considerable weight should be given to TV projections for time projections of the termination of a trend if the market has been trending in rhythm to the initial vibration.

Note that the Wave-1 low was made near the .618 division of the initial high-to-high vibration. This signaled early that the trend would have a high probability of vibrating to the initial vibration.
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Time Counts
Time counts are calendar day or trading day counts from prior swing pivots. The counts that most traders are familiar with are the Fibonacci number series (3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 89, 144, etc.) and some of Gann’s time counts such as the squares of 90, 144, 360, etc.

What do we mean by the “square” of a number? A square of a number is simply the series of divisions and multiples of that number. For instance, the series of numbers of the “Square of 144” include 36, 72, 108, 144, 180, etc. Each of these numbers are multiples of 36 which is \( \frac{1}{4} \) of 144.

Some markets make trend changes at a particular series of numbers more frequently than others. For instance, gold often makes trends changes at calendar day counts of the Fibonacci number series. Currencies often make trend changes on calendar day counts from the “squares of 90 and 144” or at divisions and multiples of 90 and 144 such as 30, 60, 72, 90, 144. It is a simple matter to research past trend change dates for any market and discover if particular calendar day or trading day counts are frequently repeated. If they are, those time counts should be considered for that particular market.

Anniversary Dates
Markets often make a trend change at or very near the date of prior trend changes. Sometimes it is uncanny. Anyone who will look at a long history of any market will find how often trend changes unfold exactly on or within one or two days of trend changes in past years.

By keeping the swing file for each market up-to-date, traders will have a complete record of the anniversary dates of past years. Sort the dates by month and date to put the file in the proper order for an anniversary date file.

While many trend changes fall at or within a day or two of these time counts and anniversary dates, Time Cycle Ratio projections are far more important. Time counts and anniversary dates should only be used as confirming factors for Projected Turning Point Periods.

The following page includes a table with the most useful time counts and anniversary date periods.
Almost every intermediate high and low shown above was made at or very near one or more Fib calendar day counts from a prior high or low. Time counts are supplementary time factors to the TCR projections.
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Time Counts
The following two daily charts of the Deutsche Mark show how almost every pivot high and low was made within two calendar days of either a Fib or Square-of-90 count. Currency traders who do not remain aware of the dates of these counts are missing out on the value of a very reliable time projection technique.
**Dynamic Trader - Chapter 5**

**Time Counts**

Bonds usually make at least an intermediate degree trend change within 1-3 calendar and trading days of a Fib count. The two charts below show several intermediate and major trend changes that fell on or near the 55, 144 and 233 counts. Bond traders should always have the Fib CD and TD projections up to date.
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Time Counts

Each of the significant highs and lows during this consolidation period for the S&P were made on or within a couple days of a 72 or 144 calendar or trading day count. This is not coincidence. The S&P is not a random market. Every trend change in the S&P will not be made on a 144 or Fib time count but many, if not most, will be. If you are a stock market investor or trader do you think it is worth your while to keep these counts up-to-date?

Trading decisions should not be made by time counts alone. Time counts are considered in relation to the Time Cycle Ratio projections. W. D. Gann has taught us to "use all of the tools, all of the time." By keeping all time analysis factors up-to-date, the periods with a high coincidence of several time factors will stand out.
The DJIA began a consistent, record breaking bull trend from the Nov. 1994 low. Minor reactions were made at the 55 and 89 calendar day counts from the low. The trend made a top followed by the largest thru Sept. 1995 just one trading day following the 233 calendar day count from the low.

The stock market often completes sharp declines on or near a 55 calendar day count. Do you know the date of the most famous 55-CD. panic decline?
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Time Counts

Who can forget the Aug. 25, 1987 to Oct. 20, 1987 panic decline? The Oct. 20 low was made 56 calendar days from the Aug. 25 top. The closing low on Oct. 19 was 55 calendar days from the closing high of Aug. 25. Note how the second leg of the decline was the panic leg. Take another look at the May - July 1996 decline on the previous page for the similarity.

Individual markets and securities will often have their own peculiar timing factors that will only be revealed to the dedicated analyst that takes the time to become thoroughly familiar with each market he or she intends to trade or invest. Let the system junkies continue their illusive and fruitless quest for the holy grail of system trading. It's up to you to learn the business of speculation if you desire to be successful. Part of that learning curve is to become thoroughly familiar with the details of market history. Take the time to gain the knowledge, and your efforts will be rewarded.
Anniversary Dates

At the beginning of every month, the anniversary date file should be reviewed for potential dates of trend change during the month. The above swing file includes all pivot reversals that were followed by a minimum of a 5% price reversal that lasted at least 21 days.

The graph above the table totals the swing pivots for the 15 year period from June 1981 through Sept. 1996. Note that Aug. is by far the most frequent month for bond trend change. In the 15 year period, only one trend reversal of 5% or more in price has been made in Dec. The odds favor a continuation of a bond trend through Dec. each year with only minor (less than 5%) price reversals. During this 15 year period, all trend changes made in Jan. have been highs. If bonds are declining into Jan., the odds strongly favor a continuation of the decline without a 5% or greater price reversal.

Simple statistical record keeping such as anniversary dates will provide a wealth of information and is critical timing information to complement the Time Cycle Ratios and Time Counts.
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Short-Term, Fixed-Length Time Cycles

Having spent a good amount of time at the beginning of this time analysis chapter warning against the use of traditional fixed-length cycle analysis, I will now describe the limited conditions when fixed-length cycles are evident in market activity and how they may be used to understand the position of the market and contribute to the trading decision.

Occasionally, a market will fall into a rhythm of relatively short-term, fixed-length cycles. We will not know in advance if a relatively consistent rhythm will be established. The rhythm will only be evident after it has made several complete cycles or repetitions. If a rhythm is established, how do we use it to aid in our trading decision?

The time targets for trend changes will complement the dynamic time factors. If a trend change target of an established short-term rhythm coincides with a Projected Turning Point Period of dynamic time projections, the probabilities increase for trend change.

When the rhythm is broken, it is a signal that the market condition is changing. If the rhythm was established in a trading range, the market is probably breaking away from the trading range and in the initial stages of a trend when the rhythm is broken. If the rhythm was established in a trending market, the trend is probably at or near completion when the rhythm is broken.

Markets do not often establish relatively short-term rhythms of fixed-length periodicity, but, when they do, they provide an additional signal of when to prepare for minor highs and lows as well as a signal of trend change.
Short-Term Fixed-Length Cycles

The Deutsche mark fell into a very regular pattern of making highs each 9 trading days and lows 3-5 trading days after the highs. When a regular short-term rhythm is exceeded, it is a signal that a new trend is developing.

If the mark rallied beyond a nine trading day count from high-to-high, the market is signaling that a new bull trend breakout of the trading range is probably developing. If the mark declined beyond five trading days, the market is signaling a bear trend breakout is probably developing. In the situation above, the mark made a new low seven trading days after the Aug. 1 high signaling a breakout into a bear trend should be unfolding. That is exactly what took place.

All of the timing factors we have discussed so far are leading indicators that project potential trend change in advance. The breakaway from an established short-term cycle rhythm is a lagging indicator in that it is only after the established rhythm is violated that the signal is made. However, it is still a valuable piece of information. The new trend swing should be of the same degree or greater as the trend swing just prior to the established rhythm.

Traders may also use an established time rhythm to help provide parameters for trade entry and stop placement.
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Short-Term Fixed-Length Cycles

From Sept. 1995 through early Sept. 1996, the Japanese Yen had been in one of the longest non-trending periods in the history of yen futures trading. This period also developed a very regular time rhythm. The minor bear swings were made every 42-44 calendar days from the prior high with only one exception. The July 12 low was made just 24 CDs from the prior high which is the first signal the yen may be making a bottom.

A 43 CD count from the most recent high that was made July 31 falls on Sept. 12. The period of Sept. 10-14 (Sept. 12 +/- 2 CDs) is a time target for a low if the rhythm continues. If the yen makes a low prior to Sept. 10 and subsequently exceeds the July 31 high, it is a strong signal the bear trend is complete. If the yen makes new lows from the July 31 high after Sept. 14, it is a strong signal that the major bear trend will continue and probably accelerate the decline.

Established short-term cycle rhythms not only provide a target for when a trend change is likely, but, more importantly, provide the timing conditions that will help signal a new trend direction.
Time Overbalance

A time overbalance is the same as a price overbalance except a time range is used instead of a price range. A time overbalance is when the time of a correction exceeds the time of the prior corrections. A time overbalance is an alert that the larger degree trend change may be underway. Time overbalance is similar to the short-term cycle rhythm just discussed in that it compares the time of prior similar cycles or swings to the current swing.

As with price overbalance, a time overbalance is not a definitive indication that the larger degree change in trend is underway. But, it is an alert signal that there is more buying or selling pressure against the trend than has previously occurred. If a counter-trend swing exceeds the time of all previous counter-trend swings since the larger degree trend began, it is a signal to be alert to the price and pattern position of the market for clues to the trend position.

Time overbalance is a lagging indicator. It is only signaled after the fact. While it is not a trade signal, it is an important reference point to alert the trader to the position of the market.
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Time Overbalance

Gold began a basing or accumulation period in early Aug. that ran through Oct. The minor rallies lasted 6-10 trading days. A rally that exceeded 10 trading days would be a signal that the larger degree trend should be turning bullish. From the Oct. 19 low, gold made a 16 trading day rally that exceeded the prior minor highs. The new price high and time overbalance signaled an important low may have been made and gold may in the initial stages of a bull trend which is exactly what happened.

When a time overbalance signal is considered in relationship to the position of the market, it may be a critical factor to signal a new trend is in the early stages.
The mark made 12-15 trading day reactions against the bear trend. From the May 28 low, the mark has rallied greater than 15 trading days signaling a larger degree low may be in place. However, the rally from the May low is composed of two minor rallies of 15 and 18 TDs and not a consistent new trend. This is not a strong signal as the recent minor rallies would fit in nicely with an ABC correction of larger degree.

Keep in mind that a time overbalance signal must be considered within the context of the position of the market.
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Time Overbalance

Has the S&P made a major top in May 1996? A decline greater than 42 trading days will be a strong time overbalance signal that a major change in trend has been made. A bullish trend signal will be made if the S&P rallies to new highs without having made a decline greater than 42 trading day.
The Dynamic Trader Software program that is used to make the illustrative charts for this book includes several routines that automate the time projection analysis process. One of the routines, the Dynamic Time Projection Report, makes all of the most important TCR projections including the Time Retracements and Alternate Time Projections as well as the Calendar Day and Trading Day counts. Those dates with the greatest cluster of time projections are shown as a histogram in the indicator window below the bar chart.

Below are the Dynamic Time Projections from the Aug. 15, 1995 low in T-bonds. One of two Projected Turning Point Periods (PTPP) had a cluster of Dynamic Time Projections and the greatest probability of making a top. These two PTPPs were Dec. 1-2 or Jan. 2-6. Some of the time projections are shown on the chart below.

The final top was made Jan. 4, 1996, right in the Jan. 2-5 projection for a high. The Dynamic Trader Software allows the user to customize the Dynamic Time Projection routine to include any chosen ratio and swing comparison in order to provide maximum flexibility of time analysis.

While a properly programmed software program should make any routine quicker, easier and more accurate, keep in mind I originally did all of these time projections with a calculator and then graduated to a spreadsheet for several years. While it required more time and thought
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calculating the time projections that way than completing them with a specially designed software program, the output was just as useful. There is no excuse not to have the necessary decision making information at hand.
Dynamic Time Projections™

As you can now see, these Dynamic Time Projection targets are projected in the same manner as the price projection targets. Instead of price ranges, we are proportioning and projecting time ranges. Instead of looking for those narrow price zones that include several price projections, we are looking for those narrow time zones that include several time projections.

I have been doing these time projections, which I call Projected Turning Point Periods, since I first began publishing a newsletter advisory service in 1986. Needless to say, the methodology has been refined and the accuracy of the projections has gotten better and better over the years. I once took a three year period of published projections and found that 89% of the intermediate term trend changes in the markets I followed in the advisory service came within one trading day of a Projected Turning Point Period. The Projected Turning Point Periods were generally 1-3 trading days each.

Do not have doubts as to the effectiveness of these time projections. Projecting periods of change by this Dynamic Time Projection methodology out-performs any other time or cycle analysis method, period! I'll be glad to retract that statement if proven wrong, but I've followed every published financial cycle analysis publication for the past ten years and none has come close to the accuracy and practical application of Dynamic Time Projections. If you keep your time analysis up-to-date, you too will have a great edge over the rest of the trading and investing pack!

There are four important factors to keep in mind when projecting Dynamic Time Targets:

1. These Dynamic Time Projections are not forecasting that a market will make a trend change at one particular time projection period. These future periods are simply periods where several past cycles will be in proportion in the future. These are periods that have a high probability of trend change if a market trends into the period and if the other dimensions of market activity, price and pattern indicate change at the same time. The Projected Turning Point Periods should be considered in the same manner as price support and resistance zone, except they are time support and resistance.

The next section in this chapter will describe a simple time analysis method called Time Rhythm Zones that will project the probable minimum and maximum periods of trend and counter-trend swings.
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2. **If a market trends beyond a Projected Turning Point Period, more than likely it will continue to trend at least into the next PTPP.** This follows the assumption which has been proven out by historical studies of past market activity that trend changes will almost always be made within a PTPP.

3. **Time projections must not be taken out of the context of the other two dimensions of market activity, price and pattern analysis.** Time is just one of the three important analysis factors. As a market approaches a time period, the other two factors will qualify each time projection as to how important that time projection is likely to be. Traders must be careful not to focus on just one dimension of market activity. The value of the type of market analysis and trading strategies taught in this book is that we look at the whole of the market activity.

4. **All analysis and trading concerns probability, not certainty.** We want the probabilities on our side. If most trend changes occur on or very near the Projected Turning Point Periods, traders and investors who keep this information up-to-date have a significant edge. The PTPPs provide a definite piece of information from where to make a decision.
A Summary Of The Most Important Time Ratios and Time Counts By Method

**Time Retracements (TR)**
38% 50% 62% 100% 162% 200% 262%

**Alternate Time Projections (ATP)**
38% 50% 62% 100% 162% 200% 262% 424%

**Trend Vibration (TV)**
62% 100% 162% 200% 262% 424%

**Time Counts (TC)**
Fib: 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233
Also see Time Count section for a table of the complete Fib. list plus Squares of 90 and 144 and anniversary dates.

**Short-Term Fixed Length Time Cycles**
Market defined.

**Time Overbalance**
100% Alternate Time Projection of prior counter-trend swings of similar degree.
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More Dynamic Time, Price and Pattern Examples

Dynamic Time Projections Target July 20 High Weeks In Advance
The chart below shows some of the time projections for a high that fell near July 20, 1998. How valuable is this timing approach?
This is not an after-the-fact example. Shortly after the June 16 low, I placed the time and price targets for a Wave-5 top on our web site. The time target for the top was the relatively broad zone of July 16-24. The final top was made July 20 and was followed by the largest decline in over ten years!

The Dynamic Trader Weekly Report used the very short-term swings from the intraday data to project the top would be complete by mid-day on July 20. The extreme high was made just before noon on July 20!
The bar-histogram below the chart is the relative scores of the Dynamic Time Projection report in the Dynamic Trader program. These time projections are made from the June 16 low. The highest score is made on July 20 which was the exact date of the high.
Time Retracements
As the S&P declined from the July 20 high, the minor corrective highs were made on the time and price retracements.

The first correction was complete on the 38.2% time retracement and the second was complete one day before the 50% time retracement.

"When time and price coincide, change is inevitable!" A very low-risk, high profit potential trade opportunity is when a market makes a time and price retracement or projection of the same ratio. Both of the corrections shown above were made at the same time and price retracement ratios.
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Silver Top At Time and Price
Silver made the July 24, 1998 high at projected time and price zones.

July 24 High at 585.5
July 22-23: 100% Time Retracement and 100% High-to-High Projection
573-583: 100% Alternate Price Projection and 50% Retracement
Time and Price Projections Are Always Made In Advance

Every high and low is not made on a exact, direct hit of projected time and price. However, the vast majority of highs and lows of every degree are made at or very near time and price projections that are made well in advance. The following pages show you many more examples of the time, price and pattern position at some important highs and lows for several markets.

The next chapters in the book will show how we integrate the time, price and pattern projections into a low-risk trading plan.
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15 Minute Data

"When Time and Price Coincide, Change is Inevitable."

Be very alert to trend change if a market trend falls into a price projection within a time projection period. The pattern will help to confirm if a trend change is probable.
Dynamic Trader - Chapter 5

Incredible time and price position at Aug. 11 low.

W.5 = 100% W. 1 in both time and price.
W.5 = 90.2% W. 1-3 in both time and price.
W.5 = 182% W. 4 in both time and price.
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**Time Rhythm Zones™**

Earlier in this Dynamic Time Analysis chapter, it was described that there are no cycles of fixed-length periodicity in market activity and how the idea that market activity can be represented by a summation cycle is little more than a myth not backed up by actual market activity. However, market structure often displays a “time rhythm.” What do I mean by a “time rhythm” and how is it different than what is commonly considered a “cycle?”

A time rhythm represents a fairly regular ebb and flow of price activity. For instance, a market may tend to make a low on a fairly regular basis within a relatively broad time period. That certainly sounds like a hedged statement if there ever was one. An example might be that gold usually makes an intermediate term low 16-22 weeks from the prior intermediate term low. The variables in this statement are what do we mean by “usually” and “intermediate.”

“Usually” should be a high percentage of occurrences such as 80%. “Intermediate” must be defined by a minimum percentage change of price for the new trend such as a 10% price change. A more accurate statement might be: “Eighty percent of the time since 1975, gold has made a low in the broad period of 16-22 weeks from the prior 10%-low followed by a rally of 10% or more in price. A “10%-low” is a low that is preceded and followed by a minimum 10% change in price against the preceding trend.

This information is not hedged but specific and objective. It provides us with a significant, statistical edge of the high probability time to anticipate and prepare for a trend change low that should be followed by a rally of at least a ten percent price advance. A seven week (16-22 weeks) time period is too broad to make a specific trading decision, but provides a framework from where to focus on the more specific and/or short-term time factors.

Whenever we apply historic, statistical output to present conditions, we are operating under the assumption that the same conditions of the past are relevant today. A market will only continue to make a low in the 16-22 week period if the same forces that have acted upon the market during the past continue to do so in the future. We never know if this will be the case, but must assume it will be so unless there is some indication to the contrary.

Some traders and analysts would call this statistical information a 19 week gold cycle because 19 weeks may be the average length of time of the low-to-low period. An average may be very misleading. Unfortunately, an average does not provide any information on how tightly grouped are the events. If the events are tightly grouped around the average, it is a
valuable figure. If they are widely dispersed from the average, the average
is not only useless, but very misleading.

To call an average period of time a cycle is not only a misnomer but
misleading to the trader. Calling a general tendency for a market to
make a low within a broad period of time a cycle misleads the trader into
believing the so-called cycle period is more precise and more reliable
than it is.

**Low-to-Low Time Rhythm Example**

counter-trend top followed by a continued decline to new lows. What
would be the time range with the greatest probability of making the next
low? We must first decide what degree of trend change we are concerned
with. Swings of 5% or greater generally represent intermediate degree
trend change for bonds. The 5% swing file also has a minimum time filter
of 21 calendar days. A swing must have made a minimum of a 5% price
change for at least 21 CDs to be included.

![Graph showing bond prices]

Bonds began a bear market in Oct. 1993. The swings shown on the
chart above are a minimum of 5% price change and 21 calendar days. The
dashed vertical line is placed at the Aug. 2, 1994 high.
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The historical period to accumulate the timing data begins with the April 1986 bull market top. From that period through Aug. 1994, there were two complete bull and bear markets with an adequate number of 5%+ swings for our purposes. The chart below shows this period with the 5%/21 CD swings overlaid on the daily, close-only data.

During this period there were 15 low-to-low cycles. They were made in a very wide range of time from 61 to 302 calendar days. As you can see, once an objective criteria is applied to identify cycle pivots, the idea of cycles of fixed-length periodicity goes out the window with the flat-earth theory. If we eliminate the shortest and longest 10% of the cycles, the time range is reduced to 119 to 278 calendar days. In other words, 80% of the low-to-low cycles were made in the broad period between 119-278 calendar days from the prior low during the period from April 1986 to Aug. 1994. This is still too long of a period to be of much use to traders and investors, but we will see in a moment how additional data will provide a much shorter time-range target for a low.
The table below shows the time ranges and equivalent dates of the low-to-low cycles since the April 1986 high.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Swing Type</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>90</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10D4</td>
<td>7Nov84</td>
<td>9Feb85</td>
<td>15Apr95</td>
<td>9May95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>119</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>302</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were a total of 15 low-to-low swings in this data group. If the shortest and longest 10% of the swings are eliminated, there remains 11 swings. Ten percent of 15 equals 1.5. Rounding up to the next higher number eliminates the two shortest and two longest. The time range between 10%-90% of the low-to-low bond cycles ranged from 119 to 278 calendar days.

The time period of Nov. 7, 1994 to April 15, 1995 is the equivalent period if this time range is projected from the July 11, 1994 low. Ninety percent of the low-to-low cycles lasted at least 119 days (10% were shorter) and 90% terminated by 278 days (only 10% were longer).
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80% Low-to-Low Time Rhythm

The chart below shows the 5%/21CD swings overlaying the continuous daily bar chart of bonds. The Nov. 23, 1993 low to Jan. 28, 1994 high shown in the chart below appears to be an exception to the swing criteria. The data below is the continuous futures data with no adjustments at contract rollover. The data rolled over between the Nov. low and Jan. high from the Dec. to the March contract causing a distortion in the continuous file. If just the March contract were shown, there would not be a lower-low between the Nov. low and Jan. high.

The horizontal bar in the indicator window below the bar chart represents the equivalent time range of 80% of the low-to-low swings since the April 1986 bull market top projected from the July 11, 1994 low. The equivalent period to anticipate the next low is the broad period from Nov. 7, 1994 through April 15, 1995. These dates are the 119 and 278 calendar day counts from the July 11, 1994 low.

Projecting the equivalent time for a low based solely on past low-to-low cycles will almost always result in a time period that is too broad to be of much use to traders and investors. There is an additional criteria that may be considered that will usually result in a more narrow range of time with a high reliability for a low to be made.
High-to-Low Time Rhythm

A high-to-low projection may be made in the same manner as the low-to-
low projection. The overlap period of the high-to-low and low-to-low
projected ranges will usually provide a relatively narrow and useful time
period to anticipate when the next low should be made.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Rhythm Zone Detail</th>
<th>Dynamic Trader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Swing @: 5% 21 CDu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Type</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-L</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlap</td>
<td>7Nov94 - 20Nov94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were a total of 16 high-to-low swings in the 5%/21 CD data file
from April 1986 through the Aug. 2, 1994 high. The time range of these
16 swings ran from just 23 calendar days to 193 days. As with the low-
to-low cycles, this is far too wide a range to be of any use to traders and
investors. If we eliminate the shortest and longest 10% of the swings, the
remaining 80% time range runs from 30 to 122 days. Still too long to be
of much use.

Time Rhythm Zone • 80% Overlap Period

What if we combine the low-to-low projections from the July 11, 1994
low and the high-to-low projections from the Aug. 2, 1994 high? We
discover that the common or overlap period for these two time ranges is
less than one month and runs from Nov. 7 to Dec. 2. The overlap period is
a relatively narrow range of time that can be put to practical use by traders
and investors.

The Time Rhythm Zone Detail table above shows both the low-to-low
and high-to-low time ranges as well as the overlap period.
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The indicator window below the bar chart below shows the time ranges of the low-to-low and high-to-low swings. The overlap period of these two periods is the fat bar which represents the period from Nov. 7 to Dec. 2. The tails extending from the overlap period represent the full range of time of H-L and L-L.

I have termed this method of projecting overlapping cycles, *Time Rhythm Zones (TRZ)*. The general concept of overlapping cycles is not new or original. It has been used and taught by Walt Bressert for many years.

However, there are critical differences between the old way of projecting overlapping cycles and Time Rhythm Zones. Time Rhythm Zones use the actual, recent market swings, not average length swings from historical data. In other words, the data for TRZs is market driven. Swing lengths may change as a market progresses and new swings are made.
Bull or Bear Rhythm?

A high-to-low (H-L) swing in a bull market is a counter-trend swing. A low in a bull market is the termination of the counter-trend and the beginning of a new trend swing. A high-to-low (H-L) swing in a bear market is a trend swing. A low in a bear market is the termination of a trend swing and the beginning of a counter-trend swing. If we are compiling data to project the probable low of a trend swing in a bear market, should we include the high-to-low, counter-trend swings that were part of bull markets? Probably not. Relevant statistical conclusions should be derived from data that compares like to like, not apples to oranges.

Trend and counter-trend swings should usually not be included in the same data series for purposes of statistical analysis. Swings from bull and bear markets should not be mixed together. If our analysis indicates that a market is in a bear trend and a trend swing decline is underway, we should only use high-to-low trend swings and low-to-low swings from prior bear markets to determine the Time Rhythm Zone for a low. If we included high-to-low counter-trend swings from bull markets, the projected TRZ would not accurately represent what we are looking to discover which is the high probability period for a trend-swing low in a bear market.

Trend swings are usually longer in time than counter-trend swings. This applies to both bull and bear markets. If the objective is to project a high-to-low trend swing low in a bear market but we include high-to-low counter trend swings from bull markets to determine the TRZ, the time range will probably be skewed to shorter term swings than are typical of high-to-low trend swings in bear markets. If there is not a confident opinion of the major trend direction, use all prior swings from bull, bear and trading range markets.

The previous bond example included all swings from the historical period without distinguishing swings from bull or bear markets. From the Oct. 1993 high, bonds had made consecutively lower-lows and lower-highs. Bonds were considered in a bear market as of the Aug. 1994 top. The objective was to project when the next low within a bear market would take place. Rather than use all 5%/21 CDs swings to make the TRZ projection for a low, we should only use those swings from prior bear markets.

The chart on the following page shows the intermediate (5%/21 CD) and major swing files together. The bar chart data has been removed so the swing files are easier to see. The dashed, vertical line is at the Aug. 2, 1994 high. As of Aug. 1994, there had been two completed bull and bear markets. Bonds were in a bear market as is evidenced by the consecutive
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lower-lows and lower-highs. If our objective is to project the high probability period for the next swing low in a bear market, we should only include data from prior bear markets to make the projections.

The Time Rhythm Zone Detail table below shows the results of only including swings from bear markets. While fewer swings are used than when both bull and bear trends were considered in the previous example, the output should be more reliable since only data from similar markets is included in the projections.

The new Time Rhythm Zone period (overlap of low-to-low and high-to-low time ranges) is Oct. 26, 1994 to Nov. 28, 1994. The Nov. 11, 1994 low was made right in the middle of this period.
The Oct. 28-Nov. 28 TRZ was a product of the overlap period of the 80%-range of the prior H-L and L-L swings of bear markets only. Each TRZ should be identified by the percent of swings used. Throughout this book, a TRZ is always a TRZ-80% unless otherwise noted. If a TRZ is the product of other than 80% of the swings, it will be noted such as TRZ-70% or TRZ-90%.

The table above shows the seven low-to-low swings made during the bear markets that were used to make the TRZ projection for the next low following the Aug. 2, 1994 high. The low-to-low periods have been sorted by time range. The range of time is from 61 to 243 calendar days. Note how the time ranges are fairly evenly spaced out from the shortest to the longest. This series of L-L swings is an excellent example of how an average period would provide very misleading information. The average period of the seven swings is 152 CDs. While one swing fell exactly at the average, the rest of the swings are not grouped tightly around the average.

If you were projecting a “cycle low” for bonds, would you be comfortable considering a target date of 152 days from the prior low as a relevant piece of information? You shouldn’t! Averages are used by average traders and investors. Average traders and investors do not succeed in the long run!

The chart on the following page shows the Time Rhythm Zone of Oct. 26-Nov. 28 for the next low in the indicator window below the bar chart. This period only considered swings from bear markets. The Nov. 11, 1994 low fell right in the middle of this period.
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Let's review exactly what information we have when we do a Time Rhythm Zone calculation using the example above.

Based on the historic data since the April 1986 high and assuming the same market forces are in effect during the current period:

1. There is a 90% probability that bonds will not make a low prior to Oct. 26. Based on past history, 90% of the L-L cycles in bear markets were made at or later than the equivalent date of Oct. 26. As bonds decline, traders and investors should not be too anxious to consider long positions prior to the beginning of the overlap period of Oct. 26.

2. There is a 90% probability that bonds will complete the low by Nov. 28 followed by a rally of at least 5% price change and at least 21 calendar days. Based on past history, 90% of the H-L swings in bear markets were complete by the equivalent date of Nov. 28. If bonds are continuing to decline into late Nov. or so, traders and investors should be particularly alert to reversal signals as bonds are approaching the extreme time when a low should be made.

3. If bonds make a low followed by at least a 5% rally in 21 or more days outside of the Oct. 26-Nov. 28 period, it would be an unusual situation that should warn the analyst that the market forces may be changing. The analyst should be alert to other potential extreme price or pattern activity that may also signal a fundamental shift in market structure.
Multiple Degree Projections Provide The Most Reliable Signals

In all areas of technical analysis, we should consider at least two degrees of change in order to provide the most reliable trading information. This is also true with Time Rhythm Zone projections. The most reliable projections will result when the lesser degree projections overlap with the larger degree projections. An overlap of the lesser degree projections to the larger degree projections is signaling that the larger degree trend change should unfold within the period of the lesser degree time projection.

The chart above shows the minor degree swing file with the major degree (bull / bear trend) swings. The minor swing file includes swings of approximately 2%. The lower indicator window is the TRZ projection from the Aug. 2, 1994 high using the 5%/21CDs swing file shown earlier.

The top indicator window is the TRZ of minor degree swings. The minor degree TRZ overlaps the intermediate degree TRZ providing an even more confident outlook that a low will be made in this period. While the overlap periods of the two degrees are almost the same, the extreme period of the minor degree is much less than the extreme period of the intermediate degree as represented by the shorter “tails.”
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Rhythm Zones Detail</th>
<th>MINOR DEG</th>
<th>Bear</th>
<th>Project from 18Oct94 High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary Swing File</strong></td>
<td><strong>MINOR DEG</strong></td>
<td><strong>Bear</strong></td>
<td><strong>Project from 18Oct94 High</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-L</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27Oct94</td>
<td>29Oct94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Overlap</td>
<td>280Oct94 - 26Nov94</td>
<td>11 - 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The minor degree TRZ runs from Oct. 29 to Nov. 26. Most of this entire period overlaps with the intermediate TRZ which is Oct. 26-Nov. 28. Notice that the minor degree projection is more "tightly packed" as there are fewer extreme ranges as compared to the far out "tails" of the intermediate degree projections.

**Time Rhythm Zones and Sample Size**

TRZ projections will often be made with a relatively small sample size of past swings depending on the degree of change of the swing file, whether just bull or bear swings are used and the length of the historic period that is included. It is far more important to be concerned with constructing a representative swing file and only including the historic periods that are representative of current conditions than it is with having a minimum number of swings to work with.

In the examples above, there have been as few as five swings used for the 80% range. So be it. We must use the information at hand that is representative while being aware of the limitations of a small sample size. Even if only a small number of swings are used, the TRZ still accurately represents the range of time that trend changes have been made in the past for the period of time and degree of change under consideration. That is exactly what we want to know.

**Time Rhythm Zones Are Adaptive**

Time Rhythm Zones are adaptive to the market behavior. TRZ projections are a reflection of the actual swings for the historic period included in the statistical analysis. As a market progresses and new swings are made and included in the swing file, the most recent TRZ projections will adjust or adapt by including the new swings with the calculations. If the recent time rhythm is changing, it will be reflected in the new projections. New swings added to the statistical base will only change the range of a TRZ projection if a new swing is outside the old range.
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**Time Rhythm Zone Summary**

1. **Time Rhythm Zone** projections provide a completely *objective* method for projecting high probability time zones from where a reversal of a minimum amount of price change should occur based on the actual historic precedents.

2. The high probability Time Rhythm Zone is the *overlap* of two time-range projections. In the case of a projected low, the overlap of the low-to-low (L-L) and high-to-low (H-L) projected time ranges provide the Time Rhythm Zone with a high probability of a low based on past market swings. The overlap of the H-H and L-H ranges provide the TRZ for a potential high.

3. The user has complete control over the historic period to use for the TRZ studies. If the current major trend of the market is known (bull or bear), only swings from similar markets in the past should be included in the TRZ projection calculations.

4. The user has complete control over the percentage of swings from the historical period to include in the TRZ projection. Generally, the projected time ranges eliminate the smallest and largest 10% of the periods leaving an 80% range. An 80% range implies that 90% of prior reversals were not made prior to the beginning of the 80% range and 90% were complete by the extreme of the 80% range. Unless otherwise noted, a TRZ is an overlap of two 80% ranges.

5. Time Rhythm Zones of two degrees will provide more reliable projections for the time of the termination of a trend if the smaller degree projection overlaps with the larger degree.

6. If the TRZ is a relatively broad period of time, it is still a valuable bit of information as it provides the most likely minimum and maximum extreme from where the next trend reversal should be made. Other time projection methods will provide the period within the TRZ when the actual reversal is most likely.

7. With statistical analysis, the greater the sample size the greater the reliability of the conclusions. Time Rhythm Zones often have a relatively few number of occurrences of past swings of a similar nature and degree of change. They still remain valuable, as they accurately represent the actual outcome of prior similar swings and provide a framework of what to anticipate for the current outcome.
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TRZ For A Trend Swing High
This TRZ projection from the Aug. 15, 1995 low used all bull market swings from the Sept. 1981 low. The projection was a fairly broad, three month period. The Jan. 1996 top was made right within the TRZ zone for the top.

The TRZ Detail table below shows the range of L-H and H-H swings from bull markets since the Sept. 1981 bear market low. The TRZ overlap period is from Dec. 17, 1995 through March 12, 1996.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Swing Date: 5% - 21CDs</th>
<th>Bull</th>
<th>Project frame 13Aug95 Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swing</td>
<td>Type</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri L-H</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17Oct95, 13Nov95, 10Jan96, 12Mar96, 15Jun96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pri H-H</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1Jun95, 17Dec95, 5Jun96, 26Jun96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Overlap: 17Dec95 - 12Mar96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As bonds rallied and exceeded the July high, traders and investors would be alert to not anticipate a top prior to mid-Dec. The final top of Jan. 4, 1996 was made right within the projected TRZ for the top.
TRZ For A Counter-Trend Top In A Bear Market

The mark made a sharp rally off of the Sept. 15, 1995 low. Since the mark was making lower-lows and lower-highs, a bear market is assumed. A TRZ projection is made for a counter-trend high in a bear market. All bear market swings since the Dec. 1987 high are used. Since this is a relatively small number of swings, 100% of the swings are used to make the Time Rhythm Zone projection.

The TRZ Detail table below shows the range of all H-H and L-H swings from bear markets since the Dec. 1987 bull market top. There are relatively few swings because the mark often makes relentless bear trends with less than 5% counter-trend rallies. This is demonstrated by the fact that the H-H range is much more extensive than the L-H range. The table shows that 100% of the swings are used. The Oct. 23, 1995 top was made just a few days into the TRZ for a top.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Rhythm Zone Detail</th>
<th>Dynamic Trader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Swing Bit</td>
<td>DM,5%,ED,5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swing Type</td>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi</td>
<td>L-H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi</td>
<td>H-H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overlap: 150c105 - 17Dec95
Another TRZ projection for a top is made from the May 28, 1996 low. The mark had not made a 5% rally since the Oct. 23, 1995 high. One-hundred percent of the swings from all bear markets since the Oct. 1987 high were used. Note that the time range of the Low-to-High and High-to-High swings do not overlap. This is a result of the prolonged, Oct.-May decline without an intervening high made by at least a 5% counter-trend rally. The mark made a top on July 31 which was right within the Low-to-High range of past bear market, counter-trend highs. However, the high was later than any prior High-to-High period making a new H-H extreme for bear markets.

Past Low-to-High swings in bear markets had lasted from 30 to 93 days. The July 31 high was made right within this time zone for a top.
Time Rhythm Zones Are Simple, Yet Effective

Time Rhythm Zone projections are one of the simplest yet most useful analytical procedures a trader or investor will employ. A narrow-range TRZ will provide a very high probability time zone for a trend change. A wide-range TRZ will at least provide the minimum and maximum dates likely for trend change which will alert the trader or investor if a market is nearing an extreme relative to past history.

If there is no overlap of the two time ranges, the trader or investor is alerted to the fact that the market is operating outside the range of past activity and extra care should be taken to consider the position of the market from other perspectives.

The best use of Time Rhythm Zones is in conjunction with other dynamic time factors that provide target dates for high probability trend change. When a Dynamic Time Projection falls within a TRZ, the odds increase for a trend change.
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Combining Dynamic Time Projections and Time Rhythm Zones For High Probability Time Analysis

The highest probability time projections for trend change will occur when Dynamic Time Projections fall within an 80% or greater Time Rhythm Zone. The TRZ provides the relatively broad zone that indicates the probable minimum and maximum period where the trend change will take place while the Dynamic Time Projections (Projected Turning Point Periods) provide the relatively narrow time zones of usually just 2-4 trading days that target the specific dates for trend change.

Every change-in-trend will not take place at a coincidence of a Time Rhythm Zone and Dynamic Time Projection, but most will. When there is a coincidence of Time Rhythm Zone and Dynamic Time Projection, there is a very high probability for trend change.
DM - Time projections from the Sept. 15, 1995 low.

The Time Rhythm Zone (TRZ) projection from the Sept. 15 low shown in the indicator window above is the same one used as an example in the previous Time Rhythm Zone section. This TRZ used 100% of all rallies in bear markets since the Dec. 1987 high. The TRZ projected the two month period of Oct. 18-Dec. 17 for a counter-trend top. While this is a very broad period of time, it provides the minimum and maximum dates with a very high probability of completing a top.

Dynamic Time Projections which include Time Cycle Ratios and Time Counts indicated either Oct. 21-23 or Nov. 12-16 were the two periods within the TRZ with the highest probability of making a counter-trend top. The chart above shows only two TCRs which are the Time Retracements. The 62% and 100% Time Retracements fell on Oct. 21 and Nov. 12. The final top was made Oct. 23. The following charts show some of the other dynamic time factors that fell near the Oct. 23 high.
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The chart below shows just five of the TCRs that fell in Oct. and Nov.

**Oct. 19:** 100% H-H Cycle TCR (4/18/95H-7/19/95H projected forward).

**Oct. 21:** 62% Time Retracement TCR (Time retracement of the 7/19H-9/15L).

**Oct. 23:** 62% Alternate Time Projection (ATP) TCR (5/18/95L-7/19/95H projected from the 9/15/95L).

**Nov. 12:** 100% Time Retracement TCR (Time retracement of the 7/19H-9/15L).

**Nov. 16:** 100% ATP (5/18/95L-7/19/95H projected from the 9/15/95L).

The mark had been making five wave declines and three wave (ABC) rallies implying the larger degree trend was bearish. The rally from the Sept. 15 low appeared to continue that pattern.
Oct. 23, 1995 Top Made At A Coincidence Of Projected Time and Price

A price resistance zone (71.74-72.52) was made by three price projections:

71.74: 78.6% retracement of the 7/19/95H - 9/15/95L.
72.46: 162% retracement of wave b (not shown on the chart below).
72.52: 62% Alternate Price Projection (App). Wave C = .618 Wave A.

The mark rallied into the projected price resistance zone (71.74-72.52) in the projected time resistance period (Oct. 21-23) and an ABC rally was complete. The mark continued to decline to new lows from the Oct. 23 top.

On Oct. 23, the mark made a gap signal day which is one of the most reliable daily reversal signals. A gap signal day is made when a market gaps open followed by a new high and a close below the opening. The daily range leaves a gap from the previous day. When a gap signal day is made at a coincidence of projected time and price, trend reversal is just about inevitable.
DM - Projections from the May 28, 1996 low.

The TRZ projection shown below is also from an earlier example in the Time Rhythm Zone section. It includes 100% of the Low-to-High swings in bear markets for about the past 10 years. The relatively broad period of June 27-Aug. 29 had a very high probability of making a counter-trend top based on the past history.

The Dynamic Time Projections indicated that either July 15-18 or July 26-28 should complete the counter-trend rally. The DTPs fell right within the TRZ period resulting in a very high probability a top would be made in this time period.

A double top was made on July 16 and July 31. The July 16 high was slightly higher. The chart above shows three of the time factors behind the Dynamic Time Projections:

July 16: 144 Calendar Days from the Feb. 23 H.
July 26: 62% Time Retracement (TCR) of the Feb. 23 high to May 28 L.
July 27: 60 Calendar Days (CD) from the May 28 low. 30, 60 and 90 CD counts are particularly significant in the currency markets.
The charts on the following pages show other time and price projections that fell near the double top.

More time factors at the July 16/31 double top:
July 14: 50% Time Retracement (TCR) of the Feb. 23 H to May 28 L.
July 16: 34 Trading Days (TD) from the May 28 L.
July 16: 144 CD from the Feb. 23 H.
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The chart below focuses in on just the ABC rally from the May 28 low.

**July 26:** 100% Alternate Time Projection (ATP); 5/28H-6/18L projected from the 7/5L. This projection fell three days prior to the July 31 high and coincided with several of the longer term time factors shown earlier.

**Aug. 1:** 162% Time Retracement of the B wave decline (6/18H-7/5L).

When short term time factors coincide with longer term time factors the probabilities increase for a trend change.
Price Projections At July Top

Price retracements and alternate price projections indicated two resistance zones where a counter-trend high was probable.

67.34-67.69: This zone included retracements from two prior highs and an alternate price projection

- 67.34: 100% Alternate Price Projection (Wave C = Wave A).
- 67.58: 62% Retracement (2/23H-5/28L)
- 67.69: 38% Retracement (10/23H-5/28L)

68.38-68.64: This zone included the all important 50% retracement of the major range as well as a variety of other important price factors.

- 68.38: 78.6% Retracement of the 2/23H-5/28L (not shown on chart).
- 68.38: 262% Retracement of Wave B.
- 65.33: 162% Alternate Price Projection (Wave C = 162% Wave A)
- 68.64: 50% Retracement of the 10/23H-5/28L.

The extreme high of the rally was made July 16 at 68.40 right within the resistance zone of 68.38-68.64. The mark reached this upper resistance level right within the Dynamic Time Projection for a top of July 16-18.

“When time and price coincide, change is inevitable.”
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**Bonds: Nov. 11, 1994 Low**

Bonds are one of the most consistently reliable markets that make nearly every significant trend reversal at direct hits of projected time and price targets. The Nov. 11, 1994 low was no exception. Time, price and pattern all came together to signal a major trend change was unfolding in Nov. 1994. The Time Rhythm Zone and Dynamic Time Projections shown below are made from the Aug. 2, 1994 high which is labeled as a wave 4.

The TRZ projection for a low was the period of Oct. 26-Nov. 28. The Dynamic Time Projections for a low fell on Oct. 3-5 and Nov. 11-14. The second period, Nov. 11-14, fell within the TRZ projection for a low.

The Nov. 11 low fell directly on the coincidence of the DTP and TRZ time projections for a low. Wouldn't it be nice if every trend change fell directly within the coincidence of each of these important time projection methods? Every trend change does not, but, many do. All successful traders have the patience to wait for the high probability trade set-ups that are made within the context of their analysis methodology and trading plan.
Alternate Time Projections Into Nov. Low

The chart below shows three different Alternate Time Projections that were targeted for Nov. 12 and 13. This was a Saturday and Sunday. The DTP target dates were expanded to Nov. 11-14 to include Friday and Monday. The final low was made Nov. 11.

Nov. 12: Wave 5=262% Wave 1 (10/15/93H-11/23/93L projected from 8/2/94L)
Nov. 13: Wave 5=100% Wave 3 (1/28/94H-5/11/94L projected from 8/2/94H)
Nov. 13: [C:C (Cycle:Cycle) projection]: 1/28/94H-8/2/94H projected from the 5/11/94L (Wave 3-4 = Wave 4-5).
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Price Projections At Nov. 11, 1994 Low

The Nov. 11 low was made at the price target of the three most frequent projections for a wave 5 low. These three are:

- Wave 5 = 100% Wave 1
- Wave 5 = 62% or 38% Waves 1-3
- Wave 5 = 127% or 162% Wave 4

The 97.16-96.24 zone was targeted as the ideal price zone for a wave 5 low.

97.16: Wave 5 = 100% Wave 1
97.10: Wave 5 = 38% Waves 1-3
96.24: Wave 5 = 162% Wave 4

As bonds made new lows going into Nov., the minor cycles are used to fine tune the larger degree price projections. The sub-divisions of wave 5 are shown on the chart on the following page.
Wave 5 sub-divided into a smaller degree five wave structure in textbook Elliott wave manner. The ideal target for the end of wave 5:5 was the 96.14-95.11 price zone which fell just below the larger degree target of 97.16-96.24. Ideally, we like to see the price targets of two degrees overlap. When they do not but are close to each other, the smaller degree target is preferred.

**Wave 5:5 Price Target: 94.14-95.11**

96.14: Wave 5 = 33% Waves 1-3  
95.31: Wave 5 = 100% Wave 1  
95.11: Wave 5 = 162% Wave 4

Bonds made the Wave 5:5 low at 96.01 on Nov. 11, a direct hit of the coincidence of projected time and price for a high probability trend reversal. The pattern couldn’t have been more perfect. It was an almost ideal five wave decline from the Oct. 1993 high. Wave 5 that began with the Aug. 2 high sub-divided into an ideal five wave structure.

The implications of identifying a completed five wave decline are significant for traders and investors: The subsequent rally should exceed in time and price all rallies since the Oct. 1993 high, offering a major opportunity for long position trades and investments.
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Time and Price Into The Bond Top Of Jan. 4, 1996

Bonds rallied relentlessly from the wave five low of Nov. 11, 1994. In fact, they rallied beyond what was anticipated for a typical corrective rally to a five wave bear trend. However, when the top came, it was made on a direct hit of time projections for a top even though the price target was not as right on.

From the Aug. 15, 1995, wave B low, the TRZ projection for a top was the relatively broad period of Dec. 17-March 12. For further explanation of this TRZ, see the Time Rhythm Zone section which used this projection as an example. The Dynamic Time Projections pointed to two periods in Dec. and Jan. that had a high probability of making a trend change. These periods were Dec. 1-2 and Jan. 2-6. The Jan. 2-6 period overlapped with the TRZ period providing a high probability period for trend change.

The chart above illustrates three of the TCRs that fell near the Jan. 2-6 PTPP for a top as well as the 144 calendar day count from the Aug. 15 low. Bonds made the final high on Jan. 4, directly within the coincidence of the PTPP for a top (Jan. 2-6) and the TRZ for a top (Dec. 17-March 12).
Typically, a corrective rally does not exceed a 78.6% retracement. Many end right at 78.6%. The June-July triple tops were made just below the 78.6% retracement. However, bonds subsequently continued to rally to new highs.

When the June-July highs were exceeded, new price projections for a top were made. Bonds made another triple top in Dec.-Jan. at the coincidence of the 62% Alternate Price Projection and 162% Price Retracement of Wave B. These two projections fell just below the Oct. 1994 high at 122.10. Unfortunately, the choppy pattern of the rally did not provide a wide variety of swings to make projections from. When high confidence price projections are not available, traders rely on pattern and time projections to signal the position of the market. In this case, the time projections accurately signaled the exact day of the high.

Price Projections At Jan. 4 Top
120.23: Wave C = 162% Wave B
121.02: Wave C = 61.8% Wave A

See the previous page for the time projections. Note that the Jan. 4 top was made where Wave C equaled 61.8% of both the price and time of Wave A!
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Dynamic Time Analysis - An Important Key To Trading Success

Consistently reliable time analysis is a very important factor to the success of Dynamic Traders. If you will include Dynamic Time Projections and Time Rhythm Zone time analysis into your technical analysis trading plan, you should find immediate and significant results.
Chapter 6

Trade Strategies and Trade Management

It is not too difficult to make money in commodity trading. The problem is to keep it.

Roy W. Longstreet

In the Trade Strategies and Trade Management chapter you

• Learn low-risk and low-capital exposure trade entry strategies including trend-reversal and trend-continuation entry techniques.

• Learn how and where to place the initial protective stop-loss on a position and strategies to adjust the stop-loss as a market progresses.

• Learn about short, intermediate and long term positions

• Learn how and when to take profits.

• Learn how to keep a trading log.

• Learn how to develop a trading plan.
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Trading Strategies

There are many entry strategies available to enter a market. I suggest traders stick to the simple trend-reversal and trend-continuation strategies that have the highest probability of resulting in a profitable trade with the minimum amount of capital exposure. The following pages describe these entry strategies and the initial protective stop-loss placement. First, let's review what we are trying to accomplish and the basic assumptions for Dynamic Trading strategies.

1. The objective of Dynamic Trading technical analysis is to identify opportunities within the context of the analysis methods. The technical analysis methods will not accurately describe the position of every market, all of the time. That is not the purpose of technical analysis. The purpose of technical analysis is to identify markets that are in a position to allow a trade with relatively low risk and acceptable capital exposure.

2. Loss control or identifying the protective stop-loss level is the most important factor in trading. It is the only factor that the trader has control over. The potential profit of any trade is always no more than guess work and can never be defined. I always get a kick out of trading, educational material that teaches a trade should not be taken unless there is a "3-to-1 risk/reward ratio." When ever you see this, you know the person probably has no successful trading experience. First of all, risk is the probability of an event occurring. It has absolutely nothing to do with a dollar amount. More importantly, you can never define the potential profit. You can only define the potential capital exposure by where the protective stop-loss is placed. This is not even a sure thing given a market can gap against you, beyond the stop-loss price.

3. The protective stop-loss level must always be determined within the context of the same methodology that determined the trade opportunity. The same information that describes a trade opportunity must provide the exact market activity that voids that opportunity.

4. The protective stop-loss level must always be determined before a trade entry is initiated. Before initiating a trade ask yourself: "What is the market activity that invalidates the decision to make this trade?" That is your protective stop-loss.

Once the protective stop-loss level is determined, the price level that is acceptable for a trade entry is precisely defined within the amount allowed for capital exposure on any one trade. If the market activity
does not allow trade entry within the acceptable parameters for capital exposure, the trade cannot be initiated. For example, consider the following situation:

A. Your trading plan allows a maximum capital exposure on a gold trade of $500 per contract.

B. One of the entry strategies of your trading plan allows trade entries on the close of a daily reversal signal and the protective stop-loss must be placed one tick beyond the extreme of the daily reversal signal.

C. The technical analysis indicates that gold is approaching a target for major low.

D. Gold makes a wide-range key reversal day with a low at $370 and a close at $377.

E. According to the trading plan which allows a maximum $500 capital exposure per contract on a gold trade, the protective stop loss can be placed no lower than $372 which is $500 from the entry price at the close of $377. However, the trading plan also states that the protective stop-loss can be placed no nearer the close-only entry price than one tick beyond the daily extreme which is at $370 or at $369.9 which would be a $710 capital exposure.

F. What is the trading action in this case? None! A trader must follow his or her trading plan. The trade entry strategies require the stop to be placed outside the acceptable maximum capital exposure allowed, so the trader cannot take this trade on the close of the reversal day. The trader would have to wait for a set-up, such as a trend-continuation trade entry, where the capital exposure is within the limits of the trading plan.

5. Generally, the Protective Stop Loss (PSL) on the initial trend reversal trade entry should not be adjusted until the market activity has confirmed the trend reversal. If a trade is entered at or near a suspected trend reversal, traders should not be too quick to bring the protective stop loss (PSL) close to the market. The PSL is adjusted each time the technical analysis describes a price level that should not be exceeded if the trend is to continue.

Consider this example:

A. Your analysis indicates that the market has made a bear market low, has reversed trend and is in the initial stages of a new bull trend.

B. Bull trends are described by a market making higher swing highs and higher swing lows.
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C. Once the market exceeds the initial swing high, it must not exceed the prior swing low if it is in a new bull trend.

D. The maximum price level for the protective sell-stop for a long trade would be placed just below the prior swing low. It may be placed much closer, but this is the maximum protective stop-loss level.

E. This is a simple example of how to think in terms of protective stop-loss placement. The question to ask each day is: “At what point will the market demonstrate within the context of my analysis techniques that it will not continue to trend in the trade direction.” That is always the maximum level where a protective stop loss is placed.

6. **There is more than one protective stop-loss technique that is a part of a trading plan.** The stop-loss technique implemented at any one time will depend on the position of the market relative to the analysis methods. The PSL technique in the initial stages of a trend should be different than in the latter stages of a trend. Dynamic Trading analysis will signal what stage the trend is in.

7. **Let the market take you out of a trade.** It is usually best to let the market stop out the trade rather than to take a profit at a price objective. If a market reaches a price objective or the analysis indicates that a trend is at or near completion, the protective stop-loss can be moved very close to the market such as just below the prior day’s low or high or on any day a market closes below the open, etc. This prevents a trader from exiting a trade where the market may continue the trend beyond expectations, but still allows only a small amount of the unrealized profit to be given up if stopped out.

   The amount that will be gained by remaining in a market that continues to trend beyond expectations will more than offset the amount of potential profit that is given up in those cases where the market takes you out of the trade with less profit than may have been gained if exiting at a price objective. Allowing the market to take you out of a trade is dealing with things as they are. Taking a profit at an objective is speculation on the future when it is not necessary to do so.

   The exception to this plan is with multiple position trading. One position may be exited at a profit objective while the balance are not.

8. **Always consider if the protective stop-loss should also be a trigger to reverse position, in other words, a stop-and-reverse order.** Does the analysis indicate that if the protective stop-loss is hit, that the trend will continue in the opposite direction? This is often the case. Unfortunately, traders often become personally involved in their trading decision and find it very difficult to reverse position at some of
the most opportune times. Always remember: The business is trading, not predicting the future. The objective is to go with the market flow, not be right in any one particular trade. A stop-and-reverse order is only considered if the same order that is the stop-loss would also be a trade-entry order.

**Entry Strategies and Initial Protective Stop-Loss Placement**

The two types of entry strategies depending on the current market position are *trend-reversal* and *trend-continuation* strategies. Several of these entry strategies will be described in this section along with their initial protective stop-loss placement.

1. **The main concept for the initial protective stop-loss placement is as follows:** The same analytical methods and trading strategies that signal a trade entry opportunity must also signal if the analysis or entry strategy was invalid. The protective stop-loss is initially placed where the entry strategy is invalidated.

   The objective of the initial stop-loss placement is to immediately exit the position with a relatively small loss if the entry strategy or analysis is invalidated. Remember, the overriding requirement for long-term trading success is *capital preservation*. If capital is needlessly reduced by remaining in losing trades beyond the invalidation signal, capital will be less available for the trade signals that result in the profits necessary to remain in business.

   If the market moves in the anticipated direction following the trade-entry, the next objective is to remain in the trade for the majority of the trend.

2. **The main concept for the protective stop-loss adjustment as a trend progresses is as follows:** The protective stop-loss is kept relatively far from the current market activity in the initial stages of the trend until the new trend direction is confirmed. The protective stop-loss is brought relatively close to the market when the technical analysis signals that the market is near a position to complete the trend.

   In other words, different protective stop-loss strategies are used depending on the position of the market.
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Trend-Reversal Entry Triggers
Trend-reversal entry strategies are designed to buy at or very near the bottom and sell at or very near the top. Most academic trading advisors and educators regurgitate the often repeated trading “rule” to never try to buy the bottom or sell the top. That is because their technical analysis studies are always lagging indicators. They do not have methods that project in advance the time and price zones for trend reversal and the pattern studies that signal trend termination.

Dynamic Traders are usually prepared in advance for the high-probability, specific time and price zones for trend reversal. Dynamic Traders are often able to buy the bottom and sell the top with very low capital exposure.

There are three reversal patterns that have a high probability of forming a pivot high or low if made at a time and/or price target. These are Reversal Day (RD), Signal Day (SD) and Snap-Back Reversal Day (SBRD). These will be described relative to an established bull trend and a short position trade-entry. Just substitute high for low, etc. for long position examples. The descriptive examples are daily bars. They may also be applied to intraday bars.
Reversal Day (RD) Entry Signal

A reversal-day top is made when a market makes a new daily high but closes below the prior day's close and the current day's open. The trend to new highs is not able to be sustained by the close of the day. Variations on the reversal day are the key-reversal-day, outside-reversal-day and outside-key-reversal-day.

Key Reversal Day (KRD): The market opens below the prior day’s close, makes a new high, but closes below the prior day’s close and the current day’s open. A KRD is a stronger reversal signal than a RD.

Outside Reversal and Key Reversal Day (OSRD, OSKRD): These reversal days meet the criteria of a reversal day and are also an outside day. OSRDs are an even stronger reversal signal than a reversal day and an OSKRD is a stronger signal, yet.

Initial Protective Stop Loss: One tick above the high of the RD.

Reversal Day Variations

Each reversal day variation makes a new high and a close below the current day's open and below the prior day's close. The initial protective stop-loss is placed one tick above the reversal day high.
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Signal Day (SD) Entry Signal
The market opens above the prior day's close, makes a new high and the close is below the current day's open. The open must be in the top 1/3 of the daily range and the close must be in the bottom 1/3 to qualify as a valid signal day. Unlike a reversal day, the signal day close does not have to be below the prior day's close, only below the current day's open.

Gap Signal Day (GSD): A very strong daily reversal signal. The entire daily range of the signal day is above the prior day's range which leaves a gap at the end of the day. Analysts and traders who only consider closing prices would view a GSD reversal as a positive day because the market closed up.

Initial Protective Stop Loss: One tick above the high of the SD.

---

**Signal Day and Gap Signal Day**
Open above the prior day's close followed by a new high.
The open is in the top 1/3 of the daily range and the close in the bottom 1/3.
The close does not have to be below the prior day's close.
The initial protective stop-loss is placed one tick above the signal day high.

---

GSD
Gap left at the close of the day.

The close does not have to be below the prior day's close.

Gap
Snap-Back Reversal Day (SBRD) Entry Signal

A two-day reversal signal.

**Day One**: The market makes a new high with an open in the lower 1/3 of the daily range and the high in the top 1/3 of the daily range. It appears to be a very bullish day.

**Day Two (snap-back day)**: The open is in the top 1/3 of the daily range and the close in the bottom 1/3 of the daily range. The second day does not have to reach new highs or lows compared to Day One. The wider the range of each day, the stronger the signal. A stronger SBRD would result if the second day’s open was below the prior day’s close with a new daily low and a close below the prior day’s low.

**Initial Protective Stop Loss**: One tick above the higher of the two days.

---

**Snap Back Reversal Days (SBRD)**

Day 1: New high and open in the lower 1/3 of the daily range and close in the upper 1/3.

Day 2: Open in the upper 1/3 of the daily range and close in the lower 1/3. The two days may be in any position to each other. The initial protective stop-loss is placed one tick above the higher high of the two days.
Trend Reversal Signals Only Valid At Time, Price and Pattern Reversal Set-ups

These daily reversal signals are only valid as trend reversal signals when the technical analysis indicates the market is in a position for trend reversal. Ideally, time, price and pattern projections are all in a position for a trend reversal set-up. In other words, a daily reversal signal is only considered as a trade-entry trigger at the coincidence of a time and price objective for a reversal and at the completion of a trend-termination pattern such as wave 5 or wave C.

These daily reversal signals will frequently occur in a trending market and not result in trend change unless the market is in a time and price position for a trend change. Many studies have been done on the validity of trend change following daily reversal signals. All of those studies concluded that they were not reliable indicators of trend change. None of these studies have considered the position of the market when the reversal signal was made. If the market is not approaching a set-up for trend change, these daily reversal signals should be ignored.

For most markets, one of these three daily reversal signals will occur at 70%-80% of trend reversals of all degrees. These three reversal signals are not triggered until the close of the day, as the signal is based on the position of the close. If a market is trending up and makes a new high for the day, the criteria necessary for a reversal day is known - the prior day’s high, today’s open and today’s high. The definition of a reversal day includes a close below the current day’s open and prior day’s close. A Stop-Close-Only (SCO) order may be entered at a price just below the lower of the prior day’s close or the current day’s open. If the market closes below the prior day’s close and current day’s open after having made a new high, it is a reversal day.

In the case of a signal day or snap back reversal day, we do not know if one of these signals will occur until near the close when we know the current day’s range. If all of the criteria except the close has been met for one of these days, we wait until 5-10 minutes before the close and place the appropriate SCO order at a price that must be met on the close in order to satisfy the requirements for either of these reversal signals. If a trader is not able to collect the open and range price information, the entry may be made on the open of the following day.
**Initial Protective Stop For Trend Reversal Entries**

Where is the Protective Buy Stop (PBS) or Sell Stop (PSS) placed if one of these three daily reversal signals occurs? In the case of one of the **reversal days** or **a signal day**, the protective buy stop for a short sale is placed one tick above the high of the day as each of these signals involves having made a new high. If these are to result in a valid daily reversal signal, the high should not be exceeded. If the high is exceeded, it is no longer a valid daily reversal signal, and you want to immediately be out of the market and wait for the next trade set-up and reversal signal. In the case of a **snap back reversal day**, the stop-loss is placed one tick above the higher of the high of day one or day two.

One of these three daily reversal signals will not always occur at a trend reversal or the ideal coincidence of time, price and pattern. The trader has one of two choices in this case:

1. **Do not take the trade at the time, price and pattern set-up unless one of these three reversal signals is made.** You may miss entering trades at some important tops and bottoms, but, so what? If the conditions were not all in your favor at the trend reversal, a trade is not warranted. If you limit your entry trigger to one of these three signals, you may have fewer trades, but you should have a higher percentage of winning trades than if you broadened your acceptable entry techniques.

   Trading junkies may not like this recommendation, but their objective is not to maximize profits but to always be in the market regardless of the consequences. If your objective is to maximize profits, you will only enter with reliable signals that you have proven to yourself are valid. Remember, there is always another trade set-up approaching that will meet all of the criteria of your trading plan, whatever that criteria may be.

2. **Include entry techniques other than these three trend-reversal signals.** It is not necessary to enter a trade at the trend reversal. Other trading techniques provide entry strategies after a trend reversal has unfolded.

There are other entry techniques that may be considered at trend reversal projections. One of these is the Reversal Confirmation Day discussed next. The most important factor is to allow the market to provide at least some minor indication of the new trend direction.
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Reversal-Confirmation Day (RCD) Entry Signal

Technically, the daily reversal-confirmation signal is not a trend-reversal signal. Because it is usually made within one-three days of the actual pivot high or low, I have included it with the trend-reversal signals and not the trend-continuation signals. The reversal confirmation signal is used if the market is suspected of having reversed at a projected trend-reversal zone but one of the three trend-reversal signals described above were not made at the pivot high or low. The description of the reversal-confirmation signal assumes the market has made a pivot high and the objective is to initiate a short position.

Reversal-Confirmation Day Entry Rules

1. A trend reversal is suspected of having taken place, but one of the three trend-reversal patterns were not made.
2. Sell on the close if the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close.

This is a minor trend-confirmation signal that does not have all of the special conditions of the three reversal signals described above. It does not consider the relationship of the daily range of the entry day, but does consider two important factors. The close below the prior day’s close and current day’s open shows at least a minor degree of trend direction.

A more reliable signal is to add the qualifier that the low of entry day must exceed the prior day’s low. In other words, sell on the close if the market has exceeded the prior day’s low and the close is below the current day’s open and the prior day’s close.
Reversal-Confirmation Day Signal

Sell on the close if the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close. The maximum distance of the protective buy stop is one tick above the pivot high.

In figure 1 above, the pivot high was not made on one of the three daily reversal signals. While the first two days following the pivot high made lower closes and lower lows, each of these days closed above the open. The third day after the pivot high was a RCD where the market closed below the current day’s open and prior day’s close.

In figure 2 above, the first two days following the high are the same as in figure 1. Day three is a RCD. The close was below the current day’s open and prior day’s close plus the day exceeded the prior day’s low. This is a stronger trend direction signal, but also usually results in the protective stop-loss being further from the closing entry signal. There is usually a trade-off with any new qualification for an entry signal. In this case, the signal has a higher probability of being correct, but the initial capital exposure is usually greater.

In figure 3, day four following the high is a reversal-confirmation day while the fifth day is a RCD with a new low.
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What is the logical protective stop placement for entries following a RCD signal? The market activity that would invalidate the outlook that a trend reversal has been made is if the market exceeds the pivot that is considered the trend reversal extreme. In other words, the protective stop-loss is placed no further than one tick beyond the last pivot. The only inviolate rule for stop-loss placement with a RCD entry is the maximum stop-loss position, one tick beyond the pivot extreme. There may be a logical place to place the protective stop-loss that is closer than the pivot extreme. In the case of figure 3 above, the protective stop-loss may be placed above the minor swing high prior to the RCD entry signal.

Because a market may have moved away from the pivot price before making a RCD signal, the capital exposure on trade entries made on a RCD signal will often be more than if a daily reversal signal were made.

All traders must have a maximum acceptable capital exposure amount for any one trade that must be part of their trading plan. If the trade entry/protective stop-loss strategy calls for more capital exposure than acceptable to the trading plan, the trade simply cannot be taken.

The charts on the following pages illustrate many of these reversal signals at trend reversals. The purpose of the charts is only to point out the reversal patterns at highs and lows, not the reversal patterns that occurred within the trend. As you will see, almost every top or bottom was made on one of the three trend-reversal signals. If a trend reversal was not made on one of the three reversal patterns, a reversal-confirmation day followed the high or low within three days and only a few points away from the pivot high or low.
Trend-Reversal Entry Signals

Almost every minor and intermediate degree trend change was made on one of the three trend-reversal signals. The high in early Dec. was not made on one of the three reversal signals but a reversal-confirmation day was made the day after the extreme high.

If you scan the chart day-by-day, you will find many of these daily reversal patterns that were not followed by a change in trend. The three trend-reversal patterns are not considered reversal signals unless the dynamic technical analysis signals a trend is at or near completion.

The reversal-confirmation-day entry-strategy is used if a market has reached a time and price zone anticipated for a trend change and a trend-reversal signal is not made. The reversal-confirmation signal will provide at least a minor confirmation a pivot has been made and allow the trader to enter with relatively small capital exposure.
Eight out of eight trend changes in soybeans shown above were either Snap-Back-Reversal-Days (SBRD) or Outside-Reversal-Days (OSRD).

Only about half of the highs and lows for this period in silver were made on one of the three trend-reversal signals. A reversal-confirmation-day (RCD) was made within three days of the other pivots.
The two charts below show either one of the three trend-reversal signals at each pivot high or low or a reversal-confirmation-day within two days of the pivot.
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Trend-Continuation Entry Strategies
Many traders are under the illusion that trades cannot be entered with an acceptable capital exposure after the new trend is established. Of course this is not the case. While the trend-reversal entry strategies are designed to buy the bottom and sell the top, we must also have trading strategies that allow us to enter after the new trend is confirmed. Trend-continuation entry strategies do just that.

It is important to keep in mind that we are trading against a pivot reversal. The Dynamic Trading analysis factors of time, price and pattern are each designed to identify trend reversals as well as the probable extent of time and price of the new trend. There are several entry strategies with low-risk and low-capital exposure to use after the new trend is established.

Inside-Day Trade Set-ups
An inside-day is a day when the high of the day is lower than the high of the previous day and the low of the day is higher than the low of the previous day. In other words, the price range of an inside-day is within the price range of the previous day.

An inside-day is a day of indecision. It is a day when traders do not have a strong conviction as to the trend of the market. An inside-day often occurs after a wide-range day when the range exceeded the average range of the prior few days. Inside-days also often occur either after a trend-reversal when traders have not yet made the decision that the trend has reversed or after a fast move and represents a brief period when traders are catching their breath, so to speak.

Usually, the direction of the breakout from the inside-day is the direction that the trend will continue. Even more reliable, the direction of the breakout of the day prior to the inside-day is the direction that the trend will continue.

Because no single entry strategy is foolproof, each trading strategy must provide the trigger that tells us that the market is not going to go our way. In other words, the stop-loss strategy associated with a particular entry strategy must be formulated within the same context of market activity as the entry strategy. Traders must always keep in mind: All market analysis and trading strategies are a matter of probabilities. Losses are inevitable and a cost of doing business. The trading plan must provide a stop-loss approach that minimizes losses when they occur.
**Inside-Day Trade Entry Set-Up Rules**

1. Only enter in the direction of the trend. What is the direction of the trend? Against the last pivot reversal considered the beginning of the new trend as suggested by the time, price and pattern dynamic trading analysis.

2. To enter a long position, as long as the low of the day prior to the inside-day has not been exceeded, on the day following the inside-day, buy at one tick above the high of the day prior to the inside-day.

3. Place the initial protective sell stop one tick below the lower of the low of the inside-day or the low of the entry day.

---

**Inside-Day Entry Set-Up**

As long as the low of the day prior to the inside-day has not been exceeded, buy the break above the high of the day prior to the inside-day. Place the initial protective sell-stop one tick below the lower of the inside-day or entry-day low.
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Inside-Day Entry Strategy

All of the inside-days (ISD) for the period shown for the S&P are marked by the software program with a small solid box above the inside-day. For these examples, we are considering the inside-days out of the context of any technical analysis and trend position. We will assume the technical analysis signals the trend is up throughout this period and only buy-signals would be considered.

ISDs #1 - 4: Each of these four inside-days were ideal trend-continuation trade set-ups. In each of these four set-ups, the day following the inside-day exceeded the high of the day preceding the inside-day and provided a buy signal.

ISD #5: A long trade was not elected as the high of the day prior to the inside-day was not exceeded prior to the sharp decline.

ISDs #6 and 7: Each were ideal trend-continuation trade set-ups where the trend continued higher.

ISD #8: The day following ISD #6 exceeded the low of the ISD but not the low of the day prior to the inside-day. A long trade was elected with the initial protective sell-stop one tick below the entry-day low.

ISD #9: The day following ISD #9 opened below the day prior to the inside-day voiding a buy entry signal.

6-20
Assume the Dynamic Trading analysis signaled the trend was up from the Sept. 6 low, down from the Dec. 3 high and up again from the Jan. 29 low. Which inside-days would have been followed by a trade entry? Which would have been stopped out with a small loss?

**Trend Up From Sept. 6 - Only Long Trades Considered**

#1: No trade entry. The day following the inside-day did not exceed the high of the day preceding the inside-day.

#2: No trade entry. The day following the inside-day did not exceed the high of the day preceding the inside-day. However, as we will see in the next section, the day following the inside-day was an outside-day entry set-up.

#3: No trade entry.

#4: An ideal trade entry. The bullish trend continued without stopping out the inside-day entry strategy.

#5: Another successful trade entry. The trend continued up.

#6: The trade would have been stopped out on the second day following the inside-day. If the market was at or approaching a time and price target for a trend-reversal top in late Nov.-early Dec., the trade would not be taken.

**Trend Down From Dec. 3 - Only Short Trades Considered**

#7: Two consecutive inside-days. A short trade was not triggered.
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#8: A short trade was not triggered. The day following the inside-day did not exceed the low of the day preceding the inside-day.

#9: No short trade was triggered.

#10: A short trade was triggered and stopped out the same day for a small loss.

Trend Up From Jan. 29 - Only Long Trades Considered

#11: A long trade was not triggered.

There were twelve inside-days during this five month period for bonds. Four inside-day trade set-ups were triggered. Two were profitable entry strategies as a consistent bull trend continued after the long position entries. Two were small losses.

While inside-days occur frequently, a trade was not triggered following each inside-day. Whether a trade is triggered depends on the trend direction and the price range following the inside-day.

In several of the cases with these two charts, the day following the inside-day did not exceed the range of the day preceding the inside-day and a trade was not triggered. The rules could be expanded to include a breakout in the trend direction of the day prior to the inside day at any time following the inside-day. If this rule were added, trade entries for the bond period shown above following ISDs numbers 2, 8 and 11 would have been successful entries.

Why haven’t I broadened the rules to include a breakout of the range of the day prior to the inside-day at any time following the inside-day? Because I haven’t thoroughly tested this broader rule on a wide variety of markets, and I only want to present to you those strategies that have been thoroughly tested which have the highest probability of success.
Outside-Day Trade Set-Ups

An outside-day is a period of range expansion. A market usually continues in the direction of the close of an outside-day. The outside-day entry set-up requires the market to be monitored during the day.

Outside-Day Trade Set-Up Entry Rules

1. Only enter in the direction of the trend.
2. For a buy set-up, if the market first exceeds the low of the prior day without having exceeded the high of the prior day, buy one tick above the high of the prior day.
3. Place the initial protective sell-stop one tick below the low of the entry day up to the time the trade is entered.
4. Exit the position on the close if the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close. The failure of the close to be in the anticipated trend direction is a negative signal and reason to exit the trade.

Outside-Day Entry Set-Up

If the market has first exceeded the prior day’s low, buy the break above the prior day’s high.
Place the protective sell stop one tick below the low of the entry day.
Exit the trade on the close if the close is below the current day’s open and the prior day’s close.
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Outside-Day Plus Entry Strategy (OSD+)

The outside-day entry strategy described above requires the market to be monitored during the day. If this is not possible, enter on the break of the outside-day the following day if the break is in the direction of the trend. Also use this entry strategy even if the outside-day entry was exited on the close. Maintain the buy order until the market has broken out of the range of the outside-day.

Outside-Day Plus Entry Rules

1. Only trade in the direction of the trend.
2. For a bull trend, place a buy-stop one tick above the high of the outside-day. Maintain the buy-stop until the price range of the outside day is exceeded.
3. Place the initial protective sell-stop one tick below the low of the outside-day.

Outside-Day Plus One (OSD+)

Only take a signal in the trend direction.
Buy one tick above the outside-day high.
Place the protective sell stop one tick below the outside-day low.
Outside-Day Entry Strategies

Trend Down - Only Consider Short Entries
Each outside-day for this period is marked by a the solid box above the day. A bear trend began Sept. 12. Only short position trade set-ups are considered. For short position set-ups, the high of the previous day must be exceeded during the day before the sell-stop below the previous day may be made.

Sept. 23: An outside-day was made, but the open was below the low of the prior day. A sell order was not considered as the low of the previous day was exceeded before the high. An O5D+ may be possible the following day. As long as the high of the outside-day is not exceeded, maintain a sell-stop one tick below the low of the outside-day. Three days later, the sell order is elected. The protective buy-stop is placed one tick above the high of the outside day. It was never elected as the trend continued down.

Oct. 2: The open is above the prior day’s high. Place the sell-stop one tick below the prior day’s low. The sell order is elected later in the day. The close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close. The protective buy-stop is placed one tick above the Oct. 2 high. Traders who didn’t enter short on Oct. 2 may place a sell-stop one tick below the low of the outside
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day for an OSD+J sell strategy. This would have been elected the following day.

**Oct. 21:** Beans opened one tick above the prior day’s high. A sell-stop is placed one tick below the prior day’s low. It is elected later in the day. The short trade is not exited at the close of the outside-day because the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close. The protective buy-stop is placed one tick above the high of the outside-day. The short position is stopped out three days later.

---

**Trend Up - Only Consider Long Trade Entries**

**Sept. 6** was an outside-reversal-day which began the bull trend.

**Sept. 10:** Since the trend is up, only set-ups for long trades are considered. This outside-day did not meet the conditions for a long entry.

**Sept. 23:** Perfect outside-day entry set-up. Bonds opened below the prior day’s low. Place a buy-stop one tick above the prior day’s high. The buy-stop was elected later in the day and the close was above the current day’s open and prior day’s close. The protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the low of the outside-day. Bonds continued straight up.

**Oct. 9:** The set-up conditions for a long position were not made.
Oct. 25 and 29: These were both ideal outside-day trade set-ups for long positions. A buy was elected each of these days one tick above the high of the previous day.

Nov. 20 and 25: Both these days were also perfect outside-day trade set-ups for long positions. The protective sell-stops below the lows of the outside-days were not elected.

Of the seven outside-days during the Sept. 6 low - Dec. 3 high bull trend (9/6 reversal day not counted), five met the conditions for a long trade entry. Not one of the five was stopped out. The trend continued up in each case.

Outside Day Plus One: Each of the days above that made the outside-day trade entries also could have been entered on the day following the outside-day with the OSD+1 entry strategy. The capital exposure would have been slightly higher for each of these entries as the buy price was slightly higher.

Outside-day trade entry strategies are very high probability with relatively low capital exposure. Like all trade entry strategies, they must be considered in the context of the trend direction and the position of the market within the trend. If the dynamic technical analysis is signaling a trend is near termination, new trade entries should not be considered except for very short-term trades of 1-3 days.
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**Gann Pull Back Trade Entry Set-Up (GPE)**

The **Gann Pull-Back entry strategy** is based on W. D. Gann's observation that minor corrections in trending markets usually only last three days or so. This is a correct observation as anyone who has studied market trends is aware. The Gann Pull-Back trade set-up is designed to enter a trade on the *minor* corrections against the main trend.

**Gann Pull-Back Entry Rules**

1. Only enter in the direction of the trend.
2. For a sell set-up, the three most recent days must each have higher highs or any combination of two higher highs and an inside-day. Just the opposite for a buy set-up.
3. For a sell set-up, place a sell-stop one tick below the low of the prior day once the set-up conditions are met.
4. If the market makes a new high, adjust the sell-stop one tick below the low of the prior day.
5. Place the initial protective buy-stop one tick above the higher of the high of entry day or the day prior to entry.
6. Exit the position on the close of the entry day if the close is above the current day's open and the prior day's close.
**Gamma Pull-Back Trade Entry Set-Up**

If the market has made at least a three day counter-trend, sell one tick below the prior day’s low.

Place the initial protective buy-stop one tick above the high traded for the correction.

---

**Trend Direction Down**

Three higher highs.

Set-up conditions to sell complete.

Sell-stop to enter one tick below the prior day’s low.

---

Place the protective buy-stop (PBS) one tick above the higher of the entry-day high or prior day’s high.

---

Sell Stop To Enter

Place the protective buy-stop one tick above the higher of the entry-day high or prior day’s high. This example assumes the entry-day high was made prior to the sell-stop being elected.

---

Sell Stop To Enter

Exit on close if the close is above the entry day open and the prior day’s close.
Trend Up - Only Consider Long Trade Set-ups

The S&P bull trend was well established in Oct. 1996. The Gann Pull-Back trade entry technique should only be used to initiate long positions. The days following the Oct. 21 high are numbered for reference.

Day 3: The set-up conditions have been met. The S&P had made three consecutive lower-lows on Day 3. A buy-stop is placed one tick above the Day 3 high.

Day 4: The buy-stop above the Day 3 high was not elected. A new low is made on Day 4. Adjust the buy-stop to one tick above the Day 4 high to enter a long position.

Day 5: The buy-stop was elected. The initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the low of Day 4. The low of Day 4 was one tick below the prior day's low. This protective sell-stop was hit later in the day for a small loss on the day. Because the market has made another consecutive, new low, a new buy-stop is placed one tick above the high of Day 5.

Day 6: A new low is made without electing the buy-stop one tick above the previous day’s high.

Day 7: The buy-stop to enter a long position is adjusted to one tick above the Day 6 high. The buy-stop is elected. The trade is exited on the close for a loss as the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close.
The following day, the bull trend resumed. The Gann Pull-Back entry strategy has not placed the trader in a long position on the six day correction. The rule to exit the trade on the lower close on Day 7 took the trader out of a long position on the day prior to the resumption of the bull trend. Professional traders stick to the entry rules, even if the rules occasionally take you out of a trade.

Three days later on Day 10, the S&P made an inside-day trade set-up. The following day (Day 11) triggered a long position on the inside-day trade set-up and the S&P went straight up from there more than making up for the two small losses on the Gann Pull-Back trades.

I purposely chose an unsuccessful example first, so you would keep a firm grasp on reality and the principles of trading. Not all trading strategies are successful all of the time. The key is to follow the trading strategy rules which are designed to keep losses small. It is also important to have two or three trend-continuation entry strategies as part of the trading plan. When one fails, the other is likely to be successful.
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Trend Is Up - Only Consider Long Trade Set-Ups

The above chart shows the first correction that followed the Oct. 1996 correction on the previous chart. A high was made Nov. 26 followed by three days that traded within the range of Nov. 26. On the third trading day following the Nov. 26 high, the S&P made the first lower-low.

Day 3: The third lower-low. The set-up is complete. For a long trade entry on Day 4, place a buy-stop one tick above the Day 3 high.

Day 4: The buy-stop is elected to enter a long position. The initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the Day 3 low. However, the trade is exited on the close for a small loss. The close of entry day was below the current day’s open and the prior day’s close.

Day 5: At the end of Day 5, the set-up conditions of three lower-lows or two lower-lows and one inside-day are not met. The S&P has not made three consecutively lower-lows. The S&P rallies for two days (Days 6-7) followed by a resumption of the decline.

Day 10: A new set-up for a potential long trade is in place. The S&P has made three consecutively lower-lows at the completion of Day 10. A buy-stop to enter a long position is placed one tick above the Day 10 high.

Day 11: The buy-stop is elected as the Day 10 high is exceeded. The initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the Day 10 low. The sell-stop is elected later in the day for a loss. Even though the prior day’s
high was exceeded, the S&P is still making lower daily lows. A new buy-stop is placed one tick above the Day 11 high.

**Day 12:** A new low is made and the buy-stop above the prior day's high is not reached. The buy-stop is adjusted to one tick above the Day 12 high.

**Day 13:** The buy-stop is elected for a long position. The initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the Day 12 low. The S&P rallies strongly. Within just a day or two, the gain from the long trade has more than off-set the losses from the first two attempts to position long.

A minor high is made Dec. 31.

**Day 16:** The S&P has made three lower-lows for a Gann Pull-Back trade entry set-up. A buy-stop to enter a long position is placed one tick above the Day 16 high.

**Day 17:** The buy-stop is elected. The initial protective sell-stop is placed one tick below the Day 16 low. The bull trend continues to new highs.

As you can see from the set-ups and trades of these two charts, the Gann Pull-Back trade entry technique is designed to enter in the direction of the trend following minor corrections to the main trend. It may take two or three attempts to enter. The key is that unsuccessful trade entries only result in relatively small losses which should be quickly recovered by profits of the successful trade entry.

As with all trend-continuation entry techniques, it is critical to first determine the main trend direction and only take trades in the direction of the larger degree trend. It is also important to be alert if the Dynamic Trading analysis indicates a trend is nearing completion. If it appears to be nearing a zone with a high probability of completing the trend, trade entries should be avoided.

There are many other trend-reversal and trend-continuation entry strategies that are applicable to unique situations. Whole books have been written on short-term entry strategies such as Connor’s and Raschke’s Street Smarts and Cooper’s Hit and Run, both of which are highly recommended. If incorporating other short-term entry strategies, keep in mind to only consider them within the context of the trend direction and market position.
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**Protective Stop-Loss Adjustment - Protecting Unrealized Profits**

The prior sections described the initial trade-entry strategy and the initial stop-loss placement. If the trade-entry strategy is successful and the initial protective stop-loss is not elected prior to the trend continuing in the direction anticipated, the next objective is protecting the unrealized profits of the trade.

If a protective stop-loss is brought too close to the current position of the market, the trade may be stopped out on a short-term reaction prior to continuing the trend. If the protective stop-loss is kept too far from the current position of the market, a substantial portion of the unrealized profits may be “given back” if a trend reverses prior to an anticipated reversal.

While there is no perfect solution to this conundrum, Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies will help to limit losses and protect the majority of unrealized profits.

**The Principles of Stop-Loss Placement**

Dynamic Trading analysis methods help to identify how long in time and price a trend is likely to continue, the specific time and price zones with a high probability for trend reversal and the pattern that signals a trend termination.

1. The protective stop-loss should be kept relatively far from the current market position until the trend is confirmed.
2. The protective stop-loss should be brought relatively close to the market position when the Dynamic Trading analysis signals a trend has a high probability of terminating.
3. As a trend continues, traders must have a plan to adjust protective stops to either reduce the capital exposure for a loss or protect unrealized profits.
4. If a market approaches a set-up of projected time, price and pattern that signals the trend has a high probability of terminating, the protective stop-loss should be brought very close to the current market position.

There are many protective stop-loss strategies that may be utilized. The most effective and logical ones will be contingent on the market activity as it unfolds.

The initial protective stop strategies for trend reversal and trend continuation trade-entry have already been described. It is usually prudent to keep the initial stop away from the market in the initial stages of a trend.
until the market has confirmed that a new trend is underway. The initial stages of a trend can often be volatile with the market coming back to test the pivot extreme. What about when a trend is underway? How is the stop adjusted on a periodic basis as a market trend progresses?

**Swing Stop-Loss**

The simplest method for stop-loss placement is to place the protective stop-loss (PSL) just beyond the prior swing low or high. The definition of a bull market is the market that makes higher-highs and higher-lows. If the most recent low is exceeded, the bull trend is probably over. If the most recent high is exceeded, the trend is confirmed.

A strategy to adjust the protective stop-loss in a bull trend is to place it one tick below the prior swing low. As higher swing lows are made, the PSL is adjusted to the new low. Swing highs and lows must be objectively defined. What are the drawbacks to this simple but logical method of stop-loss placement?

1. In a strong trending market, price may move a great distance without making a new swing pivot. The PSL may remain a great distance from the current market position and a substantial unrealized profit may be greatly reduced before the PSL is elected.

2. If a market enters a prolonged, volatile trading range, the trader may be whipsawed to ruin prior to the trend getting underway. In the long run, net profits will only accrue from markets with large and consistent trends. Consistent losses will occur in trendless, choppy, trading-range markets. The relatively large profits that accrue from the major trends will often not overcome losses from high volatility, trendless periods.

A swing high or low should only be considered as a maximum stop-loss position. The initial stages of a trend usually have larger reactions with greater volatility as the consensus of traders is not yet one-sided. In the latter stages of the trend, reactions against the trend are usually relatively short in price and time as the vast majority of traders are one-sided in their opinion of the market position.
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Three-Day Low or High (3DL or H)

If a trend is valid, there should only be minor corrections to the trend. If you examine long histories of daily charts for many markets, you will find that once a trend is underway, the market will usually not retrace the range of the prior three days. The three-day high or low may be used to adjust the protective stop-loss as a market trend progresses.

A three-day low is the lowest price of the three days from the extreme high, inclusive of the high day. Inside-days are not counted. It is not the same as the low of the most recent three days.

Three-Day Low
The lowest price of the three days from the extreme high, inclusive of the high. Inside days are not counted.

In the figures above, the three days used to determine the three-day low are labeled 1, 2 and 3. Day one is always the highest price of the immediate trend. In figure one above, the inside-day following day-two is not counted. In figure two, day-three is not an inside-day. In figure three, the two days following day-two both traded within the range of day-two. Neither day is counted for the 3DL. Day-g is an inside-day to day-two. While day-b is not normally considered an inside-day because it traded
outside the range of the prior day, it did not trade outside the range of day two. The next day will not be counted until the range of day-two is exceeded. In figure four, the 3DL will not change until price moves outside the range of the high of day-one and the low of day-two. A three-day low is not the lowest price of the prior three days, but the lowest price of the three days from the extreme high inclusive of the high and exclusive of inside-days.

**Adjusting Protective Stop-Losses To The 2DL and 1DL**

Stop-losses placed one tick below the 3DL will usually keep you in the market through the majority of the trend. As a market nears a target with a high probability of completing the trend, the stop-loss should then be adjusted daily closer to the current market position to the two or one-day low.

The charts on the following pages illustrate when three-day lows and highs were exceeded for several markets. These chart illustrations are simply for you to be able to identify the position of the three-day highs and lows. Other analysis and trading factors are not considered.
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Three-Day Lows
During the Dec. 17, 1996 to Feb. 19, 1997 rally, the S&P exceeded the 3DL three times as noted by the bold horizontal bars on the chart below. Daily reversal signals are also noted.

The main trend of the S&P was very bullish during this period. As you can see, the S&P remained above the 3DLs throughout this period right up to the minor tops prior to the corrections.

Only the 3DLs that were exceeded are marked by the bold horizontal lines on the chart. The dates of the swing highs and lows are noted. Follow the daily bars one day at a time beginning with the Dec. 17 low and note each new 3DL. Remember to not count the inside-days.
Three-Day Highs (3DH)

Silver was in a consistent bear trend from the Aug. 1996 high into the Jan. 1997 low. The first 3DH to be exceeded was the trading day following the Nov. 6 low.

Note that the 3DH in late Sept. was far above the market and was never exceeded during the three week correction that began from the Sept. 20 low.
Three-Day Highs (3DH)

Bonds exceeded the 3DH just three times during the Dec. 3, 1996 to Jan. 29, 1997 decline. Remember that these examples are only to show the positions of the 3DHs without consideration to market position or trading strategies.

A 3DH or L would not be used as a protective stop-loss target if the time, price or pattern analysis signaled a trend was near termination. The stop-loss would be adjusted to the two or one-day high or low.
Multiple Contract Positions - Short and Intermediate Term Trades

Initial positions should be taken with two or three units. A unit is a specified number of contracts. For our discussion, we will consider one unit is one contract. If two contracts are traded, one contract should be considered a short-term position and one an intermediate-term position. If the market moves in the anticipated direction, the objective is to take profits on the short-term position relatively quickly and remain in the market with the intermediate-term position for the majority of the trend.

Why cover the short-term position relatively quickly? If the technical analysis of the markets was right-on all of the time, we would hold all positions to the ultimate trend objective. No analysis method is correct all of the time. The objective is to take profits on one unit relatively quickly in the event the market does not reach the trend objective.

Profit Objective For Short-Term Positions

What is the target for profit-taking on the short-term position? As with every aspect of trading, the first consideration is the philosophy or concept behind the trading guideline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short-Term Profit Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The <em>minimum</em> profit objective for the short-term position should be the minimum price target anticipated if the main trend is <em>not</em> in the direction anticipated but is only a correction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For instance, if the trader believes that a new bull-trend is beginning, what would the price objective be if the rally was only a typical correction to the prior bear-trend? In other words, what is the minimum expectation of the rally if it is only a corrective rally to a bear trend and not a new bull trend? The short-term long position would be covered if the market reached the minimum price anticipated if the main trend had not turned and the rally was only a correction.
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Price Objective For The Short Term Position
The minimum price target if the main trend is not in the direction anticipated. With the case below, if the rally is a correction and not the beginning of a new bull trend, the minimum objective anticipated for an ABC correction is usually where wave-C equals the price range of wave-A.

| Price objective for one unit (short-term position) at the 100% Alternate Price Projection where the price range of C would equal the price range of A. |

| A or 1 |

| B or 2 |

Assume two unit long position taken near B or 2.

In the example above, profit should be taken on the short-term position either at or near the 100% Alternate Price Projection or the trailing protective sell-stop on the short-term position should be adjusted close to the market such as one tick below the prior day’s low if the 100% APP is reached.

The examples of short-term profit objectives on the following pages do not attempt to show all of the possibilities. They only show the assumed major trend and where is the short-term profit objective. They are designed to make you think. If you know how to think in terms of your trading objective, you will be able to make a logical trading decision regardless of what ever market activity unfolds.

The examples on the following pages do not show how the market activity progress after the short-term profit objective was met. We are only concerned at this point in time with how to arrive at a profit objective for the short-term units of a multiple-unit position.
Short-Term Profit Objective

Let's assume that our analysis of the bond market concluded that the Dec. 3 high was the beginning of a bear trend that should continue to decline below the Sept. low. Where should the profit objective be for the short-term units of a short position?

The profit objective for the short-term position should be at the price target that would be anticipated if our outlook for a new major bear trend was incorrect and the decline from the Dec. 3 high was a correction to a bull trend and not the beginning of a new bear trend.

If a bear trend is underway, Dec. 17 should be a Wave-1 low and Dec. 30 should be a Wave-2 high. If the decline is a correction, Dec. 17 should be a wave-A low and Dec. 30 a wave-B high. The price zone of 109.22-109.17 would be the logical objective for a wave-C low if the decline is a correction. This price zone includes the 100% Alternate Price Projection where W.C = 100% W.A and the 61.8% retracement of the prior rally. On Jan. 10, bonds tagged this price zone. Either profits should be taken at this price or protective sell-stops brought very close to the market position on the short-term units.

It is important that you understand the line of thinking here. We are not concerned whether bonds continued lower or not. We are only concerned with the process of taking profits on a portion of the short position.
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Short-Term Profit Objective

Crude made what appeared to be a wave-5 high on Jan. 9 on a key reversal day. Let's assume our analysis suggests a major bear trend began with the Jan. 9 high and we took a multiple short position at or near the Jan. 9 top. The initial sharp decline and rally is labeled 1 or A and 2 or B on the chart above. The same wide-range bar is both the low and high. The intraday chart (not included) shows that the low was made early in the day and the high near the end of the day.

If the decline were to be an ABC correction, the typical price objective for the wave-C would be the 23.89-23.60 price zone. This price zone includes where W.C = W.A, the 50% retracement from the Nov. 6 low, the 61.8% retracement from the Dec. 11 low and the 100% Alternate Price Projection of the Dec. 6 H-Dec. 11 L.

Crude reached this price zone in the second half of Jan. The short-term, profit-taking units of the short position should either be covered at this price zone or the protective stop-loss brought very close to the market such as trailed one tick above the one-day-high (TDH).
On Feb. 19, the S&P made a reversal day high. Let's assume we considered that top as the beginning of a major bear trend. The S&P declined to make a swing low and high that are labeled 1 or A and 2 or B on the chart above. If the decline were a correction and not the beginning of a major bear trend, the typical price objective for the correction would be 795.70-791.95. This price zone includes where W.C = 100% W.A and the 50% retracements from the prior two lows (Jan. 28 and Feb. 5) prior the Feb. 19 high.

The S&P slightly exceeded this price zone and reversed sharply up. Profits on the short-term units of a short position would be taken when this price was reached or the protective stop-loss brought very close to the market.

On the chart above, I have shown a few days following the March 3 low. If a five-wave bear sequence had begun from the Feb. 19 top, the S&P should not trade above the wave-1 low prior to completing the five-wave sequence. Remember the Elliott Wave guideline that wave-4 should not trade into the price range of wave-1.

In early March, the S&P traded and closed into the range of wave-1, voiding a five-wave count. Where do you think the logical protective stop-loss price would be for the long-term units of a short position? If the S&P trades above the wave-1 low and closes above the wave-1 closing low, the five-wave, bearish impulse sequence is voided. All short positions would be abandoned when this occurred.
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Intermediate-Term Profit Objective
Where is the objective for the second unit of a position? It is most important to first have a concept of what we are trying to accomplish and the practical application usually follows with little effort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intermediate Term Profit Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The intermediate-term profit objective is where time, price and pattern coincide to signal the termination of the trend.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other words, the profit objective is defined by the market activity particular to any one situation. While this sounds very vague, it is firmly grounded in the reality that a market is dynamic and fixed rules for profit-taking are not based on the reality of a dynamic market. Dynamic Tracing analysis methods will usually provide you with a firm opinion of the current position of a market and the high probability objectives of any trend or counter-trend.

We will take a look at just one example of how to be prepared for an intermediate-term position profit objective. The important lesson to learn from this example is how to think in terms of identifying a profit objective. The Putting It All Together chapter will provide a variety of examples.
Intermediate-Term Profit Objective

The chart example below of bonds declining into the Nov. 1994 low was shown in the chapters on time, price and pattern analysis. We will include all of the factors here to illustrate the objective for an intermediate-term position. The previous chapters provided more detail on the position of bonds going into the Nov. 1994 low.

As you will recall, Aug. 2, 1994 was a wave-4 high counting from the Oct. 1993 high. In early Oct. 1994, bonds declined to make a wide-range, reversal day up on Oct. 7, just two days following a Dynamic Time Projection with a potential for making a low. Two factors clearly indicated that the low was probably not complete on Oct. 7.

1. Clearly, a five-wave decline had not completed. The decline from the Aug. 2, 1994 high to the Oct. 7, 1994 low had all of the characteristics of the first three waves of a five-wave sequence.

2. The Time Rhythm Zone projection for a low did not begin until Oct. 26. The second Dynamic Time Projection of Nov. 11-14 fell right within the TRZ for a low.

These two factors, time and pattern, strongly suggested that bonds would continue lower to at least late Oct. before completing the decline from the Aug. 2 high. The time, price and pattern factors had not coincided to signal the trend was complete.
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Following the Oct. 18, W.4:5 high, bonds continued to decline to new lows as anticipated. A price target for the W.5:5 low was 96.14-96.00. Bonds had declined to new lows into the Time Rhythm Zone for a low which began Oct. 26. On Nov. 11, right within the TRZ for a low and a Dynamic Time Projection for trend change (Nov. 11-14), bonds made a low of 96.01, precisely within the price target for the low.

Time, price and pattern had all coincided to signal the bear trend was at or near completion. The intermediate-term profit objective had been met. Bonds had now reached the ideal target to complete the bear trend. Protective buy-stops on short positions should be brought very close to the market such as one tick above the prior day’s high. The following day, bonds completed a snap-back-reversal day. The bear trend was complete.

This is a real example of the power of Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies. Wouldn’t it be nice if every market trend unfolded in textbook, symmetrical five-wave structures and completed every trend at the projected time and price targets? They don’t, but that is not important for this discussion. What is important is that you understand the concept of trend and profit objectives. When you understand the concept, you will be able to judge from most market positions the logical objective for the trade.

A profit objective for the intermediate term position is when the dynamic technical analysis signals that a trend is at or near completion. That is when protective stops are brought very close to the market.
Trading Log - An Important Key To Success

It is very important that all traders keep a trading log of one form or another, particularly in the early years of trading until good analysis and trading habits are formed. The trading log may be in a journal form with entries each day concerning the relevant information for each market that you intend to trade or in a chart/data format. It is less important how detailed is the trading log than whether it is consistently updated on a regular basis.

Consistently keeping a trading log will provide several benefits.

1. It will help ensure that you keep current on all relevant information needed to make a trading decision.
2. You will be prepared in advance for the market activity that provides an acceptable trade set up.
3. You will have written down in advance the trading strategies to implement including the specific entry and initial protective stop-loss orders.
4. It will facilitate the trader to keep assessed of the market position in order to manage the trade until closed out.
5. You will have a hard copy record of the trade for later review to discover if you have followed your trading plan and can improve on the analysis techniques, trading strategies, etc.
6. A consistently updated trading log will help you to define specific trading rules and strategies.
7. The trading log will be a permanent record of your thoughts, ideas and motivation for each trade which will help you to learn about yourself as a trader.

If the trading log is kept in a journal format, I suggest keeping a separate journal for each market or at least for each market group. That way it will be easier to follow the line of thought regarding the analysis and trading strategies for each market.

I use and recommend a chart/critical information format for several reasons. I know the key information that I need to develop an opinion of the position of a market and the necessary trade set-up to consider entering a trade. Since the categories of that information are always the same, it is easiest to develop a form where I will not forget to include the key information, and I can review the critical information quickly.
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In the many years of teaching market analysis and trading strategies to hundreds of traders and prospective traders through my workshops, newsletter and home study course, almost every successful trader that I have talked to keeps a trading log of one form or another. And, they review the trading log on a regular basis for keys to avoid mistakes and improve trading performance in the future. Virtually none of the unsuccessful or prospective traders keep trading logs. That should tell you something.

A trading log should include the key information necessary to make a trading decision. It should also include a brief description of your opinion of the market, what will constitute a trade set-up and what are the specific triggers that will signal a trade.

One of the important benefits of a trading log is that it helps to employ the discipline that all of the decisions for trading are made in advance. Once the criteria for a trade are decided upon, it is simply a matter of waiting for the market to meet that criteria and the trader then automatically takes action.

The following pages include formats for a trading log that are helpful to prepare for and follow through on a trade. I like to keep all of the relevant information on one page which includes a current chart of the market. I use three different worksheets which are the Trade Preparation and Initiation, Trade Management and Closed Trade Critique Worksheets. The descriptions of the trading logs begin on the following page.

The Putting It All Together Chapter will include completed trading logs.
Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

The purpose of this form is to ensure the trader is aware of all of the critical information necessary before making a trade. This form is completed as a market is approaching a set-up for a potential trade. The relevant technical information is included as well as the “set-up” that is required to initiate the trade and what trading action will be taken if a trade is initiated.

Trade #/Date: Assign a number to the trade and date the worksheet. If multiple worksheets are made relative to the one trade, they will be kept in order.

Objective: The objective is a short note of what to anticipate from the trade within the context of the analysis. It is often stated in terms of the pattern that is developing and may state the relative degree of the trade anticipated such as short, intermediate or long term.

Trend: Included are the three degrees of trend of the current market position. If your trading plan includes the restriction of never trading against the intermediate term trend, this will be a reminder in which direction you must trade. Always include the date of the pivot each trend began.

Time (PTPPs): The Projected Turning Point Periods projected from the past pivots. Include the date of the past pivot and the projected dates.

Price: Res. (Resistance) and Support: Shows the potential price support and resistance zones and the date of the pivots from where they are projected.

TCS (Trend Continuation Signal): Usually a price level that, if exceeded, indicates the continuation of the trend. Can also be a time objective. If the trend continues beyond the time objective it is a signal that the trend will continue.

TRS (Trend Reversal Signal): Usually a price level against the trend that, if exceeded, signals the current trend is exhausted and has reversed.

Pattern: The current position of the market relevant to pattern. Frequently includes an Elliott wave count. It may be as simple as a statement whether the market is in an impulsive or corrective position.

Set-Up: Briefly describes the market activity that is required for a trade set-up. This could be a reversal signal at a time and price coincidence, break-out of a prior swing pivot or any other criteria that is required before a trade is acceptable.
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Action To Take: This is the trade that will be taken if the market meets all of the trade criteria. It includes the details of how many futures or option contracts will be purchased or sold.

Order: The order is the specific order given to the broker. It includes a space for the order number given by the brokerage company.

Filled (D/T/P)?: The date, time and price an order is filled.

Canceled (D/T)?: The date and time if the order is canceled prior to being filled.

Initial PS (Protective Stop): The initial protective stop-loss order including the brokerage firm’s order number. A position is never open without an open protective stop-loss order in the market. If the “Filled” space is complete and there is no open protective stop, quit trading. No one in their right mind has an open position without an open protective stop-loss order.

Adjust PS (Units 1, 2 and 3): The market activity that will signal an adjustment of the protective stop-loss order. Space is provided if the initial trade was up to three units as the PS on each unit may be different depending on the objective of each unit.

Commentary (Include Date): It is not necessary to complete a new worksheet each day. Make a brief note each day or just when any relevant information changes as to the position of the market or any other information you might want to review at a later date.
### Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trade Objective</th>
<th>Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart Goes Here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Int.</th>
<th>Major</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (FITPs)</th>
<th>From</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>From</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCS</th>
<th>TRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set-Up</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action to Take</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Order</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Filled? (Y/N/F)</th>
<th>Canceled? (Y/N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial FS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjust FS</th>
<th>Unit 1</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unit 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unit 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commentary</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trade Management Worksheet

Use this worksheet to monitor a trade while it is in progress. It includes the same categories of technical information as the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet. The time projections usually do not change. The price support and resistance projections may change as new pivots are made. The trend continuation (TCS) and reversal (TRS) signals may change as a market progresses.

Trade # & Date of Worksheet: The Trade # followed by the worksheet number relevant to this trade and the date the worksheet was first prepared.

Current Position: The current trade position including the market, contract and long or short.

PS-OO (Protective Stop-Open Order): The open protective stop-loss order and its brokerage firm number.

Add Position: Describes the market activity that will signal to add to the initial position.

Adjust PS (Units 1, 2 and 3): Describes the market activity that will signal an adjustment to the protective stop on each position.

ST-Obj (Short-Term Objective): The profit objective for the short-term units of a multiple unit position.

Commentary: Enter a brief any day that any additional relevant information develops. This section may include dates of reports that are relevant to this market.
### Dynamic Trader - Chapter 6

#### Trade Management Worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Position</th>
<th>Trade #/ Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS-00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Chart Goes Here

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTPPs</th>
<th>Fr</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resistance</th>
<th>Fr</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Int</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Fr</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>Minor</th>
<th>Int</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>TCS</th>
<th>YES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Add Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adj. FS - Unit 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ST Obj.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Commentary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

The Closed Trade Critique Worksheet is completed when all positions of a trade are closed out. A review of each completed trade will be one of the most important factors to help improve your trading performance.

The Trade Critique Worksheet includes space for the account information of the trade including entry and exit date and price, net profit or loss, etc. It also includes space for trade comments and, most importantly, lessons learned.

Trade & Date of Worksheet: The Trade # followed by the worksheet number relevant to this trade and the date this worksheet was first prepared.

Unit: The trade position of each unit including long (L) or short (S), number of contracts, contract month and market. There is space for three units that may have been taken relative to the same trade.

Entry / Exit: The date and price of entry and exit of each trade position.

P/L (Profit or Loss): The number of ticks profit or loss per contract of each position.

# Con. (contracts): The number of contracts of each position.

Unit Value: The dollar value of each tick for the contract traded.

Con. (commission): The commission and fees charged per contract traded.

Trade P/L: The net trade profit or loss for the position. This considers the number of contracts, profit or loss per contract and commission charged.

Total Trade P/L: The total trade profit or loss considers all positions for the trade.

These worksheets were designed on a spreadsheet. The trade data rows and columns described above were designed so the spreadsheet will automatically calculate the Trade P/L and Total Trade P/L.

Trade Comments: Include any comments you feel are necessary to review the trade.

Lessons Learned: This is a very important section. Review what you did right as well as what could have been done better to improve the trade. You want to both reinforce the correct actions taken so you will continue to take them in the future, as well as review if you did not follow your trading plan so you will improve in the future. The Lessons Learned section will be your key to review whether your trading plan is acceptable, and if you are following it.
### Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

- **Market**: 
- **Trade # / Date**: 

**Chart Goes Here**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Comm</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Trade P/L**: 

**Trade Comments**

- 
- 
- 
- 

**Lessons Learned**

- 
- 
- 
- 

---

*Dynamic Trader - Chapter 6*
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Success Is A Choice You Make

Preparing a series of trade worksheets may seem like a lot of work, but they will pay big dividends in the long run. They are really not that time consuming to initially prepare and keep up-to-date. In most cases, once the initial worksheet is prepared, only a brief note is made each day unless the market provides new information that requires an adjustment to the technical analysis position such as new time or price objectives.

The Putting It All Together chapter will include examples of completed worksheets.

The worksheet formats described above are only suggestions. You may design a format that you find more suitable. The important factor is that you have the critical information needed to make a trading decision in writing. You will have a permanent record of your line-of-thought, analysis factors and why you made the trading decision. You may not want to include a chart with each worksheet, but I find the chart a very valuable reference of the market position when the trade was considered.

Whether you use the formats described on the previous pages or one of your own design, one thing is certain, a trading log of some form is critically important to your success. You will only be able to improve upon your future trading activities by carefully reviewing your past trading activities and monitoring your current trading activities. This is a critical principle for the success of any business.

If you want to be a success in the business of trading, keep a trading log religiously and review it frequently. Remember to keep in mind:

Almost all consistently, successful traders keep a trading log or journal in one format or another. Most unsuccessful traders do not keep a trading log or journal.

Do you want to develop the habits of the successful or unsuccessful traders? It is your choice! It is your money! If you are committed to success in the business of trading, you will keep a trading log.
Trading Philosophy, Trading Plan and Trading Rules

All successful businesses are driven by a specific objective which includes a plan of action: how to accomplish the objective. Most traders would say, "my objective is to make a profit." A profit is the outcome of a well thought out, well tested and implemented trading plan.

The Trading Philosophy is the general style and objectives of your trading business. The Trading Philosophy will describe just what you are trying to accomplish. The Trading Plan is the fundamental set of rules that guide your trading decisions. The Trading Plan will describe the basis of the strategies and tactics that will be the guide to the day-to-day activities. The Trading Rules are the specific guidelines which must be met before a trading action is initiated.

It is essential that the trading philosophy, plan and rules be well thought out and in writing. The business of trading is like any other business. Its success will not only be contingent on the knowledge of the individual, but how well the business is planned. It is a mistaken belief that most businesses fail in a relatively short period of time because of a lack of capital.

The Business of Speculation Is Like All Other Businesses

Most businesses fail primarily because of a lack of planning and a lack of knowledge of the business and how to manage the business. It is no different with the business of trading. Significant capital is probably the least necessary component.

Each individual trader must develop his or her own trading philosophy, plan and rules. You will never be successful in the long run by adopting someone else’s trading philosophy, plan and rules.
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Trading Philosophy

The trading philosophy should be in a narrative form and describe:

1. The trading time frame. Is the objective to trade short, intermediate or long-term trades? What is the general time frame considered for each of these periods?
2. The general parameters of the type of activity necessary to indicate a potential trade. Are you only looking to enter on trend-reversal set-ups or breakout trend-confirmation set-ups or both?
3. The general parameters of the capital exposure that is acceptable and the profit objectives.

Trading Philosophy Examples

Below are a couple examples of trading philosophies. They represent two completely different trading objectives and will each have a different trading plan and trading rules.

The objective is to identify the trading condition set-ups for short to intermediate term trades. Those that will last from several days to several weeks. At least two units will be taken with most trades with the objective to take profits at the short-term objective on one unit and hold the second unit to the termination of the intermediate term trend.

Trend-reversal trades will be entered when the time, price and pattern analysis factors indicate a trend reversal is probable and a daily reversal is made. Trend-continuation trades will be made following a trend reversal.

The capital exposure for any one position will not exceed 3% of the account balance. All trades will be held until stopped out of the market by the protective stop-loss.

This trading philosophy will form the foundation of the trading plan and trading rules for short to intermediate term trading where a trade is held until stopped out. A completely different trading philosophy might be:

The objective is to identify the main trend and only enter short-term trades of one to three days in the direction of the main trend. A protective stop-loss is trailed very close to the market and profits are taken at short-term price objectives.
This is a completely different trading philosophy with a short-term time frame and the objective to take relatively quick profits on successful trades.

As with most businesses, you have a better chance of success if you specialize. It is unlikely you will be successful by trying to be a short-term, scalp trader as well as looking to trade the long-term trends that last several weeks to several months. The analysis techniques and trading strategies of each are much different. Almost all successful traders specialize in one type of trading.

The trading philosophy will provide the objective of what style of trading you are trying to accomplish and the general parameters of how you will accomplish the objective. The trading philosophy examples above are just that, examples. It is important for you too think about what your own trading objectives should be and for you to develop your own trading philosophy. This isn’t the time to develop paralysis of analysis. Don’t get hung-up on the details but take the time to simply state what you are trying to accomplish in your trading business.

Trading Plan

We move from the very general Trading Philosophy to the more specific Trading Plan. The Trading Plan consists of the fundamental principles that guide your trading business. The Trading Plan does not include specific trade-action rules.

An example of a trading plan might include the following:

1. The first objective is to protect and preserve capital.
2. Only initiate a trend-reversal trade when at least two of the three factors of time, price and pattern signal a trend-reversal is probable and one of the four daily reversal signals is made.
3. Only initiate a trend-continuation trade when at least two of the three factors of time, price and pattern have signaled a trend reversal and one of the three trend-continuation entry set-ups is made.
4. Every open trade must have an open protective stop-loss.
5. Trades are only exited by the election of a protective stop-loss, never at a specific price objective.
6. Never add to a losing position.
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The first objective is to protect and preserve capital. It seems ludicrous that this rule would even have to be stated. Almost all unsuccessful traders focus on the idea of potential profits and ignore the potential for losses. Almost all successful traders are fanatical about limiting losses knowing that there is no possibility of being profitable or even staying in business over the long run if capital is not preserved.

It is often said, "take care of your losses, and your profits will take care of themselves." There is a lot of truth to this statement. If you don't take care of losses by limiting them, you will not have the capital to commit to the opportunities to realize profits. The specific guidelines to protect and preserve capital should be stated in the trading plan such as the maximum allowable capital exposure per trade.

An example is the initial capital exposure per trade shall never exceed 3% of the available account equity. In this case, a trade will never be entered if the stop-loss position is further from the entry position than the dollar amount equal to 3% of the available trading equity. The capital exposure rule may be a fixed dollar amount per contract such as $500. The important factor is that you have agreed upon some guideline to preserve capital by limiting losses. Every trading plan must include the guideline to preserve capital by limiting losses.

Only initiate a trend-reversal trade when at least two of the three factors of time, price and pattern signal a trend-reversal is probable and one of the four daily reversal signals is made. This trading plan principle considers the context of the analysis methodology taught in this book and recognizes that a market must meet certain technical conditions before a trend-reversal, trade-entry is considered. The trading rules will define the acceptable conditions. This trading plan principle also limits the initial trend-reversal, trade-entries to a specific reversal pattern. In other words, trades will never be taken at the coincidence of projected time and price targets, no matter how strong, without a reversal signal.

This part of the trading plan is specifically oriented to the trader buying bottoms and selling tops when the high probability conditions for a bottom or top are met. Almost every trading educator, publisher and advisor teaches to never try to buy the bottom or sell the top and only enter on an established trend. That is because they do not have the technical analysis methods to identify with a high probability the conditions when tops and bottoms are made. Dynamic Traders have this knowledge and an important part of their trading plan should be to take advantage of these unique technical analysis methods.
Only initiate a trend-continuation trade when at least two of the three factors of time, price and pattern have signaled a trend reversal and one of the three trend-continuation entry set-ups is made. This guideline is similar to the previous one except it addresses trade entries after a trend is established and limits the trend-continuation trade entries to specific trend-continuation set-ups.

Every open trade has an open protective stop-loss. If you ever have a trade position without an open protective stop-loss order in place with the broker, you are not a trader. You're an idiot. If there is a time in your life when you will be hit by a truck, have a heart attack or fall into a coma, it will be when you have an open position. What if the market moves relentlessly against your position as you are resisting going down that one-way tunnel toward the light? Do you want the first words you hear when you return to consciousness to be “honey, what’s a margin call?”

Trades are only exited by the election of a protective stop-loss, never at a specific price objective. The trading plan must include the rule for how a position is exited. The exit rule as stated here, requires a trade to only be exited by electing a stop-loss. The specific trading rules will define the specific position of initial and trailing protective stop-losses. A different trading plan may accept profit taking objectives of a fixed dollar amount or percentage gain on the trade.

Never add to a losing position. Adding to a losing position could be one definition of insanity. Do two wrongs make a right?

A trading plan should clearly define the basic foundation of your business of trading and the fundamental and general rules that will guide your decisions. The trading plan described above is just an example. Yours may be more comprehensive. But beware of paralysis of analysis. If your trading plan covers page after page of rules and guidelines, you've probably missed the point that the trading plan is a firm guideline to the direction you are taking and the general, inviolate rules. It is not a plan that dictates every individual action.

Planning is a three stage process that begins from the very general and works its way to the specific. The Trading Philosophy is a very generalized narrative of the direction and objectives of the business. The Trading Plan is a bit more specific and definitely provides some limited parameters on what activities will be engaged in. Step three is the Trading Rules. The Trading Rules are even more specific and provide the conditions that must be met before taking a specific trading action.
Trading Strategies and Trade Management

Trading Rules

The trading rules are the specific qualifications that must be met before any trade action may be taken. All rules are limiting by nature. Rules always relate to a condition. The more rules, the fewer conditions acceptable for a trade action.

A mechanical trading system consists of specific, mathematically defined and inviolate rules. Each decision is made by the “system” without input by the user. In chapter one, I expressed my less than positive opinion of trading “systems” and the absurdity of considering any business could be successful without the application of the knowledge and judgment of the business owner. So then what do I mean by trading rules?

Trading rules as used here are the minimum qualifications that must be met before a trade action may be taken whether it is a trade entry, protective-stop placement or trade exit. In other words, a decision will only be made if a market is in a position where the probabilities for success are in favor of the decision maker. Let’s consider a couple of examples of trading rules.

A initial trade entry is never taken prior to the market making at least a 50% retracement from what is suspected as the extreme high or low. In Elliott wave terms, traders would only look to buy when either the wave-2 or wave-B has made at least a 50% price retracement of wave-1 or wave-A. W. D. Gann taught that the “safest time to enter a market is on the first correction to the high or low.” What did he mean by “safest?” He meant the time with the greatest probability of being followed by a fast and prolonged trend. In Elliott wave terms this would be the wave-3.

This rule would preclude considering buying the bottom of a bear trend or selling the top of a bull trend. This rule would force the trader to wait for at least some minor confirmation a trend has reversed and to be prepared to buy on the initial correction to the suspected new trend.

This rule does not cause a trading action to be taken, but provides the minimum qualifications for a market position before a trade may be considered.

Another rule might be - The protective stop-loss shall never be placed further than one tick beyond the three-day high or low once a market has exceeded the 100% alternate price projection. This simple rule recognizes that a market that exceeds the 100% alternate price projection is probably in an impulse trend that should only have relatively minor corrections until the trend is at or near completion. This is the time to trail the protective-stop relatively close to the market.

A relatively short-term trader’s trading plan may include a rule such
as - The protective stop-loss will never be further than one tick beyond the prior day’s extreme once a position has reached a $700 profit. This is a simple rule that considers the protective stop-loss should be kept close to the market position as soon as a minimum, unrealized profit is achieved. For very short-term traders, the prior day’s high or low may be a long way away. Their minimum protective stop-loss rule may be much closer. Another trading rule may require a position be closed at a specific profit objective, say $500, no matter what the outlook for the main trend.

As you can see from just these three examples, a trading rule may be very specific and limiting, or it may only provide a minimum qualification before a trade action may be taken.

Your Trading Rules Must Be Your Trading Rules

I am not going to provide an example of a series of trading rules as I provided examples with the trading philosophy and trading plan. It is critical to your success that you develop your own trading rules based on the objectives of your trading plan and the technical analysis methods you employ. Developing your own, specific trading rules will require you to think carefully about your trading objectives and the technical analysis methods you are going to use. I don’t want you to even be under the illusion that someone can do this for you.

Some readers may think this is a cop-out on my part. I’ve presented analysis methods and trading strategies. Shouldn’t I now provide you with a specific trading plan and trading rules? Don’t other authors of trading books provide you with just this? Your trading business is unique. You will have goals and objectives different from other traders. But, there is one factor that is common to all successful traders.

All successful traders have created their own trading plans and trading rules. They know success cannot be bought. All successful traders have taken the time to develop their own trading plans and rules that guide their business of trading. The Dynamic Trading analysis techniques and trading strategies taught in this book provide you with a comprehensive framework of understanding market activity and the position of the market at any time. The trading strategies taught have provided you with simple low-risk and low-capital exposure trade set-ups.

The next chapter, Putting It All Together, will help demonstrate to you the practical application of all that you have learned up to this point. After completing the next chapter, you will be in a position to develop your own trading plan, rules and strategies based on your goals and objectives.
Dynamic Time and Price Projections, Energy Levels and the Atomic Particle Model

Most of us are familiar with the model of an atom as a mini solar system where the nucleus is the sun and the electrons are the orbiting planets. This is called the particle model of the atom as opposed to the wave model. In the solar system, the distance of the planets from the sun varies somewhat because their revolution about the sun is not a perfect circle, but an ellipse. However, in the particle model of the atom, the position of the orbits of the electrons are discrete energy levels. That is, the orbiting electrons are maintained within a definite and distinct energy level and do not waver in or out of the orbit position or distance from the nucleus.

Electrons may “jump” from one orbit or energy level to another, but will never occupy a position between the orbits. The electron makes the jump without ever passing through the space between the orbits. However, we cannot determine in advance when a particular electron is going to jump from one orbit to another or whether it will jump to the closest or a further away orbit.

Our market model may be similar to the solar system, atomic-particle model. Let’s consider projected Dynamic Time and Price zones as being similar to the discrete, electron orbit levels. The Dynamic Time and Price levels are like the orbit/energy levels of the electrons. In this model, if a market exceeds a Dynamic Time or Price level, it will most likely continue to the next “orbit” or Dynamic Time or Price level. They are different in that they are relatively narrow ranges or zones rather than a single, distinct level.

In the atomic model, an electron does not spend any time between orbits as it jumps from one orbit to another. In our market model, price must travel through the “space” between the time and price orbits or levels. In the atomic model, there are no exceptions to the distinct orbit levels and jumping from one orbit to another. In other words, the distinct orbits are the only acceptable levels for an electron to exist and the electron will never reside in the space between orbits.

In the market model, we are dealing with probabilities. The greatest probability is that the market will proceed to the next projected Dynamic Time or Price level once one is exceeded, but it is not a certainty. And of course, the market must travel in the space between the projected Dynamic Time and Price “orbits.”

How is the atomic, particle-model of practical value for traders and investors? If a market exceeds a projected Dynamic Price level, the odds favor that the market will continue to at least the next projected level. In other words, we have a high probability outlook that the trend will
continue to a defined objective. The same is true of time. If the market
trends through a Dynamic Time projection (orbit), the odds favor that the
trend will continue to the next time projection or “orbit.”

Our analogy of market movement with the solar/atomic-model makes
an important assumption. The trader or investor has a methodology that
identifies time and price zones or “orbits” with consistent reliability.
Dynamic Traders have just that. While the analogy of the market with
the atomic model is not perfect, it provides an excellent model of how a
market typically “jumps” from one Dynamic Time and Price level to
another.
Chapter 7

Putting It All Together

The man who goes to the top as a commodity trader does not do as he pleases. He submits to controls, to discipline. He brings his desires into line by channeling his resources and strengths into the trades that have a high potential and a high degree of certainty.

Roy W. Longstreet

In the Putting It All Together chapter you

• Learn how to initially organize all of the information to clearly understand the position of a market.

• Learn how to develop trading plans and trading strategies.

• Learn how to organize and update the Dynamic Technical Analysis and trading strategies with Trading Log Worksheets.

• Learn how to maintain a structured, patient and disciplined approach to technical analysis and practical trading strategies.

• Learn a Consistency of Approach to trading.
Putting It All Together

It's Easier Than You Think

The previous chapters have presented a vast array of dynamic technical analysis techniques and trading strategies. It may seem overwhelming how to put it all into practice to make a trading decision. It's not as difficult as it may seem. This chapter will walk you through the process of what Dynamic Trading technical analysis information and trading strategies to consider to make the trading decision.

The next seventy pages or so will describe a series of bond trades over approximately a one year time period. Keep in mind that it would only take a few minutes a day to keep the information up-to-date. This chapter is quite extensive because of the detailed commentary for this relatively brief period for bonds.

One of the important objectives of this chapter is to help you develop a disciplined and consistent approach to your trading. As you study this chapter, keep aware of the consistency of the approach to trading. There is a consistency in the time, price and pattern technical analysis and trading strategies. Only the most basic time and price projections and trading strategies are considered a part of the trading plan for these examples. The downfall of many amateur traders is “paralysis of analysis.” Keep trading relatively simple until the basics are mastered. While there may be fewer set-ups that meet your relatively limited acceptable conditions for a trade, the chance of long-term success is greatly enhanced by first mastering the basics.
Organizing The Dynamic Trading Technical Analysis Information

The first step is deciding what information is necessary to make the trading decision. The previous chapters have described three main factors of market information that are important: time, price and pattern. Each of these factors help to describe what is the position of a market including identifying the degree of the most recent trend reversal and how far in price and long in time the current trend or counter-trend is likely to last.

Below are some of the questions to ask to help determine the market position?

Pattern

Does the market appear to be unfolding in one of the specific Elliott wave patterns? If a specific Elliott wave pattern is not evident, is the market in a trend or counter-trend? What degree?

What is the position within the trend or counter-trend? Near the beginning, middle or end?

What is the typical outcome of the current pattern position? New trend in the opposite direction? Minor or major counter-trend?

Time

What is the time-range target (Time Rhythm Zone) with a high probability of completing the current trend or counter-trend based on the past trends of similar degree?

What are the specific dates (Dynamic Time Projection clusters also called Projected Turning Point Periods) in the future when the trend or counter-trend have the highest probability of completing? Do any of these Dynamic Time Projections fall within a Time Rhythm Zone?

Price

What is the price-range target with a high probability of completing the current trend or counter-trend?

If the market appears to be in one of the specific Elliott wave patterns, what are the support and resistance projections based on the typical Elliott wave price projections for that pattern position?

Are there support or resistance projection zones that include at least two degrees of projections?
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Trading Strategies
If you have a firm idea of the market position, the next step is to determine the trading strategies. The trading strategies to consider will be dependent on the market position.

Trend Reversal Trading Strategies
If a market is believed to be nearing the termination of a trend or counter-trend, protective stop-losses will be brought relatively close to the market on open trade positions in order to protect unrealized profits and trend reversal trade-entries will be considered.

Trend Continuation Trading Strategies
If a market is believed to be in the midst of a trend or counter-trend, trend continuation trade-entry strategies will be considered to initiate a position.

Trading Log
A trading log like one described in the previous chapter will help to keep the information organized and help to prevent overlooking any critical analysis factor.
Trading Philosophy, Plan and Rules For Chapt. 7

Examples

We must develop a trading plan that provides a definite framework from where to make trading decisions for the Dynamic Trading examples that follow. The plan must be simple and easy to put to the test by following the activity of a market over time.

Trading Philosophy

The Trading Philosophy provides the general description of the trading objectives.

The trading objective is to enter trades in the direction of the major trend relative to daily data. Trend swings usually last two-eight weeks.

There are three general conditions needed to consider a trade entry:
1. At the coincidence of time, price and pattern which indicates a reversal of trend; 2. At the first correction against the new trend; 3. On a trend-continuation signal after the market has signaled the new trend is established.

The initial trade for trend-reversal trade set-up as described in 1 and 2 above will always be two-units. A trend-continuation trade set-up will only be one-unit. Profits will be taken on the short-term unit at the first price target. The long-term unit will be held to the time and/or price targets anticipated for the complete trend.

The initial capital exposure on any two-unit position will not exceed 5% of the available account equity. The initial capital exposure on a one-unit position will not exceed 2.5% of available account equity.

This Trading Philosophy provides the general objectives for the trading business. Only daily data is considered and the objective is to trade the major swings of intermediate term trends. There is a very limited number of set-up conditions that are acceptable before a trade may be considered. Capital exposure is limited for each trade-entry. Given these limitations of the Trading Philosophy, trade set-ups and entries may be relatively infrequent but should have a high probability of success.
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Trading Plan
The Trading Plan provides more specific trading parameters than the Trading Philosophy. Trade-entries are only considered on trend-reversal set-ups at anticipated trend reversal extremes or on the first correction against a new trend.

Trend-Reversal Trade-Entry
Only enter a trend-reversal trade when at least two of the three factors of time, price and pattern are clearly in a position for trend reversal. A trend reversal trade is only made on the close of one of the three daily reversal signals (reversal-day, signal-day, snap-back-reversal-day). A trend-reversal trade-entry may be either at the trend extreme or first correction against the new trend. Trend-reversal positions will always be two units.

As long as a market remains within the time, price and pattern zones for a trend reversal, trend-reversal trades are considered. Even if an initial trend-reversal trade is stopped out, new trend reversal trades will be made as long as the time and price zones anticipated for the reversal have not been exceeded.

Trend-Continuation Trade-Entry
Only initiate a trend-continuation trade-entry when the market has made at least an initial signal a new trend is established by trading beyond a prior lesser degree swing extreme or beyond the 100% Alternate Price Projection. Never take more than one trend-continuation trade-entry position for any trend swing. Trend-continuation positions will always be one unit. The trend-continuation unit will be treated as an intermediate term unit for stop-loss and profit taking considerations. The maximum units that may be held for any trend swing will be three: two trend-reversal and one trend-continuation.

Profit Taking and the Short-Term Unit
Profits will look to be secured on the short-term unit at or near the 100% Alternate Price Projection. Either a profit objective order will be placed at this projection or the protective stop-loss will be trailed at no further than one tick beyond the one-day-high or low once this first objective is met.

Profit Taking and the Intermediate-Term Unit
The protective stop-loss on the intermediate term units will be brought to no further than one tick beyond the three-day high or low once the new trend is established by exceeding a prior high or low or the 100% APP. The protective stop-loss will be trailed at the one-day high or low if the
market reaches the coincidence of time, price and pattern projections that typically will complete the trend. The intermediate-term unit is never exited on a price profit objective.

*Every open trade must have an open protective stop-loss order.*

*Never add to a losing position.*

This *Trading Plan* is very specific as to the objectives and methods of trading. While the trader must still make trading decisions, the plan provides very well defined parameters for the context within which to make trading decisions. There will be a judgment to be made as to the importance of the time, price and pattern position. Any two traders who have studied the Dynamic Trading Time, Price and Pattern material in this book should come to about the same conclusions when viewing any market position. There is some judgment to be made as to when the trend is considered established and when the protective stop-loss strategy is adjusted or when trend-continuation trades are considered. Once again, any two traders who have studied this Dynamic Trading material will come to about the same conclusion at any point in time.

Since only daily data is used and there are a very limited number of trade set-ups that are considered acceptable, acceptable trade set-up conditions will be relatively infrequent. However, the chances of success should be high as only fairly ideal trade conditions are acceptable. It is unlikely that complete trend swings will be missed, as the trend-continuation trade-entry set-ups should place the trader in the market even after the trend is established.
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Trading Rules
We have worked our way from the very general Trading Philosophy to the more specific Trading Plan. Now let's add a few very specific and objective Trading Rules that may not be violated at any time.

Trend-Reversal Trade-Entry
Trend-reversal trade-entries may only be made on the close of one of the three daily reversal signals: reversal-day, signal-day and snap-back-reversal-day. The initial protective stop-loss is always placed one tick beyond the extreme of the daily reversal signal.

Trend-Continuation Trade-Entry
Trend-continuation trade-entries are only made on inside-day, outside-day and Gann pull-back set-ups. The initial protective stop-loss is placed according to the rules of each set-up.

Protective Stop-Loss (PSL) Short-Term Unit
Once a market has traded to the 100% Alternate Price Projection, the PSL on the short-term unit is trailed at no further than one tick beyond the one-day-high or low (1DH-L).

Protective Stop-Loss (PSL) Intermediate-Term Unit
Once a market has closed beyond the 100% Alternate Price Projection, the PSL on the intermediate-term unit is trailed no further than one tick beyond the three-day-high or low (3DH-L).

Trend-Reversal Trade-Entry At The Initial Correction To A New Trend
The initial correction to a new trend is usually considered a Wave-2 or Wave-B. A trend-reversal trade-entry on the initial correction to a new trend may only be taken in the 50%-78.6% retracement zone.

These Trading Rules are very specific and completely objective. They do not provide a rule for every trading condition by any means. They do provide minimum and maximum conditions for trade-entries and stop-loss placement that may limit the number of trades but should increase the probabilities of success for the trade. For instance, for every trade and PSL position, the rules provide the maximum protective stop-loss by stating the furthest the PSL may be from the market position. Depending on market conditions, the trader may decide the PSL should be closer to the market than the maximum distance allowed. Now that we have developed a
Trading Philosophy, Plan and Rules, let's see how we put what we have learned about Dynamic Trading together in the real-world.

Putting It All Together In The Real-World

To demonstrate how to prepare the dynamic technical analysis and trading strategies, the balance of this chapter will follow a market for several months. It will view the market in relatively small periods of time with comments and chart examples.

Admittedly, this is a relatively short period of time with a limited number of trade set-ups. The objective is to demonstrate to the reader how to apply the principles, analysis methods and trading strategies as a market unfolds. Once the process is learned, it doesn’t matter what is the market or particular market position. It is more important that you learn how to think from an analysis and traders point of view than it is to view dozens of out-of-context examples.

Bonds

Every trade begins with an assumption of the market position based on the dynamic technical analysis. The first few charts and comments will provide some background of the position of bonds going into the second half of 1994. We will then look at how specific trade decisions are made once the position of the market is understood.
Putting It All Together

What Is The Market Position?

Do not consider a trade until you have a firm opinion of the market position.

Is the trend impulsive or corrective?

What is the position of the market relative to the trend?

Is the trend in the initial, middle or final stages?

What are the time, price and pattern objectives for the market position?

The pattern of a market trend often provides a firm opinion of the market position. Bonds made a high in Oct. 1993 followed by a persistent decline into the summer of 1994. The chart on the opposite page shows a wave count that appears to indicate bonds made a Wave-5 low in July 1994.

Once an opinion is formed of the pattern position of the market, determine what pattern must unfold to confirm the market position.

The simplest corrective pattern to a five-wave impulse trend is an ABC zigzag. An A-wave is usually a five-wave structure. Five-wave structures should be in the direction of the larger degree trend. A five-wave rally following the July 11 low would be an important pattern signal to confirm the July 11, 1994 low completed the bear trend.

What is the market activity to anticipate following the completion of a five-wave impulse trend?

Corrections usually reach at least a 38.2% price and time retracement of the prior five-wave trend. We would initially anticipate the same for a rally from the July 11 low, if that low completed a five-wave bear trend. Corrections to a five-wave trend are usually greater in time and price than the Wave 2 or 4 corrections within the trend. We would initially anticipate that a corrective rally from the July 11 low would exceed the price and time of the Wave 2 and 4 corrective rallies.

What is the market activity that will invalidate the market position?

The failure to complete a five-wave impulse rally would be a strong signal that the bearish impulse trend is not complete. This would also indicate that the rally from the July low may be either a correction itself or part of a complex, corrective structure.
Bond Major Low?

As of late July, it clearly looks as if bonds have completed a five-wave bear trend. A failure to make a five-wave rally would signal the bear trend may not be complete.

The chart above is daily continuous futures data, often called spot futures or first-month futures data. The contract data is rolled over on the last trading day to the next most active contract with no price adjustments made for the gap at roll-over. All continuous contracts provide certain problems, depending on how the data is used. Any continuous contract that adjusts data backward or forward to "normalize" the data is not suitable for Dynamic Trading analysis as actual prices are not used. All non-adjusted continuous contracts provide some continuity gaps at roll-over periods. In most cases, they are not a problem for long term analysis.
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Spot Futures Data And The Wave-2 Correction
The chart on the top of the next page is a close-up of the daily continuous, spot-futures contract for the Nov. 1993 - Jan. 1994, Wave-2 correction. Wave-2s are usually a simple, ABC zigzag. On the spot futures data, the Wave-2 appears to be an ABC, irregular correction where the Wave-B exceeds the low of Wave-1.

If a trend change occurs near a roll-over of a continuous contract, the pattern may be distorted. The next page also shows the same period for Wave-2 on the March 1994 contract which was traded throughout this period.

March 1994 Contract And The Wave-2 Correction
The Nov. - Jan., Wave-2 on the March 1994 contract appears to be a more typical ABC correction. Wave-B does not exceed the low of Wave-1. Wave-C is higher than Wave-A.

Long term time, price and pattern analysis uses the spot-futures data and provides the long term pattern and the relatively broad time and price zones for support, resistance and trend change. Once the long term analysis is complete, traders look to the actual contract data that will be traded to update the market position and time and price targets for the tradable contract.
Continuous spot-futures data: The roll-over from the Dec. to March contract occurred a few days prior to the Wave-B low. Distant bond contracts trade at a discount to nearby contracts which distorted the form or pattern of the data near the Wave-B reversal.

March contract: The March contract traded continuously through the roll-over period and shows price did not actually decline below the W.1 low. If a continuous data roll-over is made near a trend reversal which may distort the pattern, check the single contract month data for that period for the more accurate pattern.
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If A Market Doesn’t Do What It Is “Supposed” To Do, It Will Probably Do Just The Opposite

The chart on the opposite page is a close-up of the activity immediately following the July 11 low which was initially considered the completion of a five-wave bear trend. Through Aug. 2, it appeared bonds had completed a textbook Wave-1 and Wave-2. Wave-1 (7/11L-7/20H) was clearly subdivided into five minor degree waves. Wave-2 was a perfect ABC correction making the low just three ticks below the 50% retracement. The sharp rally above the Wave-2 high signaled Wave-3 should be underway.

What is the market activity that validates the opinion of the market position?

If July 28 is a Wave-2 low, Wave-3 should reach a price range of approximately 162% of the price range of Wave-1. A decline below the low of Wave-2 would invalidate the outlook that a five-wave impulse trend began from the July 11 low.

Bonds made a top on Aug. 2 and declined to below what was considered the Wave-2 low. The decline below the Wave-2 low invalidated the outlook that an impulsive, five-wave rally began from the July 11 low. The rally to the Aug. 2 high must be considered corrective. Could it be a completed ABC correction of the five-wave bear trend from the Oct. 15, 1993 high to July 11, 1994 low? No. The rally lasted just 22 CDs while the bear trend had lasted over 200 CDs. This July-Aug. rally was probably part of the Wave-4 correction that was originally considered to be complete at the June 6 high.
The market activity following the July 11, 1994 low did not unfold in an impulse trend. It was too short in time and price to be considered a completed ABC correction to the Oct. 1993 - July 1994 bear trend. The best alternative is that it was still a part of the Wave-4 correction.

If the rally was not impulsive, then it must be corrective. What does that imply? The bear trend should continue to new lows below the July 11, 1994 low.

*Have an opinion on what the market should do, but don’t decide what the market will do.* - Bernard Baruch

Every decision is made from the basis of an opinion which is a result of our interpretation of the facts at hand. Never be afraid to form an opinion of a market position. But be very afraid of expecting the market to fulfill that opinion. One of the primary causes of failure is traders or investors who hold onto an opinion of the market position long after the market has invalidated the opinion. That is why no opinion should be considered out of context of the activity that will invalidate the opinion.
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Trading Strategies Are Related To The Market Position

When you have developed a firm opinion of the market position, formulate trading strategies.

The chart on the next page shows the most probable adjusted wave count. It is assumed Aug. 2 completed a Wave-4 (irregular ABC) correction. The Aug. 2 high was made at the coincidence of the 78.6% retracement and 100% Alternate Price Projection where W.c:C.4 = 100% W.a:C.4. Aug. 2 was also the 61.8% Time Retracement of the prior decline and the 100% Alternate Time Projection where the time range of W.C:4 = 100% of the time range of W.A:4. The Aug. 2 reversal-day high was made at the coincidence of projected time and price.

Since we now have a confident opinion of the position of bonds through the Aug. 2 high, we can begin to consider trading strategies to trade what we believe will be Wave-5 and the final swing down from the Oct. 1993 high.

Only formulate a trading strategy and consider entering a trade once you have a confident opinion of the market position and have identified what market activity will invalidate that opinion.
The Bond Market Position As Of Mid-Aug., 1994

1. The Aug. 2 high completed Wave-4 of a five wave count beginning with the Oct. 13, 1993 high. A Wave-5 decline should take bonds to a new low below the July 11 low without exceeding the Aug. 2 high.

2. If Aug. 2 is a completed Wave-4 high, trading strategies should prepare to enter either on the Wave 2:5 correction or on a trend-continuation signal following a confirmation the Wave-2:5 top is complete.

3. A Wave-2 usually retraces 50%-78.6% of Wave-1. A Wave-2 is usually an ABC zigzag correction.

4. This bearish opinion of the market position is invalidated if the Aug. 2, 1994, Wave-4 high is exceeded.
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**What Is The Dynamic Trading Analysis That Is Relevant To The Market Position?**

Now that we have a firm opinion of the market position including the market activity that will confirm or invalidate the opinion, it is time to identify the Dynamic Trading analysis factors that are relevant to the trading strategies.

**Price:** A corrective Wave-2 usually terminates in the 50%-78.6% retracement zone.

102.25-103.27: 50%-78.6% retracement of Wave-1, (8/2H-8/12L)

**Time:** There are two periods following the Aug. 12, Wave-2:5 low with clusters of Time Cycle Ratios.

**Aug. 23-24:** Includes the 100% Time Retracement of W.1, 100% Second Minor Alternate Time Projection (7/11L-7/20H from 8/12L) and others.

**Sept. 1-5:** Should be the maximum time period for W.2:5 correction.

Includes the 100% Alternate Time Projection (7/11L-8/2H from 8/12L), 16% Time Retracement and others. See the chart on the opposite page.

**Pattern:** Ideally, a symmetrical ABC pattern would evolve. Even if the ideal corrective pattern does not evolve, trades should be considered as long as the market has not exceeded the extreme anticipated time and/or price projections for a corrective high.

**Initial Trading Strategy:** Enter on the close of a daily reversal signal if made within the 50%-78.6% price retracement. If a trend-reversal signal is not made, enter on the first trend-continuation signal following a decline below the Wave-1:5 low.
Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

The worksheet and chart on the next page show the daily bond activity following the Aug. 2 high through Aug. 16, the day bonds rallied into the 50%-78.6% retracement zone.

The worksheet provides all of the relevant information regarding the current market position, time and price projections and signals that will confirm or invalidate the opinion of the market position.

Bonds completed the Wave-1:5 low on Aug. 12. Wave-1:5 subdivided into five minor waves. Three trading days later on Aug. 17, bonds made a minor high on a signal-day just below the 78.6% retracement. Since a 78.6% retracement is usually the maximum retracement anticipated for a Wave-2:5 correction, a two-unit short position (short and intermediate term units) is taken on the close of the signal-day with a stop at 103.24, one tick above the high of the signal-day.

The chart on the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet does not include the market activity after the date the worksheet was first prepared, Aug. 16. The Closed Trade Critique Worksheet will show all of the market activity for the period of the trade.

Review the Trade Prep worksheet on the next page and you will see how simply and concisely all of the relevant information is together in one place.
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Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

Trade Objective: Enter on W:2:5 correction to trade W:3

Market: Bonds, Dec. '94

Trade #/Date: #1 - 8/16/94

Trend: Minor Up from W:1:5 (8/12)

Initial PS: 103.24 BS (buy-stop)

Restriction: From 8/12 High (W:1:5)

Support: From 8/21 Low

Withdraw: 8/21 Low (W:1:5)

TCS Trade Below 103.24 (W:1 Low)

TR: Trade Above 103.20 (W:1 High)

Set-Up: Daily reversal signal in the 50%-78.6% Ret. zone

Action to Take: As long as no close above 103.27, sell the close of a reversal signal. Stop one tick above the high.

Entry Order: $2, 103.11 SCO

Day/Time: 8/17 - 10:09

Cancelled? (D/Y): NA

Adj PS: Unit 1: Following a close below 100.29 (W:1 low), trail PBS one tick above 3DH.

Commentary: 9/17: Sold 2-units at the close of the signal day.

9/2: Short positions stopped out of wide-range daily reversal. Maximum price anticipated for W:2.5. Conversion (103.27) has not been violated. Continue with short strategies.

No trade management worksheet included for this trade.

Graph: W:2 usually made in 50%-78.6% retracement zone.
Trade Summary (ST=Short Term, IT=Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17/94</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17/94</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Wave-2:5 high would be confirmed as complete on a decline below the Wave-1:5 low. Bonds declined for four trading days and then began to slowly advance.

No Trade Management Worksheet was prepared for this trade, as the trade was stopped out relatively quickly before any new, relevant information was made.

Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

The 2-unit short position taken on the close Aug. 17 was stopped out on Sept. 2 when bonds elected the protective buy-stop by trading one tick above the high of the entry-day, Aug. 17.

Traders should not hesitate to include any information considered relevant in the Trade Comments and Lessons Learned section of the worksheet. These comments will be very valuable when reviewing past trading activity in the future.
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

Market Bonds, Dec. 94
Trade #/Date #1, 9/2/94

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Exit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Com.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-441.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-441.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Trade P/L: -883.50

TRADE COMMENTS: Short sale made prior to one of the two Projected Turning Point Periods for a high re-price was near the maximum (78.6% Ret. 103.27) anticipated for a corrective W4 high.

Even though stopped out, the larger degree trend remains bearish unless 82H exceeded.

LESSONS LEARNED: While the trade was stopped out for a loss, the initial capital exposure per contract was relatively small (13 ticks, close to high on entry day).

Trade was well thought out and justified according to the bearish opinion of the market position (larger degree trend). However, a large open profit (over $2000) was given back because the protective buy-stop was not brought closer to the market prior to the W2 low being exceeded.
Continue to take each trade signal as long as your opinion of the market position has not changed.

Five time factors are shown on the chart above that cluster in the three trading day period of Sept. 1-5 (Thursday-Monday). The time factors for the Aug. 23-24 period are not shown for lack of chart space. If bonds continue to rally, Sept. 1-5 should be the maximum period to complete the Wave-2.5 correction.

On Sept. 2, right within the Sept. 1-5 Projected Turning Point Period, bonds made a wide-range outside-reversal-day with a high one tick above the previous high of Aug. 17. The short position was stopped out.

On the very day the short position was stopped out, the ideal conditions to complete an ABC corrective rally are made with the Sept. 2 outside-reversal-day high.

*Time (Sept. 1-5), price (50%-78.6% retracement), pattern (Wave-2, ABC) and daily reversal signal (outside-reversal-day) coincided.*

Another two-unit short position is taken on the close of Sept. 2 at 102.09. The protective buy-stop is placed at 103.26, one tick above the reversal-day high.
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Trade Summary To Date, Includes $35 Commission
(ST=Short Term, IT=Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bands</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trade Management Worksheet

A Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet is not made for this second short position as the information included on the initial short trade was the same for this second short position.

The next page shows the Trade Management Worksheet that was completed a few days following the Sept. 2 entry date.
**Trade Management Worksheet**

**Current Position**: 4-2 Dec Bonds, 9/2, 102.09  
**Future**: XXX  
**Date**: 9/2, 103.26

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PTPPs</th>
<th>Fr 9/2 High</th>
<th>Oct. 3-7 (both intermediate and short-term time projections)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Minor 103.25 (9/2H)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fr</td>
<td>Int</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Fr 9/2 High</td>
<td>Minor 97.24-96.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fr 8/2 High</td>
<td>Int 97.16-96.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>9/2H=W 2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TCS Daily Close Below (DCB) 100.29**  
**TCS Trade Above 103.25 (W 1.5 high)**

**Add Position**: On Gap Pull Back or other Trend Continuation Set-up

**Adj. FS**:  
Unit 1 (ST) Take profit at 100.02 (100% APP)  
Unit 2 (TT) After close below 100.29, trail stop at 3DH.  
Unit 3

**ST Obj.**: 100.02 (100% APP). Profit objective for ST unit.

**Commentary**  
999. Unit one, profit taken at 100.02 objective. Close below 100.29. Trail stop at 3DH.
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Intermediate Term Wave-5 Price and Time Objectives

Let's step back again for a new look at the larger degree picture. We consider that Aug. 2, 1994 completed a Wave-4 high counting from the Oct. 15, 1993 high. We also consider that bonds have completed Waves 1 and 2 of the larger degree Wave-5. Bonds should continue to decline to a new low before completing Wave-5.

As the chart on the top of the next page shows, the ideal price projection for the Wave-5 low is 97.16-97.12. This relatively narrow price zone includes where W.5 = 100% W.1 and 38.2% W.1-3, each typical W.5 projections. This price zone also included the 50% percentage change retracement of the Sept. 1990 low to the Oct. 1993 high.

These price projections for the bond Wave-5 low are also included as examples in the Dynamic Price Analysis chapter. Refer to that chapter for more detail. If bonds continued to decline as anticipated, the sub-divisions of Wave-5 should fine-tune the price projections. Ideally, we will find the price projections of the sub-divisions of Wave-5 would fall at or near the Wave-5 price projections.

The chart on the bottom of the opposite page is from the Dynamic Time Analysis chapter and shows the Time Rhythm Zone and Dynamic Time Projections for a Wave-5 low projected from the Aug. 2, 1994 Wave-4 high. The Time Rhythm Zone indicates the Wave-5 low should be made in the Oct. 26-Nov. 28 period. The Nov. 11-14 Dynamic Time Projection falls in the TRZ period. For more detail how these specific time projections were made, review the Dynamic Time Analysis chapter.

Wave-5 Minimum Price and Time Objectives

97.16: Minimum price objective for W.5
Oct. 26: Minimum time objective for W.5
The minimum W.5 price objective is 97.16, the beginning of the ideal price range for W.5. Ideally, the price projections of the subdivisions of W.5 will fall at or near the W.5 projections.

The minimum time objective for W.5 is Oct. 26, the beginning of the Time Rhythm Zone for the W.5 low. The ideal period to complete W.5 is Nov. 11-14, the Dynamic Time Projection which falls within the TRZ.
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Trailing The Stop and Adding Positions

When the trend is confirmed, trail the protective stop-loss to protect open profits.

The W. 3:5 trend is confirmed when the market trades below the W. 1:5 low at 100.29. If this should occur, trail the protective buy-stop at one tick above the 3DH.

Add positions on a trend-continuation trade entry set-up.

A Wave-3 is usually the longest wave in a five-wave sequence. In the current case, W.3:5 should be greater in time and price than W.1:5. Once the trend is confirmed by making the Trend Continuation Signal of a trade below the W. 1:5 low, consider trend-continuation trade entry set-ups to add a position.

What is the logical profit objective for the short-term position of a multi-unit trade?

Recall from the Trading Strategies chapter that the short-term trade objective should be the objective reached even if the trend was the opposite of what is anticipated. In other words, if an impulsive trend is anticipated, what would be the typical objective if the trend was corrective, not impulsive? In the current case with bonds, the 100% Alternate Price Projection where W. 3:5 would equal W. 1:5 is the minimum price objective anticipated even if the trend were not impulsive.

Bonds continued to decline to below the Wave-1:5 low confirming Sept. 2 completed Wave-2:5. On Sept. 9, bonds declined sharply to close below the Wave-1:5 low and hit the profit objective of 100.02 for the short-term position.

Trade Summary To Date, includes $35 commission
(ST = Short Term, IT = Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>$2183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On Sept. 9, bonds made a sharp decline below the W.1:5 low confirming the W.2:5 high. Bonds also reached the profit-taking objective for the short-term unit of the two unit short position. No matter how confident we are of the position of a market, we never know in advance if a trend will continue. In the long run, it is most profitable to trade in two or three unit positions and take profits on one unit on a short-term objective. Even though we have taken profits on the short-term objective, we still anticipate a continued decline unless and until the market signals otherwise.

With the close below the W.1:5 low at 100.29, the protective-buy stop on the second, intermediate term position is trailed at one tick above the 3DH. If bonds reach a time and price support objective, the stop will be brought closer to the market.
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Gann Pull-Back Trend Continuation Trade Set-Up
In the second week of Sept., bonds made a three day rally, setting up a Gann-Pull Back (GPB) trend-continuation trade set-up. The chart on the next page will show this set-up. Bonds were still near the 100% Alternate Price Projection. Lower prices were anticipated. As of Sept. 15, bonds had made three-higher highs for the GPB trade entry set-up. A sell-stop is placed one tick below the prior day’s low. On Sept. 16, bonds declined below the prior day’s low electing the sell-stop at 100.09, one tick below the prior day’s low. The protective buy-stop for this new position is placed at 100.29, one tick above the higher of entry day or the prior day per the Gann Pull-Back trend-continuation initial stop-loss rules.

There are now two short positions. The intermediate-term unit taken from the Sept. 2 outside-reversal-day high and one taken Sept. 16 on the Gann Pull-Back, trend-continuation signal.

Protective Stops and Trend-Continuation Trade Entry
Each trend-continuation trade entry set-up includes an initial protective stop rule that is quite close to the trade-entry price. In the case of the GPB trade entry set-up, the protective sell-stop is placed one tick above the higher of the high of entry day or the high of the day prior to entry. (See Gann Pull-Back, Trading Strategies chapter.)

*Even if an additional position is taken with a trend-continuation entry strategy, the protective stop on the open position should continue to follow the existing strategy.*

In the current case with bonds, the protective buy-stop on the intermediate-term short position is one tick above the 3DH. This strategy should be maintained. Trend-continuation entry strategies are high probability and low capital exposure positions that are only maintained if the short-term trend immediately continues in favor of the trade. Immediately being stopped out of a trend-continuation trade is not a sign the larger degree trend has changed. It is only a signal that the immediate short-term trend may not continue.

If the trend immediately continues in favor of the trend-continuation trade, the protective sell-stop for both open positions should soon be the same.
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Short Position Added On Gann-Pull Back Set-Up

From the Sept. 13 low, bonds made three higher-highs making a Gann Pull-Back trend-continuation trade set-up. A sell-stop to enter a short position is placed one tick below the prior day's low each day.

On Sept. 16, bonds declined below the prior day's low (C, 100.10) for a GBP trade entry. The initial protective buy-stop is placed at 100.29 one tick above the high or 100.28 (B).

At the time of the GBP short sale, the 3DH was at 101.26 (A). The stop on the open intermediate term position remains one tick above the 3DH.

The wide-range down-day of Sept. 16 declined below the Sept. 13 low (D). The 3DH is now at 100.28. The protective buy-stop for both short positions is now the same at one tick above the 3DH.

Trade Summary To Date, includes $35 commission
(ST = Short Term, IT = Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($41.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($41.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>$2183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (GBP)</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trade Management Worksheet

A new and updated Trade Management Worksheet is prepared after taking the new Gann Pull-Back short position.

The time and price targets are described on the pages following the worksheet.
Trade Management Worksheet


Trade # / Date #: #3 and #5, 9/6/94

PS-Ops: B 2, 3DH

---

MTTFs: Fr 9/2 High

- Oct 3-7 (both intermediate and short term time projections)

Resistance: Fr

- Minor

- Int.

Support: Fr 9/2 High

- Minor 97.22-96.08

- Int. 97.15-96.12

Pattern: 9/2H-W.2-3. W.3.5 is not clearly subdividing in a five-wave impulse

TCS DCE 96.12 (low end of support) TBS Trade Above 100.25 (W.1 low)

Add Position: No more new positions. Now in later stages of W.5.5

Adj. PS: Unit 1 (ST) Profit taken 99 at 100.02 (100% APE)

- Unit 2 (IT) Trail one tick above 3DH

- Unit 3 (CPB) On trade below 9/13L trail 3DH

ST Obj: 97.24 (beginning of support zone for W.3.5 or W.5.5)

Commentary:

- 9/16: Trade below 9/13 low. Trail stop on both short positions at 3DH

- 9/15: Reached 97.24. Trail stop on both at one tick above 10H

- 9/10: Stopped out of both short positions.

---
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Time and Price Support Projections

Calculate in advance the time and price projections with the greatest probability of support or resistance and trend change. If an Elliott Wave pattern is evident, consider the high probability time and price projections that are typical for the wave in progress.

Wave-3 is in progress for bonds. What are the high probability time and price targets typical for a Wave-3?

Wave-3:5 Price Target: 97.24-96.08
97.24: W.3:5 = 162% W.1:5
96.08: W.3:5 = 262% W.2:5.

These projections fall in the same price area as the larger degree projections at 97.16-97.12 for the larger degree W.5 low shown earlier. Unfortunately, W.3:5 was not clearly subdividing into a five wave structure. There was no confident way to project the lesser degree subdivisions.

Wave-3:5 Time Projection: Oct. 3-7

Oct. 3-7 included four minor-degree, time projections including the 162% Time Retracement where the time of Wave-3:5 would equal 162% of the time of Wave-1:5. See the chart on the opposite page.

Oct. 3-5 was a larger degree Dynamic Time Projection cluster made from the Aug. 2 high shown on the chart several pages ago.

Oct. 3-7 is the combination of both degrees of dynamic time projections.

Should these time and price support zones be considered targets to complete Wave-5 from the Aug. 2 high, not just Wave-3:5? Maybe. The time objectives do not fall within the minimum time projection of Oct. 26 for a W.5 low according to the TRZ. However, if the decline from the Aug. 2 high were clearly sub-dividing into a five wave structure into these time and price support projections, a final low may be anticipated. Otherwise, a low made in these support projections would probably only be a W.3:5. As bonds approached the Oct. 3-7 PTPP, they were not clearly completing a five-wave structure.

Adjust trading strategies as the market evolves.

As a market approaches time and price objectives for the current trend, stop-losses on open positions should be brought relatively close to the
market. There are currently two open short positions. If bonds should reach the price support zone within the time support zone, protective stop losses on both positions should be adjusted daily to one tick above the 1DH.

**Time Support**: Oct. 3-7  
**Price Support**: 97.24-96.08

On Oct. 5, right within the Oct. 3-7 time support zone, bonds reached 97.24, the beginning of the price support zone at 97.24-96.08. The protective buy-stop should now be adjusted daily to one tick above the one-day-high (1DH). Two days later on Oct. 7, bonds made an outside-reversal-day (OSRD) precisely within the projected time and price support zones. The next trading day, Oct. 10, the two short positions were stopped out as bonds rallied above the 1DH. The short positions were not stopped out on the Oct. 7 OSRD because the previous day was an inside-day. Inside days are not counted for 1, 2 or 3 day highs.

**Trade Summary To Date**, includes $35 commission  
(ST = Short Term, IT = Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>9/8</td>
<td>106.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (GBF)</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>100.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

The next page shows the Closed Trade Critique Worksheet that includes the intermediate-term and Gann Pull-Back short positions.
**TRADE COMMENTS**

Perfect trade. Relative low volatility on recent decline prevented 5DH from being hit.

If Oct. 7 holds, should only be W:3-5 low. W:3-5 did not sub-divide in five-waves.

Oct. 7 low had not reached Oct. 26 since objective to complete W:5.

Look to enter short position on W:4.5 correction.

---

**LESSONS LEARNED**

---

---
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Trading Strategies Evolve As The Market Evolves

The Aug. 2 high to Oct. 7 low did not appear to be a complete five-wave structure. Bonds should still make a Wave-4.5 corrective rally followed by a further decline to a new low. Ideally, the final Wave 5:5 low would be made in the Oct. 26-Nov. 28 TRZ and at or near the Nov. 11-14 PTPP for a low.

The next trading objective is to look to enter a short position at or near a Wave-4.5 corrective top or on a confirmation that a Wave-4.5 corrective top is complete. A Wave-4.5 corrective top should be made in the broad price zone of 99.18-100.17.

Ideal Wave-4 Price Objective: 99.18-99.27 or 100.12-100.17
99.18: W.c = 162% W.b
99.19: 38.2% retracement, W.3
99.23: W.c = 61.8% W.a
99.27: W.4 = 100% W.2
100.12: 50% retracement
100.17: W.c = 100% W.a

Trading Strategy: Sell bonds on the close of a daily reversal signal if bonds have reached at least 99.18. Or, if a trend-reversal trade set-up is not made, sell bonds on a trend-continuation trade signal following a trade below the Wave-3:5 low.

On Oct. 18, bonds made an ABC corrective high at 99.21 on a reversal-day, right within the ideal price projection for a Wave-4.5 high at 99.18-99.27. The sell order is made at the close of 99.01 with a protective buy-stop at 99.22, one tick above the reversal-day high. Bonds continued to decline to below the Wave-b:4.5 low confirming the Wave-4.5 high.

Trade Summary To Date, includes $35 commission
(ST = Short Term, IT = Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.99</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>106.02</td>
<td>$2183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>$3871.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (GPB)</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>100.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>1871.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

Trade Objective: Enter on W.4.5 correction for W.5.5 decline
Market: Bonds, Dec '94

Dynamic Trader - [I.T. BONDS US1284.D]

Sell an daily reversal signal in W.4 price target zone

W.4 Price Target: 99.88-99.27 or 100.12-100.17

Trend: Minor Up from W.4.5 L (107)
Int Down from W.4H (4/2)
Major Down from Oct. 1993

Time (FPPPs): From W.4H (4/2) Nov 11-14
TR2 From B/2 High Oct 20-Nov 28
Resistance From 107L (W.3.5) Minor 99.18-99.27, 100.12-100.17
Support From 97H (W.2.5) Minor 97.0 (W.4.5L)

TCS Trade Below 97.0 (W.3.5L) TRS 100.28 (minor high just above max, anticipated for W.4)

Pattern: 107 = W.3.5L. Be alert to ABC correction for W.4.5.

Set-Up Daily reversal signal in the 99.18-100.17 price zone.

Action to Take: If no close above 100.17, sell on the close of a daily reversal signal.

Entry Order $1.99.10, SCO xxx 10/18-14:00-99.01
Initial PS 99.22 Buy-Stop (RS) xxx

Adjust PS Unit 1 On trade below W.3.5L (97.0), trail at 3DH.
Unit 2
Unit 3

Commentary 10/18: Reversal-day made in price zone anticipated for corrective high. Sold on the close.
If stopped out, continue to sell close of daily reversal signal as long as 100.17 not exceeded.
Putting It All Together

**Wave 5:5 Price Objective**

Bonds continued lower from the Oct. 18, Wave-4:5 high and continued to decline to below the Wave-3:5 low. At what price should the Wave-5:5 low be made?

The chart included with the *Trade Management Worksheet* on the next page shows that 95.30-94.30 is the ideal target for the Wave-5:5 low. This price zone included all typical Wave-5 price objectives.

**Wave-5:5 Price Target: 95.30-94.30**

95.30: W.5 = 100% W.1

95.11: W.5 = 162% W.4

94.30: W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3

*As a market reaches the time and/or price targets with a high probability of terminating the trend, trail the protective buy-stop relatively close to the current market position.*

**Adjust the protective buy-stop:** On a trade below 95.30, the beginning of the ideal price zone projected for the W.5:5 low, trail the protective buy-stop at one tick above the 1DH.

**When Projected Time, Price and Pattern Coincide, Change Is Inevitable**

In early Nov., bonds closed below the Wave-3 low. The protective buy-stop is trailed at the 3DH. Bonds were making new lows into the TRZ beginning Oct. 26 for a final bottom. Nov. 11 was approaching which began the Dynamic Time Projection for the W.5 low (Nov. 11-14). Bonds were nearing the time and price projections for a Wave-5:5 low. Ideally, the Wave-5:5 decline from the Oct. 18 high would sub-divide into five waves.

Bonds never reached the 95.30 price which would have changed the protective buy-stop strategy to the 1DH. On Nov. 10, bonds traded above the 3DH stopping out the short position.

The following two pages include the *Trade Management* and *Closed Trade Critique Worksheets* for this bond short trade.
Trade Management Worksheet

Current Position: S-1 Dec. Bond, 10/18, 99.01

FTA Dynamic Traders - [T. BONDS 0092A.D]

Ideal W:5 Price Objective: 96.30-94.30
95.30: W:5 = 100% W:1
95.11: W:5 = 162% W:4
94.30: W:5 = 61.8% W:1

Minimum W:5 Time Objective: Oct. 28
Ideal W:5 Time Objective: Nov. 11-14

PTT Contrib. Fr 8/28: Nov. 1-14

TRZ Fr 8/28: Oct. 26-Nov. 28

Resistance Fr 10/8L: Minor 99.21 (W:4.5H)
Fr 10/3L: Int 99.14-100.17

Support Fr: 8/2 High

Pattern 10/9: W:4.5
TCS Trade below 97.3 (W:3.5L)
TRS Trade Above 99.21 (W:4.5H)

Add Position NA - Delayed trend not anticipated. W:5 objective too close to market to add positions.

Adj. PS - Unit 1 On a trade below 95.30, trail at 1DH
Unit 2

ST Obj 95.30 (beginning of W:5 price objective)

Commentary
10/18: Reversal day made at price objective for W:4. Sold on close.
11/3: Closed below 97.00. Trail stop 3DH.
11/10: Short stopped out on trade above 3DH
Putting It All Together

Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.D. Provider Traders</th>
<th>T. BONDS</th>
<th>US1294 D</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Com.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>11/10</td>
<td>97.13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1527.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Trade P/L:** 1527.50

**TRADE COMMENTS:**

The market unfolded in an ideal ABC-W-4 corrective high.

W.5 decline was choppy. Close only data sub-divided into five waves.

Final low of Nov. 11 made at exact hit of projected time and price for W.5 low.

**LESSONS LEARNED:**

Good to have maintained wide stop until trade below W.3.5 low.

If W.4 high expected, no reason to consider tightening stop prior to a decline below the W.3.5 low.
When Time, Price and Pattern Coincide, Change Is Inevitable

The final Wave-5:5 low was made Nov. 11 at 95.01 precisely within the time projection for a low and just three ticks short of the ideal price projection.

*Time* (Oct. 25-Nov. 28 TRZ and Nov. 11-14 PTPP), *Price* (95.30-94.30, W.5:5 projections) and *Pattern* (W.5 from Oct. 1993 high) had all coincided to form a major low. The only missing factor was Wave-5:5 did not appear to sub-divide in an ideal, five-wave impulse structure. However, if you look at a close-only chart (not shown), you will find the Nov. 11 closing low completed an ideal five minor waves from the Oct. 18 high.
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Below is a table of the summary of all of the trades described with a chart showing each buy and sell signal.

Trade Summary To Date, includes $35 commission
(ST = Short Term, IT = Intermediate Term)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($441.25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>$2133.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>$3871.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (GBP)</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>100.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>1871.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>11/10</td>
<td>97.15</td>
<td>$1527.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Net Profit / Loss $8571.25
It Really Is Easier Than You Think

It has taken over 30 pages to describe in detail the approach, analysis and trading strategies that were a part of just these four trades that took place over a three month period. In actual practice, it takes only a few minutes per day to update the analysis, review the market position and prepare the trading strategies.

If you review this section again, note how few price and time calculations were actually made as the market unfolded over this period. Most important, review the consistency of approach.

1. The market position (major trend and position in the trend) is first considered.
2. The time and price projections anticipated to put the market in a low-risk, low-capital exposure trade set-up are calculated and noted on the worksheet.
3. Trades were only entered on a daily trend-reversal or trend-continuation signal when the market was in the appropriate time, price and pattern position.
4. Early in the trend sequence, two-unit positions were taken. Profits were taken on one unit at a short-term price objective. The second unit was held in the event the anticipated price projections were met.
5. Early in the trend sequence, additional units were added on low-risk, low-capital exposure trend-continuation signals.
6. The initial protective stop-loss was not adjusted until the market action confirmed the trend direction.
7. The protective stop-loss was trailed fairly far from the current market activity (3DH) until the market reached either the minimum or ideal price projection.
8. The protective stop-loss was then brought close to the market (1DH).

Consistency Of Approach Is A Key Factor To Trading Success
Putting It All Together

Bonds declined from the Aug. 2, 1994, Wave-4 high in a five-wave structure. While each of the waves did not sub-divide ideally, they each made their highs and lows at typical price and time projections for that particular wave. Do market trends always unfold in almost ideal five-wave structures at exact hits of projected time and price? Of course not. But they often do! If you stick to a trading plan, you will take advantage of the opportunity each time they do. When they don’t, your Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies should help to capture relatively small profits and keep losses relatively small while you remain in a position to take advantage of a trend swing.

Do all corrections unfold in nice symmetrical ABC, zigzags? Of course not. But many of them do! You can never know how a market will unfold. But you must have the discipline to wait and be prepared to take advantage of high probability market positions when they do unfold.

Bonds Following The Nov. 11, 1994, Wave-Five Low

Let’s continue to follow the bond activity and implement trading strategies for the months that followed the Nov. 1994 low. The following pages will not provide as much descriptive and commentary detail as the prior pages. We will rely more on the trading log worksheets for the necessary information. Most importantly, the approach will remain consistent.

Bonds made a five-wave bear trend of just over a year from the Oct. 1993 high to the Nov. 1994 low. Since the five-wave decline began from historic high levels for bond futures, we may consider it Wave-1 of a long-term, five-wave sequence. Long term Elliott wave analysis is not particularly reliable, so let’s not make a long-term analysis just yet.

We should anticipate that a corrective trend would reach the broad zones of 38.2%-61.8% price and time retracements and should not exceed the 78.6% price retracement. These are very broad ranges, but at least initially provide us with minimum and maximum time and price targets to anticipate. The dynamic time and pattern analysis as the market unfolds as well as the price projections of lesser degree should help to pinpoint the important targets to complete the corrective rally.
Minimum Time and Price Objectives For The Correction

The assumption is Nov. 11, 1994 completed a major five-wave decline from the Oct. 1993 high. A corrective rally from the Nov. low should be of greater “degree” than any of the corrective rallies that were subdivisions of the bear trend. A corrective rally should “overbalance” the corrective rallies within the five-wave decline. In other words, the time and price of the corrective advance should exceed the largest time and price of the Wave 2 and 4 corrective rallies.

The largest corrective price rally was Wave-A of Wave-4. The alternate price projection of W.A:4 projected from the Nov. 11, 1994 low is at 101.20. A corrective rally from the Nov. 11 low should exceed 101.20.

Recall from the previous section that the continuous spot futures chart distorted the Wave-2 rally at roll-over to appear like an irregular-ABC. The March 1994 contract showed that Wave-B did not actually trade below the Wave-1 low. The Wave-2 correction lasted 66 CDs. Sixty-six calendar days from the Nov. 11, 1994 low is Jan. 16, 1995. A corrective rally from the Nov. 11 low should continue beyond Jan. 16, 1995.

Jan. 16 and 101.20 are only the very minimum time and price ranges anticipated for the corrective rally. Being aware of the minimum ranges helps the trader keep a perspective on a trend or counter-trend and avoid taking a position against the trend too early. Other Dynamic Trading
Putting It All Together

factors will provide the high probability targets for support, resistance and trend reversal.

Typical Time and Price Objectives For The Correction
The typical correction falls in the 38.2%-61.8% time and price retracement zones. From an Elliott wave perspective, corrections very often conclude in the price range of the previous Wave-4 and usually at the extreme of Wave-4. The Wave-4 high fell at 106.23 just above the 38.2% retracement. This provides a strong confirmation that the corrective rally should reach 106.01 or higher.

The 38.2% time retracement is April 13, 1995. There is a high probability that a corrective rally will not be complete prior to April 13, 1995.

The minimum and typical time and price targets for the corrective rally provide us with important yardsticks to judge the position of a correction. We should anticipate the corrective rally will exceed the minimum objectives and reach the typical objectives unless the Dynamic Trading technical position of the correction provides a compelling reason to think otherwise.
Buy Bottoms, Sell Tops

When the Dynamic Trading analysis provides overwhelming evidence of a trend reversal, trading strategies should be oriented to entering a position on the first opportunity rather than waiting for the market to confirm the new trend.

In the current case with bonds, each factor of time, price and pattern strongly signals that Nov. 11, 1994 completed the bear market. A five-wave sequence should always be in the direction of the larger degree trend. If the larger degree trend has turned bullish, a five-wave advance should follow the Nov. 11 low.

A Wave-2 usually retraces at least 50% and usually not more than 78.6% of the Wave-1. The trading strategy is to look to buy bonds on a daily reversal signal in the 50%-78.6% retracement of the initial minor rally. If bonds enter the 50%-78.6% retracement zone, a long position should also be taken on a trend-continuation signal.

The next page is the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet to prepare to enter a bond long position.
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Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

Trade Objective Date on W.2 correction

Market Bonds, March 95

Set-Up: Decline below 50% retracement minimum anticipated for minor W.2. Today traded below 50% Ret.

Action to Take: Buy on close of next daily reversal or trend continuation set-up as long as no trade below 55.43.

Entry Order

Initial PS

95.25 sell stop

Adjust PS

Unit 1: On trade above 97.15 (W.1H) to 3DL

Unit 2: On trade above 97.19 (W.1H) to 3DL

Unit 3

Commentary

11/17: Trade below 78.6% retracement, but close above.

11/18: Inside day. Go long on inside-day entry strategy.

11/19: No clear signal. Today remained within the range of day prior to inside-day.

11/20: As long as low of inside-day not exceeded (95.20), buy two units at 96.21 stop.

11/21: One tick above trade prior to inside-day

11/22: Buy stop elected. Place initial protective sell stop at 95.25, one tick below inside-day.
Trade Management

Bonds did not make a daily reversal signal after having declined below the 50% retracement. An inside-day was made Nov. 18 which provided an inside-day trade-entry set-up. A buy-stop to enter a long position is placed one tick above the high of the day prior to the inside-day. The day following the inside-day did not trade out of the range of the day prior to the inside-day and did not trade below the low of the inside-day. The buy-stop was held for the next day.

On Nov. 22, the buy-stop was elected for a two-unit long position. The protective sell-stop was placed one tick below the low of the inside-day.

A profit objective for the short-term unit is 97.29, the 100% Alternate Price Projection.

On a trade above 97.29, the W.1 high, the protective stop-loss should be trailed at the 3DL for both units.
### Trade Management Worksheet

**Current Position:** L-2, 11/22-96.22  
**PS-00:**  
**Date:** 11/22-94  
**Short-Term Stop:**  
**Long-Term Stop:**

#### Trend Analysis

- **Typical Objective for W.3:**
  - W.3 + 152% W.1
  - 100% Ret: 50.0
  - 50% Ret: 31.4

- **Short-Term Objective:**
  - 100% APP (W.3 + W.1)

- **Pattern:** 11/17, probably W.2. Trade below 97.20 (W.1H) initially confirms W.3 low.

### Market Conditions

- **TPPS:**
  - 11/11: Dec. 4.5 (includes 100% Time Ret.)

- **Resistance:**
  - 11/11: Minor 97.29 (W.3 - 100% W.1)
  - 11/11: Int 99.09-99.19 (includes 50% Ret.)

- **Support:**
  - 11/16: Minor 95.26 (inside day low)
  - Fr: Int

- **Pattern:** 11/17, probably W.2. Trade below 97.20 (W.1H) initially confirms W.3 low.

### Trade Strategy

- **Stop:**
  - Above 97.20 (W.1H) initially confirms W.3 low.

- **Trailing Productions:**
  - TRS: Close above 97.29 (100% APP)

### Market Call

- **Adj. PS:**
  - Unit 1 (ST) Trade above 97.20 to 3DL. Take profit at 97.29 (100% APP).

- **ST Obj:**
  - 97.29 (100% APP)

### Commentary

- **11/23:**
  - Wide-range up day. Trade above 97.20, ST profit objective met for one unit.
  - Adjust protective sell-stop on IT unit to 3DL.

- **11/29:**
  - Traded into range of W.1 but did not close in closing range. Possibility this is not an impulse rally.
  - Could be W.1-2-1:3-3:3 rather than W.1-2-3-4. Minor decline to 50% reacement.

  - For now, assume this is minor W.4. No need continuation set-up made in W.3.

- **12/1:**
  - Wide-range, outside up day with close above W.3 high.
  - See next Trade Management Worksheet.

---
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Trade Management #2

The chart on the next Trade Management Worksheet on the next page is up-to-date through Dec. 2, the last comment entry on the prior worksheet.

The entry on the previous worksheet for Nov. 29 noted that bonds made a minor decline into the price range of W.1. An Elliot wave “rule” (guideline) is W.4 should not trade into the range of W.1 although with close-only data, a daily close had not been made in the closing range of W.1. Unless both daily range and closing data violate a “rule”, I usually continue under the assumption the most obvious pattern is correct. In this case, a note was made that the pattern may be a W.1-2 and followed by W.1-2 of W.3. Bonds would have to accelerate the bull trend above the W.5 price objective (99.08-99.19) to alter the assumed wave count to W.1-2-1:3-2:3.

The next worksheet is dated Dec. 2 1994 and continues with this bond trade where the last worksheet ended.
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Trade Management Worksheet

Current Position L=1.122, 96.22

FTPs
Fr 11/11

Resistance Fr 11/11
Int 98.30-99.19 (ideal W.5 target, see chart above)

Support Fr
Int

Pattern W.4 low = 12/2

TCS Close above 99.19

TRS Close below 97.03 (W.1 closing high)

Add Position NA: Approaching W.5 price and time target.

Adj. PS - Unit 1 ST unit closed out at profit objective of 97.29.

Unit 2 (TD) Currently trailed at IDL. On trade above 98.30, trail at IDL.

ST Obj. 99.30, beginning of W.5 objective.

Commentary
12/2 W.1=3 TDs, W.3=5 TDs, 12/2 (W.4) +3-5 TDs = Dec. 7-9.
W 5 top should be made no later than Dec. 9.

12/3 Trade above 98.36, Trail stop at IDL

12/4 Close above 99.19, Trend acceleration? Extended W.5?

12/7 Snap-back-reversal day. Prior day low taken out. Long position stopped out.
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

The intermediate term position was stopped out on Dec. 7 when the 1DL (one-day-low) was taken out. The Dec. 6-7 snap-back-reversal was made at the coincidence of time, price and pattern. Each of these factors were in place for the completion of a minor five wave advance.

Note that the consistency of approach to this trade was exactly the same as the prior trades for the Wave-5 decline into the Nov. 11 low. The same entry signals (trend-reversal or trend-continuation) were employed as well as the same protective stop-loss strategies.

We would anticipate that this minor five-wave advance was either a Wave-A of a correction or just Wave-1 of Wave-A. At this point in time, there is no reason to guess. We can let the market continue to unfold and provide us with more information.

The important factor is that it appears bonds have made at least a minor five-wave advance which signals Nov. 11 is indeed the completion of the major decline and a major correction is in the initial stages. Bonds should eventually exceed the Dec. high without declining below the Nov. 11 low. This factor itself is important information for traders as well as investors who are concerned with the intermediate trend of interest rates.

What should be anticipated following a five-wave advance? At least an ABC correction. If an ABC correction appeared to unfold, we would have the ideal set-up to enter long for a W.C or W.3:A.

We can now assume that the major trend has turned from bearish to bullish. We would wait for some sort of correction to the minor five-wave advance to unfold to consider taking another long position.
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet  
Market Bonds, March '93  
Trade # Date: #5 - 12/7/94

Second long underbought out Dec. 7. 
Wave 6 top made at the coincident of projected time and 
price which coincided with the parallel channel line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Con.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long (ST)</td>
<td>11/22</td>
<td>95.22</td>
<td>11/23</td>
<td>97.29</td>
<td>39.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>1183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (IT)</td>
<td>11/23</td>
<td>96.23</td>
<td>12/7</td>
<td>98.18</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>1845.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Trade P/L: 3023.75

TRADING COMMENTS  Not an ideal five-wave rally. W.4 traded into range of W.1 
but did not close into the closing range of W.1. Possibility this was a complex correction of some sort 
(ABCD1E). A continued rally and close above 99.24 (high-to-date, 12/6) signals trend continuation.

LESSONS LEARNED  Dec. 2 wide-range outside-reversal was a very high probability set-up for 
a short-term long position. Considering probability in W.4 at the time and very near W.5 price objective, 
good to have passed up this trend-continuation trade entry set-up.

7.56
Prepare To Enter Long Positions On Correction

A W.2:A or W.B correction would typically make a low in the 50%-78.6% retracement zone. If bonds declined into this zone, a trading strategy for a long position would be made.
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The next page shows the bond chart that includes the data following the Dec. 6 top. Bonds did not make a correction from the Dec. 6 high as anticipated. Bonds drifted sideways then up to the 61.8% retracement (8/2/94H-11/11/94L) and declined into a low on Jan. 6 labeled Wave-A as shown on the chart on the next page.

Bonds did not make the low-risk corrective set-up anticipated and no trade was considered.

Until you have a firm opinion based on market action of the position of the market, a trade is not considered.

Bonds continued essentially sideways to complete an ABC-flat correction at the Wave-C low on Jan. 25. We can clearly see the diagonal-fifth-wave and ABC-flat correction after-the-fact, but, as it was unfolding, there was no way to determine how this market activity would play out. Take a sheet of paper. Place it just to the right of the Dec. 6 bar which was originally considered a Wave-5 high. Move it to the right one day at a time to the last break-out bar. Can you honestly say the market pattern provided a strong signal in advance of what was to come?

The Jan. 25 outside-reversal-day low was made one day prior to the coincidence of two important time factors: 61.8% Time Retracement and 100% Alternate Time Projection.

Only after the Jan. 27 wide-range breakout day to a new high did the market provide a strong signal of its position. Bonds appeared to have completed a five wave advance and ABC-flat correction. Because bonds had not provided a set-up for a trend-reversal trade entry in a support zone, we now must consider a trend-continuation trade entry.
1. When the long position was stopped out on Dec. 7 at the projected time and price for a W.5 high, Dec. 6 was assumed to be a completed minor five-wave advance which would be followed by a correction to the 50% retracement or lower.

2. Instead, bonds drifted to a new high making a top Dec. 28 at the 61.8% retracement in what appears to be a diagonal-fifth-wave. Diagonal-fifth-waves are usually followed by a greater than typical correction. Not this time.

3. The Wave-A low was made just two ticks above the 61.8% retracement (not shown) of Wave-5.

4. Wave-B tested the Wave-5 high. Wave-C was made just above the Wave-A low to complete an ABC-flat correction.

5. It was not until the breakout day of Jan. 27 that the market position made sense. Until the market itself provides a strong signal of the position and most probable direction, a trade should not be considered. Trade market behavior, not the forecast. When in doubt, stay out.

6. No trades were considered for over six weeks after being stopped out of the long position on Dec. 7. Bonds had also advanced less than two points in this period of time. Trading junkies would not have the patience to wait six weeks for a low-risk, low-capital exposure trade set-up. Successful traders all have the patience to wait for the market to set-up according to their trading plan.
Putting It All Together

Trade Preparation Worksheet

Bonds are now in a position to consider a long trade. Since the bond activity did not provide a trend-reversal trade entry set-up, we must wait for a trend-continuation set-up unless and until bonds make a correction.

Readers may wonder why a long trade was not entered on the breakout of the double-top. We have not discussed breakout strategies in this book. Only strategies described in the book will be considered. Breakout strategies have not been considered because they do not provide highly objective trade set-up and stop placement rules. Breakout strategies can be very worthwhile strategies to consider, but require a lot of experience and judgment on the part of the trader before entry is considered. Or, they require a very wide stop.

The safer strategy is to consider a trend-continuation trade or entry on the initial correction following a breakout.

Before completing the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet, let’s determine the Dynamic Time and Price resistance projections.
Price Resistance Zones

The assumption is the Jan. 25, 1993 low is the completion of an ABC-flat correction and that this correction was the B-Wave of a larger degree corrective rally from the Nov. 11, 1994 low which will be labeled (A)-(B)-(C). The chart below is the weekly, spot futures chart from the Oct. 1993 high. This chart shows the 38.2%, 50% and 61.8% retracements.

A correction to a five-wave advance or decline often terminates at or near the extreme of the prior Wave-4. In this case, the prior Wave-4 price high was 106.23 which falls just above the 38.2% retracement of the five-wave bear trend.

A C-wave is often equal to either 61.8% or 100% of the price range of the A-wave and/or 162% or 262% of the B-wave. These projections are shown on the March contract chart on the following page.
Putting It All Together

If we combine the longer term retracements from the weekly, spot futures data and the shorter term projections from the March contract, we have the price zones shown below. Projections followed by an asterisk are usually the most important to consider.

**Ideal Price Targets For Wave-(C)**

101.31: W.(C) = 61.8% W.(A) (March)

102.03: W.(C) = 162% W.(B) (March)

104.00: W.(C) = 100% W.(A) (March)*

104.10: W.(C) = 262% W.(B) (March)

105.13: 8/2/94H (spot futures)

106.01: 38.2% Ret. (spot futures)*

106.10: 50% Ret.-percentage change (spot futures)

106.23: 6/6/94H-W.A:4 (spot futures, high price of Wave-4)*

108.24: 61.8% Ret.-percentage change (spot futures)

109.04: 50% Ret. (spot futures)

The broad price zone of 104.00-106.23 should be the ideal price target to complete Wave-(C) and the corrective rally. This price zone includes the most frequent C-wave targets including where W.C = 100% W.A, a
major retrace (38.2%) and the extreme of the prior wave 4. If the corrective rally continues to unfold as anticipated, the minor degree subdivisions should focus on a much narrower cluster of price targets.

Time Resistance Zones For Wave-(C)

Let's take a look at the Time Rhythm Zones and Dynamic Time Projections from the Nov. 11, 1994 low to determine the time resistance projections for a potential corrective high.

Time Rhythm Zone (TRZ): Feb. 28-June 9
The TRZ shows that the corrective rally from the Nov. 11, 1994 low should not complete prior to Feb. 28, 1995 but should complete by June 9, 1995. The minimum Dynamic Time Projections anticipated for a Wave-(C) high and shown on the next page is the Feb. 28-March 10 period which falls at the very beginning of the TRZ. If bonds make new highs after June 9, the odds are bonds are either making a much larger degree correction than anticipated or the rally is a bull trend that will eventually exceed the Oct. 1993 high.
Putting It All Together

Projected Turning Point Periods: Feb. 28-March 10 and April 8-11

Feb. 28: 100% Time Retracement (8/2/94H-11/11/94L) *
March 8: W.(C) = 162% W.(B)
March 10: W.(C) = 100% W.(A) *
March 10: W.(A)-(B) = 100% W.(B)-(C) (11/11/94L-1/25/95L projected from 12/28/94H)

April 8: W.(C) = 262% W.(B)
April 11: W.(C) = 162% W.(A) *
April 13: 38.2% Time Retracement (10/93H-11/94L) *

If bonds make a new high after April 13, the odds are a typical ABC corrective rally is not being made. April 11 is the time projection where the time of Wave-C would be equal to 162% of the time range of Wave-A. This is usually the maximum time projection of a Wave-C. If bonds make a new high after April 13, the rally is probably only Wave-(A) and the correction will be much greater in time and price than anticipated.

The following page includes the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet that includes the time and price projections described in the previous pages.
Putting It All Together

**Trade Management Worksheet**

**Current Position** US 30; L 1, 1/31/95, 101.13

**Initial Sell Stop** - 100.24

**Dynamic Trends - BZ** (T. BONDS US$00 B)

Wave-C objective begins at 104.0
where Wave-C = 100% Wave-A

(A) (B) (C) (F)

Outside Entry Day
If prior day's low exceeded during day, place a buy-stop one tick above prior day's high. Place initial protective sell-stop one tick below the current day's low.

**PTPs**
- Feb. 28 - March 10, April 7-13

**TRZ**
- Feb. 28 - June 9

**Resistance**
- Fr 1/25 = W(B)
- Int 101.31-102.03, 104.04-106.22
data, 108.24-109.04

**Support**
- Fr 1/25 = W(B)
- Int 100.25 (1/31, outside day low)

**Pattern**
1/25 = W(B) low.

**TCS** Close Above 102.23

**TRS** Trade between 102.23 - W(B) low

**Add Position** NA: Wave-C already underway. Initial trade = trend-continuation.

**Adj. PS** - Unit 1. On close above 102.03 trail at 3DL.

**ST Obj.** 104.00 (100% APP where W(C) = 100% W(A))

**Commentary**
- 23. Wide-range up day with close above 102.03. Trail protective sell stop at 3DL, currently 100.26.
- 2/15 Bonds drifted sideways for over a week. Today exceeded the Feb. 3 high. Stop adjusted to 101.08.
- 2/28. Bonds have reached both time and price resistance. Trail stop on IT position at 1DL.
- 3/2. Stopped out of IT position. Now fast Rally from 1/25 low. no discernible pattern except for range swings making higher highs and higher lows.

7-66
The chart on the Trade Management Worksheet on the preceding page was current though the date of entry of the trade. A journal of commentary is made at the bottom of the worksheet. A new Trade Management Worksheet is usually not completed unless the critical data such as the time and price projections are changed or a chart pattern that is critical to the analysis develops.

In the current case with bonds, nothing critical or dramatic unfolded with the analysis, trading strategies or chart pattern as bonds continued to advance and the long position was stopped out March 2. The chart below shows the data following the date the prior worksheet was begun. The dates of the commentary found in the worksheet are noted so you can compare the chart activity as the comments were made.

The next page includes the Trade Critique Worksheet with comments regarding the questionable position of bonds at this point in time.
Putting It All Together

Closed Trade Critique Worksheet

El Dynamic Trader - 80 - [T. BONDS] US0323 D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Exit</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tpip Value</th>
<th>Comm.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long</td>
<td>1/31</td>
<td>101.13</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>103.19</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Trade P/L: 1840.00

TRADE COMMENTS: March 1 high made at direct hit of projected time and price resistance.
While Feb. 28 is minimum date of TRZ for top, corrective top not expected to be made prior to
April 13 (36.2% Time Retracement of bear trend). Pattern of W(C) did not sub-divide nicely into
five wave structure. I am not highly confident this is the final corrective high. Maximum PTPF for a typical
ABC, corrective high should be April 8-13. Major resistance zone for ABC, corrective high extends from 104.00 to 106.23.

LESSONS LEARNED: 
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Corrective Top Complete?

Did March 1, 1995 complete a major corrective top to the Oct. 1993 - Nov. 1994 bear trend? The broad time and price zones anticipated to complete the corrective high are:

**Time**
- Time Rhythm Zone: Feb. 28 - June 9
- Dynamic Time Projections: Feb. 28 - March 10, April 7 - 13

**Price (March contract):** 104.00-106.23

The **March 1** high was made at **104.12** directly within the time and price projections for a corrective high. There is still almost two points of price range (to 106.23) and another time period (April 7-13) from where a corrective high may be anticipated to complete.
Putting It All Together

Trading Strategies For A Short Position

If bonds have rallied into the broad time and price zones anticipated for a major, corrective high, our trading strategy is to look for low-risk and low-capital exposure trade set-ups to take a short position.

The chart below shows the position of June bonds a few days following the March 1 high. We are now considering June bonds as the March contract expires in the later half of March. At the contract roll-over, June bonds will become the spot-futures contract month.

A low was made March 7 at 101.00, just one tick below the 50% retracement. We will consider this a potential Wave-1 low. We use the same trade-entry strategy as before by looking to take a short position in the typical retracement range for a Wave-2.

*Short Position Trading Strategy:* Sell June bonds in the 102.13-103.07 (50%-78.6% retracement zone) on the close of a daily reversal signal.
The chart below shows June bonds following the March 7 low. Bonds continued to rally to above the March 1 high without making a daily reversal signal in the retracement zone. No short trade was signaled.

Bonds are still in the broad price zone for a major corrective high (103.24-106.23) which has been adjusted to begin at 103.24 to reflect the June contract price projections. Another Projected Turning Point Period for a high is April 7-13. The chart on the following page with the Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet dated April 6, 1995 shows bonds through April 6, the day prior to the Projected Turning Point Period.

The new trading strategy to take advantage of an anticipated corrective high in the current time and price zone is to sell on the close of a daily reversal signal or sell on a trend continuation signal if bonds decline to below the recent minor swing low of 103.00.
Putting It All Together

Trade Preparation and Initiation Worksheet

Trade Objective: Go short on completion of corrective rally

Market: Bonds, June

Price Projection for corrective high: 103.24 - 103.23

Sell on close of a daily reversal signal made in the time and price projection ranges on a trend continuation signal made below 103.0.

Entry Order

Initial PS: 105.17
Adjust PS: Unit 1, Adjust to 3DL if 103.0 reached

Commentary:

- 47. Wide-range outside-day made with new high and close below the prior day's low.
- Sold on the close. Very strong sell signal at time and price resistance.
- The only weak link in our reliable Elliot wave analysis into the up trend. Possible double top.
- Initial protective buy stop at 105.17, one tick above the reversal day high.

---

Trade #/Date: 47 - 4/9/93
Short Position Stopped Out

On April 7, bonds made an *outside-reversal-day*. A two-unit short position is taken on the close at 104.12. The initial protective buy-stop is placed at 105.17, one tick above the April 7, entry-day high. Five trading days later on April 17, bonds made another new high on another *outside-reversal-day*. The short position taken April 7 is stopped out for a loss and another short-position is taken the same day on the close at 104.18.

I have not included the *Trade Management Worksheet* for this trade because it was short-term and no new information was made prior to the protective buy-stop being hit on April 17.

The following page is the *Closed Trade Critique Worksheet* for the stopped-out short position.
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Closed Trade Critique Worksheet  
Market Bids, June 95  
Trade #/Date 97-4/17/95

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Comm.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (5T)</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>104.12</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>105.17</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>-1191.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (1L)</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>104.12</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>105.17</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>-1191.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Trade P/L: -2362.50

TRADE COMMENTS: The wide-range, outside-reversal-day required a wide stop at one tick above the high of the day.

LESSONS LEARNED: Wed., April 12 was an inside-day with a close above the day's open and prior day's close. Could have considered lowering stop and limiting exposure to one tick above the high prior to the inside-day.
As long as the conditions remain for a top, the short-sale trading strategy is maintained.

On April 17, the same day the April 7 short position was stopped out, bonds made another new high on a wide-range outside-reversal day with a close below the prior day's low. Another short position is taken on the close of 104.18. April 17 was a Monday and just one trading day past the Projected Turning Point Period of April 7-13 that was a high probability projection for a high. April 13 was a Thursday. April 14 was a non-trading day holiday. The April 7-13 time period was considered the maximum time period to anticipate a corrective high. New daily and closing highs after April 13 indicated bonds should continue to rally to at least the next projected time and price zones. The April 7-13 period fell in the middle of the Feb. 28-June Time Rhythm Zone for a high. Bonds were still in the broad price zone anticipated for a corrective high.

The next page is the Trade Management Worksheets for the new short position. The commentary on this worksheet begins with April 17 when the second two-unit short position was taken. Note the May 1 comments when the protective buy-stop was changed to a stop-and-reverse order.

The Trade Management Worksheet is followed by the Closed Trade Critique Worksheets.
Putting It All Together

Trade Management Worksheet

Current Position: S-2, June Bonds, 104.18

PS-00

Trade # / Date: 88-4/17/95

Initial Buy Stop: 105.25

As long as the conditions for a top remain, continue with the strategy for a short sale.

The initial short position is stopped out on April 17. A new short is taken on the outside reversal day above on April 17.

PTYs
Fr 11/1/94 L
April 7-13

TRZ
Fr 11/1/94 L
Feb 29 - June 6

Resistance
Fr 1/25 - W-(60)
Int 103.24-106.23

Support
Fr 4/27H
Minor 103.31
Fr 4/27H
Int 103.00

Pattern 4/17 = W/Co high?

TOS Close above 106.23
TRB Close below 103.00

Add Position: On Trend-Continuation set-up after trade below 103.00

Adj PS - Unit 1 (ST) Trail at 3DH following trade to 103.00

Unit 2 (IT) Trail at 3DH following trade to 103.00

ST Obj: Not applicable yet

Commentary
4/17, Outside Reversal Day. Went short on the close of 104.18.

Possible triple-top. If confirmed by a decline below 103.00, should be very strong bear trend.

If trade above triple-top, should be very strong bull trend.

S/L: Bonds have remained in a small trading range for over a week and within a relatively small trading range for almost six weeks since March 16. We are now well beyond the maximum time projection anticipated for a corrective top (April 7-13).

If the April 17 high is exceeded, an ABC corrective top is not being made and bonds are likely to rally to the 61.8% retracement (108.24) or higher.

Change the 105.25 protective buy-stop to a stop-and-reverse to go not long.

If the stop and reverse is reached, exit the long position on the close of entry day if the close is below the current day’s open and prior day’s close.

S/S: Stop-and-reverse order elected at 105.25. Two short units stopped out and now net short two units.
Two units were sold on the outside-reversal-day close at April 17. The protective buy-stop placed at a tick above the reversal-day high was hit May 3.

On May 1 it is decided to make the buy-stop a stop-and-reverse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Cons</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Cons.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>104.18</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>-1253.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (TT)</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>104.18</td>
<td>5/2</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>-1253.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Trade P/L**: -2507.59

**TRADE COMMENTS**: The pattern from the Nov. low is not providing a clear indication of the market position. The April 17 reversal-day high was made one trading day past the anticipated maximum time period for a corrective (ABC) high. The April 17 short position was taken at an almost ideal time and price position for a corrective high.

**LESSONS LEARNED**: Always keep very alert to a market that is not performing according to expectations. Be prepared to reverse position when a coincidence of projected time and price is exceeded. This is an important indication of an unusually strong market.
Putting It All Together

When A Market Doesn't Do What It Is Supposed To Do, It Will Probably Do Just The Opposite

The April 17 reversal-day high at 105.24 was less than one point from the maximum price projection anticipated for an ABC-corrective high (106.23) and one trading day after the April 7-13 Projected Turning Point Period anticipated for an ABC-corrective high. If these time and price targets were exceeded, the bond market has signaled that either a more complex and longer term corrective trend is underway or possibly an impulse bull trend. In either case, bonds should continue to rally to a much higher price level.

Because of these factors, the protective buy-stop order was changed to a stop-and-reverse (S&R) order. Four units were bought when the S&R order was hit which resulted in a two-units net long position.
Dynamic Time and Price Projections
In early May, bonds have continued to rally above the price zone anticipated for a corrective high and beyond the time zone anticipated for a corrective high. Let’s take a look at the next price and time targets that should be reached.

Time Rhythm Zone Projection
The chart below shows the Time Rhythm Zone that was shown earlier. The overlap period extends to June 9. Recall that this TRZ was projected from 5%/21 CDs swings and the overlap period considers 80% of the swings. What this translates to is based on the swing statistics, bonds have a 90% probability of making a top by June 9 that will be followed by at least a 5% price decline that will last at least 21 CDs.

The chart also shows that June 1 is the 50% Time Retracement of the bear trend.
Putting It All Together

**Dynamic Time Projections**

The chart below shows three important Dynamic Time Projections that fall in June. From the top of the chart they are:

**June 13:** The two prior rally swings lasted 47 CDs and 50 CDs. June 13 is the 100% Alternate Time Projection of the shorter, 47 CDs swing.

**June 16:** The 100% Alternate Time Projection of the 50 CDs rally (not shown).

**June 1:** The 100% Time Cycle Ratio of the previous High-to-High (A-C). Note from the previous page that June 1 is also the 50% Time Retracement of the major bear trend.

**June 12:** The 100% Time Retracement of the C-D trading range.

The two June 1 dates fall within the extreme range of the 80%-TRZ which ends June 9. The June 12-13 dates are just a few days following the TRZ. With both the extreme TRZ and Dynamic Time Projections falling in the first half of June, the probabilities are very high that a top will be made in the first half of June, ideally near June 1 or June 12-16.
Price Retracements

The two charts on the next page show the major price retracements by both price range and percentage change. Note how closely the retracement targets from these two methods cluster.

106.01-106.10: 38.2% range retracement and 50% percentage change retracement
108.24-109.04: 50% range retracement and 61.8% percentage change retracement
112.06: 61.8% range retracement and 78.6% percentage change retracement
116.19: 78.6% range retracement and 100% percentage change retracement
Putting It All Together
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Dynamic Price Projections

The chart below is also the continuous spot futures data and shows the two 100% Alternate Price Projections where W.E = 100% W.A at 109.12 and 100% W.C at 112.0. These two projections fall near the retracement projections shown on the previous page.

The horizontal bars along the price scale represent the clusters of retracement and alternate price projections which are the high probability resistance zones.

We now have the high probability time and price projections for a top and can complete a Trade Management Worksheet for the long position taken on the break above the recent time and price resistance zones. The Trade Management Worksheet is followed by the Trade Critique Worksheet. These two worksheets provide all of the data and commentary necessary to describe this trade.
Putting It All Together:

Trade Management Worksheet

Current Position: Long, June Bonds, 105.25

PS-OO: 105.78
Initial Sell Stop: 104.21

---

Risk Management:

100% Alternate Price Projections for June Contract Data

Also see spot contract data for APPs and retracements that fall near these price zones.

---

PTP:
Fr 11/11/94 L
May 31-June 2, June 9-14

TRZ:
Fr 11/11/94 L
Feb 28-June 9

Resistance:
Fr 11/11/94 L
Int 105.24-112.07, 111.30-112.06, 116.19

Support:
Fr NA
Minor 104.22 (4728L)

Pattern: ABCDE? Appears to be a corrective rally but no confident pattern.

Closing above 112.06: TCS
Closing below 104.22 (4728L): TRS

Add Position: NA. Will not add position as Im without a confident opinion of the pattern position.

Adjust PS:

Unit 1 (ST): Trail at DDL. Adjust to IDL if 109.04 reached or if 109.04 reached (50% Ret.)

Unit 2 (IT): Trail at IDL. Adjust to IDL if 111.30 reached (Further 100% APP on June contract data).

---

9/9: Bonds ran straight up and exceeded 109.94 today. Trail ST-unit stop at 109.94.

5/11: ST-unit stopped out at 109.04 decline below yesterday's low.

111.30-112.06 price zone should be maximum price target for corrective high. This price zone includes 109.94 retracement and 100% Alternate Price Projections from both June and
continuing, spot futures contracts.

5/24: Bonds reached 111.30. Trail stop at IDL for remaining IT-unit.

5/25: Close above 112.06. Rally likely to continue to next price target of 116.19.

5/26: Rally continued straight up into May 31-June 2 PTPP without taking out IDL.

Today's high at 116.12, just three ticks short of 116.19 target.

5/29: IT-unit stopped out 113.14, one tick below IDL. The four prior trading days were
within the daily range of June 2, June 3, high made at May 31-June 2 PTPP for a high and just
three ticks short of 116.19 price target. Probably major top.

---
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**Dynamic Trader - Chapter 7**

**Closed Trade Critique Worksheet**

**Market Bonds, June 95**

**Trade #: Date**

**Trade P/L:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Entry Date</th>
<th>Entry Price</th>
<th>Exit Date</th>
<th>Exit Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th># Con.</th>
<th>Tick Value</th>
<th>Com.</th>
<th>Trade P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Long (ST)</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>103.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>3183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Long (IT)</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>113.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>35.00</td>
<td>7621.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total Trade P/L:** 10,305.00

**TRADE COMMENTS**

June 2 top made just three ticks short of extreme price target and precisely within Dynamic Time Projection for a high which included the 50% Time Retracement of the prior bear trend. During the entire rally from the 42X low to 67X high, the SDL was not taken out.
The June 2 high was made just one week from the extreme TRZ overlap period of June 9.
The June 2 high has probably completed a major corrective rally.

**LESSONS LEARNED**

How to be wrong and make money. From the Nov. 1994 low, I was anticipating a more readily defined corrective pattern that would ideally top in the March-April time frame.
The Dynamic Time and Price Projections and simple Trading Strategies kept me on the right side of the market for the unexpected bull swing into the June high.
Putting It All Together

The table below is a summary of the bond trades described on the previous pages.

**Trade Summary: Bond Trades: 8/17/94 - 6/9/95**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Close</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Com.</th>
<th>P/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>8/17</td>
<td>103.11</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(441.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>100.02</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>9/2</td>
<td>102.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3871.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (GBP)</td>
<td>9/16</td>
<td>100.09</td>
<td>10/10</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1871.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>10/18</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>11/19</td>
<td>97.15</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1527.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (ST)</td>
<td>11/22</td>
<td>96.22</td>
<td>11/23</td>
<td>98.18</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (IT)</td>
<td>11/22</td>
<td>96.22</td>
<td>12/7</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1840.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (IT)</td>
<td>1/31</td>
<td>101.13</td>
<td>3/2</td>
<td>103.19</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1840.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>104.12</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>105.17</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(1191.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>4/7</td>
<td>104.12</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>105.17</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(1191.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (ST)</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>104.18</td>
<td>5/23</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(1253.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short (IT)</td>
<td>4/17</td>
<td>104.18</td>
<td>5/23</td>
<td>105.25</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>(1253.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (ST)</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>103.25</td>
<td>5/11</td>
<td>109.00</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3183.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long (IT)</td>
<td>5/3</td>
<td>103.25</td>
<td>6/9</td>
<td>113.14</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7621.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Trades</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ave. Win 1508.50</td>
<td>Ave. Loss 952.00</td>
<td>Ave Profit Per Trade $1,200.00</td>
<td>Net Profit $19,259.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many other trading opportunities were available during this period if the parameters for accepting a trade were broadened from those in the Trading Plan described early in the chapter. Review the charts for this period. Note how many trend-continuation trade set-ups there were during this period. If part of your trading plan is to include short-term trend-continuation set-ups for 1-3 day trades, many other opportunities were available.

Many other low-risk, low-capital exposure opportunities were available if intraday data such as 30 or 60 minute charts were incorporated into the analysis and trading plan.
June 2, 1995 did not complete a major corrective high in bonds as anticipated in early June. Bonds made a slightly higher high later in June followed by a decline greater than 5% and longer than 21 days just as anticipated. Following a mid-Aug. low, bonds continued to rally making a final top in Jan. 1996. The Dynamic Time and Price chapters describe the Dynamic Time Projections, Time Rhythm Zone and Dynamic Price Projections into the Jan. 1996 high.

Remember, we trade the market, not the forecast. The March 1995 high was also anticipated to be an important top followed by a continued bear trend to new lows. Yet, the long position trades that followed later in May were the most profitable of the past year. Once the June-July 1994 highs were exceeded, bonds signaled another major advance was underway.

Trading results for the period following the June-July, 1995 highs through the Jan. 1996 high are similar to the April-June 1995 period. Two or three relatively small losses followed by two or three sizable gains as bonds eventually advanced to make a top on a direct hit of projected time and price in Jan. 1996. If you have the bond data for this period, follow the same trading plan as the examples above and identify the trades for the period following the June 1995 high through the Jan. 1996 high.

**How To Learn Dynamic Trading**

The best way to learn Dynamic Trading, or any approach to trading for that matter, is to do what we have just done in this chapter. Develop a specific trading plan and trading rules. Choose a period of time from the past for a market and follow it day by day as if it were a current market unfolding each day.

Prepare all of the necessary time and price projections, complete the trading worksheets, follow the plan and "paper trade." Better yet, choose two or three diverse markets such as bonds, beans and silver. Update the current charts and projections each day as the markets unfold for at least a six month period. "Paper trade" them as they unfold. You will not only come to understand and appreciate the power of Dynamic Trading, but will acquire the closest thing to actual trading experience.
Chapter 8

The Real World Of Dynamic Trading

The real difference between winners and losers is not so much native ability as it is the discipline exercised in avoiding mistakes. What separates the amateur from the old pro is that the pro makes fewer mistakes.

Roy W. Longstreet

In This Chapter, You Learn To

Trade Market Behavior, Not Forecasts

I have published an advisory letter since 1986. The following pages include excerpts of the analysis and trade recommendations from recent issues up to the time this book was completed. This may be the most important chapter of this book. There is nothing theoretical about this chapter. It demonstrates the real-time application of what has been taught in this book.

The excerpts are from my monthly Dynamic Traders Analysis Report and Dynamic Traders Weekly Fax Report. It is easy for a trading or investing teacher to show historical examples of their methods that always seem to work out perfectly. My advisory reports are a track record of the value of the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies taught in this book. These examples have been included because they are “real-time, real-world.” They are a matter of record. They were published in advance of the market outcome and trading action taken. They provide a unique opportunity to show how the Dynamic Trading approach is put into practice day-by-day.
These are only a few recent examples. Each monthly report is over 20 pages, not counting the trading tutorials or special research reports included each month. Each weekly report is 8-12 pages. That adds up to a lot of analysis and over 800 pages of material each year! All of the forecasts or projections did not work out as planned. All of the trading recommendations were not profitable. But they all provide an important practical lesson to be learned.

Each example includes follow-up comments, often including a chart of the subsequent market activity. There is not an attempt to explain in detail how all of the time and price projections were determined. The methods used have all been described in the preceding chapters. Each report is educational in itself. You will learn a great deal by studying these reports and their comments. You will become convinced that the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies hold great practical value.

One of the most important principles of successful trading you will learn from this chapter is that you trade market behavior, not forecasts. This theme is repeated throughout the follow-up comments. Dynamic Trading technical analysis is meant for the trader and investor to form an opinion of the market position and the most likely outcome of the current position. The analysis techniques identify trend reversals and the high probability time and price targets of the trend or counter-trend. While these projections are forecasts, traders must never fail to identify what market activity will invalidate the projections or forecast and never fail to take action if the forecast is invalidated. A trader or investor who fails to exit a market when the market position has been invalidated by the market activity will not succeed in the business of trading.

**Trade Market Behavior, Not Forecasts**

By studying all of the material in this book and applying it to your own analysis and trading strategies, you will also be able to put it into practical application on a day-to-day basis just as illustrated in these real-world examples.

The page lay-out of this chapter is wider than the previous chapters in order to accommodate the format of the excerpts from the reports. The excerpts shown are just as they appeared in their respective reports. The headings in this chapter are the headings from the respective reports.

More examples from the weekly fax report are included than from the monthly report. This is because the weekly fax report is more timely and often able to provide specific trade recommendations and protective stop-loss levels which is usually not possible with a monthly report. The monthly report provides the intermediate to long-term position of a market. This is critical information as the shorter-term trading strategies
are always taken within the context of the larger degree trend position. All subscribers receiving the weekly fax report have also received the monthly report and are aware of the larger degree position of the market.

Study these examples in light of what you have learned, and I know you too will become a confident Dynamic Trader. First, let's take a look at the format of the reports so you will derive the most benefit from studying them.

Report Format
Each section of the report often provides commentary and explanations. One of the important objectives of each report is to educate the subscriber. The more knowledgeable the subscriber, the more confident he or she will be in the analysis and conclusions. More importantly, subscribers may then formulate their own trading strategies in light of their understanding of market position.

Comments: This section provides a brief commentary of the market activity since the last report.

Major Trend: Bullish or Bearish and from which prior pivot. Both the Bearish or Bullish Reversal and Continuation Signals must have been elected to signal the direction of the major trend.

Intermediate Trend: Bullish or Bearish and from which prior pivot. The election of the Bearish or Bullish Reversal Signal indicates the direction of the intermediate trend.

Support and Resistance: Shows the price support and resistance zones and which contract or index they relate to. There are often explanatory comments showing how the price zones were calculated. The price zones underlined are the most significant.

Time Analysis: Shows the Projected Turning Point Periods (PTTP) and Time Rhythm Zones (TRZ). Those underlined are usually the most significant with a potential for an intermediate or major trend change.

Pattern: Provides comments regarding the Elliott wave structure of the market position and other pattern comments.

Bearish or Bullish Reversal Signal: Price and/or time targets that, if elected, signal an intermediate degree trend change. The reversal signals are not completely objective or 100% mechanical, but based on the time, price and pattern position of the market.

Bearish or Bullish Continuation Signal: Price and/or time targets that, if elected, signal the direction of the major trend.

Minimum Time or Price Objectives: Often provides the minimum time and/or price objectives for the current trend.
General Trading Strategies: Usually summarizes the current market position and anticipated minimum, time or price targets for the current trend. Provides the general trading strategies to consider given the market position.

Last Week’s Trading Activities: Only included in the weekly report. Describes any recommended trades entered or stopped out since the last report and/or adjustments to the protective stop-loss recommendations.

Specific Trading Recommendations: Only included in the weekly report. Most recommendations assume a two unit position is taken, short and intermediate term. The initial protective stop-loss is always provided with the trade entry recommendation. Recommendations for stop-loss adjustments are made until the trade is stopped out. Only general, not specific, trade recommendations are made for the stock indexes due to the limitations of a weekly report associated with the high volatility of the stock indexes.

The specific trading strategies recommended in the weekly report are limited due to the limitations of a weekly report. Subscribers may develop other strategies during the week to take advantage of the analysis and outlook provided. As you study these reports, consider trading strategies you may have incorporated other than the specific trade recommendations described in the reports.

While the Specific Trade Recommendations section is an important part of the report and any advisory service, some of the balance of the report, including the General Trading Recommendations, often provides the most valuable information. There are limitations to specific trade recommendations that can be made in a weekly report. Traders often formulate many trading strategies around the general trade recommendations.

Options: Provides the important considerations for option positions. Because there are many option strategies that may be implemented for any one option position, specific option recommendations are only occasionally made in the weekly report.

Mutual Fund Switchers / Investors: Recommendations are made when to enter or exit stock, bond or precious metals mutual funds.

Current and Recent Trading Recommendations Table: The weekly report provides a profit/loss summary table of the recent, specific trade recommendations. IT represents intermediate term trades and ST is for short term trades. Each table only includes the activity of a specific market. The table follows the commentary for that market.

We’ll start by looking at the S&P from July 1996 through the time this chapter is completed, March 1997, and see how the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies taught in this book were successfully applied in the real world.
**S&P - Position Summary as of July 13, 1996 (Chart on Page 2)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The S&amp;P made the Intermediate Term Bearish Price Reversal Signal with the Friday, July 5 close below 682.00. Futures and option traders and investors were out of long positions during last week's sharp decline. A comprehensive Stock Market Research Report will be mailed with the July monthly report on Monday, July 15. You will not only find a wealth of information in this report, but startling conclusions.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bullish From Nov. 1994 Low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td>Bearish From 5/23 High. The close below 682.00 on July 5 (Bearish Reversal Signal) turned the intermediate degree trend bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Sept.)</td>
<td>5/23H: 682.00-683.00, 617.00-608.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Sept.)</td>
<td>NA 662.10-664.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>The election and decennial cycles and Dynamic Time Projections still indicate the S&amp;P should make a new high in 1996 above the May high and Dec. will close higher than the May close. The 1996 high should not be made prior to Oct. From the 5/23H: July 11-17, July 31-Aug. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>The Wave 2 (8/94H-11/94L) correction was an ABC which implies Wave 4 should be &quot;complex&quot; which is exactly what appears to be unfolding. Complex corrections may take any shape imaginable. It is a hopeless job to try to predict their completion from a pattern standpoint. It is better to rely on price and time projections to anticipate the completion of the correction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td>Price 591, probable to 730 or higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Oct.: While the intermediate degree trend has turned down, the major trend objectives to new highs should come later in the year even though the S&amp;P could be sideways to down into as late as Nov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DCB 662.00 (Sept.). This was met Friday, July 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Continuation</td>
<td>Price 2CLDCB 608.35 (2 Consecutively Lower Daily Closes Below). Note that this long term Bearish Continuation Signal has been adjusted much lower than the one shown last week. If this signal is elected, it means that the outlook for new highs later in 1996 is voided and the bear trend from the May high should continue for many months. I do not anticipate this signal being elected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DCA 664.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>While the S&amp;P is not unfolding in the ideal bullish scenario anticipated in recent weeks, the major bull trend from the April 1994 low is not yet voided and new highs later in the year are strongly anticipated. While a corrective low could come as late as Nov., the odds favor it being made by the end of Aug. and ideally in either the current PTPP of July 11-17 or the upcoming July 31-Aug. 5 period. The ideal price zone for a corrective low is 643.4-636.00. The maximum anticipated decline is to the 617.00-608.35 support zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Traders should be flat as of the July 5 close. No new recommendations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td>Investors should be flat as of the July 5 close. No new recommendations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dynamic Trading - Chapter 8*
Follow-up comments to the July 13, 1996 report: The chart above was included with the July 13, 1996 report. How did this outlook for a corrective low followed by a continued bull trend to new highs turn out? See the following pages.
### S&P - Position Summary as of July 20, 1996 (Chart on Page 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Nothing has changed for the long term S&amp;P outlook. The July 16 low was made dead on the 617.00-609.85 support zone and the July 11-17 PTPP for a low.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bullish From Nov. 1994 Low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Trend</td>
<td>Bearish From 5/23 High. The close below 562.00 (bearish reversal signal) on July 5 turned the intermediate degree trend bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Sep.)</td>
<td>523 H 617.00-609.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Sep.)</td>
<td>NA 645.85-654.25, 668.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>July 16 should be the corrective low prior to a new high. Note that this low was made 54 CDs from the May 23 high. Check your chart history for the large number of short term panic declines that were 55 CDs +/- a couple days. PTPP From the 5/23H: July 11-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>There is no confident wave structure interpretation at this point in time from my point of view other than a wave-four complex correction is at or near completion. If the July 16 low is exceeded, we must accept that the decline from May 23 high is a five wave pattern and probably the beginning of a larger degree bear market. I don't expect the July 16 low to be exceeded without the S&amp;P first making new highs. The July 16 low was made dead on the Andrew's support line shown on last Saturday's report. When a market is making nice well defined swings, Andrew's support, resistance and median lines are often at least temporary support and resistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td>Price 708, probable to 730 or higher. (These are minimum projections.) Time Oct. While the intermediate degree trend has turned down, the major trend objectives to new highs should come later in the year even though the S&amp;P could be sideways to down into as late as Nov. Oct. is the minimum time projection for a top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DDB 622.00 (Sept.). This was met Friday, July 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Continuation</td>
<td>Price 20LDCB 608.85 (2 Consecutively Lower Daily Closes Below).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DCA 668.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>The working assumption at this time is that the S&amp;P made a corrective low at the direct hit of time and price support on July 16. The S&amp;P should exceed the May 23 high without exceeding the July 16 low although a trending rally probably won't begin prior to early Aug. Traders should only consider buying strategies unless the Bearish Continuation Signal is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Put premiums are high. Option traders should consider selling out-of-the-money puts given the working assumption that the July 16 low will not be exceeded for some time. Needless to say, short puts must only be hedged in the event of another panic decline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td>Investors should be flat as of the July 5 close. Enter long on a DCA 668.20, the Bullish Reversal Signal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follow-Up Comments To The July 13 and July 20, 1996 Weekly Reports

The dynamic time, price and pattern analysis for the July 16, 1996 corrective low shown in these two reports was dead-on. The S&P continued to rally to new highs as anticipated. You may recall that right at this time, a very well publicized “guru” sent out tens of thousands of promotional letters for her investment newsletter that said something like “sell everything now, a bear market has begun.” I’ll bet you were on a mailing list that received this “warning.” Traders and investors using Dynamic Trading techniques knew just the opposite was likely to happen. Not a bear market, but the resumption of the bull market to new highs.

The “Minimum Bull Market Objectives” shown in the July 20 report are just that, minimum objectives. As of that period of time in late July when the S&P was at 642.00, the bull market was anticipated to reach at least 708 and probably 730 or higher and not make a top prior to Oct. The bull trend continued as anticipated and the S&P reached 718.00 in Oct. As new swings were made, new price and time projections were also made which pointed to even higher prices in the months ahead.
### S&P - Position Summary as of Aug. 31, 1996 (Chart on Page 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The sharp decline of the last two days does not void the long term outlook for new highs before year-end.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bullish from Nov. 1994 Low. This bull trend should not complete prior to Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td>Bullish from the July 16 low. Only a close below Bearish Reversal Signal of 623.55 would turn the Intermediate degree trend bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Sept.)</td>
<td>8/32H 646.30-640.05, 634.05, 623.50-620.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>646.30: 50% Ret. 7/24L-8/22H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>644.65: 100% APP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>641.40: 50% Ret. 7/18L-8/22H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>640.05: 61.8% Ret. 7/24L-9/22H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Sept.)</td>
<td>7/16L 666.20-672.10, 670.40-681.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>PTPP From the 8/32H: Sept. 4-5, Sept. 13-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The decline from the 8/32H high should complete no later than the Sept. 13-15 PTPP followed by a continued rally to new highs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>Bullish Aug. 25 completed an oddball top. Check your charts to find another top made on a 2-3 week narrow range pattern. You’ll have a hard time. The 7/16L-8/22H rally does not fit a well-defined and predictable pattern. At best, it appears to be a sloppy five wave impulse pattern. Given the larger degree outlook for new highs, this is the best interpretation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td>Price 708, probable to 750 or higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time Oct.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DCB 623.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Continuation</td>
<td>Price 2CHDCA 672.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>The current decline is considered corrective and should provide an excellent entry opportunity for the anticipated advance to new highs later in the year. The ideal time and price targets for a corrective low are Sept. 4-6 and 646.30-640.05. The decline should complete no later than Sept. 16 and should not close below 623.50.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>No change. Option strategies should consider that the S&amp;P should exceed the May high in the fourth quarter of the year without first making the Bearish Reversal Signal. Put premiums are relatively high. Option traders should consider selling out-of-the-money puts given the working assumption that the Bearish Reversal Signal will not be exceeded for some time. Needless to say, short puts must be hedged in the event of another panic decline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td>Investors should be long as of the Aug. 2 close when the Bullish Reversal Signal was made. Exit long positions if the Bearish Reversal Signal is made.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Dynamic Trading - Chapter 8*
Follow-up Comments To The Aug. 31, 1996 Report

How did the projection for a corrective low no later than Sept. 16 followed by a continued rally to new highs turn out? See the follow-up chart on the next page. The Aug. 31, 1996 report also projected that the minimum bull market price objective was 708 and the S&P would probably reach 730 or higher.
On Sept. 3, one day before the Sept. 4-5 PTPP (Projected Turning Point Period) for a low, the S&P made a corrective low as anticipated at 642.70, precisely within the 646.30-640.05 projected support zone.

The S&P continued to rally to new highs as anticipated. Note above that the Aug. high was considered a Wave-1 and the Sept. low a Wave-2. This implies that Waves 3-5 to new highs should still unfold.

The Aug. 31, 1996 report projected that the minimum bull-market price objective was 708 with a probable objective of 730 or higher.

How did this outlook turn out? Let's move ahead to the Nov. 21, 1996 report to find out.
### S&P - Position Summary as of Nov. 21, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>While the S&amp;P has reached the broad price zone anticipated for a major top, time projections indicate a top was not made at the Nov. 20 high.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Dec.)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Dec.)</td>
<td>7/16 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td><strong>PTFP</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TRZ</strong></td>
<td>From the April 1994 Low: Dec. 6-March 25. (The TRZ is the broad time zone with a high probability of making a major bull market top.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time</strong></td>
<td>Oct. 31: Has been met. New daily and closing highs after Nov. 11 signal the advance should continue to Nov. 22 or later.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Continuation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follow-up comments to the Nov. 21, 1996 Report: The chart above, included with the Nov. 21, 1996 report, showed Oct. 29 as a Wave-4 low counting from the July low. It appeared minor Waves-1-4 of Wave-5 were also complete, implying the five wave advance from the July low was near completion.

The Nov. 21 report projected that the S&P had a high probability of completing the bull trend in either the Nov. 22-26 or Dec. 5-15 PTPP for a high. Time, price and pattern each seemed to be pointing to a major top.

On Nov. 26, precisely within the time zone for a high, the S&P made a reversal day high followed by the sharpest decline since the July low. All of the factors seemed to be in place to signal the completion of a bull market and the beginning of a bear trend.

**S&P - Position Summary as of Dec. 14, 1996**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The S&amp;P has continued lower as anticipated. It will not take much more of a decline to confirm the larger degree trend has turned bearish.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong> From April 1994 low. Both the Bearish Reversal and Bearish Continuation Signals must be made to signal the major trend has turned bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong> From the July 16 low. While the Nov. 26 high has been made on a direct hit of projected time and price, the Bearish Reversal Signal (DCB 730.90) has not been tweeted to signal the trend has turned bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (March)</td>
<td>11/28H 732.20-730.95, 722.20-718.90, 705.30-697.50, 684.75 722.20-718.90 is now the key support zone. This zone includes the 100% alternate price projection (W.5-W.1 counting from the Nov. 26 high), 76.8% retracement of W.5 and 38.2% retracement of W.1-5. Closing below this price zone is a high probability signal that the larger degree trend is bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance</td>
<td>7/16L (spot future): Board price zone for major low: 728.00-722.90 12/15L (March): 752.50-765.0. This zone should not be closed above if the larger degree trend has turned bearish. A close above 755.0 should be followed by a continued rally to new highs. Calculate Fib. retracements &amp; low made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>PTTP Dec. 19 (potential for minor low)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>? The working assumption is that Nov. 28 completed wave 5E. Dec. 10 has either completed waves 1-2 or A-B. The assumption is waves 1-2 are complete. If this is the case, the S&amp;P should currently be in a wave three decline which implies there is a high probability of continued volatility and relatively wide-range down days.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum LT Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td>Price Time 732.20 1/4/97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Continuation</td>
<td>Price S&amp;P (Spot futures): 2CD/DCB 767.25 and (SPX) 2CD/DCB 772. If these Bullish Continuation Signals are met, the S&amp;P should be in a panic buying frenzy with the next price objectives much higher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price S&amp;P (March) DCB 730.90. The S&amp;P has bounced off of this target but has not closed below 730.90. Only a close below 730.90 will signal a trend change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Continuation</td>
<td>Price S&amp;P (March) 2CD/DCB 719.20 If the Bearish Continuation Signal is made, it implies an impulsive wave series began with the Nov. 26 top and the larger degree trend has probably turned bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>The current trading assumption is that a major top was made Nov. 26 and the S&amp;P should continue a bear trend to below the July 16 low without exceeding the Nov. 26 high. A close above 755.00 is the initial indication that this outlook is incorrect. A close below 730.90 is the initial confirmation of a top. Trading strategies should be oriented to the short side unless the S&amp;P closes above 755.00.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>Initiate Bearish option strategies on a March contract close below 730.90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td>Investors should be long as of the Aug. 2 close when the Bullish Reversal Signal was made. Exit long positions if the Bearish Reversal Signal is made (DCB 730.90).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dynamic Trading - Chapter 8
Follow-up Comments To The Dec. 14, 1996 Report

The March S&P and DJIA charts on the previous page that were included with the Dec. 14 report clearly showed what appeared to be the completion of a five wave rally into the Nov. 26 high. The assumption was Nov. 26 completed a bull-market. The initial decline from the Nov. 25 high was labeled assuming Waves 1 and 2 were complete (see the S&P chart on the previous page). If the 722.20-718.20 support zone was exceeded, the bear market would be confirmed. This support zone included typical corrective price targets (see the Price Support comments in the Dec. 14 report). If they were exceeded, the odds were the decline was not a correction, but an impulse.

Don’t forget that we trade market behavior, not forecasts, no matter how confident the technical analysis appears. The objective is to always consider what market activity will confirm or invalidate your opinion of the market.

Within two weeks, the market signaled that a major top was probably not complete and the stock indexes would continue to rally to new highs. The market had quickly signaled that not only was the immediate bearish outlook probably incorrect, but new highs should unfold soon.

Let’s skip ahead to the Jan. 18, 1997 report for an update.
### S&P - Position Summary as of Jan. 18, 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The S&amp;P has made new highs after Jan. 14 which signals the advance should continue at least into Jan. 23 if not longer.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Trend</td>
<td><strong>Bullish</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (March)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (March)</td>
<td>12/17L <strong>802.80-821.10:</strong> This is the critical resistance zone if the wave count shown on the daily chart (12/17L = W 4 L) is correct. At this price zone, W.5=61.8% W.1-3 and 162% W.1, W.5=162% W.4 and W.3-5:5=262% W.2:5. If the S&amp;P exceeds this zone, the wave count shown last week (12/17L=W2:5 counting from the 7/16L) is probably correct which would project much higher prices. The long term report which will be mailed Tuesday includes 40 pages of S&amp;P and DJIA analysis and projections. Long term projections show 812.00-822.00 as a critical long-term resistance zone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>P+TP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>7/16L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum LT Bull Market Objectives</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Reversal</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### General Trading Strategies
- The S&P should be sideways to up at least to Jan. 23 and should reach at least 802.90. These are minimum objectives.
- Options: There are no specific recommendations at this time.
- Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers: Investors and mutual fund switchers exited the market on Dec. 15. Only re-enter long positions if the new Bullish Continuation Signal described above is made.
Follow-up Comments To The Jan. 18, 1997 Report

The chart above, included with the Jan. 18 report, illustrated the revised wave count which now considered the Nov. 26 high a Wave-3, not a Wave-5. The market behavior itself quickly invalidated the opinion that Nov. 26 was a Wave-5 high and provided new time and price projections for the bull trend.

Note that the Jan. 18 report projected the Feb. 5-11 period as having the greatest probability of making a top at the projected price zone of 813.00-822.00 where short, intermediate and long-term price projections coincided. The projection in mid-Jan. was for at least another three weeks and 20+ points of rally.

The S&P continued to rally to new highs as anticipated. Let's jump forward a few weeks for an update.
**S&P - Position Summary as of Feb. 15, 1997**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The S&amp;P has continued to advance as anticipated in Wednesday's update report. Time, price and pattern projections are each nearing the extremes from where a major top should be made.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major Trend</strong></td>
<td>Bullish From April 1994 Low, with the election of the Bullish Continuation Signal Jan. 17, the major trend must be considered bullish. Both the Bearish Reversal and Bearish Continuation Signals must be made to signal the major trend has turned bearish.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intermediate Trend</strong></td>
<td>Bullish From the July 16 Low, the intermediate degree trend must be considered bullish unless the Bearish Reversal Signal is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern</strong></td>
<td>7/16L Feb. 5 is considered the W.4:4, running-correction low. If this is correct, the completion of a minor five wave advance from Feb. 5 will complete five-wave structures of several degrees as outlined in the monthly report. A &quot;running correction&quot; is an ABC correction where the wave-c low is at a higher price than the wave-a low. It implies that the next impulse wave, in this case wave-5, has a high probability of extending beyond the typical price targets for a wave-5. Feb. 13 is probably a minor W.3 high which implies there should only be a few more days to complete the minor five wave structure beginning from the Feb. 5 low. A decline below the wave-1 high (798.95) signals the minor five-wave advance should be complete. In viewing the minor and intermediate degree wave patterns, I look for a wave pattern that is a strong candidate as an &quot;alternate.&quot; I simply don't see a strong candidate at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support (March)</strong></td>
<td>1/23H 796.95, 782.90, 771.00 Calculate Fib retracements if high confirmed. A decline below 782.90 (W.2:5) is the first signal the advance is complete given the assumed wave pattern. A decline below 771.00 (W.4 low) confirms the advance is complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance (March)</strong></td>
<td>12/17L 812.66-824.90 (816.40-824.90) 841.95-850.95 The 812.66-824.90 price zone includes at least seven price projections from three degrees that are typical price targets for a wave five. This price zone tails at the area of parallel channel resistance of two degrees. If the wave count from the Dec. 14 low is correct, the maximum price target should be 841.95-850.95. This confirms W.4:5 is a running correction as described in the pattern section and W.5 that began Feb. 5 will exceed 100% of W.1 (probably to 112% W.1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Analysis</strong></td>
<td><strong>PTPP</strong> From the July 16 Low: Feb. 17-20 (17-19) Time analysis is performed in the same manner as price and pattern analysis. From the top (larger degree) down, the long and intermediate term cycles pointed to a high probability top in the Feb. 5-11 period. The recent short-term cycles extend the period through Feb. 26 with a concentration in the Feb. 17-19 period.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Minimum LT Bull Market Objective</strong></td>
<td><strong>Price</strong> Met. While the long term objective has been met, Wednesday's report projects the recent short-term swings projected a continuation to at least 810.40 and a probable objective of 841.00 or higher. The minimum objective has been met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bearish Reversal</strong></td>
<td><strong>Price</strong> S&amp;P (March) Close below 771.00 (met Dec. 24).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bullish Reversal</strong></td>
<td><strong>Price</strong> S&amp;P (March) Close above 758.80 (met Dec. 24).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follow-up Comments To The Feb. 15, 1997 Report

The March S&P made a key-reversal-day on Feb. 19, precisely within the Feb. 17-19 PTPP for the final Wave-5 high. The top was 820.49, precisely within the ideal objective for Wave-5 of 818.49-824.99!

As of mid-March 1997 when this chapter is being completed, the S&P has only declined about 6% from the Feb. 19 high and has not yet confirmed whether the Feb. 19 high completed a major bull market. But, the time, price and pattern factors that would confirm or invalidate if the top is complete have been clearly identified.

Remember, we will trade the market, not the forecast.

The daily S&P chart below includes the period since the July 1996 low described in the previous reports. Except for a brief period in Dec. when it appeared a Wave 5.5 had completed, the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies continued to project higher prices as the market moved up from one price objective to the next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic Trading</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19, 1997: Bull Market Top?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All aspects of Dynamic Trading analysis imply that Feb. 19, 1997 completed a bull market at the top of the trend that began from the April 1994 low or earlier.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apply your study of the Dynamic Trading time, price and pattern analysis techniques. What would be the signal that would confirm the top? What would be the signal that would invalidate the top?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you review these S&P reports again, the importance of Dynamic Trading analysis should become obvious.

1. **Dynamic Price Analysis** is much more than obvious support and resistance levels. Comprehensive Dynamic Price Analysis often provides the minimum price target anticipated for the market position. Dynamic Price Analysis also often provides the specific price levels that should not be exceeded if the opinion of the market position is valid.

2. **Dynamic Time Analysis** provides the specific time periods with a very high probability of trend reversal. Almost every intermediate-term high and low shown on the chart above was made within one trading day of a time projection. Dynamic Time Analysis also provides the trader and investor with the minimum time objectives probable for any degree swing.
3. Practical Elliott wave analysis often provides a very confident opinion of market position. When Elliott wave pattern analysis is combined with dynamic time and price analysis, high probability time and price projections are possible. The failure of many Elliott wave analysts is they trade their forecasts, not the market behavior. Any market will usually confirm or invalidate an Elliott wave forecast very quickly. To fail to recognize the confirmation or invalidation of the Elliott wave opinion is to fail to understand the practical application and true value of Elliott wave analysis.

By applying Dynamic Trading analysis methods you have learned in this book, you will be prepared for the highest probability market activity in the same manner shown in these reports.

Now, let's move on to examples from other markets.
NIKKEI: The Nikkei has probably completed a major top in June. Summer time is an important period for seasonal change in the Nikkei. Note on the weekly chart that the last three major trend changes took place in Aug., June and July. The decline from the June 1996 high has exceeded the 100% Alternate Price Projection and reached the 61.8% retracement of wave five. While the long term trend remains unclear in the Nikkei, it appears June has begun a decline that should at least correct the entire rally from the July 1995 low.

The following page shows the outcome of the Nikkei from the June 1996 high.
Follow-up Comments To The Nikkei In The Aug. 1996 Report

The Nikkei has declined over 25% from the June 1996 high through March 1997. A simple analysis of wave structure and the time of prior highs and lows signaled the high probability outcome from the June high.

The chart below shows the Nikkei through March 1997. Do you think the bear trend from the June 1996 high through the Jan. 1997 low is a correction or the beginning of an impulse trend to new lows? What is your rationale?

The Jan low was made at the coincidence of the 61.8% retracement and 162% Alternate Price Projection. Based on simple price projection analysis and wave form, the odds are high the Jan. low was not the completion of a corrective low. The odds are the Jan. low was a Wave-3 not a Wave-C of an ABC correction. The C-Wave is more often equal to 100% of the A-Wave, not 162%. A Wave-3 is often equal to or greater than 162% of the Wave-1.

If we consider the Jan. 1997 low the end of Wave-3, what would be the pattern factor that would invalidate this idea? A Wave-4 should not trade into the price range of Wave-1. If the Nikkei rallied above what is shown as the Wave-1 low, the bearish outlook for the Jan. low to be exceeded is at least questionable.
 Strait Times (Weekly): The Feb. top should not be exceeded for years. The ST should complete a five wave decline within the relatively broad support zone of 2032-1948 which includes the 78.6% retracement, W.5=100% W.1, W.5=61.8% W.1-3 and W.5=162% W.4.

The following page shows the outcome of the Strait Times Index following the comments from the Nov. 1996 report.
Follow-up Comments to The Strait Times Index in The Nov. 1996 Report

The Wave-5 low of 2035.0 was made just three points short of the ideal price projection for Wave-5 of 2032-1948.

Elliott wave analysis and Dynamic Price Analysis prepared traders and investors for a major low that was followed by the largest rally in almost a year.
Cattle (Feb.)

Resistance: 65.20-65.54

Support (1/14th): 64.45-64.21, 63.96-63.88, 63.61-63.45, 63.11

The sell order was not elected last week. Cattle made a five-wave decline into the Oct. 25 low. Cattle have rallied to what should be the maximum objective if the rally is corrective. The Nov. 14 high appears to have completed an ABC correction at the 65.20-65.54 resistance zone which includes the 78.5% retracement, wave-four high, 100% alternate price projection (W.C=W.A) and 262% retracement of W.B (W.C=292% W.B). A close over 65.54 signals the rally is probably not corrective but should continue to rally and exceed the Aug. high. Seasonally, Feb. cattle have a high probability to be down from Nov. into Jan. or Feb. We should continue to initiate short position strategies as long as cattle have not closed above 65.54.

Short and Intermediate Term Traders: As long as cattle have not closed above 65.54, sell cattle at three ticks below the prior day's low. Adjust the protective buy-stop daily to one tick above the 3DH (three-day-high).
Follow-up Comments To Cattle In The Nov. 16, 1996 Report

For markets other than the S&P, the weekly report often provides specific trade recommendations. Specific trade recommendations are not provided for the S&P because of the enormous volatility that can occur during the week, making it impossible to provide judicious protective stops with trade recommendations from a weekly report.

The Nov. 14 high was made at the ideal price projection for a Wave-C corrective high. While the Dynamic Trading book has not discussed seasonal tendencies in markets, many of the agricultural markets have very reliable seasonal tendencies that traders should be aware of.

Note that the recommended sell strategy was to wait for a prior daily low to be exceeded before entering the short position. In other words, a minor confirmation of a bear trend. The sell strategy was voided if cattle closed over the upper extreme of the resistance zone. If cattle exceeded the extreme resistance zone typical for an ABC correction, the odds are the rally was impulsive, not corrective, and new highs would eventually be made.

The following page shows the next week's report and how the analysis and trading strategies worked out.
Cattle (Feb.)

Resistance: Calculate Fib. retracements if low confirmed

Support (11/14H): 63.61-63.45, 63.11, 62.47-62.39, 61.41

The sell order was elected on Monday, Nov. 18 at 64.52, three ticks below the prior day's low. Cattle completed an ABC correction at the Nov. 14 top as described last week. Cattle should continue to eventually decline to below the Oct. 25 low.

Short Term Traders (S-11/18, 64.52): Adjust the protective buy stop to 64.01. Take profits at 62.60.

Intermediate Term Traders (S-11/18, 64.52): Adjust the protective buy stop to 64.01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current and Recent Trading Recommendations</th>
<th>Cattle</th>
<th>Opened</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>PL</th>
<th>O/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short Feb. (ST)</td>
<td>11/18</td>
<td>64.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$458</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Feb. (IT)</td>
<td>11/18</td>
<td>64.52</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$458</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow-up Comments For Cattle To The Nov. 21, 1996 Report

Cattle declined sharply, electing the sell-stop for a short position as anticipated.

Dynamic Trading analysis prepared traders to take advantage of a low-risk and low-capital exposure trade. Whatever your trading time frame, short, intermediate or long-term, you must have the patience to wait for the best opportunities.
Gold - Position Summary as of Oct. 29, 1996

| Comments | Gold has exceeded a 20 year historical extreme for the time range of a decline without having made a 5% rally. Last month projected that at least a minor low should be made by Oct. 4 (Sept. 25-Oct. 4 PTPP). The low was made Oct. 1 at 379.8, just 7% below the projected support zone for the low of 382.0-386.5. |
| Major Trend | Trading Range | With the decline below the June-July low, the odds are equal for a break below or above the trading range. |
| Intermediate Trend | Bearish | Gold must make the Bullish Reversal Signal which is now 2CHDCA 386.5 to turn the trend bullish. |
| Support (Dec.) | 8/5 H 381.0, 373.0-376.5 |
| Resistance (Dec.) | NA 386.5, 383.0 |
| Time Analysis | PTPP From the Oct. 22 high Nov. 4-5, Nov. 11-13 |
| Pattern | Oct. 22 is probably a wave-four high which implies gold should make another drive to new lows, ideally to the 378.0-376.5 support zone which is an ideal target for a wave five low. Only a close above the Oct. 22 high will void this outlook. |
| Minimum Trend Objective | There are no trend objectives until gold provides a trend direction signal. The larger degree position is a trading range. Gold must make a bearish or bullish continuation signal before trend objectives will be given. |
| Bullish Reversal | Price 2CHDCA 386.5 |
| Bearish Continuation | Price 2CH 376.4. A close below 381.8 will be an initial indication of a continued decline at least to 378.0. |
| General Trading Strategies | If the Bullish Reversal Signal is elected, gold should only be in the initial stages of a bull trend and should continue to rally above the long term trading range highs. If the Bearish Continuation Signal is made, gold should continue to decline to at least 355. |
| Options | No specific recommendations at this time. |
| PM Mutual Funds | Go long on a Dec. contract close above 386.5. |
Gold (Dec., daily): The decline below the wave-B low signaled the rally from the Oct. 1 low is probably corrective and not impulsive. The odds favor a continued decline to the 378.0-375.4 support zone. Only a close above 386.5 (10/22H) will void this immediate bearish outlook.

Follow-up Comments For Gold To The Nov. 1996 Report

Why was a new low below the Oct. 1 low anticipated? Gold had declined below the Wave-B low signaling the rally to the Oct. 22 high and 38.2% retracement was an ABC correction, not the beginning of an impulsive trend. If the Oct. 22 high was a Wave-4, the ideal price projection for a Wave-5 low was 378.0-376.5. Nov. 4-6 was projected as the ideal time for a Wave-5 low.

Did gold make a Wave-5 low in the time and price targets as anticipated? The next page shows what transpired in the following weeks.
Gold continued to decline to a new low just as anticipated. On Nov. 1, one trading day prior to the Nov. 4-6 PTTP for a low, gold made a reversal-day low at 377.8, precisely within the price zone projected for a Wave-5 low. Time, price and pattern plus a daily reversal signal seemed to coincide for an important low. Gold rallied $8 and then fell out of bed and continued to decline to new lows.

The time and price projections were right on for a low, but not a major low as anticipated by the Elliott wave interpretation that considered the Nov. 1 low the completion of a five wave decline.

Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies will not project the market position correctly all of the time. No method of analysis is capable of doing that. The time, price and pattern position of the Nov. 1 low provided the trader and investor with a definitive, maximum protective stop-loss for long positions of one tick below the Nov. 1 reversal-day low.

When the Nov. 1 low was exceeded, traders could hold no bull market illusions, at least for the time being. The market itself had invalidated Nov. 1 as a major low and signaled the bear trend would continue.

Trade market behavior, not forecasts. Always identify the market activity that will invalidate your opinion of the market position and do not fail to act when the market tells you in no uncertain terms that you are wrong.
## Bonds - Position Summary as of Sept. 7, 1996 (Chart on Page 2)

| Comments | Bonds did not make the Bearish Price Reversal last week (2CLDC 106.23) but did trade below the extreme time and price support targets anticipated to complete the decline from the Aug. 13 high. Friday's wide-range, outside-reversal-day has probably completed the steep decline and a corrective rally should now take place. |
| Major Trend | Bearish | From the Jan. 4 high: Bonds should eventually continue lower and exceed the Nov. 1994 low without having exceeded the Jan. 1996 high. The recent five wave decline suggests the Aug. 13 high will not be exceeded. |
| Inter. Trend | Bearish | From the Aug. 13 high: Bonds appear to have completed a five wave decline on Friday which implies the larger degree trend is now down. |
| Support (Dec.) | 8/13 H | 106.25-106.11, 104.31, 103.31 |
| | | 106.25-105.11 is the support zone where W.5=W.1 and W.5=382 W.1-3 if Sept. 4 is considered the wave-4 high. |
| Resistance (Dec.) | 9/18 L | 107.17-107.25, 108.18-109.10 |
| Time Analysis | FTFP | If bonds continue sideways to up as anticipated, a corrective top should not be made prior to Sept. 19. |
| Pattern | B'13H | Last week assumed Aug. 28 was a wave-four high. The continued decline has altered the count to a textbook five wave decline with wave-three subdivided into five minor waves. Friday's low (Sept. 6) was made at the ideal price zone for a wave five low. See the support price section above. The five wave decline implies that Aug. 13 was a major corrective high and bonds should exceed the June low without having exceeded the Aug. high. |
| Minimum Bear Trend Objectives | | These will not be considered unless or until the June 13 low is exceeded and there is a confirmed bearish pattern to work off of. |
| Bearish Reversal | Price | 2CLDC 107.24. This was made Aug. 30. |
| Bearish Continuation | Price | 2CLDC 106.23 (Sept.), 106.14 (Dec.). This was not made last week. |
| General Trading Strategies | | All factors signal that Sept. 6 completed the swing down from the Aug. 13 high and a corrective rally should continue into at least Sept. 19 and reach at least 108.18. These are the minimum time and price objectives. |
| Last Week | | The buy-on-close signal was elected Tuesday on the close of 107.12. The long position was stopped out on Friday 108.01. |
| Specific Trading Recommendations | Short and Intermediate Term Traders: Buy bonds at 106.13 or better, or 107.05 on a stop, OCD. Place the protective self-stop at 106.18. While not a specific recommendation, subscribers who bought near the close Friday, use the 106.19 protective self-stop. |
| Options | Option strategies should consider that bonds should remain within the extremes of the June low and Aug. high at least through Oct. Option traders should consider selling Dec. 106 puts and Dec. 112 calls on a futures buy signal. |
| Mutual Fund | The sell signal to liquidate for bond mutual funds was made Friday on the Bearish Reversal Signal. |
Follow-up Comments for Bonds To The Sept. 7, 1996 Report

Although the larger degree pattern position is not shown in the limited period of the chart above that was included with the Sept. 7 report, the Aug. 13 high was considered a major Wave-2 high. If it was indeed a Wave-2, it was not anticipated to be exceeded prior to a continued decline to new lows. The rally from the Sept. 6 low was anticipated to be a correction to the five wave decline from Aug. 13 to Sept. 6.

How did it turn out? See the next page for a follow-up chart and more comments.
The chart below shows the bond activity following the Sept. 7 report. Bonds continued to rally from the Sept. 6 low just as anticipated. The buy-stop to enter a long position was elected the following trading day, Monday, Sept. 9. Bonds rallied almost straight up from there. The minimum price objective for the rally was 108.18 (50% retracement) and was reached within a few days.

The “correction” was projected to last at least to Sept. 19. The rally continued to Sept. 19 as anticipated, and beyond.

**How To Be Wrong And Still Make Money?**

Bonds eventually exceeded the Aug. 13 high, contrary to expectations. As it turned out, the rally from the Sept. 6 low was more than a correction to the Aug. - Sept. decline. It was part of a larger degree correction begun from the June 1996 low. You don’t have to be right to make money trading. But you do have to quickly respond to the market, which is always right.

The excerpts from subsequent reports on the following pages follow-up on the bond position and trades.
Bonds (Dec.): Bonds also made a wide-range reversal today, with a close near the high. Today's low was made in the 51.6%-78.6% retracement zone and should be a wave 2 of 5 low. Unless bonds exceed today's low of 110.11, the odds favor a continued rally to test or exceed the Oct. 4 high.

Short Term Traders: Buy a break above the first hour's trading tomorrow. Place a buy stop one tick above the first hour's trading. Place the sell stop one tick below the first hour's trading; OR, buy at 110.23 OB. Place the protective sell stop at 110.10.

Update Comments

No charts were included with the mid-week update report. The daily chart below shows bonds from the Sept. low through Oct. 23, the date of the mid-week report.

Bonds appeared to have completed four waves through Oct. 18 and the first two minor waves of Wave-5.

It appeared to be an ideal set-up for at least a short-term long position.

Bonds appeared to have completed a minor wave 2 of 5 low on Oct. 23, the day of the report.
**Bonds - Position Summary as of Oct. 25, 1996**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>The outlook remains that bonds should make a new high before completing the advance from the Sept. 6 low. Last week's decline is considered a correction in a larger degree bull trend.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major Trend</strong></td>
<td>Bearish From the Jan. 4 high: The Jan. 4 high should not be exceeded prior to a continued decline below the Sept. low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inter. Trend</strong></td>
<td>Bullish From the Sept. 6 low: The wave pattern suggests the bull trend should have at least one more minor swing to new highs to complete Wave-5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support (Dec.)</strong></td>
<td>10/4 H 109.26: Calculate Fib retracements from both 9/16 and 9/19 lows if high confirmed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resistance (Dec.)</strong></td>
<td>9/8 L 111.26-111.31, 113.05-113.28, 115.29-116.23 The ideal price objective for Wave-5 is 113.05-113.28 where W.5 = 100% W.1, 61.8% W.1-3 and 162% W.4.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Time Analysis</strong></td>
<td>PTPP From the Sept. 6 low: Nov. 1-5 Nov. 1-5 is the ideal period for this corrective rally to complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern</strong></td>
<td>9/8 L The assumption is Oct. 18 completed a wave four low and Friday's outside-reversal-day completed wave 2-5. A decline below 109.20 (W.4 low) voids this wave sequence and signals Oct. 4 probably completed an ABC correction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bullish Reversal</strong></td>
<td>Price 2CH9CA 113.22: If the current rally is corrective, the Bullish Reversal should not be made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Trading Strategies</strong></td>
<td>The outlook remains that bonds will reach at least 113.05 without having exceeded 109.26.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Last Week's Trading Activities</strong></td>
<td>The 110.23 OS recommendation from Wednesday's update was elected Thursday. The 110.10 protective sell stop was elected shortly after the open on Friday.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific Trading Recommendations</strong></td>
<td>It is still anticipated bonds will make a wave five rally to reach at least 113.05. Buy bonds on a break above the first 30 minutes range any day next week as long as bonds have not traded below 110.0. Place the protective sell stop at 109.31.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Options</strong></td>
<td>No recommendations at this time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers</strong></td>
<td>There is no position in bond mutual funds at this time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follow-up Comments

The 110.23 OB buy order was elected on Thursday, Oct., 24 and stopped out the following day, Friday. Friday made a wide-range outside reversal-day. The Oct. 16, Wave-4 low had still not been violated nor had the outlook for a continued rally to 113.05 or higher.

The trade resulted in a minor loss but the market had not violated the outlook for a continued rally. The stop on the trade was placed below the previous low. It could have been placed below the Oct. 16 low of 109.26, but that would have resulted in almost a $1000 capital exposure from the 110.23 OB entry. The Oct. 26 report considered new trade entry strategies on the long side as long as the Oct. 25 reversal-day low was not exceeded.

Let’s take a look at the following week’s report to see how it turned out.
Bonds - Position Summary as of Nov. 2, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Friday's (Nov. 1) wide-range reversal-day high was made on a coincidence of both time and price projections for a W.5 high.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bearish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td>Bullish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Dec.)</td>
<td>11/1 H 112.13-111.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Dec.)</td>
<td>9/6 L 113.05-113.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>PTPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>9/6 L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Reversal</td>
<td>Price 20HDC 113.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>The bulk of the rally should be over. The Nov. 1 high should be either wave 3:5 or wave 5. At best, only marginal new highs should be made. However, it is usually profitable to try to position on a wave four low for a potential wave five rally. Wave four of five should be complete by late next week.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Week's Trading Activities</td>
<td>Because bonds were advancing into the time and price zone anticipated for the W.5 high, Wednesday's update report recommended adjusting the protective sell-stop on the long position daily to one tick below the low of the first hour. The short and intermediate term positions were stopped out on Thursday at 112.17 as bonds traded below the range of the first hour.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Trading Recommendations</td>
<td>Short and Intermediate Term Trades: Wed.-Friday only: As long as bonds have traded to at least 112.13 but have not closed below 111.20, buy bonds on the close if the close is above the prior day's close and the current day's open. Place the protective sell stop one tick below the low traded since the Nov. 1 high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>No recommendations at this time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Current and Recent Trading Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Opened</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th>U/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>107.05</td>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>100.07</td>
<td>$1003</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>9/9</td>
<td>107.06</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>107.23</td>
<td>$563</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>107.31</td>
<td>9/27</td>
<td>108.27</td>
<td>$1875</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>107.31</td>
<td>9/30</td>
<td>109.04</td>
<td>$1156</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/8</td>
<td>111.02</td>
<td>10/17</td>
<td>110.80</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/24</td>
<td>110.23</td>
<td>10/25</td>
<td>110.10</td>
<td>($408)</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>111.04</td>
<td>11/31</td>
<td>112.17</td>
<td>$1406</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>111.04</td>
<td>11/31</td>
<td>112.17</td>
<td>$1406</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Follow-up Comments**

While the Oct. 24 long trade resulted in a loss, the Oct. 29 trade was a winner. Even if a trade is stopped out, there is no reason to abandon the market if the market activity has not invalidated the longer term outlook, in this case, for higher prices.

The profit/loss trade recommendation table shown above includes the recent bond trades up to the time of the report. Did the bond market complete the wave-five for a top as anticipated? I reported in the Nov. 6 mid-week update report the trend was about to reverse.
**Bonds (Dec.):** Cancel the buy set-up recommendation from last Saturday's report. Minor cycles expand the upper end of the resistance zone to 114.09. 2CHDCA 114.09 signal a continued advance to 115.28 or higher. We are now in the ideal time period of Nov. 1-6 for a corrective top. Bonds have made at least a marginal new high as anticipated in last Saturday's report. Although the pattern is not ideally formed to signal a final top, a short strategy is recommended on the strength of the time and price projections.

*Short and Intermediate Term Traders:* Sell Dec. bonds tomorrow at 113.07 on a stop. Place the protective buy stop at 113.24.

**Follow-up Comments To The Nov. 6 Update Report**

Everything seemed to be in place for bonds to complete a five wave advance. The sell-stop order was a few ticks below the low of Nov. 5 (chart not included with the update report).
**Bonds - Position Summary as of Nov. 7, 1996**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Bonds are at a critical time and price juncture for a potential, corrective top.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Major Trend | **Bearish**  
From the Jan. 4 high: The Jan. 4 high should not be exceeded prior to a continued decline below the Sept. low. |
| Inter. Trend | **Bullish**  
From the Sept. 6 low. Bonds have rallied to a coincidence of time and price resistance from where either the trend should terminate or continue to the next price and time level. |
| Support (Dec.) | NA  
112.29. Calculate Fb retracements and alternate price projections if top confirmed. |
| Resistance (Dec.) | 9/6L  
113.05-114.18, 115.23-117.05  
The upper end of the resistance zone is extended to 114.18, not 114.09 as stated in last night's update. There are 6 or 10 different price projections of three degrees that fall in the relatively broad zone of 113.05-114.18. There is not a single price projection between 114.18 until 115.23 that I can find. If bonds exceed 114.18, they should continue to rally to 115.29 or higher. |
| Time Analysis | **PTTP**  
From the Sept. 6 low. Nov. 14, Nov. 20-21  
Today's new daily and closing high after Nov. 6 is a bullish signal. |
| Pattern | 9/6L  
Wave five has not ideally sub-divided into five minor waves. The pattern is stoppy and does not provide a confident opinion from my point of view if the minor trend from the wave four, Oct. 18 low, has completed or not. We will focus on time and price with the assumption that the pattern is probably completing. Bonds often make at least minor tops following a wide-range up-day to new highs. See the Sept. 13 (W:1) and Oct. 4 (W:3) tops as reference. This is not a predication that a top will be made now, in that manner, only to be aware that this kind of top often occurs and not to necessarily consider today's sharp up day as bullish. |
| Bullish Continuation | Price **DCA 114.18** While a top is anticipated in the current time and price zone, a close above 114.15 voids this immediate bearish outlook and signals a continued rally. |
| General Trading Strategies | Trading strategies must let the market signal if the trend has reversed or will continued to the next time and price objective. |
| Last Week's Trading Activities | A short position was taken today at 113.07 per the recommendation of last night's update. The short position was stopped out at 113.24. |
| Specific Trading Recommendations | Trading strategies should take advantage of the critical price position of bonds. Either a corrective top should be made in the present price zone or a trend continuation signal should be made. |
| **Short and Intermediate Term Traders:** | As long as Dec. bonds have not closed above 114.18, sell bonds on a close below 113.20. Place a stop and reverse at 114.08, OR, buy bonds on a stop of 114.23 or 114.19 SCO, OCO. Place the protective sell stop at 119.24. |
| Options | Buy a March 110 put on a futures sell signal with a stop at the stop-and-reverse signal for futures. Don't reverse the option position. The upside potential is more limited in both time and price than the downside. |
| Investors / Mutual Fund Switchers | There is no position in bond mutual funds at this time. |
Follow-up To The Nov. 7, 1996 Report

The short position was elected on Nov. 7 per the Nov. 6 update report but was stopped out the same day on the wide-range outside-day for a small loss. Even though this trade was not successful, bonds had still not exceeded the maximum time and price zone for a corrective high.

There is an important analysis and trading strategies lesson to be learned from the Nov. 7 report. Bonds were at the extreme projections of time and price for a corrective top. The trading strategy was to sell if a minor low was exceeded or buy if the price resistance zone were exceeded. Note that the Resistance section commented that there were no price projections between 114.18 to 115.29. In other words, if a top was not made as anticipated and bonds continued to rally, they would probably continue to at least 115.29. Trading strategies would place the trader in a position no matter which direction bonds took. Trade market behavior, not forecasts.
### Bonds - Position Summary as of Nov. 16, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Last week, bonds exceeded both the time and price targets anticipated for a corrective top by closing over 114.18 and making new highs after Nov. 6. A continued advance to 115.29 or higher is now anticipated.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bearish From the Jan. 4 high: The Jan. 4 high should not be exceeded prior to a continued decline below the Sept. low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter. Trend</td>
<td>Bullish From the Sept. 6 low. The rally from the Sept. low is considered a major correction to the decline from the Jan. high.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Dec.)</td>
<td>NA 114.08, 112.29: Calculate Fib retracements from the Oct. 25 and Sept. 6 lows and alternate price projections if a top is confirmed by a close below 114.08.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Dec.)</td>
<td>9/6L 119.05-114.18, 115.29-117.05 (115.29-116.13) Bonds have closed above 114.18 which signals the rally should continue to 115.29 or higher before completing the rally from the Sept. 6 low. The 115.29-117.05 price zone includes the 91.6% retracement (spot futures) and 78.6% retracement (Dec.) as well as several minor alternate price projections. If the current rally is correcting, this price zone should not be exceeded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>PTPP From the Sept. 6 low: Nov. 1-6, Nov. 20-21 Having rallied to new highs beyond the Nov. 1-6 PTPP, the current rally should not complete prior to Nov. 20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>9/6 L The pattern does not provide a confident opinion of the market position other than the rally from Sept. 6 should be part of a major correction. We will continue to focus on the more objective and reliable time and price projections for clues to trend termination and reversal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Continuation</td>
<td>Price DCA 114.18 (met Nov. 12) Current Bullish Continuation: DCA 117.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price DCB 111.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>Bonds should continue to rally to 115.29 or higher and should not make a top prior to Nov. 20. However, a close below 111.28 signals the corrective rally is complete and bonds should then continue to decline below the Sept. low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Week’s Trading Activities</td>
<td>Long position was taken at the 114.23 buy-stop on Tuesday, Nov. 12. The protective sell-stop was placed at 113.24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Trading Recommendations</td>
<td>Short and Intermediate Term Traders (L-1)/12, 114.29: Adjust the protective sell stop to 114.05. Take profits on the short-term position at 115.25.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options</td>
<td>No recommendations at this time. Bonds are at or near a position from where we will consider bearish option strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investors/Mutual Fund Switchers</td>
<td>There is no position in bond mutual funds at this time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bonds - Position Summary as of Nov. 27, 1996

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Bonds made a reversal day Tuesday, Nov. 26 at both projected time and price resistance.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Major Trend</td>
<td>Bearish From the Jan. 4 high: The Jan. 4 high should not be exceeded prior to a continued decline below the Sept. low.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Trend</td>
<td>Bullish From the Sept. 6 low: The odds are high that Nov. 26 completed the intermediate degree bull trend.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (Dec.)</td>
<td>11/26H 114.23, 113.25, 113.02-112.11, 111.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (Dec.)</td>
<td>9/6L 115.29-117.05 (115.29-116.18) The No. 26 high was 116.65, right within the ideal price zone for a major corrective top.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Analysis</td>
<td>PTTP From the Sept. 6 low: Nov. 20-26, Dec. 4-6 The Nov. 26 reversal day high was made at the Nov. 20-26 PTTP for a top. If bonds continue higher, the final top is likely to be made by Dec. 6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>9/6L The pattern does not provide a confident opinion of the market position other than the rally from Sept. 6 should be part of a major correction. We will continue to focus on the more objective and reliable time and price projections for clues to trend termination and reversal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bullish Continuation</td>
<td>Price DCA 117.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bearish Reversal</td>
<td>Price 2CLDCB 114.18; Two Consecutively Lower Daily Closes Below 114.18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Trading Strategies</td>
<td>Bonds have probably completed a major corrective top at the Nov. 26 reversal day high. If the Bearish Reversal Signal is elected, the top is confirmed. If the Bullish Continuation Signal is elected, a major bull trend may be underway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Week’s Trading Activities</td>
<td>The stop-and-reverse order at five ticks below the first hour’s trading was elected Tuesday, Nov. 26 at 115.12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific Trading Recommendations</td>
<td>Intermediate and Short Term Traders (6-11/27-11/12): The protective buy-stop is at 116.05, one tick above the Nov. 26 high.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonds</th>
<th>Opened</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th>V/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>107.05</td>
<td>9/17</td>
<td>108.07</td>
<td>$1063</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>107.05</td>
<td>9/19</td>
<td>107.23</td>
<td>$583</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>107.31</td>
<td>9/27</td>
<td>109.27</td>
<td>$1875</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>9/23</td>
<td>107.31</td>
<td>9/30</td>
<td>109.04</td>
<td>$1156</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/8</td>
<td>111.02</td>
<td>10/17</td>
<td>110.30</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/23</td>
<td>110.23</td>
<td>10/22</td>
<td>110.10</td>
<td>($406)</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>111.04</td>
<td>1/31</td>
<td>112.17</td>
<td>$1406</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>10/29</td>
<td>111.04</td>
<td>1/29</td>
<td>112.17</td>
<td>$1406</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Dec. (ST&amp;T&amp;IT)</td>
<td>11/7</td>
<td>103.07</td>
<td>1/7</td>
<td>103.24</td>
<td>($531)</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (ST)</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>114.23</td>
<td>1/20</td>
<td>115.25</td>
<td>$1083</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Dec. (IT)</td>
<td>11/12</td>
<td>114.23</td>
<td>1/25</td>
<td>115.12</td>
<td>$555</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Dec. (IT&amp;T&amp;ST)</td>
<td>11/25</td>
<td>115.12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$63</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Real World Of Dynamic Trading
Follow-up Comments For Bonds To The Nov. 16 and 27, 1996 Reports

As you can see from the Trading Recommendation Profit and Loss Table For Bonds, the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies had nailed the bond market for several months. There were two relatively small losses and a number of significant profits during this period.

The outlook for a corrective top to be made below the Aug. 13, 1996 high was dead wrong, yet the trading continued to be profitable. Trade market behavior, not forecasts. The important lesson is there was a consistent application of the Dynamic Trading analysis methods and trading strategies. While small losses were incurred, the net result was profitable.

The Nov. 27 report stated the Nov. 26 reversal-day high, which was made at a direct bit of projected time and price for a major corrective high, was probably the completion of a corrective top. The report also stated that if bonds made a new high, the final top should be complete by Dec. 6 (Dec. 4-6 PTPP). A stop-and-reversal from a long-to-short position was taken on the break below the first hour’s range on Nov. 26, the day of the high.

Dynamic Trading - Chapter 8
How did this short position turn out? An Update Report was issued on Dec. 4. The comments from this report are shown on the following page. No chart was included with the update report.

Robert Miner’s DYNAMIC TRADER WEEKLY FAX REPORT - Dec. 4, 1996 - Page 1 of 1
Mid-Week Update

Bonds (Dec.)
Bonds exceeded the high of Nov. 26 and elected the protective buy-stop on the short position on the gap opening at 116.15, Tuesday, Dec. 3. Tuesday’s high probably completed the corrective rally one day prior to the Dec. 4-6 PTPP for a top.

Short and Intermediate Term Traders: As long as bonds have not traded above 116.12, sell bonds on a stop one tick below the low of the first 30 minutes trading. Exit on the close of entry day if the close is above the current day’s open. If not stopped out on entry day, place the initial protective buy-stop at 116.13.

Follow-up comments to the Update Report
Although the short position taken Nov. 26 was stopped out, bonds were still in the time and price zone for a major corrective high. As long as a market is in the time and price zone for a trend change, traders should take every opportunity to enter the trade. The Dec. 3 high did not qualify as one of the daily reversal signals even though the close was in the lower half of the daily range and below the day’s open. The recommended sell signal was a decline below the trading range of the first 30 minutes, a minor signal of bearish trend.

The sell signal was only valid if bonds had not traded above 116.12, minor resistance on the intraday chart (not shown) that should not have been exceeded if the bear trend was to continue.

How did the Dynamic Trading analysis and trading strategies work out for this short position in bonds? The chart on the following page shows the outcome.
The sell signal of the break below the range of the first 30-minutes was made the following day, Dec. 5. Bonds continued straight down without electing the initial protective buy-stop at 115.13 recommended in the Dec. 4 Update Report. The chart below is the March contract in order to show the bond trend through Jan. which was past the Dec. contract roll-over.

**Diagram Description:**
- Bonds continued to decline for almost two months making a Wave-B low on Jan. 29.
- The sell signal on Dec. 5.

*Dynamic Trading - Chapter 8*
How did it turn out?

Corn continued to decline to new lows as anticipated in the Dec. Dynamic Trader Analysis Report.
British Pound (weekly): The pound has reached the important resistance zone of 170.89-170.04 described in last month's report. The pound is at or near a wave-five top. The ideal price zones for a wave five high are either 170.90-171.10 or 173.65-174.40. The Dec. 31 high at 171.28 was just a few ticks above the first zone. Dec. 31 appears to be a wave-three high which implies the pound should make one more minor swing to a new high. If this should unfold, the top should be made no later than Jan. 14. A close below 167.25 signals wave-five is complete and a greater decline is in time and price than any since the May low should unfold.

How did it turn out?
Follow-up To The British Pound Analysis From The Jan. 1997 Report

Simple price and pattern analysis prepared traders and investors for the largest decline in price in over a year. Take another look at the chart of the BP from the Jan. 1997 report on the prior page. What does it imply for the long term position of the BP? If the wave count is correct, the Jan. high was the completion of a long term correction which should eventually be followed by a decline below the May 1996 low without having exceeded the Jan. 1997 high.

The Real World Of Dynamic Trading
Crude (March)

Resistance (S/20): 25.35-25.76
- 25.35: W.5 = 162% W.4
- 25.76: W.5 = 61.8% W.1-3

Support (1/3H): 23.67, 22.79, 21.80-21.70, 20.74

Jan. 9 probably completed a wave-five top. The minimum objective for the decline from the Jan. 9 high is the 21.80-21.70 zone which includes the 50% retracement of the five wave advance and the low of wave-four.

Did March crude reach the 21.80-21.70 support zone as anticipated?
Follow-up To The Crude Analysis Of The Feb. 1997 Report

Two months later, crude reached 21.50, just a few ticks beyond the minimum projection for a corrective decline to the five wave advance.

Why was the projection made for a decline to at least the 21.80-20.70 support zone? Corrections to five wave advances (declines) usually reach at or near the prior Wave-4 low (high). Corrections to five wave advances (declines) usually reach at least the 38.2%-50% retracement of the five wave advance (decline). In the case of crude, the 50% retracement coincided with the Wave-4 low.

While crude may continue lower, the important factor is that in early Feb., with crude at 24.00, the price and pattern position strongly indicated a continued decline to at least 21.80. That’s information traders can take advantage of.
Orange Juice, Nov. - No Chart. Aug. 26 appears to be the completion of wave-3 of a potential five wave advance from the July 23 low. The current decline should not exceed a close below 116.60 (Sept.) or 111.30 (Nov.) if the larger degree trend is bullish as anticipated. The protective sell-stop on the long position of 118.15 (Sept. contract) adjusted in the Thursday mid-week report was elected Friday, stopping out the long position for a $405 profit.

Intermediate Term Traders: As long as Nov. CQ has not closed below 111.30 (116.60, Sept.), buy Nov. CQ any day next week on the close if the close is above the current day's open and the prior day's close. Place the initial protective sell-stop at 111.20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current and Recent Trading Recommendations</th>
<th>OJ</th>
<th>Opened</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th>CIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long Sept.</td>
<td>7/22</td>
<td>115.45</td>
<td>8/30</td>
<td>118.15</td>
<td>4505</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Aug. 31, 1996 issue of the weekly report included a potential trade set-up for OJ. No chart was included with the commentary. The table shows the most recent trade recommendation for OJ at the time of the report.

Below is a chart for this period. Why was the trade set-up for a long position voided with a close below 116.60 (Sept. contract)? That would be a close below the Wave-1 closing high which would void the impulsive wave count as shown below. Two days after the report, OJ closed below 116.60 on the Sept. contract and 111.30 on the Nov. contract which voided the trade-entry strategy. Trade market behavior, not forecasts.
Copper (March)

Resistance (9/12): 106.00-110.50
Support (2/13): 106.11-104.14

Thursday's signal-day reversal appears to have completed the final minor five-wave advance needed to complete the larger degree five-wave advances. While a new intraday high was made, a new closing high was not. Thursday's high also tagged the parallel channel resistance line projected from the W.9 high.

Short and Intermediate Term Traders: As long as copper has not traded above 110.20 (Feb. 13 high), sell copper on the close if the close is below the current day's open and prior day's close. Place the protective buy stop at 110.25.

In Feb. 1997, copper appeared to be completing a major five wave advance from the June 1996 low. The outlook in the Feb. 15, 1997 weekly report shown above was that Feb. 13 completed the final, minor five wave advance. Everything seemed to be in place for a major top and a great short trade opportunity.
Follow-up On Copper To The Feb. 15, 1997 Report

The Feb. 13 signal-day high looked like a perfect set-up to prepare for a short trade. The copper market did not agree. It immediately gapped up to new highs and continued to rally. The short trade recommendation was never filled as copper did not make a close below the open prior to rallying above the 110.20 high. Trading strategies prevented a losing trade.

If a short trade had been taken on the close of the Feb. 13 signal-day, the stop would have been placed at one tick above the Feb. 13 high. The short position would have been stopped out three trading days later on the gap opening for a lose. Losses can never be eliminated, but they can be minimized by logical protective stop-loss placement. In this case, the gap-signal-day reversal was invalidated as soon as the high of the day was exceeded.
Gold (April)
Support (2/28H): 358.7
Resistance (2/12L): 364.4-365.6, 370.4, 379.0

Gold has provided another signal of a major trend change to bullish by closing above the prior swing high of 359.7. The current rally appears to be completing a minor W.5 signaling a minor top is due soon followed by a correction to the advance from Feb. 12. The current rally has reached the ideal price objective for a minor wave-five of 364.4-365.6 where W.5=100% W.1 and 61.8% W.1-3. This price zone also includes the 50% retracement from the Nov. high.

The ideal time to initiate intermediate term positions is on the correction to an initial advance, it appears gold should be near the top of an initial advance. If a 38%+ correction follows, it will be the ideal opportunity to initiate intermediate term long positions.

Last Week's Trading Activity: No new trades last week.

Short Term Traders (1-345.30, 2/13): Adjust the protective sell stop to 359.7 one tick below Friday's low. Almost all of Friday's advance took place in the last 30 minutes of trading. A lack of follow through to this buying spree signals a temporary top and the completion of the minor five wave advance is probably complete.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current and Recent Trading Recommendations</th>
<th>Gold</th>
<th>Opened</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Closed</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>P/L</th>
<th>C/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long (April)</td>
<td>2/13</td>
<td>345.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$1990</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Follow-up Comments On Gold To The March 1, 1997 Report

A long trade recommendation from a prior report was filled on Feb. 13, one day following the wide-range, outside-day low. Gold rallied straight up to the ideal price projection to complete a minor five wave advance. The protective sell-stop on the long position was adjusted to one tick below the low of the last bar shown on the chart on the previous page (Feb. 28 low).

The next trading day, March 3, was a key-reversal-day. This was an ideal signal for a stop-and-reverse to a short position. The nature of a weekly report could not take advantage of this timely signal. The protective sell-stop at 359.7, one tick below the Feb. 28 low, was elected two days later on the gap-down open of 357.6 for a profit of $12.30.
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